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commanders, and left a lasting impression of the nature of nuclear physics research
on politicians and public alike. The research has as a goal a form of energy which, if
successfully developed, will rival and supplant conventional nuclear fission.
Consequently the political pressure on its scientific leadership is very considerable.
Lawson and Hendry are especially well qualified to write this history of how the
leaders and the workers responded to these pressures. Lawson worked at Harwell
during the crucial years; he is renowned for his pioneering analysis - the Lawson
criteria - encapsulating the technical objectives of the research; and yet he stood
sufficiently far above the melee to preserve independence of judgement. Hendry's
experience of the history of nuclear energy as a whole provides the overall
background and the professional historian's discipline. Both have been thorough in
their exploration of the original documentation and severe in cross-examination of the
surviving actors.
How fusion research in the United Kingdom started, how it developed, got into great
difficulties and how it recovered, is the essence of their story. Their lesson has a
particular as well as a general significance, because fusion research is not yet
successfully consummated. The present round of experiments on the Joint European
Torus, JET apparatus at Culham has yet to be completed; their results, when they are
available, will be used to decide, together with all other factors, whether or not to
proceed with the 'International Tokomak Experimental Reactor' now being designed
by a world team of engineers and scientists. This decision will be the next major
milestone in magnetic fusion research.
I am sure that this history will instruct, inform and entertain the public at large about
the nature of major research programmes. But it will also help those who have to lead
the way forward in research on controlled nuclear fusion in the years ahead.

10 January 1993

PREFACE
This history was started by the first author (JH) in 1980 as part of the official history of
the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, under the direction of
Professor Margaret Cowing, the official historian. In 1981 a draft text was circulated
(without figures and appendices) to a number of people who had worked in the field;
their comments were noted, a revised draft was produced, and this was again
circulated for comment. At this stage separate publication was not envisaged.
However in 1987 the first part of the text, consisting mainly of the introductory
chapter on the development of the underlying physics before the war and work up to
about 1950, was published in Annals of Science(1). Shortly afterwards the author
moved on to other work. The second author (JDL), who had seen the complete draft
in 1984, in 1989 agreed as a retirement activity to prepare it for issue in its present
form. Having worked for a short while in the field (1954-6) and being acquainted
with a number of those appearing in the history, he was able to add some material,
but more particularly to enlarge on some of the physics; the basic framework of the
work, and majority of the material relating to organization and policy, however,
remains unchanged.
A further task was to prepare the references in a suitable form for publication; in the
original these were frequently to AEA files, not then open in the Public Record Office.
Most of these have since been deposited at the PRO, and they are referred to by their
PRO members. An additional archive is being prepared by the second author; this
will be deposited at the Churchill Archive Centre, Cambridge (CAC), and will contain
unpublished material, including copies of papers in other archives. Further details
are given below in the Notes on the References.
The first author conducted a number of interviews in 1981 and 1982, and references to
these are given at appropriate points in the text, but transcripts are not available in the
PRO.
The second author had further discussions and correspondence with many of those
mentioned in the text, and would like to acknowledge their help. Only in the more
important instances, however, is this specifically acknowledged in the references.
Nevertheless some of the more interesting correspondence is deposited in the CAC.
Several people read through a draft of the complete manuscript, and substantial
comments were received from H A B Bodin, R Carruthers, G I W Llewellyn, R S Pease
and P C Thonemann. In many places documentary material is sparse, recollections
are not always consistent, judgements and guesses have to be made. No doubt there
are errors, and credit unfairly attributed. This is particularly difficult to avoid also
where the parallel work in other countries, not covered in this report, was in progress.
To those concerned, we offer our apologies. Any corrections or important additional
material covering the period of this report received by the authors or archivist will be
welcome; an updated and corrected version will be held in the archive.
We should particularly like to acknowledge the encouragement and help given by
Professor Margaret Cowing and latterly by Mrs Lorna Arnold. Our thanks are also
due to Mrs M Gardiner and Mrs J Rogers of the Harwell Records Office, and
Miss Anne Marshall, of AWE Archives, for allowing us access to the records, and
providing information. Helpful information was also provided by Mr C A Carpenter
of Culham Laboratory. We also thank the Master and Fellows of Trinity College
iii

Cambridge for permission to see and quote as references papers in the G P Thomson
archive there, and to deposit photocopies of some of these in the Churchill Archive
Centre. The second author would like to acknowledge a grant from the Royal Society,
and help from the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in providing access to facilities
during this work. He would also like to thank Mrs Pam Richens for typing the
various drafts and help with the layout of the final manuscript. This report is
produced and printed by the AEA Technology, Printing Services, whose help is
gratefully acknowledged.
The photographs in Fig. 3 were kindly supplied by P C Thonemanrt, Figs. 4 and 8 by
Dr A A Ware, Figs. 5 and 7 by the Harwell Photographic Archive, and Fig. 12 by
H A Bodin. Fig. 9 is reproduced by courtesy of the Punch Archive.

J H Hendry, Cambridge
J D Lawson, Abingdon

Correspondence and Enquiries, c/o
Authority Historians Office
Building 77
AEA Technology
Harwell Laboratory
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN TEXT AND REFERENCES

AEA

Atomic Energy Authority.

AEC

Atomic Energy Commission (USA).

AEI

Associated Electrical Industries (Laboratory at Aldermaston).

AERE

Atomic Energy Research Establishment (Harwell).

AEX

Atomic Energy Executive.

AWRE

Atomic Weapons Research Establishment (Aldermaston), later
AWE.

CAC

Churchill Archive Centre.

CERN

European Council for Nuclear Research (Geneva).

CTR

Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions.

CTRAC

CTR Advisory Committee.

Geneva Conference

See Notes on the References p. 89.

GPT

G P Thomson Archive.

HC

Harwell Council.

HMSO

Her Majesties Stationery Office (London).

HSC

Harwell Steering Committee.

ICSE

Intermediate Current Stability Experiment.

IEE Convention

See Notes on the References p. 89.

PDSC

Publication and Declassification Sub Committee.

PRO

Public Record Office.

RGMB

Research Group Management Board.

TTPC

Thermonuclear Technical Policy Committee.

THE

Telecommunications Research Establishment (Malvern), later
RRE, then RSRE.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The developments in nuclear physics, gas discharges, and astrophysics in the prewar years which were to make possible the serious consideration of fusion energy
production after the war have been described in a previous paper(1). This may be
regarded as an introduction to the present report, which covers work done in the
UK from 1945-1960, before the foundation of the Culham Laboratory, and indeed
duplicates part of the previous paper which contains material up to 1950. As
explained in the earlier paper there was by 1945 a dear prima fade possibility of a
new energy source from the thermonuclear fusion of deuterium ions, and the
information with which to calculate the conditions necessary for this was
available. Although not yet observed for a gas, the pinch effect could be predicted
with some assurance and seemed a promising way of keeping a deuterium plasma
away from the walls of its containing vessel for long enough for the temperatures
required to be reached. In a straight discharge tube there would still be
tremendous energy losses from the end electrodes. But electrodeless discharges
had been familiar ever since being studied many years before by J J Thomson(2).
Thomson's experiments were in cylindrical or spherical vessels, with no
conductors or magnetic cores linking the discharge, but ingenious experiments in
which the high frequency circulating current could be measured in a closed tube of
rather complicated shape had been devised by Knipp and Knipp in 1931(3).
Following the recent development of circular particle accelerators it was relatively
easy to envisage transferring energy to such a discharge for fusion purposes.
By the late 1930s these possibilities were very much in the air, and it is impossible
to say when, where or by whom the feasibility of a deuterium fusion energy
producer was first seriously considered. Hans Bethe has recalled a conversation
with Leo Szilard on the subject in Washington in about 1937(4). Indeed, when
G P Thomson applied for an American patent for a fusion device he found that
Szilard's 1934 patent on atomic energy covered the principle of fusion(5). It has
been suggested that Houtermans, who left Germany with the coming of the Nazis
and ended up in Kharkov, was working on the project experimentally before he
was interned by the Russians, again in 1937(6). And Peter Thonemann has
recalled working out the basic concept of a fusion reactor using a toroidal
deuterium gas discharge while he was still a student in Melbourne in 1939(7,8).
During the war the idea of a fusion bomb, more usually called a hydrogen or
"Super" bomb, was the subject of intensive study by Teller and others at Los
Alamos, and also appears to have been briefly considered in Germany(9). Then in
1946 a group of leading Los Alamos scientists, including Teller, Tuck, Fermi,
von Neumann, Alvarez, Landshoff, Kerst and R R Wilson, appear to have turned
their attention to an informal study of the possibility of controlled thermonuclear
fusion arising much as Thonemann had envisaged, in a toroidal deuterium or
deuterium and tritium discharge(10). In his paper to the 1958 Geneva Conference,
Teller recalled that(10):
Some elementary general facts were recognised at that time: That
deuterium gas could react above an ignition point of approximately 35
-1 -

kilovolts; that deuterium-tritium mixtures could react at a considerably
lower temperature of a few kilovolts; that the gas should be introduced at
an exceedingly low density of approximately 1014 to 1015 particles/ cm3 in
order to make the reaction rates sufficiently slow and in order to avoid
excessively high pressures; that at these high temperatures the gas will be
completely ionised (such an ionised gas is called a plasma); that with the
presence of magnetic fields, the ions in this plasma follow spiral paths and
that by appropriate arrangement of the magnetic fields the losses to the
walls can be reduced; that the pressure of the plasma on the field leads to a
thermal expansion of the plasma which tends to stabilize the reaction
(containment will break down before there is any chance of an explosion);
that equilibrium with radiation is not established and that the energy
emitted with bremsstrahlung should be treated as a loss; that for this
reason atoms other than hydrogen isotopes must be eliminated as
completely as possible; and that even the equilibrium between electron and
positive ion energies will be complete at the highest temperatures. Very
particularly it Was also noticed that in a simple dosed field along a torus,
the particles will not continue to spiral indefinitely around the same
magnetic line of force but that they will drift in a direction perpendicular to
both the magnetic field and the field gradient. This leads to smaller but
nevertheless prohibitive wall losses.
Teller's statement was obviously intended as a priority claim, and there is no
evidence that the details were anything like so clearly recognised as he implied.
Contrary to the impression given, controlled fusion was not apparently the subject
of any systematic investigation, but only of Teller's "wild ideas" seminars, and it is
not even dear who the participants were. There is no doubt that the subject was
considered, however, and Teller's description of the conclusions reached is
compatible with the most advanced knowledge available at the time to a group of
the world's most distinguished physicists.
Despite their early initiative the American physicists (if we may so call a group of
whom very few were native Americans) conducted no experiments along the
lines suggested, and they appear to have lost interest in controlled fusion or at
least to have become fully engaged on other projects such as the design and
development of the fusion bomb instead. A parallel investigation by Tuck and
Ulam, who collaborated in Los Alamos the same year (1946) on a theoretical
analysis of the collision of high velocity jets of deuterium, also came to nothing,
despite some experiments by Tuck using metal deuterides(10-13). (Suggestions for
such an approach to fusion were apparently made in a paper by Tuck and Ulam in
1944)(14). In Great Britain, however, there were three separate initiatives in the
Only two of these, one due to
immediate post-war period.
Sir George Paget Thomson and the other to Peter Thonemann, led to the early
establishment of a continuing, if at first limited, experimental and theoretical
research programme. The third initiative, which had begun even earlier, was
under the direction of J M Meek at Liverpool University, where
Sir James Chadwick was Professor of Physics. This was terminated after what were
regarded as some unpromising experiments, the first designed specifically to look
for neutrons in a deuterium discharge.
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CHAPTER 2
THE PROGRAMME AT IMPERIAL COLLEGE
The initiative for this programme came from G P Thomson, then professor of
physics at Imperial College London. Thomson had worked before the war both on
nuclear physics and, with his father J J Thomson, on discharge physics, and he was
therefore well placed to see the possibilities of fusion. According to his later
recollections, Thomson began to think of controlled fusion processes towards the
end of 1945, concentrating on a deuterium discharge in a torus(15). His first idea,
succinctly described in an undated note of about February 1946, was to contain the
deuterium gas within a toroidal solenoid in a magnetic field of 0.5 to 1 Tesla(16).
(Toroidal geometry and the associated notation are illustrated in Fig. 1).
Toroidal

N

Poloidal

Fig. 1 Notation for toroidal geometry. Field and current components are
described as "toroidal" if they are directed around the axis of symmetry, and
"poloidal" if in a plane through the axis. Angles 0 and it) are often used
respectively for directions around the symmetry axis, and in the poloidal
direction around the circular axis of the torus. Sometimes, especially when
comparing with cylindrical systems, distances along the circular axis are
denoted by z, in which case $ is replaced by 0 for the poloidal angle.

He proposed to ionize the gas using an external source and then to heat up the
plasma using an applied high-frequency (radio-frequency or 'RP) alternating
current. Commencing with densities of 1014 to 1015 nuclei/cm3, he suggested that
within a few minutes the deuterium nuclei could be heated to the order of
100 electron kilovolts (keV, one electron kilovolt being equivalent to roughly
10 million degrees Kelvin. This scale will be used throughout this report), at
which point fusion energy would be generated. The electrons would be anchored
by the magnetic field; the ions, less strongly held, would move towards the walls
leaving a strong radial electric "space-charge" field which would contain the ions
as they heated up(16). He brought in Moses Blackman, a lecturer in the
department, to assist him with some of a more difficult mathematics, and together
they drew up a specification for a hypothetical device, described as a "toroidal
solenoid"X17). In this document a number of details had been worked out,
including an estimated "practicable value" of the thermonuclear yield as
20 kW/litre in a torus with minor radius of 30 cms. The precise method of
ionizing and heating the gas, however, was not yet specified. On the
26 March 1946 they met at Thomson's suggestion with Arthur Block of the
-3-

Ministry of Supply, then responsible for atomic energy matters, and with the
Ministry's patent agent, B L Russell, who was requested to draw up a patent
application(18).
The background to Thomson's patent application was a curious one, for he was
not over-concerned with establishing priority, or with any financial reward. He
declared his willingness to assign the patent to the government and at this stage
asked for nothing in return. What had happened was that at the beginning of
March Thomson had sent a copy of his proposal to Rudolf Peierls, Professor of
Theoretical Physics at Birmingham University asking for his comments. But
Peierls, having learnt something of the Los Alamos discussions at first hand, was
concerned about the confidentiality of this information. There was no problem in
communicating it to Thomson, who had played a very prominent part in the
British wartime atomic project, but Peierls suggested that if Thomson wished to
work with collaborators at Imperial College then dassified information arising
from the American work might actually prove a handicap(19). In this
circumstance Thomson' had decided that the best thing to do was to apply for a
patent, thus placing on record his own thoughts and the fact that they were
independent of any knowledge gained from his government work. This would
then ensure that there could be no misunderstanding if he later received
information from others(18). Ironically, the very day that the patent agent was
instructed, Peierls wrote again to Thomson, expressing strong reservations about
his proposals(20). He listed three particular objections, of which the second was
the most fundamental. Thomson's proposal relied on a magnetic field along the
torus to confine electrons, and a radial electric field to contain the deuterium fuel.
Peierls pointed out that in such a "crossed field" configuration electrons would
acquire a drift velocity perpendicular to both fields. This would constitute a
poloidal current around the long axis of the toroidal solenoid which would
neutralize the magnetic field near the centre; this would no longer confine the
positive deuterons and thus the formation of the radial electric field would be
inhibited. Indeed, with Thomson's proposed figures this neutralized region
would extend very nearly to the wall, giving a gap smaller than the radius of
curvature of the electron orbit in the magnetic field, which is clearly impossible.
Peierls' first and third objections were concerned with secondary emission arising
from deuteron bombardment of the walls, and the fact that an electron migrating
to the wall requires a deuteron to do the same to restore the potential, resulting in
a "clean up" of all the gas.
A week after Peierls' letter Thomson wrote again; he accepted the second and
more fundamental objection, but was not convinced by the others. To overcome
the problem he abandoned the idea of solenoidal containment, and decided
instead to introduce a current round the axis of the torus, and use the magnetic
field associated with this for confinemental). Electron drifts would now be in the
toroidal direction, around the torus, and not cancel the field. It was proposed to
produce the current by the radiation pressure associated with an electromagnetic
wave travelling round the torus, emanating from suitably phased slots in
waveguides. The precise mechanism for this pressure was not, however,
described nor were any numerical estimates given. The electrons constituting this
current would transfer energy to the deuterons, thus heating them to the required
temperature.
-4-

Thomson met Peierls again early in May, and some of the points raised in the
discussion are recorded in a letter from Peierls to Thomson on 15 May. First,
Peierls had shown that even a single charged particle would not be contained in a
toroidal solenoid; by now a well known result. Although anchored radially,
particles moving round the torus drift vertically until they strike the walls. He
conjectured, however, that a particle moving in the field of a filamentary current
on the axis of the torus would be contained (provided of course that its energy
were not too large)(22). Peierls later gave this problem to a student, J W Gardner,
who confirmed his conjecture, and published his analysis in 1949(23). No
reference was made in this paper to the reason for studying this particular
problem. In the same letter Peierls raised the question of whether electron
diffusion might be substantially higher than might be expected from simple
theory, quoting the opinions of Mark Oliphant, and also H S W Massey, who
during the war had worked in the same team as David Bohm on gas discharge
problems in connection with the ion source for the Uranium isotope separator at
Berkeley.
By this time, however, a provisional patent had already been lodged, with a secret
classification, on 8 May(24). This was based on the earlier document but modified
to use confinement by the magnetic field of the current rather than an externally
applied solenoid field. (Although this is essentially "pinch effect" confinement,
the term does not seem to have been used by Thomson at this time). The
provisional specification included various suggestions as to how the deuterium
might be introduced, accelerated and removed, and noted the possible uses of the
device as an energy producer and neutron or tritium source. The means of
ionizing the gas were not specified and no single method of accelerating the
electrons was emphasised. On the basis of some simple calculations it was
suggested that with a torus of major and minor diameter of 3 meters and 60 cms
respectively it should be possible to accelerate the electrons to energies of about
100 keV. At this energy, it was claimed, the pinch effect would be sufficient to
contain the plasma for several minutes, long enough for the electrons to transfer
their energy to the deuterons that would be carried round with them, and for
thermonuclear reactions to then take place between the deuterons. The main
problem foreseen was that a large part of the energy fed into the apparatus would
be lost as bremsstrahlung radiation. But it was estimated that this loss could be
overcome and that with an initial deuterium density of the order of 1015
nuclei/cm3 the system should be a net energy producer.
For some months after submitting the provisional specification Thomson was
unable to pursue his proposals, for his role as adviser to the British delegation to
the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission kept him in New York for most
of the rest of 1946(25)• But his enthusiasm did not wane, and as a result of his
urging a meeting was convened by John (later Sir John) Cockcroft at Harwell in
January 1947 to discuss a possible programme of work on controlled fusion. Apart
from Cockcroft himself, who, as director of the Atomic Energy Research
Establishment at Harwell, would be responsible for any programme inaugurated,
those present included Thomson and Blackman from Imperial College, Peierls,
Moon and Sayers from Birmingham University, Tuck from the Clarendon
Laboratory at Oxford, and Skinner, Frisch, Fuchs, French and Bretscher from
Harwell(26). At the meeting Thomson described his proposed device, including
-5-

the alternatives of "cyclotron action" and, less plausibly, radiation pressure to
accelerate the electrons. Peierls responded by repeating his earlier criticisms, and
suggested that there might be effects which would spoil the highly efficient
containment of ions predicted by the simple theories used so far. As a first step in
assessing the feasibility of Thomson's scheme, Peierls suggested that experiments
on the pinch effect should be carried out by Moon in Birmingham, where work
was also planned by Sayers on heavy spark discharges in deuterium. Meanwhile,
Harwell were to keep in touch with developments of a new device called the
"Wirbelrohr" that had been designed and built towards the end of the war by the
German physicist M Steenbeck, and was to be investigated by the English Electric
company. This was not a fusion device, but as a possible means of accelerating
electrons in a low density toroidal gas discharge it was of obvious relevance to the
subject.
The meeting helped to establish lines of communication between Thomson and
the atomic energy project, and although Thomson's ideas were not exactly seized
upon with vigour they were not dismissed out of hand. He was encouraged to
continue with both theoretical and small scale experimental work, though the
impression gained by Thomson and Blackman, that the Birmingham and Harwell
theorists thought Thomson's idea a madcap one, may not have been far wide of
the mark(27). The theoretical study of particle confinement in the magnetic field
of a current loop referred to earlier was initiated(23), but the experimental work
proposed for Birmingham does not appear to have been carried out there.
One particular outcome of the meeting was that Thomson became intrigued by
the concept of the Wirbelrohr. This device had become known to the British in
1946 through the activities of the Control Commission in Germany. The mode of
operation and historical background are related in a report by Wasserab(28). It was
proposed as a novel form of electron accelerator by Steenbeck, and had been built
at the Siemens Schukert laboratories in Berlin; it is described in detail in a report
by Steenbeck and Hoffmann(29). A gas discharge was struck in a toroidal glass
tube. This was achieved by metallizing the outside of the tube, with the exception
of a small azimuthal "gap"; when the two sides of this gap were connected to a
charged condenser, an oscillatory discharge was set up, which induced an
oscillatory electric field around the axis of the torus. This caused breakdown of the
gas, forming an oscillatory gas discharge. Steenbeck postulated that by having the
gas pressure low enough, some of the electrons would "run away", forming a
directed current round the torus. This can occur because for electrons of sufficient
energy, the scattering cross-section decreases rapidly with energy, so that they are
continuously accelerated rather than being thermalized by collisions. It was
expected that these electrons would make many circuits of the tube, being
confined to the axis by the self -magnetic field of the discharge current. No
accelerated electrons were found, however, though these are a well-known (and
unwanted) feature of more recent devices such as the Tokamak. Thomson
decided to investigate the Wirbelrohr further at Imperial College. Two students,
Alan Ware and Stanley Cousins, had just returned from military service in 1947
to start their Ph.D. research in his department and he immediately put Ware onto
building a Wirbelrohr, and Cousins onto a related study of the diffusion of a
plasma across magnetic fields(30).
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In the course of the next three years Ware built a Wirbelrohr of external diameter
25 an and 3 cm bore, and he made extensive studies of the discharge with various
gases over a wide pressure range and currents up to 13,000 amps. Voltage-current
characteristics were measured, photographs were taken and spectroscopic
measurements made through an inspection window. Spectroscopic evidence of a
pinch, the first to be observed in a toroidal discharge, was found, but the pinch was
mot observed directly. The question of accelerated electrons had assumed
secondary importance, but none was found(31). Indeed, because of field
perturbations near the feed point at the gap they were not to be expected. An
ingenious feeding arrangement that removed with these distortions was
iscorporated in a second series of experiments with Cousins(32) using a slightly
larger torus. Accelerated electrons were again not found, but by using a gauze
/slivered window and a rotating mirror camera Ware and Cousins, working
together, did succeed in 1949 in attaining currents of 27,000 amps in a 40 cm torus
and in making the first ever recorded direct observations of the pinch effect in a
toroidal gas discharge(32). Meanwhile, the work at English Electric on using the
Wirbelrohr as an accelerator had met with no success, and was discontinued(33).
Returning to events in 1947, Thomson himself had continued to pursue his
original idea. In April, four months after the Harwell meeting, he submitted the
complete specification of his patent application, which made no mention of the
Wirbelrohr mechanism(24). Compared with the provisional specification the
overall diameter of the proposed torus was increased to 4 metres, and specific
proposals were made for electron acceleration and gas input and extraction,
though not for the initial ionization of the gas. The electrons were to be
accelerated as in his original conception, through the application of a radiofrequency current to pairs of slots a quarter wavelength apart in waveguides set
into one sector of the torus. To keep the electron beam thus generated in a
circular path the whole torus was to be placed in a vertical magnetic field,
adjustable in line with the energy of the electron beam up to a maximum of
0.15 Tesla. The metal torus was to be built in sectors, and apart from the one
incorporating the wave guides these were each to contain provision for the input
and extraction of gas. Thomson also noted in the new specification the existence
of the important secondary reaction between the deuterons and the tritons, or
tritium nuclei, formed in the primary reactions between deuterons. He also
included more detailed calculations of the operation of the device, suggesting that
with a power input of 1,900 kW and deuterium consumption of 7+ grams a day it
should generate currents of about half a million amps and produce a total of
9,000 kW output power, 1,900 kW of it in the form of neutrons. The neutron flux
was estimated to be of the order of 8.1012 per cm3 /sec, a total of nearly
2.1019 neutrons/sec. This prompted him to suggest that the device could be used
not only as a power source but also as a substantial source of neutrons, and in
particular, if surrounded by U238, the heavy isotope of uranium, as a plutonium
producer. The diagrams from the complete specification of his patent are
reproduced as Fig. 2.
Thomson's proposals contain many unjustified assumptions and assertions,
backed up neither by calculation nor by careful enough consideration of the
relevant physics. With many of his ideas tucked away in a secret patent there was
no opportunity for external discussion or criticism. Nevertheless, allowing for the
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primitive state of knowledge at the time, and the need to describe a plausible
complete system for patent purposes it represents an interesting and creditable
endeavour. Certainly Thomson appears to have had faith in it; on 29 May 1947
he wrote to Lord Portal, Controller of Atomic Energy, suggesting that theoretical
work on the patent had now gone as far as was useful, and that if the idea were to
be fully tested it would soon be necessary to start work on a larger scale than was
possible in the Imperial College laboratory. Noting also that the question of
security would arise, he suggested that the work might be placed at the brand new
AEI laboratories for fundamental research at Aldermaston Court in Berkshire(34).
FIG.2
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Fig. 2 Figures from the complete specification of Thomson and Blackman's
original patent, ref. 24. The numbers refer to: 1. Toroidal vesseL 2 Cooling
jacket. 3. Gas inlet ports. 4. Outlet ports. 5. Annular header. 6. Shell.
7. Slots to permit gas to be drawn from interior of vessel 1 into header 5, and
thence through outlet ports 4. 8. Adaptors to be fed from high frequency
generators and terminating in spaced slots as in vessel 1. It Electromagnet.

The question of security arose not because of any supposed similarity between a
controlled fusion reactor and a fusion bomb, nor at this stage from any
commercial considerations, but from the possible application of the device as a
plutonium producer, and in particular from the specific mention of this in the
patent specification. Thomson was unwilling to conduct classified work in his
university department, and Harwell were indeed unwilling that he should do so.
In this circumstance the Aldermaston Court laboratories were a natural choice.
They had just been set up by the AEI group (British Thomson Houston and
Metropolitan-Vickers) specifically for long term fundamental research for which
there was no room at their Rugby and Trafford Park works, and they were opened
the very month of Thomson's proposal. The first section to be set up was a
nuclear physics section under D R Chick, and the director of the laboratory was
T E Allibone, a friend and colleague of Thomson's and a dose friend and
erstwhile colleague of Cockcroft's. AEI were accustomed to conducting classified
work, and the Metropolitan-Vickers side had close contacts with Harwell;
Cockcroft himself and several of his senior colleagues had in the past been on the
Metropolitan-Vickers research staff(35).
Allibone had already been consulted about the possibilities of fusion devices by
the Harwell head of theoretical physics, Klaus Fuchs, and he soon declared his
support for the projeet(36). AEI were in fact so keen to build up links with the
atomic energy programme that they seem to have been willing to pay for
Thomson's work themselves. But when Portal referred Thomson's request to
Cockcroft, Cockcroft's response was that Harwell would have to keep full control
over the work, that they would therefore have to bear the entire cost of it, and that
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further discussions would be needed before they could do this(37). After several
delays these discussions, at which Cockcroft, Thomson and Allibone were joined
by Fuchs and by H W B Skinner, head of general physics at Harwell, were finally
held in early October 1947(38). In the meantime further support for Thomson's
proposal had come from one of the country's leading nuclear physicists,
Sr James Chadwick(38). But despite this very strong backing, Cockcroft and his
colleagues decided that it would be premature to go ahead(40).
Although it may not have seemed that way to Thomson, the Harwell physicists
were not against controlled thermonuclear fusion research as such. In the course
S the next few months, during which they came to know of other work being
done in the field by Thonemann, then at the Clarendon Laboratory in Oxford, they
instigated a small theoretical programme at Harwell. Oscar Buneman, who had
earlier made important contributions to the theory of the magnetron oscillator,
was encouraged to see whether similar techniques could be applied to the study of
instabilities in a pinched gas discharge(41). In the early part of 1948 regular contacts
were established between Harwell, the Clarendon Laboratory and Imperial
College(42). Arrangements were made for the finance of the Clarendon work by
Harwell, and W T Cowhig from the outstation at Malvern (staffed mainly by staff
originally at TRE), was recruited on the Harwell payroll to work with Thonemann
in Oxford(43). Some small assistance, in the form of some condensers, was also
given to Ware at Imperial College, and Buneman's effort was tied in with
Thomson's(15). Thomson's proposals for a large experiment seemed grossly
premature though. Michael Perrin, Portal's second in command, later noted that
the Imperial College work was never classified, in part because it was never
thought that anything would come from it(44). Even a more modest proposal of
Thomson's put forward in February 1948, fell for the time being upon deaf ears.
Following the rejection of his proposal for large-scale work at Aldermaston Court,
and following discussions with Skinner and Fuchs, Thomson himself reassessed
the chances of his original proposal in the winter of 1947-1948. Thonemann
recalls explaining his ideas to G P Thomson, who was visiting the Clarendon
Laboratory during this period, without realizing who he was. He did not yet know
of Thomson's work nor his secret patent. During this time Thomson set down
his latest ideas in a note entitled "Atomic Energy from Deuterium", written
apparently for Harwell(45). Discussions had led to the realization that the method
of acceleration originally proposed was not practicable, and the problems are set
out in detail in this paper. As an alternative he was now thinking of "running
the torus intermittently like a betatron", following the suggestion of Skinner(26).
He still foresaw problems, however, and did "not suggest for a moment that it
would be possible to design a machine straight away that would work",
nevertheless he was convinced that "the difficulties are not fundamental and can
be overcome", but believed that further progress could only come from
experimental work(48,46).
About this time he also visited D W Fry, who was in charge of the electron
accelerator development at Malvern. In a "Note on the Torus Project" he
discussed the possibility of "cyclotron" acceleration using a configuration similar
to that which he had seen at Malvern, but following an unsuccessful experiment
by Hemmings in 1951 this rather impractical method of acceleration was
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abandoned(47). Ideas gained during his Malvern visit, together with Skinner's
suggestion did, however, lead to the construction of a "plasma betatron". In
conventional betatrons the current is limited by mutual repulsion of the electrons
to a value of a few amps at most. Thomson's idea was to introduce gas, which
would become ionized, and provide positive ions to neutralize the space-charge
repulsion, thus removing the limitation to the current. Experiments at Malvern,
however, showed that in a conventional betatron introduction of the gas would
introduce scattering severe enough to disperse the beam before a high current
could be accumulated(48). To avoid this a much more rapid rate of beam injection
and acceleration would be required. As detailed below an experiment along these
lines, for an air-cored betatron with very rapid rate of rise of magnetic field was
started at Imperial College in late 1948.
The notes by Thomson referred to above(45,46) are undated, but on 8 April 1948
Skinner presented to the Atomic Energy Technical Committee a document
"Thermonuclear Reactions by Electrical Means" which "covers briefly the ground
of discussions between Sir G Thomson, members of the Clarendon Laboratory and
AERE staff during the last six months"(49). This is a wide ranging and highly
perceptive review. Skinner had a good appreciation of the slender basis for the
whole concept, and pointed out clearly where the uncertainties lay, and what was
required to resolve them. He was sceptical of Thomson's approach in which gas is
introduced into a betatron or synchrotron in which a beam was already
circulating, and preferred the idea of establishing a plasma with radio frequency
fields and then accelerating the plasma electrons by betatron action. It is worthy of
note that at this time, especially in the papers of Thomson, there is often
confusion about the relative roles of directed and thermal velocities of the
electrons in toroidal systems. (It was, indeed, to be several years before this was to
be clarified). The question of plasma containment was recognized by Skinner as a
central problem, and the possibility of destructive oscillations, being investigated
by Buneman, is noted as an important area of study. Skinner comments that it
would be "useless to do much further planning" before the resolution of this
problem. Work at the Clarendon Laboratory (described in Chapter 3) was also
considered, and Tuck's suggestion of a neutron source as an intermediate stage
towards a power producing reactor noted.
It was beginning to look as if Thomson's ideas might be by-passed altogether and
work continue only at Harwell and the Clarendon, but Thomson had still not
assigned the rights to his original patent, and in the spring and summer of 1948 he
used this as a bargaining point in negotiations with the Ministry of Supply. In
February he was asked by the Ministry to fulfil his stated intention of assigning the
rights, but Blackman had been taken ill with malaria in South Africa and had not
yet returned from sick leave, so the question had to be put off(50). It was raised
again in May, and after some confusion had arisen over precisely what was
required, a meeting was arranged for mid-July to sort everything out(51). At this
meeting Thomson complained about the Harwell refusal to support his proposals
and about the general lack of development by them of his ideas, and he expressed
his reluctance to assign any rights until something could be done about this. In
response to this position it was finally agreed that Harwell should place a
development contract with Imperial College for work on the air-cored betatron
experiment, and that in return Thomson and Blackman should assign their
-10-
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CHAPTER 3
WORK AT OXFORD, AND OTHER DEVELOPMENTS TO 1950
We return now to 1946, to a contemporary initiative at the Clarendon Laboratory
Oxford, following the arrival there of Peter Thonemann. Having completed a
Master's degree at Sydney University (where the pinch effect was first identified in
1905(57)), Thonemann arrived in Oxford in October 1946 on an ICI research
fellowship, proposing to carry out research on ideas for controlled fusion for his
doctorate. He had not yet done any experimental work on the problem, but
according to his later recollections he had thought out the theoretical possibilities
in some detail over the previous few years. Thonemann's appointed supervisor,
Douglas Roaf, was not apparently taken with the idea, and suggested that
Thonemann should continue his previous research on ion sources. But the two
topics were closely related, and he proceeded to work on both of them. In
January 1947 he wrote to the director of the laboratory Lord Cherwell, requesting
apparatus for an experiment directed towards fusion, and in a laboratory seminar
of the same month at which Cherwell was present he set out the basic
requirements of a power producing fusion reactor. A series of short notes written
early in 1947, covering, amongst other topics, material at the seminar, constitute
the first written record of Thonemann's ideas. These are listed in ref. 58. Rather
little contemporary documentation exists of Thonemann's first years at the
Clarendon, and the following description relies also on later recollections(75 9).
The first of the Clarendon notes, entitled "Atomic Energy Sources Using the Light
Elements" and dated 13 January 1947, is a short statement of aims, together with
parameters required to obtain a yield of 1010 neutrons/cm3/sec. The text of this
note is here reproduced in its entirety:
Attempts are being made to devise an apparatus dependant on the
thermonuclear disintegration of the light elements as a power source. The
main problem is to devise an "electromagnetic wall" which will take up the
pressure of the high temperature gas (106 - 107°K). It is estimated that
deuterium gas of density 1016 ions/ cm3 at a temperature of 106°K would
provide a neutron flux of the order 1010 neutrons/cm3/sec. The total
pressure exerted by the gas amounts to about 2 atms.
Several schemes such as a heavy condensed spark in deuterium, the high
current ring discharge and the electron space charge disintegrator have been
considered. Although these methods can undoubtedly be made to give
small neutron yields, their extension to a large power source does not
appear practicable at present.
It is believed that further investigations on the interaction of strong electric
and magnetic fields, particularly inhomogeneous magnetic fields, with
highly ionised gases must be made before it is possible to say if the objective
is attainable. Simple experiments to test out the theoretical predictions are
already planned and will be under way by March 1947.
This note needs no further explanation, except perhaps for the "space charge
disintegrator"; this hypothetical system consists of a spherical vessel into which
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from zero the discharge first increased in intensity and then moved towards the
outer wall of the torus. A further increase in the strength of the applied magnetic
field caused the discharge to extinguish, much to the surprise of the onlookers.
The diamagnetic susceptibility of the plasma had been demonstrated in a dramatic
fashion. The torus used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 3A. No further
attempts were made to confine the plasma by an externally generated magnetic
field on its own.
Before proceeding to the next stage of his work, Thonemann had acquired two
assistants; these were W T Cowhig, technically on secondment from Harwell
(though he never worked there), and Philip Davenport, a fellow research student
at the Clarendon. There now remained two outstanding questions to be answered
before Thonemann would seriously consider the construction of a fusion device.
The first one concerned the current and gas pressure necessary for deuterons in a
plasma to reach temperatures at which thermonuclear fusion reactions might take
place. Both Thomson and the Los Alamos group had made rough estimates of
these, and in retrospect they were very accurate, considering the paucity of
information. But they had little experimental basis. Thonemann and Cowhig
therefore calculated the "Rate of Thermal Disintegration of Deuterium"(60) using
published cross section measurements. They then reworked the theory of the
pinch effect for low gas pressures, and confirmed their theoretical prediction
within an accessible range by experiments on a high current mercury vapour arc
discharge in a straight tube(61). On the basis of this theory, it was predicted that
provided kinetic equilibrium between electrons and deuterons could be achieved,
and provided of course that no instabilities arose, thermonuclear fusion should be
detectable at currents of 200 kiloamps (Thomson's patent proposal aimed at 500),
and initial gas pressures of about 10-3 torr (i.e., within the familiar range
1014 - 1015 nuclei/ cm3). It is interesting that Thonemann and Cowhig's pinch
theory turned out to be essentially the same as that of Bennett, derived in 1934 in a
somewhat different context(62). Bennett's theory, unknown to Thonemann and
Cowhig until their work was completed, applied to a neutralized particle beam, in
which the directed velocity of the electrons or ions greatly exceeded the transverse
velocity. No such condition, however, was assumed by Thonemann and Cowhig.
Meanwhile Blackman at Imperial College had also produced a theory, which was
published at about the same time. These theories were essentially in agreement,
and differed from Tonks' calculation in 1939(63) in that they predicted at what
current a constricted discharge could be expected.
The second outstanding problem that could be treated without progressing to large
scale work was how to contain the tendency of the toroidal current channel to
expand outwards from the centre of the torus under the influence of both the
applied and the self-magnetic fields. The solution proposed was to use a copper
torus, containing four uniformly spaced conductors near the walls carrying a
current oppositely directed to the plasma current. The plasma and coil currents
would be mutually repelling, stabilizing the plasma current channel, and keeping
it away from the walls of the torus. (The effect of image currents in the
conducting wall of the torus in producing a similar effect was not yet appreciated).
In order to test this idea, a copper torus was built by the Harwell workshops. This
was constructed in two halves, which were separated by short glass cylinders for
observation, and argon and helium discharges were initiated by the application of
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a spark coil to the connecting tube to the vacuum pump. The
ten provided the primary current to promote the discharge by

7 KW oscillator
induction. The
malt was that secondary currents of up to 2,000 amps were produced in argon at a
l
ure 10-3 torr. Through the glass windows a clearly defined bright current
aastnel could be seen, apparently perfectly stable, and in the centre of the tube(7).
Ibis apparatus is shown in Fig. 3B.

Fig. 3 Two of Thonemann's tori at the Clarendon Laboratory. (A) Pyrex torus.
Water cooled coils to produce the toroidal field may be seen, together with RF
coupling coils (at top), and Rogowski loop for current measurement (around
torus). Below the torus on the platform is part of the ferroxcube core to provide
linkage between transformer primary and discharge secondary, (most of the
core has been removed for clarity). (B) Copper torus. The primary winding can
be seen round the rho metal continuous strip transformer core. Water cooling is
provided for the four concentric stabilizing coils inside the torus, and also
externally on the torus itself. This torus is now on display at the Museum of The
History of Science at Oxford.

The copper torus was completed and working by the summer of 1949, and
although the work on the pinch effect was substantially completed soon after,
refinement of both theory and experiment continued throughout 1950.
In 1949 a new arrangement for providing a steady pinch current was suggested and
built. A solenoidal winding round the torus was fed with a high frequency
current in such a way that a travelling wave was propagated round the torus with
a phase velocity of about 2 x 107 cm/sec. This could be arranged with a multiphase
RF system, or by loading the solenoidal winding with condensers, and feeding
power in one end and providing a matched terminating resistor at the other. This
arrangement, which would now be called "current drive", produces a d.c.
component of current round the torus. The mechanism is well described in a
paper describing an experiment on such a system(64): "The origin of the force
driving electrons around the torus is readily understandable from a macroscopic
point of view. In cylindrical co-ordinates, the changing z-component of the
magnetic field induces electron currents circulating in the 0-direction. These
currents interact with the radial component of the magnetic field and therefore
experience a force in the direction of wave propagation. If the electron currents
- 15 -

are in phase with the electric field, the force is always in the direction of
propagation. If they are n/2 out of phase with E. the net force over a cycle
It is interesting to note that radiofrequency power can be converted
vanishes.
current
power without the use of a commutator or a non-linear
into direct
element". Direct currents of order 100 amps were observed in mercury at a
frequency of 1.36 MHz, supplied by a generator capable of delivering a few kW.
Although the concept is an interesting one, the current is too small to form the
basis of a fusion system. Nevertheless, it was incorporated, together with ideas
from the copper torus referred to above, in a patent for "Gas Discharge Apparatus"
capable of producing thermonuclear neutrons applied for in August 1950(65). The
scheme described in this patent is hardly realistic, and the motive for filing it was
to stake some sort of claim for Harwell in this field. During this time also
Thonemann and his colleagues continued to use the straight tube mercury
discharge to obtain more accurate measurements than were possible with a torus,
to explore wall effects, and to study the technical problems surrounding the setting
up of a current channel. Then, in November 1950, the project began to move
gradually over to Harwell.
Harwell interest in the Clarendon work appears to date from December 1947,
when Cockcroft asked Cherwell's permission to speak to Thonemartn(66). A series
of meetings followed(49,67), and in February 1948 Harwell took on financial
responsibility for the apparatus for Thonemann's experiments(43). Eighteen
months later, in the autumn of 1949, the Harwell involvement increased. When
Thonemann had succeeded in demonstrating a visually stable pinched discharge
in argon his copper torus, Cherwell and Cockcroft were invited to see it, and they
seem to have been strongly impressed(59). On 1 October 1949, when Thonemann's
research grant ran out, he and Davenport, though still working at the Clarendon,
were taken onto the Harwell payroll. Cockcroft and Cherwell began to pay regular
visits to the laboratory on Saturday mornings to see how the work was
progressing(59).
During the winter of 1949-1950 the question of security came to the fore in a
dramatic way with the investigation and subsequent arrest for spying of
Klaus Fuchs, who had been fully aware of the fusion programme to date(68). The
grounds for classifying the work, strongly urged by Cockcroft, were that fusion
might provide a copious neutron source capable of breeding plutonium from
U238. (Classified work with the aim of using neutrons from targets bombarded by
accelerated deuteron beams was already underway in the United States at this
time(69).) Thonemann and his colleagues found themselves being closely
questioned about the possible implications of their work, and although Perrin
could write on 10 May 1950 that this work was non-secret, reports on the rate of
thermal disintegration of deuterium by Cowhig and Thonemann and
experiments on the pinch effect in straight tube mercury discharges written by
Thonemann and Cowhig a week or two later were promptly classified(60,61).
Thonemann himself objected to the work being classified on any grounds other
than commercial ones, and later that summer the second of these reports was
declassified and subsequently published. Papers by Latham, Pentz and Blackman
on the betatron design, by Buneman on a toroidal magnetron, by Blackman on the
theory of the pinch effect, by Ware on the Wirbelrohr, and by Cousins and Ware
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Fry's view accepted only reluctantly by Thonemann, and at the meeting itself a
similar balance of opinion was manifested. Cockcroft, claiming that research had
been kept unclassified as long as was possible, suggested that with the increased
effort now to be devoted to it "we ought to go rather carefully on publication in
case it turned out that the new work resulted in the production of neutrons".
Thomson accepted this, but only "with some reluctance", since the work was not
directed at the production of a weapon as such. Peierls, sharing this reluctance,
stressed that the proposed move was setting a precedent in declassification
policy(78). The point was also made that the Americans knew all about the work
anyway, but Skinner and the Department of Atomic Energy (Ministry of Supply)
representatives backed up the hard line and Cockcroft concluded that there was
"general agreement that high power work", which he distinguished from the low
power work that had been done at the universities, "should be classified until we
knew where it was going (75,80). The meeting as a whole conduded that:
The general objective should be to keep secret the likelihood that the gas
discharge may lead to a method of obtaining a thermonuclear reaction and
that we are trying to realize this in the atomic energy project.
The immediate impact of the new policy was on the Imperial College work.
Thomson agreed at the meeting to withdraw a substantial paper he had already
submitted for publication on "Thermonuclear Reactions"(81). (Much of the
material in this paper was, however, published later in a Patent specification filed
in 1952 but not published until 1959(82). The theory was too simple to describe the
complex phenomena which actually occur, and it contributed little if anything to
the development of the field). Unwilling to do classified work at Imperial College
Thomson also raised again the possibility of shifting the work there to AEI, and
this time both Allibone and Cockcroft agreed(83,84). Ware had been joined at
Imperial College by R F Hemmings and they began to make arrangements for the
move early in 1951, finally moving to Aldermaston Court in August 195108).
Pentz and Latham were unhappy about participating in classified work and did
not wish to move. Both transferred to other work, and the betatron project came
to an end.
By the time this move took place, Ware and Hemmings had built a new torus of
quartz and had achieved peak currents of 72,000 amps, albeit at very high gas
pressures and with accompanying vaporization of the quartz(88). Thomson and
Blackman had continued their theoretical researches(86). At Harwell Thonemann
and his colleagues had been investigating a number of topics in gas discharge
physics. In addition to work on toroidal systems already described, further study
of mercury arcs in the straight tubes used for the pinch experiments yielded
information on the interaction between a low pressure gas and the wall of a
discharge tube, and the "outgassing" procedures necessary before a high
temperature discharge could be set up(7). One conclusion of this latter work was
that quartz, or indeed any other chemically compound material, was unlikely to
be suitable for the containing vessel under the extreme conditions required for a
thermonuclear reactor. Bombardment and radiation would cause dissociation,
and impurity atoms would enter and adversely affect the discharge. The facilities
available at Harwell and Aldermaston Court placed experimental fusion research
on the brink of a new and less tentative phase. Elsewhere recent work on the
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programme was
was taken
taken by
by W
WBB (Bill)
(Bill) Thompson,
Thompson, aa Canadian
his place in the
joined the
the Harwell
HarwellTheoretical
Theoretical Physics
Physics Division soon
soon after completing
who
who had joined
doctorate in
1950. Thompson
Thompson devoted
Harwell to
his doctorate
in 1950.
devoted the
the bulk
bulk of his time at
at Harwell
plasma physics,
became aa leading
on the
the subject.
subject.
theoretical plasma
physics, and
and quickly
quickly became
leading authority
authority on
aimed at providing aa model
His earliest
earliest work
was aimed
equilibrium constricted
constricted
work was
model of
of an
an equilibrium
discharge in
Hewrote
studyingvarious
variousaspects
aspects
wroteaaseries
series of
of reports
reports studying
discharge
in aa straight tube. He
such
a
discharge
in
various
in
conjunction
with
existing
of
gases,
some
of
these
of such a discharge in various gases, some of these in conjunction with existing
participating in
inthe
thefusion
fusionproject
members of
group(96). While
Whilenot
project as
as
theory group(96).
notparticipating
members
of the theory
such,
Harwell and
and elsewhere
elsewhere
such, several
several other
other senior
senior theoretical
theoretical physicists
physicists both
both at
at Harwell
also
close touch
Heinz London,
London,
also kept
kept in close
touch and
and offered
offeredhelp
helpand
andadvice.
advice. At
At Harwell Heinz
who had earlier made
made substantial
substantial contributions
contributions to
to the
the field
field of superconductivity,
useful insights,
take aa close
was
able to provide
provide useful
insights, and
and Brian
Brian Flowers
Flowers began to take
close
was able
was
WMassey,
Massey, Professor
Professor of
Physics at
interest. HHSSW
of Physics
at University
University College London was
enlisted to help with
with the
the special
special problems
problems of atomic
atomic physics,
physics, important
the
enlisted
important in the
collision and
and radiation
plasma(97). There
the plasma(97).
There was
was
understanding of
of collision
radiationprocesses
processes in
in the
understanding
the AEI
AEI team,
personal contacts
contacts and
also
team, both
both through
through personal
also interaction
interaction with the
and through
George Thomson
Gas Discharge
with Sir
Sir George
the joint
joint Gas
Discharge Committee,
Committee, and
the
Thomson who
and especially with
from
the autumn
continued
his
work
London
and
then
autumn of
first
at
College
continued his work first at Imperial
of
Imperial College London and then
1952,
1952, as
asMaster
Masterof
of Corpus
Corpus Christi
Christi College
College Cambridge.
Cambridge.
Both at Harwell and
and at
at AEI
AEI the
the theoretical
experimental parts
theoretical and
and experimental
Both
parts of the fusion
particular,
programme
were
kept
in
close
AlanWare
contact.
AEI
in
Ware was
was
programme were kept in close contact. At
At AEI in particular, Alan
equally involved
however, the
the two
two parts
parts were
AtHarwell,
Harwell, however,
were
equally
involved on
on either
either side.
side. At
Theoretical
Physics
the
one
coming
division,
administratively
separate,
administratively separate,
one
under the Theoretical Physics division,
at first without
departure from
withoutaadivision
fromthe
divisionhead
headininthe
thewake
thescene
wakeofofFuchs's
Fuchs'sdeparture
scene
and
then
General
Flowers, and
and then under Flowers,
and the
the other
other under
under Fry's
Fry's GeneralPhysics
Physicsdivision.
division. In
plasma were
were so
practice, moreover,
real plasma
so complex
complex
practice,
moreover, the
the conditions
conditions prevailing in aa real
- 20
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that the
the theoreticians
and
so little
and so
little understood
could make
make little
little contribution
understood that
theoreticians could
contribution at
at
For the
the first
first half
half ofofthe
thedecade,
this stage.
stage. For
decade, itit was
was the
the experimental
this
of the
experimental side
side of
the
dominated the
programme that
that dominated
thescene.
scene.
programme
Clarendon Laboratory
The move
move from
the Clarendon
The
from the
Laboratory to
to Harwell
Harwell was
with
was gradual,
gradual, with
Thonemann moving
Thonemann
moving first
first and
and Davenport
Davenport joining
joining him
him later.
later. By
By1952,
1952, however,
however,
had established
established themselves
Thonemann and
and had
Thonemann
and Davenport
Davenport had
themselvesat
at Harwell
Harwell and
had been
been
R (Bob)
came, like
joined
by R
(Bob)Carruthers
Carrutherswho
who originally
originally came,
like many
joined there
there by
many of
of the
the General
General
TelecommunicationsResearch
Research Establishment
Physics division,
fromthe
thewartime
wartimeTelecommunications
Establishment
Physics
division, from
number of
of TRE
TRE staff
staff had
had transferred
A number
transferred to
(TRE)
at Malvern.
Malvern. A
to the
the Harwell
Harwell payroll
payroll
(TRE) at
some had
shortly
after the
the end
the war,
shortly after
end of
of the
war, but
but some
had remained
remainedatatMalvern
Malvernuntil
until 1951.
1951. In
In
accelerator group
DW
W Fry
Fry had
had built
particular, the
the small
small accelerator
builtaa linear
particular,
group under
under D
linearaccelerator
accelerator
and
synchrotron there.
This group
group had
had already
and a
there. This
a small
small synchrotron
already had
had some
some limited
limited
the fusion
fusionprogramme
programme through
interaction with
with the
through Thomson,
interaction
Thomson, as
as described
described
their first
firstmajor
majorexperiment
previously. For
For their
experiment at
at Harwell
previously.
Harwell the
the team,
team, drawing
drawing now
now
electrical engineering
engineering experience,
experience, constructed
on Carruthers's
on
Carruthers's electrical
constructed aa new
new 100
100 kW,
kW,
power supply,
supply, making
making use
use of
of two
two spare
100
kHz power
spare 45kV,
45kV, 5A
5A power
100 kHz
power supplies
supplies and
and
cooling
plant
from
associated
the electromagnetic
electromagnetic separator
separator and
and aa spare
associatedwater
water cooling plant from the
spare
valve from
which was
was located
located in
cyclotron which
the same
same wartime
valve
from the
in the
wartime hangar.
hangar. This
the cyclotron
This
torus,
was
used
to power
copper torus, similar
to but
but larger
was used first
first to
similar to
power aa copper
larger than
than the
the one
one used
used at
at
Lab. Subsequently,
Subsequently, the
the experimental
Clarendon Lab.
experimental programme
programme was
by
the Clarendon
was extended
extended by
the
quartz torus,
torus, on
on which
whichmeasurements
measurements of
using
of aa hydrogen
using a
a water
water cooled
cooled quartz
hydrogen
arrangement allowed
This arrangement
allowed visual
visual observations
discharge were
observations and
and
discharge
were made.
made. This
be
made.
By
readily
to
introducing
a
small
copper
measurements more
piece of
of copper
measurements
more readily to be made. By introducing a small piece
tube Carruthers and
Thonemann were
sheeting
close to
to the
the torus
torus tube
and Thonemann
were able
able to
to confirm
confirm
sheeting close
the
repulsion
between
the
current
channel
and
to
measure
and
a
metal
reflector
measure
the
repulsion
between
the
current
channel
and
a
metal
reflector
and to
Thonemann's earlier
earlier success
basis of
success with
that
had been
been the
a metal
metal torus.
the basis
of Thonemann's
with a
torus.
that had
transferring
configurations
for
inductively
to
the
Several
discharge
were
configurations
for
transferring
power
inductively
to
the
discharge
were
Several
tried, and
screens of
to keep
keep the
the discharge
tried,
and screens
of various
various designs
designs were
were inserted
inserted to
to try
try to
discharge
away
from
the
away from the wall(7,98).
wall(7,98).
Despite further
progress, the
further progress,
the use
use of
of aa radio-frequency
radio-frequency power
power supply
supply was
was running
running
Despite
Improvements resulting from
the large
large new
into problems.
problems. Improvements
had at
from the
new power
power supply
supply had
into
at
progress
had
rapid,
but
become
difficult
been rapid, but progress had become difficult as
as the
the power
power was
wasincreased.
first
increased.
first been
heating and
and interaction
interaction between
between plasma
plasmaand
and the
the quartz
quartz wall
wall of
of the
Excessive heating
the torus
torus
Excessive
problems.
Further,
it
was
that
higherfrequencies
became serious
recognized that higher
serious problems. Further, it was recognized
frequencies
became
would
be needed
needed to
at the
the instant
instant
would be
to prevent
prevent the
the plasma
plasmaions
ionsdrifting
drifting to
to the
the wall
wall at
reversed
and
the
pinch
when
the
current
force
when the current reversed and the pinch force was
was momentarily
momentarily zero.
zero. Indeed,
Indeed,
for,an
an experiment
construction of
power supply for
experiment at
which the
the quartz
construction
of aa power
at 55 MHz
MHz (for
(for which
quartz
originally
intended)
was
started.
All
was
these
was
originally
intended)
was
started.
All
these
problems
were
bypassed,
torus
problems were bypassed,
torus
radically new
new proposal
proposal made
made by
Carruthers in
in1953(98,99).
however, by
by Carruthers
Drawing
1953(98,99). Drawing
hoPwever,
by aa radically
war-time experience
experience at
his war-time
power supplies
supplies
OM his
at TRE
TREin
in the
the development
development of
of pulsed
pulsed power
radar, he
he now
suggested that
use in
in radar,
now suggested
thatthe
theproblem
problemofofion
iondrift
drift to
to the
the walls
walls could
could
fur use
fur
pulsed
using a
a pulsed transformer
transformer with
core, fed
fed by
avoided by
by using
by aa switched
with iron
iron core,
he avoided
switched
be
a unidirectional
to give
give a
unidirectional electric
electric field
rather than
than an
an alternating
alternating
capacator bank,
field rather
capacator
bank, to
a transformer
transformer core
nearby high
power klystron
me. Borrowing
Borrowing a
klystron
core from
from the
the nearby
high power
case.
experiment of
B Adams
Davenport
Adams and
and M G N
N Hine,
Hine, Carruthers
Carruthers together
together with
with Davenport
escperiment
of JJ B
built aa small
capacitor bank and tested
tested the
small capacitor
the idea
idea on
on aa new
new torus
torus made
made up
up from
from a
built
a
pair of
of glass
glass U-bends
U-bends of
of 10
10 cm bore and
this far
pair
and about
about 30
30cm
cmmean
meandiameter.
diameter. With
With this
far
sophisticated apparatus
film sophisticated
produce unidirectional
hum
apparatus he
he was
was able
able to
to produce
unidirectional constricted
constricted
to 100
microseconds, and
tbscharges lasting
these discharges
tbscharges
lasting up
up to
100 microseconds,
and so
so superior
superior were
were these
discharges to
to
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currents that
that it
it was decided in
radio-frequency currents
those produced using alternating radio-frequency
only with
with pulsed
pulsed
work only
January
1954totodrop
drop the
the latter
latter altogether,
altogether,and
and to
to work
January 1954
Davenport
of this
this work,
moreover, Carruthers and Davenport
course of
work, moreover,
the course
supplies(100 . In the
supplies(100).
instabilities in
hydromagnetic instabilities
observe the
the development
in a
development of
of hydromagnetic
were also able to
to observe
discharges
vapour discharges
mercury vapour
Using both
both straight
straight mercury
toroidal plasma
plasma for
for the first
first time.
time. Using
toroidal
clear photographs
obtained clear
photographs
argon and
and xenon
discharges in argon
xenon they
they obtained
and toroidal
toroidal discharges
"kink instability"
instability"
development of
of the
the so-called
instability, or
or "kink
so-called wriggle
wriggle instability,
showing the development
100,101).
The
the
fact
fact
that
should a
as it was
from
arises from
was later
later termed(100
termed( '101). The instability
instability arises
displacement of
of part of the discharge occur, giving
giving aa small kink the
small lateral displacement
outside
the outside
the
inside
of
the
kink
and
self-magnetic field
fieldon
on the inside of
kink increases,
increases, and that on the
self-magnetic
together with one of
of
This tends further to
to accentuate
accentuate the kink. This,
This,together
decreases. This
decreases.
form of
Fig. 4.
the original photographs is illustrated in Fig.
4. In order
order toto distinguish the form

Fig. 44 Wriggling
Wriggling discharge
discharge in
in Xenon,
andmean
mean
Xenon, in a glass torus of bore
10cm
cm and
bore 10
radius 30 cm, (from ref.
10-3 torr,
toff, and
radius
ref. 101).
101). The
The gas
gas pressure
pressure was
was approximately
approximately 10
plasma current
current 1300
1300 amps.
The sketch
sketch illustrates
theinstability
instability
the plasma
amps. The
illustrates how the
kink is
is formed
arises. Once
Once aa kink
formed the
forces acting on the
thecurrent
currentbecome
become
themagnetic
magnetic forces
the concave
concave and larger on the
the convex
convex sides, and this
this increases
increases the
stronger on the
size of the kink.

fluctuating perturbation
electronically gated
perturbation itit was
to use
use an
an electronically
the rapidly fluctuating
was necessary
necessary to
image converter
done in
in earlier
earlier
This had
had not
not been
been done
image
converter with
with gate-width
gate-width of
of 88 is.
is. This
experiments, so
experiments,
so that
that wriggling
wriggling may
mayhave
have been
beenpresent
presentbut
butnot
not observed.
observed. At the
just
time that these observations were being made the theory to explain them was just
being formulated.
This was
from Princeton
the USA,
USA, where the
was led
led from
Princeton University
University in the
formulated. This
the American
American controlled
controlled fusion programme had been
established
been established
first branch of the
Lyman Spitzer
of
under Lyman
Spitzer in
in 1951
1951 as
as "Project
"ProjectMatterhorn".
Matterhorn". Spitzer
Spitzer persuaded two of
Princeton colleagues,
colleagues, Martin Schwarzchild
collaborate
his Princeton
Schwarzchild and Martin Kruskal,
Kruskal, to collaborate
on a theoretical
theoretical study of
plasma instabilities.
of plasma
1954 they
they published
published aa classic
classic
instabilities. In
In 1954
analysis
analysis of
of the subject,
subject, demonstrating
demonstrating that
that a straight
straight pinched plasma was unstable
with respect
respect to lateral
lateral distortions
distortions and
and laying
foundations for
laying the
the foundations
for future
future
with
wor
k(102,103)
work(102'103).. The first
first work at Harwell on this type of instability was reported in
using
November
1955,
extensible wire"
November 1955, usingaa "simplified
"simplifiedmodel
model-- aa thin
thin extensible
wire" in
in a curved
TheHarwell
channel(104).
Harwelltheoreticians,
Thompson, and
andRRJJ Tayler,
channel(104). The
theoreticians,notably
notablyW
WBBThompson,
Tayler,
-22-

were
the forefront
of developments;
theirfurther
were alsoalso
at theat
forefront
of developments;
their work will be described
in will be described further in
work
later
later
chapters.
chapters.
Thesuccessful
oftransformer
the pulse
successful
use
transformer
The
use of the
pulse
constituted
a major stepconstituted
on the path to a major step on the path to
controlled
fusionIt had
large
aa large
scalescale
controlled
fusion experiment.
already been clear
experiment.
It from
had already been clear from
Thonemann's
the related
Thonemann's
earlierearlier
work andwork
from theand
relatedfrom
experiments
at Harwellexperiments
that this
at Harwell that this
probably
a and
metal
would
most
torus,
would most
probably
use a metaluse
torus,
that the
currentand
channel
would
that
the current channel would
receive
bysecondary
acting winding
as theofsecondary
receive
mostmost
of its energy
acting as the
a transformer. winding of a transformer.
of itsbyenergy
Fromthethe
1954
thetransformer
use of technology
pulse transformer
beginning
ofuse
From
beginning
of 1954 the
of pulse
was also
technology was also
accepted
probable
asofpart
of the
and
the suppression of the wriggle
accepted
as part
the probable
specification,
andspecification,
the suppression of the
wriggle
as oneoutstanding
of the problems.
instabilities
was recognised
as one of the principal
instabilities
was recognised
principal outstanding problems.
Following
the original
Carruthers
Following
the original
experimentsexperiments
of Carruthers andofDavenport
a series of
tori Davenport a series of tori
and
amongst
them were
were
constructed,
were constructed,
notable notable
amongst them
were a succession
of four,amade
of
succession
of four, made of
aluminium
with
34 cm
bore and
diameter
1 metre.
aluminium
with 34
cm bore
and diameter
of 1 metre.
In theseoflarger
tori, knownIn these larger tori, known
asMarks
Marks
I -itIV,
it was
that
more
current
as
I - IV,
was found
that found
more current
could
be produced
for acould
given be produced for a given
electric
this
fieldI) by
circumferential
was
circumferential
electric field,
but thisfield,
field wasbut
limited
(in Mark
arcinglimited
across (in Mark I) by arcing across
gaps the
separating
thetwo
two
insulated
two This
halves
of was
the torus. This problem was
the
insulated
gaps separating
two halves ofthe
the torus.
problem
greatly
inserting
a
metal
liner
ameliorated
greatly ameliorated
by insertingbya metal liner inside the Mark II torus, inside
divided the Mark II torus, divided
into
twelve
that
voltage
sections,
gapofwas
reduced by a factor of six. The
into
twelve
sections,
so that the so
voltage
perthe
gap was
reduced per
by a factor
six. The
occurred
current
achievable
before
arcing
was
about
15kA.
current achievable before arcing occurred was about 15kA. The Mark
III torus
was The Mark III torus was
for engineering
similar
II, more
but for
used
morestudies
to Mark
similar
to Mark
II, but used
engineering
relevant to Zeta than
studies relevant to Zeta than
Mark
physics
measurements.
much
later,with
was coated internally with
physics
measurements.
Mark IV, built
muchIV,
later,built
was coated
internally
vitreaus
enamel,
in an (unsuccessful)
attempt to reduce arcing(105).
vitreaus
enamel,
in an (unsuccessful)
attempt to reduce arcing(
105).
Enthusiasm
being
made
Enthusiasm
arisingarising
from the from
progressthe
beingprogress
made generated
pressure
for agenerated
large
pressure for a large
described
scaleexperiment
experiment
and, aslater,
proposal
was put forward and approved
scale
and, as described
a proposal later,
was put aforward
and approved
in1954,
wriggle
1954,
before
the problem
in
before
the wriggle
hadproblem
been solved(had been solved(106).
Meanwhile,
106). Meanwhile,
however,
however,
another
been
thefrom
another
key key
figure figure
had been had
recruited
in therecruited
experimentalingroup
the
experimental
group from the
Laboratory.
This
was Roy
Clarendon
who had
Clarendon
Laboratory.
This was Roy
Bickerton,
who Bickerton,
had already completed
his already completed his
doctoral
ofinatheglow
research
on theofbehaviour
discharge
doctoral
research
on the behaviour
a glow discharge
presence
of an axial in the presence of an axial
magnetic
wassignificantly
to contribute
magnetic field,field,
and whoand
was towho
contribute
to the suppression
of the to the suppression of the
significantly
he the
put
forward
instabilities.
the
suggestion
instabilities.
In 1955,Inhe 1955,
put forward
suggestion
that the
discharge
might be that the discharge might be
stabilized
by applying
externally
a magnetic
field parallel to the current(107).
stabilized
by applying
externally a magnetic
field parallel
to the current(
107).
the
outward
Without
force
on channel
a displaced
Without suchsuch
a field athefield
outward
force
on a displaced
current
was
current channel was
proportional
to the displacement
theInsquare
of the current. In a metal torus
proportional
to the displacement
and to the squareand
of the to
current.
a metal torus
therepulsion
repulsion
due
to current
the image
the
due to the
image
was also current
proportionalwas
to thealso
squareproportional
of the
to the square of the
only
but
this
operated
current,
at
very
short
range.
current, but this only operated at very short range. Once the channel
became Once the channel became
displaced,
therefore,
the
grew
as a result
displaced,
therefore,
the instability
grewinstability
as a result of the
proportionality
to the of the proportionality to the
displacement,
was not
displacement,
and wasand
not countered
untilcountered
the channel gotuntil
far toothe
closechannel
to the
got far too close to the
torus
walls
for containment
be possible.
Experimentally
torus
walls
for containment
to be possible.to
Experimentally
this was
manifest as a
this was manifest as a
rapid
impedance,
the discharge
requiring
muchthemore power to sustain the
rapid
riserise
of theofdischarge
impedance, requiring
much more
power to sustain
current.
current.
proposed
that to
intheaddition
to tothe
Bickerton
windings
Bickerton
proposed
that in addition
windings used
induce
the toroidalused to induce the toroidal
current
a toroidal
the plasma,
designed
current
in theinplasma,
a toroidal solenoid
designedsolenoid
to carry a high
frequency to carry a high frequency
on would
the torus.
current
should
This
produce an axial RF
current
should
also bealso
woundbeon wound
the torus. This
produce an
axialwould
RF
magnetic
in theofdirection
magnetic fieldfield
in the direction
the dischargeof
andthe
woulddischarge
have the effectand
of would have the effect of
changing
the magnetic
lines
atcurrent
the surface
ofcircles
the current channel from circles
changing
the magnetic
field lines atfield
the surface
of the
channel from
intohelices,
the flow.
current
helices,
alongthewhich
flow.thenIf the current channel then
into
along which
current would
If the would
current channel
became
displaced
and
beganthetoelectromagnetic
wriggle, the
electromagnetic
became
displaced
and began
to wriggle,
attraction
between
attraction between
adjacent
of the
helices
restoring
adjacent
turnsturns
of the helices
would
provide would
a restoringprovide
force. To testa the
proposal force. To test the proposal
--2323-

Bickerton
new glass
glass torus,
torus, which
which was
was then
then linked
linked to
Bickerton constructed
constructed aa new
to Carruthers's
Carruthers's
windingswas
was used
transformer. AAvariety
solenoidal windings
used to
produce
original pulse
original
pulse transformer.
to produce
varietyof
ofsolenoidal
toroidal magnetic
magnetic fields
range11--500
500 kHz(108).
A
oscillating
fieldsatatfrequencies
frequencies in
inthe
therange
oscillating toroidal
kHz(108). A
simple theory
that the
the applied
applied field
field should
should have
have aa significant
significant stabilizing
stabilizing
simple
theory suggested
suggested that
the
effect at
effect
at frequencies
frequenciesupwards
upwards of
of 100
100kilocycles
kilocyclesififthe
thetotal
total coil
coil current
current through
through the
series of
torus exceeded
exceeded 20%
In aa series
torus
20%ofofthe
thedischarge
dischargecurrent
currentininthe
thetoroidal
toroidaldirection.
direction. In
of
experiments covering
the variables
variables Bickerton
experiments
covering different
different permutations
permutations of
of the
Bickerton found
found
wriggling instabilities
that the
the wriggling
instabilities could
could be
wide range
range of
of
that
over aa wide
be suppressed
suppressed over
parameters. This
This was
was evident
evident from
fromstreak
streakcamera
camera pictures
pictures and
and by
by an
an increase
increase by
parameters.
by a
a
factor
about two
of the
the discharge
discharge current
It was
was later
later
factor of
of about
two of
current for
for aa given
given loop
loop voltage.
voltage. It
and then
predicted and
then found
found experimentally
rather than
than an
an oscillating
oscillating
predicted
experimentally that
that aa steady
steady rather
applied
toroidal field
essentially the
field could
couldproduce
produce essentially
the same
same effect.
This was
was due
due to
to
applied toroidal
effect. This
the high
high electrical
electrical conductivity
trapping or
or
the
conductivity of
of the
which resulted
resulted in
in trapping
the plasma
plasma which
freezing-in
field for
for the
discharge pulse.
This
freezing-in of
of the
the toroidal
toroidal field
pulse. This
the entire
entire duration
duration of
of the
the discharge
had not
not been
been included
the original
original simple
simple theory.
Such a
a steady
steady field
is
had
included in
in the
theory. Such
field is
much easier
easier to
was henceforth
technically much
to apply,
apply, and
and was
henceforth aa standard
standard feature
feature of
of toroidal
toroidal
discharge experiments.
discharge
experiments. Preliminary
Preliminary experiments
on the
the twelve
twelve section
section Mark
Mark III
III
experiments on
in July
July 1957
1957 achieved
torus in
torus
achievedaagreatly
greatlyincreased
increasedcurrent
currentofof60
60kA.
kA. This
This torus
torus is
is
shown,
windings to
to produce
produce the
shown, with
with windings
the toroidal
toroidal field,
field, in
in Fig.
Fig. 5.
5.

Fig. 55 The
The Harwell Mark III torus
torus with windings
Fig.
windings to
to give
give toroidal magnetic
magnetic
field.

on pulsed
pulsed toroidal
toroidaldischarges
discharges at
at Harwell
Harwell was
was to
to lead,
lead, at
at the
the end
end of
of 1954,
1954,
The work on
the proposal
proposal for
for the
the construction
construction of
of the
thelarge
largescale
scale Zeta
Zeta experiment
experiment there.
there.
to the
There were,
growing
the growing
There
were, however,
however, other
other events
eventstoo
too which
which contributed
contributed to
to the
enthusiasm for
research, some
be discussed
discussed before
enthusiasm
for fusion research,
some of
of these
these will
will be
before returning
returning
later chapter
chapter to
to details
details of
of the
the "Zeta
"Zeta story".
story". We
consider first
firstsome
events
Weconsider
some events
in aa later
in the
outside
the first
firsthalf
halfof
ofthe
thedecade.
decade.
outside Harwell
Harwell in
At the
the AEI
AEI Aldermaston
Aldermaston Court
Court laboratories,
laboratories, Ware
Ware and
and Hemmings
Hemmings from
from Imperial
Imperial
been joined
Howard Miles,
Miles, Bruce
Bruce Liley
and aa number
number of
of assistants,
assistants,
College had been
joined by
by Howard
Liley and
and
the direction
direction of
of DDRR Chick
Chick had
had pursued
pursued aa programme
programme complementary
complementary
and under the
that at
at Harwell.
Harwell. Their
Theirwork
workisisdocumented
documented inindetail
detailinina aseries
series of
ofprogress
progress
to that
reports written as
as aa condition
condition of
of the
the contract(109).
contract(109). On
On the
the theoretical
theoretical side
side Ware
reports
Ware
and
Thomson
had
developed
a
more
pinch effect,
effect,
and Thomson had developed a more sophisticated
sophisticated theory
theory of
of the pinch
-24- 24-

while on
while
on the
the experimental
experimental side
the main
side the
main effort
effort had
had been
been devoted
devoted to
to experiments
experiments
using large
large transient
transient oscillatory
oscillatory currents(110).
currents(110). These
using
These were
were first
first generated
generated by
by
discharging aa condenser
discharging
condenser bank
coupled to
to the
the gas,
bankthrough
throughaa primary
primary winding
winding coupled
gas,
generally aided
core. Many
generally
Many variations
variations of
of torus
torus size
size and
and material,
material, and
and of
aided by
by an
an iron
iron core.
of
mechanical configuration,
mechanical
configuration, were
Later, discharges
discharges driven
were tried.
tried. Later,
driven by
by aa 10
10 kHz
kHz
oscillator with
pulse length
oscillator
lengthof
ofaafew
fewseconds
seconds were
were studied,
with pulse
studied,and
andby
by1954
1954 discharges
discharges
rectangular voltage
with
a rectangular
voltage pulse
to the
the gas
gas using
using the
the pulse
with a
pulse applied
applied to
pulse transformer
transformer
technique introduced
introduced by
by Carruthers
technique
Carruthers had
had also
been generated.
generated. Detailed
also been
Detailed studies
studies
were
made of
were made
of power
power limitations,
limitations, arising
evaporation of
material in
arising from
from evaporation
of wall
wall material
in
and
quartz
ceramic
tori,
and
quartz and ceramic tori, and arcing
arcing across
across the
gaps in
metallic ones.
the insulated
insulated gaps
in metallic
ones.

Fig. 6
6 The
The 64
64 sector
Fig.
sector torus,
torus, at
at AEI
AEI Aldermaston.
Aldermaston.

As
early as
12 kHz
transient discharges
As early
as 1952,
1952,working
working with
with 12
kHz transient
dischargesin
in aa small
small aluminium
aluminium
torus
two semi-circular
semi-circular sections
sections insulated
torus of 20 cm
by
cm major
major diameter,
diameter, made
made from
from two
insulated by
team had
mica, the team
very bad
bad arcing
arcing between
between the
the sections,
sections, melting
metal
mica,
had found
found very
melting the
the metal
and
the discharge,
discharge, with
voltages as
as low
as 100
and short-circuiting
short-circuiting the
with voltages
low as
100volts
volts per
per turn
turn and
and
of
only
a
(moments
few
had
then
thousand amps.
amps. They
They had then developed
developed a
a series
series of
(moments only a few thousand
of multimultithe aim
aimof
gap toruses
toruses with
ofdecreasing
the voltage
voltage across
across any
decreasing the
any one
one gap
gap and
gap
with the
and by
by 1955
1955
had
constructed
a
64
and minor
minor diameters
had constructed a 64 sector
diameters 11 metre
metre (mean)
(mean)
sector torus
torus of
of major
major and
and
Using aa 54
54 kJ condenser
and 30
30 cm.
cm. Using
condenser bank
bank they
they achieved
achieved transient
transient currents
currents of
of up
up to
to
(109,111).
(109,111).
80,000
Evenininthis
thisapparatus,
apparatus,however,
however, the
the problem
problem was
was not
not
80,000 amps.
amps.
Even
The complicating
solved.
arc" from
from the
a
solved. The
the discharge
discharge to
complicating factor
factor of
of the
the "unipolar
"unipolar arc"
to a
point on
liner was
was not
not appreciated
appreciated at
at this
this time(112).
time(112). Furthermore,
point
Furthermore, the
the gaps
gaps
on the liner
with
the
large
associated
number
greatly
reduced
the
stabilizing
of sectors
sectors greatly reduced the stabilizing action
action of
associated with the large number of
of
The torus
torus is
the
is illustrated
illustrated in
in Fig.
Fig. 6.
6.
walls. The
the walls.
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CHAPTER
CHAPTER 5
5
SHOCK
SHOCK WAVES,
WAVES, AND
AND THE
THE WEAPONS
WEAPONS GROUP
GROUP
The first
few years
years of
of the
the1950s
1950s had
had been
The
first few
been years
years of
of steady
steady progress
progressboth
bothat
at Harwell
Harwell
and
AEI, but
but around
around the
the middle
middle of
and at
at AEI,
of the
thedecade
decade there
there was
was aa notable
notable diversion
diversion that
that
a marked
marked effect
the scope
scope of
had a
effect on
on the
had
of the
the controlled
controlled fusion
fusion programme.
programme. This
This arose
arose
in the
the autumn
autumn of
of1954
1954 and
and was
was centred
centred on
on the
the suggestion
in
suggestion that
that it
it might
might be
be possible
possible
to generate
generate the
pressure required
to
the temperature
temperature and
and pressure
required for
for thermonuclear
thermonuclear reactions
reactions by
by
using converging
using
shock waves.
waves. This
converging shock
This possibility
possibility had
had been
been raised
raised by
by
Arthur
Kantrowitz of
of Cornell
Cornell University
Arthur Kantrowitz
University in
in the
the USA,
USA, an
expert on
on aerodynamics
an expert
aerodynamics
and
jet propulsion
propulsion who
had been
been studying
and jet
who had
studying the
production of
of high
high energy
the production
energy
cylindrical shock
waves in
in gas
shock waves
gas filled
filled shock
shock tubes(113).
cylindrical
tubes(113). (A
(A speculative
speculative proposal
proposal for
a
for a
"reciprocating
combustion engine"
"reciprocating internal
internal combustion
engine" using
using shock
shock waves
waves had
been
had been
). Nothing
953,114
submitted
Wilson
in in
1953,114
submittedtoto the
the AEC
AECby
byRRRR
Wilson
1 (( ).
Nothing about
this was
about this
was
officially known
known in
in the
the UK,
but the
the possibility
officially
UK, but
possibility of
of a
leak cannot
a leak
cannot be
be ruled
ruled out).
out).
Kantrowitz's work
work had
had been
been brought
brought to
to the
the attention
Kantrowitz's
attention of
of the
the Harwell
Harwell scientists
scientists by
by
WB
the Canadian
Canadian atomic
W
B Lewis,
Lewis, head
head of
of the
atomic energy
energy project
project and
and an
an old
old friend
friend and
and
colleague of
colleague
of Cockcroft's,
Cockcroft's, and
and the
the possibilities
possibilities were
were thought
thought to
be worth
to be
exploring.
worth exploring.
Because of
of generating
generating shock
Because
ofthe
the practical
practical difficulty
difficulty of
shock waves
waves of
of sufficient
sufficient strength,
strength,
the avenue
avenue seemed
the
seemed less
lesspromising
promising than
than that
that of
of electrically
electrically driven
driven discharges,
discharges, but
but
Thonemann felt
both Flowers
and Thonemann
both
felt that
Flowers and
that as
as a
a matter
matter of
of principle
principle the
the programme
programme
should
not be
be restricted
restricted to
to aa single
single approach,
approach, and
should not
and the
the shock
shock wave
wave idea
idea provided
provided an
an
alternative
of enquiry(115).
enquiry(115). InInSeptember
September 1954
alternative line
line of
1954 they
they wrote
note to
wrote aa note
to Cockcroft
Cockcroft
setting
their ideas
ideas for
for an
an experimental
experimental programme,
setting out
out their
programme, suggesting
group of
of
suggesting that
that aa group
up(116).
116). R
four, backed
backed by
by four
four theoreticians,
theoreticians, be
be set
set up(
R Hide,
Hide, a
a newly
newly joined
joined Harwell
Harwell
fellow,
together with
with J.I D Lawson
fellow, together
(both originally
originally from
from TRE)
Lawson and
and W
W Millar
Millar (both
TRE) were
were
asked
to
investigate the
the shock
shock wave
wave approach
approach and
asked
investigate
and set
an experimental
set up
up an
experimental
programme.
programme.
Further incentives
broaden the
the enquiry
incentives to
enquiry were
Further
to broaden
were generated
generated by
by optimistic
optimistic
assessments
by
Admiral
Lewis
Strauss,
assessments by Admiral Lewis Strauss, chairman
chairman of
of the
the US
US Atomic
Energy
Atomic Energy
Commission. It
It was
was rumoured
rumoured that
that he
he had
Commission.
had told
told Cockcroft
Cockcroft that
that within
within 10-15
10-15 years
years
the East
the
East Coast
Coastof
of the
the USA
USAwould
would be
be fuelled
fuelled by
by fusion
fusion power.
power. There
There was
was concern
concern
that the
the Americans
Americans might
have hit
hit upon
upon some
some new
new idea
that
might have
idea not
not yet
yet apparent
apparent in
in
Accordinglyaa part-time
part-time study
study group,
Britain. Accordingly
group, soon
soon to
to be
be known
as the
the "confusion
known as
"confusion
up to
to try
try totobroaden
broaden the
the approach,
group" was set
set up
approach, and
and generate
generate new
ideas. In
new ideas.
In
addition
to those
those already
addition to
already working
working in
in the
the field
field participation
participation by
by physicists
physicists working
working
other fields
fields was
was encouraged.
encouraged. These
in other
These included
included R
RS
S (Bas)
(Bas) Pease,
Pease, H
H London,
London,
and J.J H Tait,
who had
had access
WD
D Allen
Allen and
access to
to classified
classified weapons
Tait, who
weapons information.
information.
Discussions were
both Thonemann
Discussions
werelively
lively and
and speculative;
speculative; both
Thonemann and
and Flowers
Flowers took
took an
an
active
course of
lectures was
active part, and a course
of lectures
was given
given by
by Thompson.
Thompson. Little
Little was
was written
written
though Lawson's
Lawson's general
general "criterion"
was formulated
down, though
"criterion" was
as an
attempt to
to set
set a
a
formulated as
an attempt
simple goal with
with emphasis
emphasis especially
especially on confinement
confinement time
time as
as temperature.
as well
well as
temperature.
A number
number of
of ideas
ideas that
that had
had been
been considered
considered were
collected together
were collected
together in
in aa brief
review(117).
In
critical review(117
retrospect, the
the most
most interesting
interesting were
). In retrospect,
the use
use of fast fission
were the
in a
a U238
U238 blanket to
to improve
in
improve the
theenergy
energybalance(118),
balance(118), and
the
idea
and the idea of aa directed
directed
beam circulating in a plasma;
beam
plasma; this
this was
was shown
shown to
to be
be possible
possible in
in principle of
of giving
giving
-26-26-

sufficiently
the technical
technical problems
problems of
of producing
producing aa sufficiently
though the
aa net
energy gain,
gain, though
net energy
into the
the plasma
plasma were
recognized as
intense
beam and
and injecting
injecting itit into
as formidable.
formidable.
were recognized
intense beam
proposals, the
the subject
atomic
shock-wave proposals,
subject is,
course, central
Returning
is, of
of course,
central to atomic
Returning to
to the
the shock-wave
WeaponsResearch
Research
was evident
evident that
thatthe
theAtomic
AtomicWeapons
weapon design,
design, and
and it
it was
weapon
contribute.
much
to
Establishment
(AWRE)atat Aldermaston
Aldermastonwould
would have
have much to contribute.
Establishment (AWRE)
scientists from
Accordingly,
in January
January 1955
Accordingly, in
1955aajoint
joint meeting
meeting was
washeld
held with
with senior scientists
from
expertise
for
the
idea
of
drawing
on
their
explosives
AWRE
at
Aldermaston,
with
the
idea
of
drawing
on
their
explosives
expertise
for
Aldermaston,
with
AWRE at
a
classification, AWRE
AWRE wanting
slight problem
problem of
of classification,
). There
wanting a
was aa slight
There was
the work(119
work(119).
the
conduct the
classification than
much
than did
did Harwell
Harwell so
so that
that they
they could
could conduct
the work
work
much higher
higher classification
approach to
own weapons
weapons projects.
in
collaboration with
with their
their own
projects. An
An approach
to Harwell
Harwell
in close
close collaboration
Siddeley and
and Armstrong
Armstrong Whitworth
Whitworth who
who
by
Armstrong Siddeley
scientists at
at Armstrong
by scientists
about using
using shock
shock waves
collaborate
independently
waves and
and who
who wanted
wanted to
ideas about
to collaborate
independently had
had ideas
soon
minorembarrassment(120).
embarrassment(120). These
These problems were soon
caused minor
with
with Harwell
Harwellalso
alsocaused
report
sorted out,
out, however,
however, and
and by
by mid-summer
mid-summer of
of 1955,
1955,following
following aa preliminary
preliminary report
sorted
a joint experimental
experimental programme
programme on
on shock
shock wave
wave studies
studies
by Hide
Hide and
and Millar(121), a
by
122,123)
122,123)
.. The
The AWRE
AWRE side
side of
of this
this programme,
programme, devoted
devoted to
to pursuing
pursuing
had been
been agreed(
agreed(
had
some ideas
ideas of
of Thonemann's
Thonemann'son
onthe
the use
useofof explosives,
explosives,did
did not
not come
come to
to anything.
some
cylinder, of
of diameter
hollow copper
copper cylinder,
diameter
a hollow
An experiment
was performed
performed in
in which
which a
An
experiment was
explosives in aa magnetic
inch, was
was compressed
compressed by
magnetic
211- inch,
by high
high explosives
2
2 inches
inches and
and thickness 4
indications
were
that
the
hoped
for
field
of
100
Tesla
had
been
field.
Initial
indications
were
that
the
hoped
for
field
of
100
Tesla
had
been
field. Initial
out that
that this
thiswas
was far
far from
fromthe
thecase(124).
case(124). Indeed
AWRE
turned out
the AWRE
obtained, but
but it
it turned
obtained,
Indeed the
idea of
shock wave approach
approach to
fusion as
as
scientists
dismissed the
scientists quickly
quickly dismissed
the whole
whole idea
of aa shock
to fusion
project did
didbring
bringthe
theweapons
weapons scientists
scientists into
pursuing. But
Butthe
theproject
the
not
into the
not worth
worth pursuing.
eventually devoted
programme, to
which they
they eventually
devoted aa substantial
controlled fusion
fusion programme,
substantial
controlled
to which
forms the
initiatedinin1955,
1955, forms
the subject
subject of
later chapter.
effort. This
This work,
work,initiated
chapter. The
The
effort.
of aa later
concerned with
the effect
Harwell side
side of
of the
the project,
project, concerned
Harwell
with the
effect of
of axial
axial fields
fielcis on
on Kantrowitz
Kantrowitz
shock
were able
able
shock tubes,
tubes,was
waspursued
pursuedfor
foraawhile.
while. Experimentally,
Experimentally, Hide
Hide and
and Millar
Millar were
repeat and
and extend
extend Kantrowitz's experiments,
experiments, but
to achieve
achieve any
any results
results
to
but not
not to
to repeat
programme(108). Theoretically,
fusion programme(108).
showing
real promise
promise for
the fusion
Theoretically, however,
showing real
for the
the
however, the
problem attracted
attention of
several Harwell
Harwell physicists
physicists including
including
problem
attracted the
the attention
of several
RT
the Theoretical
Theoretical Physics
Physics
R
T PPWhipple,
Whipple, W
W BBThompson,
Thompson,and
andaa recent
recent recruit
recruit to
to the
Marshall(125).
Division, Walter
Walter Marshall(125).
Division,
was soon
instead of producing
producing shocks
soon realized that instead
shocks explosively
explosively or
or mechanically
mechanically
ItIt was
in the
the presence
presence of
they could
could be
be produced
produced by
feeding energy
in
of aa static
static field,
field, they
by feeding
very
energy very
plasma in
in aa cylindrical
cylindrical or
or toroidal
toroidaldischarge.
rapidly into
into plasma
discharge. Indeed
Indeedsuch
rapidly
had
such shocks
shocks had
in
already
Cousins' and
and Ware's
Ware's experiments
experiments at
already been
been produced
produced in Cousins'
at Imperial
Imperial
Anapproach
approach along
along these
College(31). An
these lines
lines was
College(31).
was strongly
strongly urged
urged in
in a
to
a note
note to
and Thompson
Thompson in
in May
Cockcroft by
by Flowers
Flowers and
May1955(126).
1955(126). In
In ititthey
they claim
claim that
Cockcroft
that much
much
greater compression
greater
compressionofofthe
thegas
gaswould
wouldbe
beexpected
expectedthan
thanininthe
thenormal
normalpinch;
pinch; the
the
process would
process
would be
beaafast
fastone
oneininwhich
whichthe
thewriggle
wriggle instability
instability might
might not
time
not have
have time
initiallyseemed
develop. Thus,
Thus, what
what had
had initially
seemed to
to be
be two
to develop.
two very
verydifferent
differentapproaches
to
approaches
The urgent
appeared to be quite closely related.
urgent programme
programme advocated
advocated was
was
now appeared
related. The
the
upon,
but
recognition
embarked
of
the role
role of
of magnetic
magnetic shocks
shocks in
plasma
not embarked
the
in plasma
physics was
the possibility
possibility of
of shock
driven pinches
shock driven
physics
was an
an important
important one.
one. Although the
pinches
was
extensively studied
connection with possible
possible fusion
fusion devices,
was later
later extensively
studied in connection
this
devices, this
approach
promising and
and the
the main
main application
approach was
was found
found to
to be
be not promising
to
application has
has been
been to
astrophysics.
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CHAPTER
CHAPTER66
GATHERINGMOMENTUM,
MOMENTUM,
AND
THE
CONSTRUCTION
ZETA
GATHERING
AND
THE
CONSTRUCTION
OF OF
ZETA
Meanwhile,
increasing confidence
Meanwhile, inspired
inspired by ever
transformer driven
ever increasing
the transformer
confidence in the
toroidal discharge, the bold decision was taken at the
the end
endof
of1954,
1954, to
to go ahead with
aa large
large scale
scale fusion
fusion device
device aimed
aimed at
at producing
producing conditions
conditions under
under which
which
thermonuclear reactions
take place.
thermonuclear
reactions might
might take
At
place.
At about
about the
the same
same time
time
Sir
Sir George
GeorgeThomson
Thomsonrenewed
renewed his
his own
own pressure
pressure for
for a large
large scale
scale experiment(127),
and after some months of
of discussion
discussion at Harwell Fry asked
Cockcroft
asked Cockcroft in November
for approval
approval and
and priority
priority for
for
for Thonemann's
Thonemann's proposal,
proposal, for aa large transformer
transformer
driven
driven discharge
in a metal torus
discharge in
proposal was
was not
not accepted.
128 ; Thomson's proposal
torus(128);
accepted. A
put to
tothe
thenewly
newlyformed
paper was put
Atomic Energy
Energy Authority
Authority (AEA),
(AEA), which
which had
formed Atomic
taken over responsibility for the atomic
atomic energy programme
programmefrom
from the Ministry
Ministry of
Supply that
that year,
year, for
for aa 100,000
100,000 amp
sited at
atHarwell.
Harwell. The cost of
amp experiment to be sited
was estimated
the experiment was
estimated as
£127,000 for the
year 1956-7,
1956-7, and
and about
asaamodest
modest£127,000
the year
£200,000 inintotal,
implications if
£200,000
total,and
anditit was
was unanimously
unanimously approved.
approved. The
if it were
The implications
successful
successful were
were such
such as
as to make the risks of
of it not being so seem well worthwhile
and Sir
Sir William
William Penney,
of AWRE,
AWRE, also gave the
the project
Penney, then
then director of
project his full
having
some
support as
as having some immediate
immediate value
value for
for weapons
weapons development
development work, largely
largely
fundamental plasma
plasma physics
physics and mathematics
through the fundamental
involved. Although
mathematics involved.
Although
not yet
yet coined,
coined, Zeta was
was born(106).
the name was not
approval in principle,
Once
the fusion
fusion
experiment had received
received approval
principle, however,
however, the
Once the experiment
programme quickly
New impetus
impetus was
was given
given to
to the
theexperimental
experimental
programme
quickly changed
changed gear.
gear. New
the aluminium
aluminium Mark
Mark III torus already referred
referredtoto was seen
programme, and the
seen as a
constructional and operational features of the machine, but
only for constructional
prototype not only
also as a test
test bed
bed on
on which
which various
various measurement
measurement techniques
techniques could be developed.
developed.
The
years prior
to the
the operation
of Zeta
Zeta saw
saw intense
intense activity,
studying the
operation of
activity, studying
The years
prior to
the
behaviour
complex plasma
straight
plasma configuration
configuration in
toroidal and straight
behaviour of
of the complex
in both
both toroidal
systems.
During this
thisperiod
period contact
contact with
with the
theAmerican
American groups
groups was
was established,
established,
systems. During
and there
there was
was much
with American
much exchange
exchange of
of information
information with
American colleagues.
colleagues. (See
(See
Chapter 88 and ref. (129)).
(129)). Questions
Questions arose
arose of
of what
what to
to measure,
measure, and
and how to make
Older techniques
techniques such
measurements. Older
such as
as spectroscopy
spectroscopy were
were exploited,
exploited, and
the measurements.
Thefeeling
feeling of
of excitement
excitement and challenge
challenge is well
new ones attempted. The
well captured in
minutes of
of the
the regular
regular meetings
meetings of
of the
the"Gas
"Gas Discharge
Discharge Project",
Project", attended
the minutes
attended by
representatives of
Harwell, AEI,
AEI, and later
later AWRE030
AWRE(130).. The
Thework
work included
representatives
of Harwell,
included
spectroscopic
plasma, measurement
of
measurement of
spectroscopic observations
observationsof
of radiation
radiation from
from the plasma,
microwave radiation,
techniques for measuring
measuring plasma
plasma temperature
temperature
microwave
radiation, and
and probe techniques
electron density.
density. New
runaway
Newphenomena
phenomena were
were investigated,
investigated, such
such as runaway
and electron
electrons
in
the
torus,
detected
by
the
X-rays
which
they
emitted.
One
of the
electrons in the torus, detected by the X-rays which they emitted.
of
development of
principal objects
objects of
of study
study was the kink instability, and the further development
techniques to examine
Much of
of this
this experimental
experimental
time resolved techniques
examine itit in
in closer
closer detail.
detail. Much
work was done by young
young physicists
physicists recruited
recruited to the project.
contributions
project. Useful
Useful contributions
to the
the development
development of
of spectroscopic
spectroscopic techniques
at
the
shorter
wavelength
techniques at
wavelength were
made
university and
and industrial
industrial research
research laboratories,
laboratories, through
development
through development
made by university
contracts supported
supported by Harwell.
As soon
informal negotiations
negotiations with
potential suppliers and
soon as Zeta was approved informal
with potential
manufacturers
almost immediately,
immediately, and
the summer
summer of
of 1955
manufacturers were
were begun
begun almost
and by
by the
1955
provisional line
experiment were
up(99,131).
At
provisional
line charts
charts for
for the large experiment
were being
being drawn up(99
'131 ). At
-28-

by Flowers and Thompson,
about
samesame
time, following
a recommendation
by Flowers and Thompson,
a recommendation
time, following
aboutthethe
Executive
for
an
Cockcroft
applied
to
the
Atomic
Energy
Executive
for
an
immediate
doubling
of immediate doubling of
Atomic
Energy
applied
to
the
Cockcroft
25, excluding
the theoreticians, to be
staff
the controlled
fusion projectfusion
to about 25,
excludingtotheabout
theoreticians,
to be
project
the controlled
staffon on
years(123).
This
approved
123).
This
waswas
approved
followed
by a by
further
the next coupleinofthe
years(next couple of
a doubling
furtherindoubling
followed
of theAuthority,
AtomiconEnergy
and
Edwin
Plowden,
the chairman
the Atomic Energy
20 May Authority, on 20 May
Plowden,
theofchairman
Edwin
andSirSir
programme
the fusion
placed
on record
his desirehis
thatdesire
the fusionthat
programme
should in future be given ashould in future be given a
on record
placed
priority.
very
highhigh
priority.
very
generated.
But there were also
was internally
In
part,part,
the newthe
momentum
was internally generated.
But there were
also
new momentum
Inlarge
large
"increasingly
had
reported
Thompson
Flowers had
and
external
factors.
In May 1955
Flowers
and Thompson
reported
"increasingly
1955
external
factors.
In May
that under
the fusion of deuterium under
United
States
consistent
indications
from the United
the fusion
of deuterium
fromStates
thethat
indications
consistent
but
likely
possible
controlled
conditions
is not only possible
likely to be used on an industrial to be used on an industrial
only
conditions
is not but
controlled
andthat
expressed
scale
1010
to 15toyears
now",
and expressed
Britain mightfears
be losingthat
her Britain might be losing her
now", fears
from
years
scale
15from
that that
falling behind the Americans(126).
126 ). AtAt
subject
initial
headhead
start onstart
the subject
behindand
the Americans(
on and
thefalling
initial
up, and although it was generally
were still
time
barriers
of classification
were still up, and although
it was generally
barriers
of classification
timethethe
had
a controlled
programme, in 1955
recognized
that the
Americans
had a controlled
fusion
programme, in fusion
1955
the Americans
recognized
that
reported optimism, however,
virtually
nothing
was known
its details.
The reported
optimism,The
however,
wasabout
known
about
its details.
virtually
nothing
statement
that
been made "on the record"
was farfar
fromfrom
universal.
The only statement
that had
been made "on
thehad
record"
universal.
The only
was
his conviction that controlled
Oppenheimer,
who had
expressed
was byby
Robert
Oppenheimer,
who had expressed
his conviction
that controlled
was
Robert
the rumours
"offpersisted
the record" persisted
the rumours
"off the record"
132). ButBut
simply
fusion
simply
wouldwould
not work(not work(132).
fusion
Americans were
and
fear
of
losing
out
to
the
and
the
resulting
optimism
and
fear
of
losing
out
to
the
Americans
were
and the resulting optimism
was of
experiment
given
its codename of Zeta (suggested
pervasive.
In JulyIn1955
the1955
experiment
given its codename
Zeta (suggested
the was
pervasive.
July
assembly"
thermonuclear
by
D
W
Fry),
for
"zero
energy
thermonuclear
assembly"
and
assigned
Harwell and assigned Harwell
for
"zero
energy
by D W Fry),
priority"(99,133).
"station
99,133 ).
"station
priority"(
At the on
first
so didAtexpectations.
As thethe
yearyear
progressed,
so did expectations.
the first Geneva Conference
the Geneva Conference on the
As
progressed,
September
1955,
the conference president,
Atomic
Energy,
held
in
Peaceful
Uses
of
Atomic
Energy,
held
in
September
1955,
the
conference
president,
Peaceful Uses of
Bhabha,
joined
the growing clan of optimists.
nuclear
physicist
the
nuclear
physicist Homi
Bhabha,Homi
joined the
growing clan
of optimists.
Indian
theIndian
controlled
fusion energy, he concluded( 34):
Discussing
Discussing
the possibilities
of controlledof
fusion
energy, he concluded():
the possibilities
will be
found for liberating fusion
venture
that
IIventure
to predict
that a method
willabemethod
found for liberating
fusion
to predict
manner
within
the next
energy
a controlled
energy
in aincontrolled
manner within
the next
two decades.
When two decades. When
energyof problems
happens,
theproblems
that
the energy
the world will of
trulythe
haveworld
been will truly have been
thathappens,
will
beheavy
as plentiful
ever,
forwillthe
solved
for for
solved
for ever,
the fuel
be asfuel
plentiful
as the
hydrogen as the heavy hydrogen
oceans.
ininthethe
oceans.
fusion had already been excited
Public
awareness
of the of
possibilities
Public
awareness
of the possibilities
controlled fusionofhadcontrolled
already been excited
whendictator,
the Argentine
years
in 1951,
fouryears
four
earlier,earlier,
in 1951, when
the Argentine
Juan Peron, haddictator,
claimed Juan Peron, had claimed
energy
inhad
a set
successful
laboratory
he had had set up for a
of fusion
the
release release
of fusion energy
in a laboratory
he had
up for a
thesuccessful
Although
German
Ronald
Richter.
physicist,
German
physicist,
Ronald Richter.
Although
this claim
had caused this
quite aclaim
stir, had caused quite a stir,
partly
at least
for the creation of a
andindeed
indeed
been
and
appearsappears
to have beentoat have
least partly
responsible
for the
creationresponsible
of a
theit had
United
controlled
programme
States,
controlled
fusionfusion
programme
in the United in
States,
been greeted
withit had been greeted with
widespread
and justified
scepticism
and had
the
public interest had quickly
widespread and justified
scepticism and
the public interest
quickly
however,
words
sparked
waned(135).
Now,
however,
Bhabha's Bhabha's
words sparked
off a sharp
revival ofoff a sharp revival of
waned( 135 ). Now,
the efforts
persistent
efforts
of journalists
interest,
and
interest,
and the
persistent
of journalists
that followed
led to no fewerthat followed led to no fewer
countries,
the USA,
theIndia,
USSR,
France
and India, claiming or
thanfivefive
than
countries,
Britain, theBritain,
USA, the USSR,
France and
claiming
or
controlled
fusion
projects
admitting
the existence
admitting
the existence
of controlledof
fusion
projects within
their atomic
energy within their atomic energy
136).
programmes( 136) . TheThe
American
existence
of theproject
project
programmes(
existence
of the American
Sherwood
and of itsSherwood and of its
throughout
project
branches
USAbywas
reaffirmed
project
branches
throughout
the USA wasthe
reaffirmed
Strauss
in a statementby
on Strauss in a statement on
the same
month
the fourth "Annual Conference
October,
33 October,
and and
duringduring
the same month
the fourth
"Annual
Conference on
on
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Atomic
Energy in
in New
Atomic Energy
in Industry",
Industry", in
New York,
York, provided
provided the
the setting
setting for
for the
the first
first ever
ever
symposium on
on controlled
controlled fusion
public symposium
fusion energy(137).
energy(137). Once
Once more
more aa leading
leading
Hans Thirring,
possibility
physicist, this time Hans
Thirring, dismissed
the
possibility
of
controlled
of controlled fusion
dismissed the
fusion
as
as an
an unrealizable
unrealizable speculation(138
speculation(138);
butthe
thefollowing
followingmonth
monthCockcroft
Cockcroft reported
); but
reported
his Harwell
Harwellcolleagues
colleagues that
that Ernest
to his
Lawrence,inventor
inventor of
of the
the cyclotron
Ernest Lawrence,
cyclotron and
and
world
expert
on
high
energy
shared
Bhabha's
world expert on high energy particle
optimism(139).
particleaccelerators,
accelerators, shared Bhabha's optimism(139).
At Harwell
Harwell itself
itself opinions
opinions varied
varied widely.
widely. Lawson,
Lawson, having
having produced
produced his
his
"criterion"
at
the
1954,
end
of
emphasized that
"criterion" at the end of 1954, emphasized
that aa central
central problem
problem was
was to
to produce
produce a
a
device that
generates more
device
that generates
moreenergy
energythan
thanitit consumes.
consumes. Conditions
Conditions would
would be
be
stringent,
was not
not yet
yet clear
clear whether
stringent, and
and it
it was
whether they
they could
could ultimately
ultimately be
be met(
met(117).
117).
Pease, who
when his
Pease,
who had
had recently
recently joined
joined the
the Harwell
Harwell fusion
fusion group
group when
his previous
previous
work on
on neutron
neutron diffraction
diffractionand
andradiation
radiationphysics
physics had
had been
been moved
moved from
from General
General
Physics to
the Metallurgy Division,
Division, in
inMay
simple analysis
Physics
to the
a simple
of the
May1956
1956 gave
analysis of
gave a
the
behaviour
of
a
steady state
behaviour of a steady
state pinch
pinch in
in which
which energy
energy supplied
supplied from
from aa longitudinal
longitudinal
electric field was
was dissipated
dissipated as
as bremsstrahlung
electric
bremsstrahlung radiation(140).
radiation(140). Stability
Stability was
was not
not
considered, and
fully self-consistent,
self-consistent, but
considered,
and the
the models
models were
were not
not all
all fully
but they
they gave
gave no
no
grounds for
indicating that
that the
the conditions
grounds
for indicating
for aa reactor
conditions required
required for
reactor could
could not
not be
be
achieved.
The central
central feature
feature of
of the
the calculation
achieved. The
calculation was
was the
the interesting
conclusion
interesting conclusion
fairly wide
widerange
range of
of assumptions
assumptions equilibrium
occurs at
at a
a fixed
that over a fairly
equilibrium occurs
fixed current
current
about a million
million amps
amps whatever
whatever the
the line
line or
or volume
of about
in the
volume density
density of
of charge
charge in
the
plasma. Pease
Pease presented
presented his
at the
the International
plasma.
his work
work at
International Astronomical
Astronomical Union
Union
conference in
conference
in Stockholm
Stockholm in
in 1956,
1956, where
where itit became
evident that
that this
this result
became evident
result was
was
in the
the USSR
USSR but
had not
not been
been published.
published. This
This important
importantcharacteristic
known in
but had
characteristic
current is
is now
nowknown
knownas
asthe
thePease-Braginskij
Pease-Braginskij current.
current.
In retrospect,
retrospect, despite
despite the
the successful
successful demonstration
a thermonuclear
thermonuclear explosion
In
demonstration of
of a
explosion
American scientists
scientists in
in 1952,
1952, neither
neither the
the conclusions
conclusions of
of Lawson
by American
Lawson and
and Pease
Pease nor
nor
the many public
public speculations
speculations as
or otherwise
otherwise of
of aa fusion
fusion reactor
reactor
as to
to the
the possibility
possibility or
gave any
Butby
by1956
1956 there
there was
was something
gave
any real
real grounds
grounds for
for optimism.
optimism. But
something of
of aa fusion
fusion
fever, which both
both uninformed
uninformed debate
debate and
and continued
continued official
official secrecy
secrecy served
served only
only
Thus,for
forexample,
example, the
the very
very fact
fact that
that the
the Americans
Americans were
to fuel. Thus,
were pursuing
pursuing a
a large
large
controlled fusion
fusion research
research programme
taken as
programme was
was taken
as indicative
indicative that
that there
there must
must be
be
aa real
working, even
even though
though none
real possibility
possibility of
of it working,
none of
of their
their results
resultswas
wasknown.
known. In
In
this situation further
further fuel
fuel was
was added
to
the
fire
added to the fire when
whenthe
theRussian
Russian Academician
Academician
Kurchatov, visiting England
England with an
an official
official Soviet
Soviet delegation
Kurchatov,
delegation in
in early
early 1956,
1956,
suggested
to
Cockcroft
that
he
might
talk
about
Russian
suggested to Cockcroft that he might talk about Russian fusion
fusion work
work (among
(among
Harwell. This
Thisoffer,
offer,which
whichseems
seems to
tohave
have come
come completely
other things) at Harwell.
out of
completely out
of
the blue, could
could only
only be
be accepted,
accepted, even
was suggested
even though
though itit was
that Kurchatov's
suggested that
Kurchatov's
was to
to discover,
discover, through
through the
the questions
questions following
the lecture,
main aim was
following the
how far
lecture, how
far
the
British
programme
had
progressed. Kurchatov's
Kurchatov's lecture,
lecture, delivered
delivered on
on
the British programme had progressed.
26 April
interpretation of
of gas
gas discharge
discharge
26
April 1956,
1956, was
was really
really an
an object
object lesson
lesson in
in the
the interpretation
results. The
TheRussian
Russian team
team had
had thought
thought that
thatthey
theyhad
hadcreated
results.
created thermonuclear
thermonuclear
neutrons in aa straight
straight discharge
discharge as
as early
early as
as 1952,
1952, but
but they
they had
had subsequently
neutrons
subsequently
realized
that
features
several
of
the
neutron emission
emission were
were in
in fact
fact inconsistent
inconsistent
realized
several features of the neutron
with
the hypothesis
hypothesis of aa thermonuclear
thermonuclear origin,
though at
the time
time of
of the
the lecture
with the
origin, though
at the
lecture
they
had
still
not
been
able
to
work
out
exactly
how
their
neutrons
they had still not been able to work out exactly how their neutrons had
had been
been
produced(141).
Theemphasis
emphasis of the
produced(141
the lecture
lecture was
was upon
upon the
the complexity
complexity of
). The
of the
the
situation, the difficulty
difficultyofofdrawing
drawingunequivocal
unequivocalconclusions,
conclusions, and
and the
the dangers
dangers of
of
to equivocal
equivocal ones.
ones. Most
Most of
of the
thephysicists
physicists present,
present, who
jumping to
who included
included the
the
AWRE
teams as
this cautionary
AWRE and
and AEI teams
as well
well as
as those
thosefrom
from Harwell,
Harwell, took
took note
note of
of this
cautionary
-30- 30 -

tale.
thefact
factthat
that they
they were
were working
working
atomic bomb
bomb success
success the
Russian atomic
Butafter
afterthe
theRussian
tale. But
fear of
of being
being beaten
beaten to
on
to the
again prompted
prompted the
the fear
the target,
target, and
and
fusion again
controlled fusion
on controlled
programme.
It
was as
as aa direct
this
to speed
up the
the British
British programme. It was
speed up
direct
further acted
acted to
this further
consequence
this lecture
lecture that
that an
an experimental
experimental programme
programme on
on the
the 'Z-pinch',
'Z-pinch', as
as
consequence ofofthis
was started
AWRE.
became known,
this
known, was
started at
at AWRE.
discharge became
type of
of discharge
this type
repercussions of
many,
excitement were
The
and repercussions
of the
the new
new era
era of
of excitement
were many,
manifestations and
The manifestations
Zeta(99,142,143).
142,143).
It
is
generally
the
most
significant
by
far
was
of
course
Zeta(99,
It
is
generally
but the most significant by far was of course
but
the
recognised
that Zeta
Zeta was
was "Thonemann's
"Thonemann'sbaby",
baby",and
andcertainly
certainly the
the details
details of
of the
recognised that
fusion
problem
as
to
formally
his
feel
for
the
apparatus
owed
as
much
to
his
feel
for
the
fusion
problem
as
to
formally
as
much
to
owed
apparatus
hand,
Thonemann's was
demonstrated
conclusions. Although
Although Thonemann's
was the
the guiding
guiding hand,
demonstrated conclusions.
one. At
Atthe
thetime
timethe
theZeta
Zeta experiment
experiment
being the
the only
however,
far from
only one.
from being
however, itit was
was far
would entail
entail or
or
was first
first approved
therewas
wasreally
reallyvery
verylittle
little idea
ideaof
of what
what itit would
was
approved there
a large
widespread and
pressure for
large device
achieve. There
and growing
growing pressure
for a
There was
was widespread
device that,
that,
achieve.
produce aa measurable
consumer, might
might at
at least
least produce
measurable quantity
of
while still
quantity of
netenergy
energy consumer,
while
stillaanet
Thonemann had
good idea,
idea, obtained
obtained from
from
thermonuclear
neutrons. Thonemann
had aa pretty
pretty good
thermonuclear neutrons.
have to
As Fry
Fry recalled,
recalled,
simple basic
basic calculations,
calculations,ofofhow
howbig
big this
this would
would have
to be.
be. As
some
some simple
procedure of
up aa few
few papers
papers saying
went through
of putting
putting up
saying roughly
roughly
usual procedure
they went
through the
the usual
they
approved, and
and only
only then
then started
started to
what they
thought it
it would
to work
work
would cost,
cost, got
got itit approved,
what
they thought
g (144).
(144).
g
specification
The
basic
of
Zeta
The
basic
specification
of
Zeta
had
been
set
costin
had
design
and
been
set
a
detailed
design
and
costin
detailed
out a
out
one metre
metres diameter
diameter and
and one
metre bore
bore
aluminiumtorus
torusofofabout
about33metres
1954. An
An aluminium
in 1954.
in
pressure of
of about
about 10-3
10-3 torr,
torr, and
and aa discharge
discharge initiated
initiated
gas at
at aa pressure
filled with
withgas
would
be filled
would be
a
transformer generating
generating 33 millisecond
millisecond 100,000
100,000 amp
by
amp pulses
pulses with
with a
by aa pulse
pulse from
from aa transformer
(106,146).
()
106,146
Thetorus
torus wall
wallwas
waschosen
chosen to
to be
be
. The
primary voltage
voltage of
about 25
25 kilovolts
of about
kilovolts
primary
of the
discharge could
the discharge
could not
not penetrate
penetrate
self-magnetic field
1 inch
inch thick
field of
thick so
so that
that the
the self-magnetic
1
(This meant
meant that
the magnetic
magnetic field
10 milliseconds.
milliseconds. (This
that the
the
field of
of the
about 10
for about
through it
through
it for
compressed against
the current
channel
current channel
would be
againstthe
thewall
wall ifif the
be compressed
current channel
channel would
current
would limit
This would
limitthe
theincrease
increase of
of the
the large
large
away from
from the
axis of
of the
the torus.
torus. This
the axis
moved away
moved
the amplitude
amplitude
channel, but,
but, more
moreimportantly,
importantly,would
would limit
limit the
current channel,
radius of
of the
the current
radius
instabilities).
of the
the kink
kink instabilities).
of
a year
specification took
year or
to evolve,
evolve, however,
or more
more to
however, and
and
The
of the
took a
The details
details of
the specification

In part
part these
these changes
changes resulted
some changes
changesfrom
fromoriginal
original ideas.
ideas. In
resulted from
from
involved some
involved
discussions with
manufacturers and
place in
with manufacturers
and suppliers
suppliers that
that took
took place
in
exploratory discussions
the exploratory
the
followedfrom
fromexperiments
experiments with
1955. In
In part
part they
they followed
with the
the 34
34 cm
cm
part of
of 1955.
early part
the early
the

and early
early 1956.
Zeta
inlate
late1955
1955 and
1956. The
The main
main contract
contract for
for the
the Zeta
torus in
bore
III torus
Mark III
bore Mark
autumn of
of1955
Metropolitan-Vickers, part
out in
in the
the autumn
1955 to
to Metropolitan-Vickers,
of
equipment was
was put
put out
part of
equipment
whom
companies
with
Harwell
were
closely
associated
in
this
as
group of
of companies with whom Harwell were closely associated in this as
the AEI
the
AEI group
history ofofcollaboration
collaboration between
Theprevious
previous history
between Harwell
Harwell and
and
work. The
in other
other work.
ia
altogether
encouraging,
several
was
not
as
large
Metropolitan-Vickers was not altogether encouraging, as several large contracts,
contracts,
Metropolitan-Vickers
designs of
of particle
particle accelerators,
accelerators, had
innovative designs
for innovative
had severely
severely overrun
overrun both
both
mutably for
aotably
budgets.
But
so
effective
this
their schedules
and their
their budgets. But so effective was
was their
their contribution
contribution in
in this
schedules and
their
was considered
considered the
the most
most successful
contract was
successful ever
the time
time the
the contract
at the
ever let
let by
by
case that
case
that at
been due
have been
Carruthers, who
Thisseems
seems to
to have
due largely
largely to
to the role
role of
of Carruthers,
who
1Harwell(145).
1Harwell(145). This
Harold
West,
chief
engineer
of
discussions
with
Metropolitaninitial
discussions
with
Harold
West,
chief
engineer
of
Metropolitaninitial
conducted
conducted
organizational arrangement
arrangement which
the
secured an
an organizational
avoided the
Vickers,
and secured
which avoided
Vickers, and
communication
4ifficulties
411fficultieswhich
whichhad
hadarisen
arisenininthe
the past,
past,largely
largely due
due to
to lack
lack of
of communication
This was
was achieved
achieved by
between
the research
researchand
andmanufacturing
manufacturingsides
sidesofofthe
thefirm.
firm. This
by
between the
Charles Flurscheim,
Flurscheim, recently
as deputy
chief
special role
role to Charles
giving aa special
recently appointed
appointed as
deputy chief
giving
the technology
technology required.
Withhis
hisenergetic
energetic
engineer, who
was familiar
familiar with the
required. With
engineer,
who was
requirements were
production stage
participation project
project requirements
stage
were pushed
pushed through
through the production
participation
-31- 31 -

with exceptional
and several
several members
membersofofstaff,
staff, detailed
detailed to
to keep
keep in
in very
exceptional speed,
speed, and
with
cost of
Harwell, helped
helped to
to anticipate
anticipate potential snags.
close
touch with
with Harwell,
snags. The final cost
close touch
£300,000,
but
at
about
anticipated, at about £300,000, but the
than at
at first
firstanticipated,
the
was higher
higher than
experiment was
the experiment
changes, all
entirely to
to specific
specific design
design changes,
increase
could be
be put
put down
down entirely
all of
of which
which were
increase could
contract.
From the
the
within
original
agreedat
at aa very
very early
early stage
stageand
andnot
not within the
the original contract. From
agreed
the
the completion
completion of
to the
design in
the spring
spring of
of 1956
1956 to
finalization of
of the
in the
of the
finalization
the design
within
its
remained
target
costs
eighteen months
installation
months later,
later, the
the project
project remained within its target costs
installation eighteen
demanding were
the
creditable achievement
and dates,
considering how
how demanding
were the
and
dates, a
a creditable
achievement considering
(99,145).
(99,145).
their
Thonemann, Carruthers
Carruthers and
and their
Apart
from
Thonemann,
Apart
from
requirements
requirements
and
Metropolitan-Vickers collaborators,
Metropolitan-Vickers
collaborators,most
most notably
notably EERRHartill,
Hartill, M
MA
A Bird
Bird and
construction
and
the construction and
J
Blears,many
manyothers
otherscontributed
contributedsignificantly
significantly to
to the
J BBBlears,
Harwell
Among these
John Mitchell
commissioning
Zeta. Among
Mitchell from
from Harwell
commissioning ofof Zeta.
these were
were John
and EE P
P Butt
technical aspects
aspects of
Division, and
Butt who
who supervised
supervised the
the technical
Engineering
of the
Engineering Division,
instrumentation.
instrumentation.

operation.
Fig. 7 The
The Zeta
Zeta torus
torus at
soon after
at Harwell,
Harwell, soon
after its
its initial operation.

themost
mostsevere
severe was
was
its problems.
problems. Potentially
Potentiallythe
The Zeta
The
Zeta project
project was
was not
not without
without its
ton transformer,
transformer, where
of grain
grain oriented
for the
the150
150 ton
the supply
supply of
oriented cold-rolled
cold-rolled steel
steel for
the
Metropolitan-Vickers' suppliers
Metropolitan-Vickers'
suppliers were
were gloomy
gloomy about
about obtaining
obtaining sufficient material
quality on
onsuch
such aa short
short timescale.
timescale. This
This was
was solved,
solved, however,
however, when a
of required
required quality
of
American
electrical industry
strike
the American
American electrical
produced aa sudden
strike in the
industry produced
sudden glut
glut of American
need of
desired quality, and
with less
less need
and other
problems were solved
solved with
steel
other problems
steel of
of the desired
-32- 32 -

good fortune.
Animportant
good
fortune. An
importantchange
changewas
was made
made after
after the
the contract
contract had
had been
been let.
let.
This
was
the
installation
of
solenoidal
coils
around
the
torus,
to
provide
the
This was the installation of solenoidal coils around the torus, to provide the
longitudinal field
by Bickerton.
Bickerton. These
field prescribed
prescribed by
These were
were incorporated
longitudinal
incorporated with
with some
some
essentially
no
programme.
increase of
Power was
increase
of cost,
cost,but
but essentially nodelay
delayto
to the
the programme. Power
was supplied
supplied
nearby cyclotron.
spare generator
generator for
the nearby
cyclotron. Despite
changes, numerous
by
for the
by aa spare
Despitethese
thesechanges,
numerous
unfamiliar problems,
problems, and
and the
the occasional
occasional need
unfamiliar
need to
to improvise,
improvise, Zeta
Zeta was
was eventually
eventually
installed on
installed
on schedule
scheduleand
andwithin
within budget,
budget,operating
operatingfor
forthe
thefirst
first time
time in
in
operatingparameters
details and
and operating
presented at
at
August
1957(99). Design
Design details
parameters were
were later
later presented
August 1957(99).
et
a/(146),
and
diagnostic
techniques
used
in
the 1958
1958 Geneva
the
Geneva Conference
Conference by
by Butt
Butt et a/(146), and diagnostic techniques used in
is illustrated
illustrated in
in
Zeta and
et al(147).
al(147). Zeta
Zeta is
Zeta
and other
other experiments
experimentsatatHarwell
Harwell by
by Harding
Harding et
Fig. 7.
7.
Fig.
A
further improvement,
improvement, not
not incorporated
incorporated until
until 1959,
A further
the original
original
1959, was
was to
to replace
replace the
wassplit
liner of
Theliner
linerwas
splitinto
into4848segments
of the
the torus.
torus. The
segments to
liner
to reduce
reduce the
the voltage
voltage per
per
PTFE insulation
seen by
by the
the discharge,
discharge,and
andfitted
fitted with
with PTFE
insulation across
the gaps.
gaps. (The
gap seen
across the
gap
(The
was to
to prevent
purpose of
the insulation
insulation was
prevent bombardment
purpose
of the
bombardment from
from the
plasma causing
causing
the plasma
gaps of
the torus,
ionization across
across the
torus, and
and thus
thus to
to increase
ionization
the two
two gaps
of the
increase the
the breakdown
breakdown
threshold). The
The new
newliner
linerwas
wascontinuous,
continuous,made
threshold).
made of
ofcorrugated
corrugated stainless
steel,
stainless steel,
sufficiently
thin that
that its
itsresistance
resistance was
was considerably
considerably higher
sufficiently thin
higher than
than that
that of
of the
the
plasma(148). With
plasma(148).
Withit itthe
thearcing
arcingproblem
problemwas
wasgreatly
greatlyeased,
eased, but
butsome
some erosion
erosion
arising
from unipolar
unipolar arcs
still occurred(112).
occurred(112). This
arising from
arcs still
Thisassembly,
assembly, known
known as
as Zeta
Zeta 1A
1A
was
handle currents
able to
to handle
currents of
of 900kA,
was ultimately
ultimately able
greater
than
900kA, nine
nine times
times greater than
originally envisaged
Zeta 1(148a).
1(148a).
envisaged for
for Zeta
originally
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CHAPTER
CHAPTER 7
7
SOME CONTEMPORARY
CONTEMPORARY DEVELOPMENTS
DEVELOPMENTS AT
AT AWRE,
AWRE,AEI
AEIAND
AND THE
THE
SOME
UNIVERSITIES
UNIVERSITIES
a significant
also made
made a
Outside Harwell
Harwell the
the developments
developments of
of the
mid-1950s also
significant
Outside
the mid-1950s
AWRE
impression. Following
shock-wave work,
work, AWRE
Following their
their initial
initial involvement
involvement in
impression.
in shock-wave
programme.
soon
own, self-contained,
fusion research
research programme.
soon developed
developed their
their own,
self-contained, controlled
controlled fusion
The programme
between this
was radically
radically revised,
revised, and
and the
the relationship
relationship between
this
The
programme at
at AEI
AEI was
programme and
Harwell also
also underwent
programme
and that
that of
of Harwell
changes. Following
Following
underwent substantial
substantial changes.
the growth
growth of
of public
public interest
interest in
in the
thepossibilities
possibilities of
of fusion
fusionenergy,
energy, there
there was
was
the
increased interest
the universities.
universities.
increased
interest and
and activity
activity too
too in
in the
of
the main
main problems
the early
early and
and middle
middle parts
parts of
One of
problems faced
during the
One
of the
faced by
by AWRE
AWRE during
physicists
first-rate physicists
the decade
decade was
attracting to
establishment the
the
was that
that of
of attracting
to the
the first-rate
the establishment
this problem
problem
the standard
standard of
of weapons
weapons work.
Oneresponse
response to
to this
needed
to keep
up the
work. One
needed to
keep up
use this
and use
this as
asaacarrot.
carrot. In
In
was
was to
to engage
engagein
in aasmall
smallamount
amountof
of non-military
non-military work
work and
1954
KW
a nuclear
nuclear physicist
physicist from
from the
University of
of Liverpool,
Liverpool, was
was
1954 K
W Allen,
Allen, a
the University
nonhim to
to undertake
undertake nonfor him
be provided
provided for
recruited
that facilities
facilities would
would be
recruited on
on the
the basis
basis that
nuclear physicist
physicist from
from
senior nuclear
military research.
research. InIn1955
1955SSCC(Sam)
(Sam) Curran,
a senior
military
Curran, a
at TRE,
TRE, was
background in
radar research
research at
was
Glasgow University
wartime background
Glasgow
University with
with aa wartime
in radar
January 1955,
similarunderstanding.
understanding.
Meanwhile, in
in January
1955,
Meanwhile,
recruited on
on aa similar
recruited
Plowden to
to devote
devote up
to
Sir William
Penney received
Sir
William Penney
received permission
permission from
from Sir
Sir Edwin
Edwin Plowden
up to
non-military research,
research, and
this change
change
10%
the establishment
establishment effort
and this
to non-military
10% of
of the
effort to
the approach
Harwell and
and the
the suggestion
coincided with
approach from
with the
from Harwell
suggestion that
that AWRE
AWRE should
should
coincided
controlled fusion
fusion programme(149).
programme(149). The
The
participate in
in shock-wave
shock-wave research
research for
the controlled
participate
for the
attracted by
and Curran
Curran were
were attracted
shock-wave
not get
get very
Allen and
by
shock-wavework
work did
did not
very far,
far, but
but both
both Allen
the possibility
possibility of
of engaging
engaging in
the
acrossaawider
wider sphere,
sphere, and
and in
in
in controlled
controlled fusion
fusion work
work across
for that
they obtained
small group
group for
August
that
August 1955
1955 they
a small
obtained permission
permission to
to set
set up a
150,151).
150,151).
group
of
kept
this
beginning
concerns
secrecy
Fromthe
thebeginning concerns of secrecy kept this group
From
purpose(
purpose(
take on
somewhat
When they
they agreed
agreed to
AEI. When
somewhat isolated
isolated from
from those
those at
at Harwell
Harwell and AEI.
to take
that
AEI
should
be
work,
for
example,
AWRE
at
insist
should
be
the
shock-wave
first
tried
to
the shock-wave work, for example, AWRE at first tried to insist that AEI
kept ignorant
programme, and
became clear
clear that
ignorant of
of that
that part
when itit became
that
part of
of the
theprogramme,
kept
and when
since
AEI
Harwell would
would not
not accept
accept this
this -- indeed
indeed could
could not
not accept
it, since AEI were
were
accept it,
Harwell
be done
done -- the
the AWRE
AWREresponse
response
themselves pressing
themselves
pressingfor
forwork
work on
on the
the possibility to be
progress meeting
meeting
in aa joint
joint progress
was
to keep
keep their
their own
own counsel(152).
counsel(152). They
They did
did take
take part in
was to
although Curran
Curran
had no
no sequel,
sequel, and
and although
with
Harwell in
in October
October 1955,
1955, but
but this
this had
with Harwell
as
an
observer
attended
meetings he
first as an observer only,
he did
did so
so at
at first
only,
attended the
the joint
joint Harwell-AEI
Harwell-AEI meetings
presence of
with
instructions to
to communicate
communicate nothing
the presence
AWRE work
work in
in the
of
with instructions
nothing of
of the AWRE
autumnofof1956
some concern
AEI
staff053). In
Inthe
theautumn
1956 there
was some
concern at
at this
this attitude
attitude when
when
there was
AEI staff053).
experiments similar
it materialised
AWRE had
that AWRE
had been
been working
working on
on Z-pinch experiments
similar to
to
materialised that
it
themselves been
been
telling anyone,
AEI had
hadthemselves
those of
without telling
anyone, for
for AEI
Kurchatov without
those
of Kurchatov
AWRE
the
research
approval030).
this
the
pursuing the same
same researchwith
Afterthis the AWRE
pursuing
with Harwell
Harwell approval030). After
of
independently of
work quite
quite independently
to work
team were
team
were more
more forthcoming,
forthcoming, but
but they continued to
groups.
the other two
two groups.
Curran's that they
they
suggestion of
At
AWRE team
team concentrated
concentrated on
a suggestion
first,the
theAWRE
At first,
on a
of Curran's
beams of
narrow beams
generate fusion reactions
reactions through the interaction of narrow
should
try to
to generate
should try
other(l51,154).
plasmaororwith
with
eachother(l51,154).
withplasma
ions with
accelerated
accelerateddeuterium
deuterium and
and tritium
tritium ions
each
deuterides
metal deuterides
proposal, reminiscent of
The colliding
beam proposal,
The
colliding beam
of early attempts using metal
-34- 34-

criticised
the Harwell
at
Alamos,
was criticised
the Harwellby
physicists
as standing physicists
no chance of as standing no chance of
was by
atLos
Los
Alamos,
energy balance(124),
124 ), and
and
was was
finally finally
abandonedabandoned
in
producing
a positive
in
producing
a positive
energy balance(
one group,
of thedemonstrated
AWRE group,
December
1955
P 0 Hawkins,
December
1955
whenwhen
P 0 Hawkins,
one of the AWRE
it to be demonstrated it to be
group,
augmented
by Hugh
Bodin, A A Newton,
group,
augmented
by Hugh Bodin,
A A Newton,
quiteunworkable(
unworkable(155).
quite
155 ). TheThe
turned
to a hybrid
RRAAFitch
and others,
next turnednext
to a hybrid
fusion-fission
concept, infusion-fission
which it
Fitch
and others,
concept, in which it
a hot
deuterium
target
with a narrow beam of
was proposed
to bombard
a hot deuterium
target
with a narrow
beam of
was
proposed
to bombard
ions
in order
create
a This
strong
neutron source. This neutron
accelerated
tritiumtritium
ions in order
to create
a strongto
neutron
source.
neutron
accelerated
by a blanket
be surrounded
source
would
itself beitself
surrounded
by a blanket of uranium
and lithium,ofanduranium and lithium, and
would
source
and tritium
As one
would act act
as a plutonium
and tritium producer.
As one ofproducer.
the earlier attempts
to of the earlier attempts to
as a plutonium
would
work,
the idea
for which dated from mid-1955,
investigate
a hybrid
system thissystem
work, thethis
idea for
which dated
from mid-1955,
investigate
a hybrid
124,154)
interest(124,154).
But
following
the
Kurchatov
lecture
.
But
following
the
Kurchatov
lecture
in the spring
of in the spring of
was
was of of
some
interest(
some
that the
problems
realized
not so
1956 it was
realized
that the problems
lay not
so much inlay
producing
and much in producing and
1956
it was
(as but
they
high beam
intensity
had thought),
accelerating
but in preparing the
accelerating
a highaintensity
(as they beam
had thought),
in preparing
the
containing
so that
beam
did not simply pass through(154).
target
andand
containing
it so that theitbeam
did notthe
simply
pass through(
target
154 ). The
The
this
abandoned
line too
AWRE
therefore
and following
AWRE team
therefore
abandoned
this line too and
following
Kurchatov
turned
team
Kurchatov turned
simplest
form of
instead
to thetoinvestigation
of the simplest of
formthe
of pinched
gas discharge,
the pinched gas discharge, the
instead
the investigation
Z-pinch,
or pinched
Z-pinch,
or pinched
discharge indischarge
a straight tube.in a straight tube.
work
thewas
Z-pinch
Partof of
the thinking
that
Part
the thinking
behind thebehind
Z-pinch work
that by using
suchwas
a simple
set-by using such a simple setmore than
get far
useful
upit it
might
be possible
to useful
information
than from the more
up
might
be possible
to get far more
information
from the
more
in with the AWRE approach,
experiments.
respect
it tied
complex
toroidal
experiments.
In this respect itIntiedthis
in with
the AWRE
approach,
complex
toroidal
work,
weapons
working
intrinsic
to advanced
weapons work,
of working
withinof
a clearly
definedwithin
and well-a clearly defined and wellintrinsic
to advanced
than
speculating
theoretical
framework
in
established
rather
than
speculating
in an
an area
areawhere
where theory
established theoretical framework
There was
lacking.
also the
the thought,
thought, however,
was
completely
however,that
that if
if the gas
was also
gas
was completely
lacking.
There
very quickly indeed,
indeed, in
in principle
principle easier in aa straight
could
heated
could
be be
heated
up veryup
quickly
straight tube
tube than
than
it might
might bebe possible for
toroidal one,
one, it
reactions to take place
in a toroidal
for thermonuclear
thermonuclear reactions
before the
through, the inevitable
before
the discharge
dischargehad
had aa chance
chance to
to break
break down
down through,
inevitable
early February 1957
instabilities(154). In
In early
instabilities(154).
1957 the
the experiment
experiment did
did indeed
indeed produce
produce
at first
first thought
it was
and it
neutrons, and
was at
thought that
that these,
these,unlike
unlikethose
thoseproduced
produced in the
similar experiment
similar
experiment reported
reportedby
by Kurchatov,
Kurchatov,might
might be
be thermonuclear.
thermonuclear. But
But two
two
shown
that
the
neutrons
years later
were
not
it
was
thermonuclear,
and
later it was shown that the neutrons were
thermonuclear, and that
that the
was much
muchsmaller
current flowing
smallerthan
current
flowing through
through the
the pinched
pinched column
column was
thanthe
thetotal
total
along the
it flowed
the walls of
current because
because much
much ofof it
flowed along
of the
the tube.
tube. As
As aa consequence
consequence
programme was
AWRE
Z-pinch
theAWRE
the
Z-pinch
programme
was stopped056;157).
stopped(56;157).
workvery
verymuch
While
AWRE
kepttheir
their work
much
themselves, the
the developments
While AWRE
kept
totothemselves,
developments of
of the
mid-decade
also upset
upset the collaboration
In the
the early
mid-decade also
collaborationbetween
between Harwell
Harwell and
and AEI. In
early
ofthethe
project
team had
hadseen
seentheir
their relationship
project
the AEIthe AEI team
relationship with
stages of
Harwell
with Harwell
as as
but with the
being
of equals,
of work
workon
on the
the Zeta experiment
being
oneone
of equals,
but
the commencement
commencement of
experiment
it became
clear that
view.
it
became clear
thatHarwell
Harwell did
did not
not fully
fullyshare
sharethis
this
view.AsAsZeta
Zetagot
gotunder
underway
way
the Harwell
wasgreatly
greatly expanded,
expanded, but
but the work
the
Harwell programme
programme was
work at
AEI was
at AEI
was not.
not.
Increasingly, the
were asked
askedtotoinvestigate
investigate specific
Increasingly,
the AEI
AEI team
team were
problems of
specific problems
Zeta project,
project, but
importanceto
to the
the Zeta
any major
major part
importance
but without
without being
being given any
part to
to play
play in
Collaboration continued,
that project
continued, and
the AEI
AEI contribution
contribution
that
projectasasaa whole.
whole. Collaboration
and the
continued to be
their work
on arcing
arcing
be aa very
very real
realand
and important
important one.
one. Although
Although their
work on
had been
little avail
availthey
they
do valuable
beentotolittle
on problems,
other important problems,
had
did dodid
valuable
work on otherwork
important
most
electrode
materials.
They
studied
the possibility of
notably
on materials. They studied the possibility
of using
most notably
on electrode
torus to Zeta,
ceramics for
for the follow
group
under
R Mcarried
Payne
ceramics
follow up
up torus
Zeta, and
and aa group
under
R M Payne
outcarried out
much-needed
on the
the Harwell
diagnostic work
Harwell 34
34 cm
bore tori
tori (Mk
much-needed diagnostic
Ware
work on
cm bore
(Mk
joined in
in the
the theoretical
theoretical investigation
andandananAEI
joined
investigation of
of instabilities,
instabilities,
AEI "pepperpot"
"pepperpot"
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to study
study the
the instabilities
torus was used to
instabilities experimentally.
experimentally. This
This was aa four
four sector
sector
aluminium
torus
of about one
one metre
metre mean
mean diameter
aluminium torus of
diameter to
to which
which two
two 60
60 cm
cm long
long
"racetrack"
"racetrack"sections
sectionswere
wereadded.
added. The straight sections
were perforated
perforated so
so as to
sections were
allow an
an external
external rotating
rotating camera
camera to photograph
photograph the
the development
allow
of the
development of
the
wriggling
linked up to
wriggling discharge,
discharge,and
and the
the whole
whole was
was linked
to aalarge
large200
200cycle
cycle
generator(111,130,158).
generator(111'130158). While
While they
they continued
continued to
to collaborate
collaborate with Harwell, however,
They were upset that Harwell were not prepared to
the AEI
AEI team
team were
were not
not happy.
happy. They
sponsor
the suppression
sponsor work
work they
they wished
wished to
to do on the
and in
suppression of the
the wriggling,
wriggling, and
general
general they
they wished,
wished, naturally
naturally enough,
enough, to
to play
play an active
active part in
in the
the direction
direction of
of
controlled fusion research(
59 ).
research(159).
Dissatisfaction
Dissatisfactionwith
with this
this situation
situation intensified
intensified with
with the
the publicity
publicity given
given to
to
controlled
controlled fusion
fusion possibilities
possibilities in
in late
late 1955,
1955,and
and at
at the end of the year
AEI
decided
year AEI
expand their
their own
own fusion
fusion effort
effort so as
as to
to include
include research,
to expand
research, for
for which
which they
they
proposed to pay themselves,
themselves, independent
independent of
of the
the main
main Harwell
Harwell programme.
programme. This
This
proposal was not warmly
warmly received
received by the
the Atomic
Atomic Energy
Energy Authority,
proposal
Authority, and indeed
ran completely
completely counter
counter to their established
but after
established policy,
policy, but
after a short
short deliberation
deliberation
increase the value of the AEI
they decided both to increase
contract and
and to
to permit them to
AEI contract
carry out
work on
on their
their own,
own, subject
carry
out work
and to
subject to
to certain
certain security
security safeguards
safeguards and
to
161).
60,161)
agreement on patent rights
agreement
(1
rights(160,

The Sceptre
Sceptre torus
torus at
at AEL,
AEI, Aldermaston.
Fig. 8 The
Aldermaston.

their independent
independent work
work AEI
AEI rebuilt
rebuilt their 64
64 sector
As part of their
sector torus
torus and began to
reconsider
the
possibilities
of
radio-frequency
reconsider
possibilities of radio-frequency alternating
alternating current power sources.
sources.
Then in late 1956
1956 they
try to
to exploit
exploit some
recent theoretical
some recent
theoretical results
results of
of
they decided to try
Shafranov
in
the
USSR,
Rosenbluth
in
the
USA,
and
Tayler
at
Harwell, which
which
Shafranov in the USSR, Rosenbiuth in the USA, and Tayler Harwell,
provided
theoretical basis
basis for
for Bickerton's
proposals for
Bickerton's proposals
creating aa
provided aa theoretical
for creating
hydromagnetically stable discharge(
discharge(111).
(The details
details of this
111). (The
this theoretical
theoretical work and
of its implications
programme will
considered in
will be
be considered
in Chapter
implications for
for the Harwell programme
Chapter 10).
10).
At AEI
AEI they tried to
to explore
explore the
the possibilities
possibilities for stabilization
stabilization further on two small
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tori
and Sceptre
SceptreIIII (for
(for "stabilized
"stabilized controlled
controlled pinch
pinch thermonuclear
thermonuclear
tori named
named Sceptre
Sceptre II and
currents along
reactor
experiment"), using
using ohmic
ohmic heating
heating of
of the
gas from
from the
along and
and
the gas
the currents
reactor experiment"),
However,
adiabatic compression.
around the
aided by
by heating
heating from
from adiabatic
compression. However,
around
discharge, aided
the discharge,
summer of
of 1957
1957 Zeta
Zeta showed
beyond the
when
in the
the
when in
showed aa degree
degree of
of stability
stability beyond
the late
late summer
AEI team
team abandoned
theoretical expectation,
expectation, the
experiments and,
theoretical
the AEI
abandoned these
these experiments
and,
sections from
the pepperpot
pepperpot torus
power
removing the
the straight
straight sections
replacing its
removing
from the
torus and
and replacing
its power
as aa smaller
the
supply, reconstructed
it as
smaller and
and lower
lower powered
powered version
version of
of Zeta
Zeta under
under the
supply,
reconstructed it
shown
in
Fig.
8.
This
is
shown
in
Fig.
8.
III(111).
This
is
designation Sceptre
Sceptre III(111).
designation
Britain remained
remained in
the AEA
and
Throughout
the fifties
fifties the
the main
main fusion
fusion effort
effort in
in Britain
in the
AEA and
Throughout the
in AEI.
AEI. But
Butfollowing
followingthe
thepublic
publicinterest
interestininthe
thesubject
subjectduring
during1955
1955and
and 1956
1956 the
the
in
get interested.
universities too
began to
to get
interested. In
Inresponse
thisinterest,
interest, aa gas
universities
too began
response to
to this
gas discharge
discharge
HarwellininJune
symposium
held at
at Harwell
June1956
1956and
andselected
symposium was
of the
was held
selected representatives
representatives of
the
were invited(162).
invited(162). At
Atthis
universities
and industry
industry were
universities and
thissymposium
symposium AEA
AEA and
and AEI
AEI
staff
staff presented
reports on
on their
their research
researchand
andMark
Mark Oliphant
Oliphant of
of the
presented reports
the Australian
Australian
National University,
University, who
National
who had
had recently
recently arrived
arrived in
in England
England following
following aa visit
visit to
to
Russia, reported
Russia,
reported on
on what
what he
he had
had been
been able
able to
to find
find out
fusion
out about
about the
the Russian
Russian fusion
programme. At
At the
the end
end of
of the
theday
daythe
thediscussion
discussion showed
programme.
that not
not all
all the
showed that
the
university representatives
representatives were
university
werethat
thatkeen
keenon
onthe
thesubject.
subject. As
As with
with high
high energy
energy
particle physics
physics they
off by
by the
the scale
scale and
particle
they were
were put
put off
and cost
cost of
of the
the experimental
experimental
apparatus.
But those
those who
who had
had already
already created
apparatus. But
created small
small programmes,
programmes, most
most notably
notably
Oliphant and
and Blackett,
Blackett, of
of Imperial
Imperial College
Oliphant
College London,
London, argued
argued passionately
for an
an
passionately for
extension ofofuniversity
extension
universityand
andindustrial
industrialwork
workin
in the
the field.
field. The
The proceedings
proceedings of
of this
this
conference, and
conference,
andedited
edited discussion,
discussion,give
giveaavery
very good
good overall
overall view
view of
of the
the subject
subject as
as
seen
time(163). Following
Followingthe
seen at
at the
the time(163).
theconference
conference a
a number of those
those present
present did
did
nevertheless initiate
small programmes
nevertheless
initiate small
in their
programmes in
departments and
their departments
and
laboratories(IM).
laboratories(164).
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CHAPTER
CHAPTER 8
TOWARDSCOLLABORATION
TOWARDS
DECLASSIFICATION
COLLABORATIONAND
AND
DECLASSIFICATION
The
the change
change in the
The same
same events
events as
as led
led to the
the size
size and
and scope
scope of
of the
the British
British
controlled
controlled thermonuclear
thermonuclear fusion
fusion research
also had
research programme
programme in the
the mid-1950s
mid-1950s also
considerable
considerable repercussions upon the
the official
official policy in respect
respect of
of classification
classification and
collaboration, especially
collaboration,
especially with the Americans.
Americans.
on classification
been agreed
Following the discussions on
classification late in
in 1950
1950 it had
had been
agreed that the
existence
existence of
of aa serious
serious attempt to develop
develop controlled
controlled thermonuclear energy should
In1951
general rule was implemented
be kept secret. In
1951 the general
implemented that all high power gas
discharge
work, especially
especially all
all that
that aimed
discharge work,
discharge current,
aimed at increasing
increasing the
the discharge
should be
be classified(165).
classified(165). This
This policy
policy remained unchanged for several
several years, and it
was
based on two
two principles
principles both
both of
reiterated when
was based
when aa new
of which
which were
were reiterated
new
classificationguide
guidecame
cameto
to be
be drawn
drawn up
up in early 1954.
classification
1954. The
official reason for
The official
classification,
classification,incorporated
incorporatedin
in this
this guide,
guide, was
was that the programme
programme might lead to a
substantial increase
substantial
increase in
in the output
output of
of fissile
fissile materia1
material 166
166).. Concern
Concern with
with the
the
possibility of
fusion process
possibility
of the
the fusion
being used
used to
to generate
for the
process being
generate neutrons
neutrons for
the
plutonium and other
production of
of plutonium
original
production
other fissile
materials had dominated
dominated the
the original
fissile materials
decision
decision to classify
classify the
the work
work and continued to be
be seen
seen as central,
central, especially by the
London Office
of the
the Atomic
Atomic Energy
Energy Authority,
Authority, and
and by Penneys
Office of
Penney's Atomic Weapons
Research Establishment
Harwell there
there was
was progressively
Research
Establishmentat
at Aldermaston.
Aldermaston. At Harwell
progressively less
less
concern with this specifically
specifically military aspect of the project and
the scientists, many
and the
of
would have preferred
unclassified from
whom would
preferred the whole
whole project
project to be unclassified
of whom
from the
beginning, grew more and more
more impatient
the classification,
classification, and dismissive
dismissive
impatient with
with the
beginning,
military justification(167).
justification(167). But
for the
the most
part convinced
convinced of the
of its military
But they
they were
were for
most part
Cockcroft at
practicability of
thermonuclear energy
concept, and
practicability
of the thermonuclear
energy concept,
and Cockcroft
at least was
convinced
team led the
research.
Harwell team
world in
in controlled
controlled fusion
fusion research.
convinced that
that the
the Harwell
the world
Given
his relatively
relatively limited
limited resources
resources Cockcroft
Cockcroft was worried
worried that
that any
any
Given his
declassification
takenover
over rapidly by
declassification would
would lead
lead to the initiative in the field being
being taken
the Americans
Americans and
Russians, and
had originally been
and the Russians,
and he began to stress what
what had
principle, that the aim in deciding
only a secondary principle,
deciding on questions
questions of
of classification
"must be to maintain any lead
lead we
we have
have in
in the
the field"(168
field"(168).
).
Backed by
combination of arguments the
the classification
classification policy was executed
Backed
by this combination
executed
consistently
early and
and middle
consistently throughout
throughout the early
middle 1950s.
1950s. Papers
Papers intended
open
intended for open
pass at
publication
at first
through the
the high
highlevel
level Publication
first through
Publication and
and
publicationhad
had to
to pass
Declassification
which
DeclassificationSub-Committee,
Sub-Committee,
whichmet
metatatHarwell,
Harwell,and
and later,
later, when
when the
paranoia
Fuchs case
through the responsible
paranoia resulting
resulting from
from the Fuchs
case had
had died down, through
responsible
168,169).
Flowers(168
division heads, Fry and Flowers
'169 . Scientists
Scientists attending
attendingconferences
conferences or giving
lectures
discharges and other
lectures on
on gas discharges
other closely
closely related
related topics were
were supplied
supplied with
explicit
could or could
could not talk about
explicit guides
guides as
as to
to what
what they could
about(170).
And those
those
170 . And
attending the Kurchatov
Kurchatov lecture at Harwell in April 1956
given aa detailed list
1956were
we given
of subjects
subjects not
not to
to be
be mentioned
mentioned during the ensuing discussion(171).
In one respect
respect the classification
classification policy
policycreated
createdaa rather
rather strange
strange situation.
situation. Thus,
Thus,
although there
there was no
no collaboration
collaboration with
with the
the Americans,
Americans, and
although
and although
although the
British
American teams
scientists knew nothing
nothing officially
officially of
British and American
teams of scientists
of each
each other's
work,
not in
in theory
theory know
know even
even of
of each
each other's
other's existence,
existence, there
work, and did not
there was an
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classification policy(172).
This
172). This
meantmeant
that that
a commonpolicy(
agreement
to maintain
a common classification
agreement
to maintain
papers
considered
for publication
by each country by
wereeach
sent to country
the other forwere sent to the other for
considered
for publication
papers
while
two
projects
approval,
and while
detailsthe
of thedetails
two projects
seem
to have
been do seem to have been
of do
the
approval,
and the
secret,
could not but be inferred(172,173).
There
successfully
kept secret,
existencetheir
could not
but be inferred(
172,173) . There
successfully
kepttheir
existence
establishment
were alsoalso
problems
associatedassociated
with the establishment
of priority
and with the of priority and with the
problems
with the
were
freely
disseminated
availability
of information
freely disseminated
before
the security barrierbefore
had beenthe security barrier had been
of information
availability
problems
example
illustrating
both
erected.
One
example
illustrating
both
problems
arose
in
the
summer
ofarose
1951 in the summer of 1951
One
erected.
Cornell
University
inwrite
theanUSA,
when E EESalpeter,
from Cornell
University
in the
USA, wished to
article wished to write an article
from
when
E Salpeter,
and
possibility
of
energy
from
fusion,
on
the
possibility
of
energy
from
fusion,
and
on
existing
research
intoon existing research into
for Nature on the
for
earlyandinterest in the subject, and
of early
Thonemann's
this
Knowing Knowing
of Thonemann's
interest in the subject,
possibility.
thispossibility.
been
working
on
itto since,
deducing
that
he
must
have
been
working
on
it
since,
he
asked
him
write a he asked him to write a
have
that
he
must
deducing
anxious
gethissome
section
of the
Thonemann,Thonemann,
anxious to get some
recognition
work, recognition for his work,
to for
of paper.
the paper.
section
division
head Fry insisted, and the
wished veryvery
much to
oblige,to
but oblige,
his divisionbut
headhis
Fry insisted,
and the
wished
much
this was not allowable(174).
similar
problem_
committee
controlling
committee
agreed, thatagreed,
this was notthat
allowable(
174). A A
similar
problem_
controlling
Linhart,
J
G
working
at
British
Thomson-Houston
occurred
in
1955,
when
J
G
Linhart,
working
at
the
British
Thomson-Houston
Co
occurred in 1955, when
the
Co
anonexperiment
based on a toroidal system
in
produced
a report proposing
an proposing
experiment based
a toroidal system
a report
inRugby,
Rugby,
produced
atto3beGHz
to anbeestimated
fed to produce an estimated
intowhich
which
10ofkW
into
10 kW
powerofat power
3 GHz was
fed towas
produce
the
This was
degrees
submitted
to Harwell by the Chief
in theingas.
Thisgas.
was submitted
to Harwell
by the Chief
temperature
temperature
of 10 of 107
7 degrees
Since
wasthat
thought
175 ). Since
Engineer
a request
for comment(175).
it wasitthought
detailed that detailed
Engineer
withwith
a request
for comment(
indicate
the
degree
of
understanding
of
the
subject at Harwell,
comment
might
indicate
the
degree
of
understanding
of
the
subject
at
Harwell,
comment might
was
not allowed.
thiswas
this
not allowed.
havein the
wealluded
which
already
alluded
problem,
to have
One
problem,
to which we
already
last chapter,
arose in the last chapter, arose
Onefinal
final
perceptions
of Harwell
and AWRE.
In general AWRE wished
fromthethe
differing
from
differing
perceptions
of Harwell and
AWRE. In general
AWRE wished
towork
work
higher
level of
thanthisdid Harwell, and when this
to
underunder
a higher alevel
of classification
thanclassification
did Harwell, and when
debate
in 1956
theyhigher
pressed for a much higher
levelbecame
became
a subject
for1956
level
a subject
for debate in
they pressed
for a much
parts ofthan
theHarwell
programme
for parts
certain
than Harwell ,thought fit, and
classification
classification
for certain
of the programme
,thought fit, and
upon(176).
eventually
agreed
their reluctance
176).
Meanwhile
thanwaswas
than
eventually agreed upon(
Meanwhile
their reluctance
to have their to have their
the jointprogress
Harwell-AEI
discussed
progress
ownwork
work
own
discussed
in the jointinHarwell-AEI
meetings had
already led,meetings had already led,
of research
aswewe
to someofduplication
as
havehave
seen, toseen,
some duplication
research on the linear
Z-pinch( on the linear Z-pinch(177).
177).
the
small problems,
classification
Despite
policy
Despite
thesethese
small problems,
the classification
policy
seems to have worked
veryseems to have worked very
successfully
1955.
in challenge
that year the first serious challenge to
untilButabout
successfully
at leastat
untilleast
about 1955.
in that year
the firstBut
serious
the growing
withspeculation
speculation
continued
secrecy
continued
secrecy
arose witharose
the growing
as to the existence
of fusionas to the existence of fusion
projects
the of
nearness
of their
successful
completion,
and especially with
projects
and and
the nearness
their successful
completion,
and especially
with
Geneva
Bhabha's
at the
First
Conference
the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
speech
Bhabha's
speech
at the First
Geneva
Conference
on the
Peaceful Uses on
of Atomic
Energy
in
As
a
result
of
September(134).
pressure
from
the media following this
Energy in September(
the media
following
134) . As a result of pressure from
speech
ofincluding
nations,
a number
speech
a number
of nations,
bothincluding
Britain and theboth
UnitedBritain
States and the United States of
of
America,
the ofexistence
of controlled
admitted
America, admitted
the existence
controlled thermonuclear
fusion thermonuclear fusion projects
energy programmes.
within
InAmericans
early October the Americans went
within theirtheir
atomicatomic
energy programmes.
In early October the
further
publicly
than
this,
listing
of their project teams(136,137).
further
than this,
listing
publicly
the locations
of theirthe
projectlocations
teams(
136,137) . So
farasas
Britain
was concerned,
themain
location
of obvious,
the main project was obvious, but the
far
Britain
was concerned,
the location of the
project was
the rather
awkward
American
disclosure
question as to whether or not the
American disclosure
posed theposed
rather awkward
question
as to whether
the
AWRE
existence
of AEI
theand
AEI
andteams shouldteams
should be announced(178).
existence
of the
AWRE
be announced(
178). AtAt this time
time the
the
programme
was
Harwell
fusion
Harwell
fusion
programme
was beginning
its beginning
rapid expansionits rapid expansion in association
association with
with
theZeta
Zeta
project.
AEI and
the
project.
Both AEIBoth
and AWRE
wishedAWRE
to followwished
suit, but to follow suit, but in order
to cio
order to
staff,theand so to advertise the existence
thistheythey
to recruit
existence of their
this
neededneeded
to recruit new
staff, and sonew
to advertise
fusion
programmes
Moreover,
this respect
fusion
programmes
publicly.publicly.
Moreover, AEI's
wishes in AEI's wishes in this
respect were
were
strengthened
theofprospect
the immense
prestige that would
strengthened
by the by
prospect
the immenseofprestige
that
be refleded
reflected ado
would be
thefirm
association
with such
firm
a glamorous enterprise_ AWRE
through
the
through
association
with such a glamorous
enterprise_
'wee MI
AWRE were
MI
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faced
their chronic
chronic problem
problem of
faced with
with their
of the
the shortage
shortage of
of top
top quality
qualityscientists,
scientists, and
and saw
saw
the advertisement
advertisement of
of their
their own
in the
both to
to
own controlled
fusion programme
programme aa chance
controlled fusion
chance both
attract
first
rate physicists
physicists and
and more
more generally
attract first rate
generally to
to improve
improve their
their weaponsweaponsdominated public
public image(179).
dominated
image(179). At
Atfirst
backed up
up by
Cockcroft,backed
by Plowden,
firstCockcroft,
Plowden, turned
turned
down these
these suggestions
suggestions point
ButPenney,
down
point blank.
blank. But
of good
Penney, stressing
stressing the
the shortage
shortage of
good
scientists
advertisement of
fusion project
scientists at
at AWRE,
AWRE, insisted
insisted that
that advertisement
of his
his fusion
project was
was
essential(180). Indeed,
Indeed,an
essential(180).
anadvertisement
advertisement appeared
the News
in the
appeared in
News Chronicle
Chronicle on
on
10
October
for
staff
to
"work
in
a
10 October for staff to "work in a THERMONUCLEAR
group studying
studying
THERMONUCLEAR PHYSICS
PHYSICS group
methods of
energy from
methods
of utilizing
utilizing energy
from the
the fusion
fusion of
of light
light elements".
elements". This
This put
put
Cockcroft
in
a
position, as
as he
he felt
Cockcroft in a difficult
difficult position,
felt that
that he
he could
could not
not allow
allow AWRE
AWRE to
to
advertise
makingthe
thesame
same concession
concession to
AEI, and
and he
advertise without
without making
to AEI,
he was
was concerned
concerned at
at
how
other
industrial concerns,
concerns, who
been included
the fusion
fusion
how other industrial
who had
had not
not been
included in
in the
programme, would
might seem
seem to
a blatant
programme,
would react
react to
to what
what might
to them
them a
blatant piece
piece of
of
favouritism(181). He
favouritism(181).
Hehad
had done
done nothing
nothingreprehensible,
since at
at the
the time
time of
of the
the AEI
AEI
reprehensible, since
involvement it
had seemed
seemed unlikely
the firm
involvement
it had
unlikely that
that the
firm would
would gain
gain any
anycommercial
commercial
benefit from
Indeed ititwas
was still
stillunlikely.
unlikely.But
Butwith
benefit
from it.
it. Indeed
popular
with
popularexpectations
expectations
high this
this might
mightnot
notsound
soundconvincing
convincing to
tooutsiders,
outsiders, and
and Cockcroft's
running high
own
Cockcroft's own
connections with
connections
with the
the Metropolitan-Vickers
Metropolitan-Vickers side
side of
of the
the AEI
AEI combine
combine placed
placed him
him in
in
an
situation. The
Theproblem
problem was
was further
an awkward situation.
furtheraggravated
aggravated by
by AEI's
AEI's decision,
decision,
taken in the
the course
course of the
the discussions
discussions on
the advertising
advertising issue,
issue, to
taken
on the
to expand
expand their
their
fusion
programme beyond
was not
not really
really overcome
overcome
fusion programme
beyondthat
thatrequired
requiredby
byHarwell.
Harwell. ItIt was
until the
the spring
springofof1957,
1957, when
when aa Harwell
Harwellconference
conference was
was convened
convened to
until
to inform
inform
;183).
183).
industry as
as aa whole
whole of
of the
the details
details of
of the
the entire
entire British
British fusion
fusion programme(182
programme(182;
industry
Meanwhile, Cockcroft
the day
day on
although the
the
on the
advertising issue,
issue, and
and although
Meanwhile,
Cockcroft won
won the
the advertising
announcement
Atomic Energy
Energy
programme in
the Atomic
announcementofofthe
the British
British fusion
fusion programme
in the
Authority's
second annual
annual report,
referred generally
generally to
report, published
published in
in July
July1956,
1956, referred
to
Authority's second
assistance
the existence
existence of
AEI and
and AWRE
AWRE programmes
programmes
assistancefrom
from industry,
industry, the
of the AEI
being(184).
184).
classified knowledge
remained classified
knowledge for
for the time being(
There were,
the
There
were, however,
however, further
further pressures
pressuresfor
for declassification,
declassification,both
bothfrom
from within
within the
project
and
from
outside.
The
scientists
had
always
been
unhappy
with
the
project and from outside. The scientists had always been unhappy with the
classification policy,
and when
when Thonemann
Thonemann and
Ware, at
an international
international gas
gas
classification
policy, and
and Ware,
at an
discharge conference
American colleagues
colleagues all
discharge
conferencelate
lateinin 1955,
1955,found
found that
that their
all
their American
assumed
the British
assumedwithout
without question
question that
that they
they were
were both
both working
working on
on the
British controlled
controlled
fusion
seemed to
them ridiculous
such information
informationsecret(185).
secret(185).
ridiculous to
tokeep
keep such
fusion project, itit seemed
to them
In
April
Kurchatov's
containing
the
significant
1956 Kurchatov's famous
famous Harwell
lecture, containing the first
In April 1956
Harwell lecture,
first significant
work,
fusion work,
controlled fusion
their controlled
country on
on their
information by
by any
any country
of information
disclosure of
disclosure
Thonemann,
September1956
1956 Thonemann,
pressure for
declassification. InInSeptember
increased
the pressure
for declassification.
increased the
Russians were
were
that the
the Russians
reported that
Stockholm, reported
conference in
in Stockholm,
returning
returning from
from aa conference
part
they
most
some aspects
talking
aspectsofoftheir
theirown
own work,
work, that
that for
for the most
about some
openly about
talking openly
theoretical work
seemedto
to be
be just
just as
as advanced
advancedas
asthe
the British,
British, and
and that
that their theoretical
seemed
observations,
he
Britain. These
These observations, he
seemed to
to be
be several
several years
yearsahead
aheadofof that
that in
in Britain.
seemed
British
suggested,argued
arguedstrongly
stronglyfor
for declassification,
declassification,without
without which
which the
the British
suggested,
as
pressures such
such as
responsetotopressures
held back(186)
back(186).. InInresponse
actually be
be held
programme might
programme
might actually
in
the
spring
of
1956
did
the
autumn
of
1955
Cockcroft
move
in
Cockcroft
did
move
in
the
autumn
of
1955
and
again
the
spring
of
1956
to
these,
feet on the part
But cold
cold feet
classificationof
of controlled
controlledfusion
fusionwork.
work. But
the classification
downgrade the
which
AWRE
held
pressure
from
continuing
continuing
pressure
from
AWRE
held
up
the
proposal,
was then
of
Fry
and
of Fry and
Americanreservations(187).
reservations(187).
nullifiedby
byAmerican
effectively nullified
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classification, that
that exerted
exerted by
by the
the
retention of
of classification,
of the
the retention
Of
acting in
in favour
favour of
forces acting
the forces
Of the
respect of
of the
the future
future
Americans was
was both
both the
the strongest
strongestand
andthe
themost
mostimportant
important in
in respect
Americans
pressure,
was in America
America increasing
increasing pressure,
Britain there
there was
in Britain
development
of policy.
policy. As
As in
development of
fusion research.
research. Within
the
Within the
declassify controlled fusion
especially
from the
scientists, to
to declassify
the scientists,
especially from
spring of
of 1956
1956
controlling
Commission opinion
opinion was
was divided
divided by
by the
the spring
Energy Commission
Atomic Energy
controlling Atomic
Strauss, the chairman
chairman of
of the
the
But Admiral
AdmiralStrauss,
188). But
declassify or not(
not(188).
to declassify
whether to
as
to whether
as to
firmly
in
placed
himself
the
way
of
the
way
of
decisions,
who
effectively
controlled
such
decisions,
placed
himself
firmly
in
AEC
AEC who effectively controlled such
this led
led to
to aa
1956 his insistence
insistence on
January1956
any change
from the
the existing
existing policy.
policy. InInJanuary
on this
change from
any
declassification
of
advocated
declassification
of
those
who
accusing
Strauss accusing those who advocated
heated
exchange, Strauss
heated public
public exchange,
chairman of
the
of the
Senator Anderson,
Anderson, chairman
the implications,
implications, and
and Senator
failing to
understand the
failing
to understand
bitter
and
publishing
in
response
a
vitriolic
Joint
Committee
on
Atomic
Energy,
publishing
in
response
a
bitter
and
vitriolic
Energy,
Joint Committee on Atomic
declassification of
controlled
advocating complete
open
of the controlled
Strauss, advocating
complete declassification
letter to
to Strauss,
open letter
controlled
). But
the potential
potential of
of controlled
Strauss, emphasising
emphasising the
programme(189).
ButStrauss,
fusion
fusion programme(189
Returning
fusion processes
forthe
theproduction
production of
of fissile
fissile material,
material, held
held his
his ground. Returning
fusion
processes for
that there
there seemed
earlyJune
June1956
1956 Cockcroft
reported that
seemed to
Americaininearly
visit to
Cockcroft reported
to
to America
from
from aa visit
whatsoever
for
time,
declassification(190).
At
the
the
time,
the
him
to
be
no
prospects
whatsoever
for
declassification(190).
At
the
prospects
him to be no
could not
not
relationship
existing between
between the
the two
two countries
countries meant
meant that
that Britain
Britain could
relationship existing
A few
few
alone, and
the American
conceive
of going
going itit alone,
and was
was in
in effect
effect tied
tied to
to the
American line(191).
line(191). A
conceive of
appeared to
weeks later
later the
the situation
situation appeared
to change
changesomewhat
somewhatwith
with aa decision
decision by
by the
the AEC
AEC
weeks
declassification by
to
by stages.
stages. Very
Very tangible
tangible evidence
evidence of
of this
this policy
policy
adopt a
a policy
policy of
of declassification
to adopt
July1956
publicationininJuly
1956 of
of an
an extensive
extensive review
review by
byRRFF Post
Post of
was
by the
the publication
was provided
provided by
of
"Controlled Fusion
Fusion Research
Research - -An
Livermore Laboratory
Laboratory entitled
entitled "Controlled
Livermore
An Application
Application of
of
High Temperature
Temperature Plasmas"(12).
Plasmas"(12). An
Anintroductory
the
Physics of
introductory section
section outlined
of High
outlined
the Physics
Sherwood", and
the history
history of
of "Project
"Project Sherwood",
the
the
and named
namedboth
boththe
theprincipal
principal workers
workers in
in the
locations. The
The bulk
bulk of
of the
paper contained
USA and
and their
their locations.
the paper
contained aa broad
USA
broad review
review covering
covering
reactions, and
the basic
basic fusion
the
fusion reactions,
and the
the fundamental
fundamental properties
properties of
of completely
completely ionized
ionized
plasma. Curves
reactioncross-sections
Curves were
were given
given of
ofreaction
cross-sections as
plasma.
as aa function
function of
of energy,
energy, and
and
reaction power
densities as
power densities
reaction
Topics included
as aa function
function of
of temperature
temperaturein
in hot
hot gas.
gas. Topics
included
plasma oscillations,
plasma
oscillations, mean
mean free
free paths,
paths, conductivity,
conductivity, Debye
Debye length,
length, diffusion,
diffusion,
compression, bremsstrahlung
compression,
bremsstrahlungradiation,
radiation,containment
containmentby
byaa magnetic
magneticfield,
field, pinch
pinch
effect, kink
instability and
and discussion
discussion of
of diagnostic
effect,
kink instability
diagnostic techniques.
techniques. There
There was,
was,
specific apparatus
of what
what specific
apparatus had
however, no
however,
no hint
hint of
had actually
actually been
beenbuilt
built or
or planned,
planned,
configurations might
mightbe
be considered
considered for
for an
an actual
actual reactor.
nor what
what physical
physical configurations
nor
This paper
paper clearly
that there
there was
was a
a substantial
This
clearly announced
announced to
to the
the world
world that
substantial programme
programme
USA,and
anditsitsoptimistic
optimistictone
tonesuggested
of work
work in
inthe
theUSA,
suggested that
that expansion
of
expansion and
and
interesting developments
developments were
be expected.
expected. An
Animmediate
interesting
were to
to be
immediateconsequence
consequence was
was
the decision
the
decision to
to publish
publish an
an account
accountofof work
work done
done by
by the
the Harwell
Harwell group,
group, again
again
without
without revealing
revealing the extent
extent or nature
nature of
of the
the actual
actual experimental
experimental programme.
programme.
Some
Some of
of the
the more
more basic
basic physical
physical ideas
ideasfamiliar
familiar to
to the
the Harwell
Harwell scientists
scientists were
were
already
presented in
Post's paper,
already presented
in Post's
paper,and
and instead
insteadof
of aa single
single review
review six
six much
much shorter
shorter
and
rather more
and rather
more specialized
specialized papers
papers appeared
appeared some
some months
months later
later in
in
January 1957(192).
Fiveofofthese
January
1957(192). Five
these were
were theoretical,
theoretical, covering
covering reaction
reaction rates,
rates, energy
energy
balance, pinch
pinch theory
theory and
and hydromagnetic
balance,
hydromagnetic instabilities,
but
one
instabilities, but one important
important
experimental paper
paper by Carruthers
experimental
Carruthers and
and Davenport
Davenport was
wasincluded,
included,with
with photographs
photographs
showing
kink instability
instability in
instraight
straight and
showing kink
and toroidal
toroidal tubes,
tubes, referred
referred to
to earlier.
earlier. Both
Both
the
the American
British papers
papers caused
caused considerable
American and British
interest in
in the
considerable interest
scientific
the scientific
world,
and much speculation
world, and
speculation about
about what
what was
was being
being done
done and
and what
what had
had actually
actually
been achieved.
achieved. The
been
contribution was
was perhaps
The British contribution
perhaps more
more neutral
neutral and
and less
less
enthusiastic in
enthusiastic
in tone,
scientific journalists
journalists were
tone, but
but scientific
were frustrated
frustrated by
by lack
lack of
of
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information,
and rumours
information,
and rumours
of importantofbreakthroughs
arose. These
breakthroughs
soon arose. These
importantsoon
they percolated
escalated
as theyaspercolated
to the less scientifically
recesses of the enlightened recesses of the
escalated
to theenlightened
less scientifically
media.
media.
ThisAmerican
American
toclassification
reduce the
classification
by stages
was accompanied by a
This
decisiondecision
to reduce the
by stages
was accompanied
by a
a full
exchange
information
readiness
to consider
a full exchange
of information
with of
Britain,
within an with Britain, within an
readiness
to consider
classified
agreed
framework.
agreed
classified
framework.
The possibilityThe
of such
Anglo-American
possibility
of such Anglo-American
collaboration
haddiscussed
been discussed
and Willard Libby, a member
collaboration
had been
between Cockcroft
and Willard
Libby, a member
between
Cockcroft
of the
the
American
Energy Commission,
May, and was formally
of
American
AtomicAtomic
Energy Commission,
in early May, andin
wasearly
formally
proposed
by Strauss
proposed
by Strauss
to Plowdentoin Plowden
late July 1956in late July 1956(193,194).
The
proposal
was notwas not
proposal
(193,194) . The
unanimously
well received
unanimously well received
at Harwell, at
where
Harwell, where it
it was
feltthatthat
the British
was felt
the British
programme
several
programme
mightmight
well be well
severalbe
years
ahead of years
the American
one,ofandthe
thatAmerican one, and that
ahead
while
team
would
fortothis
while the the
BritishBritish
team would
receive
credit forreceive
this if everything
be if everything were to be
creditwere
declassified
collaboration
might lead to the
the combination
secrecy might
and lead
declassified
the combination
of secrecy andofcollaboration
to the
Americans
taking
not
only
the
lead,
Americans taking not only the lead, by virtue of their greater
resources,ofbuttheir
also greater resources, but also
by virtue
allthethe
glory.
Following
the mixed
rumours
of the previous
all
glory.
Following
the mixed rumours
of the previous
year, Cockcroft
had
year, Cockcroft had
reported
according
were putting a lot of
reported
earlyearly
in 1956 in
that1956
according
to Libby
the Americans
were putting
lot of
that
to Libby
the aAmericans
money
controlled
but
without
yet getting anywhere(195).
In Britain,
money intointo
controlled
fusion but fusion
without yet
getting
anywhere(
195). In Britain,
onthethe
hand,
on
otherother
hand, there
was there
a lot of optimism
was a lot of optimism surrounding
surrounding the Zeta
Zetaproject,
and and
project,
there
accordingly
a strong
to get well
thisadvanced
desiresufficiently
there
waswas
accordingly
a strong desire
to get this project
project sufficiently well advanced
before
entering
on a collaborative
before
entering
on a collaborative
agreement with agreement
the Americans towith
prevent
anyAmericans to prevent any
the
chance
of taking
theiritstaking
ideastheand
chance
of their
ideas andits
becoming
first becoming the first to release them
them
successfully.
successfully.
With
in itmind
it was
decided
collaboration
on Zeta until some
With thisthis
in mind
was decided
to postpone
collaboration
on Zeta until
some
to postpone
early
in'But
1957.
timeearly
Butreservation
generally felt
feltthatthat
despiteit this reservation it was
was generally
the the
time
in 1957.
despite this
collaboration
proposed
would
be and
intheBritain's interests, and the
collaboration
proposed
would ultimately
be inultimately
Britain's interests,
American
proposals
wereaccepted
1956, on
therefore
accepted in September 1956,
onthethe
American proposals
were therefore
in
measure
understanding
accompanied
by
a
a measure of of
the collaboration
would be
understanding that thethat
collaboration
would be
declassification(196).
declassification,
a
anticipation
a move towards partial declassification,
declassification(
196 ). In In
a
anticipation
of a moveoftowards
newBritish
British
drafted
classification
guidefusion
for controlled fusion work
in in
had been drafted
new
classification
guide for controlled
work had
July,andand
this provided
basis
meeting with
July,
this provided
the basis for athe
meeting
withfor
seniora representatives
of the senior representatives of the
American
programme
at Harwell
intoNovember to discuss
discuss aa joint
joint classification
classification
American programme
at Harwell
in November
guide
and
of
this
meeting
moves
towards
declassification(197).
As
a
result
new
197). As a result
guide and moves towards declassification(
this meeting aa new
guide
up,
December, and
andthisthis
guide
waswas
drawndrawn
up, though
not though
yet put intonot
force,yet
in put into force, in December,
left left
98).
somevery
very
of the programme unclassifiedU
Despite
all the
some
smallsmall
parts ofparts
the programme
unclassified098). Despite
all the
pressures
to declassify,
however,
tohave
have
pressures
to declassify,
however, anything
that wasanything that was considered to
the the
slightest
chance
ofanywhere
leading
asa result
a result
of
secret, and
slightest
chance
of leading
wasanywhere
still kept
of
was still kept secret,
and as
American
much
of the
it,proposed
including
successor to Zeta and
insistence
thetoproposed
American insistence
much of it,
including
successor
Zeta and
the American
most
of American
was allotted
projects,
a security
most of the
projects, was
allotted a security
grading higher
than that grading higher than that
which
it had
been
foras the
which it had
alreadyalready
been decided
wasdecided
appropriatewas
for theappropriate
fusion programme
a fusion programme as a
whole
the British
Atomic
Energy
The introduction of American
whole by by
the British
Atomic Energy
Authority.
The Authority.
introduction of American
ledin the
concepts
of classification
to classification
an increase
concepts
of classification
led to an increase
of partsinof the
the classification of parts of the
British
being
precisely
programme,
British
programme,
this beingthis
precisely
the opposite
result tothe
that opposite
which had result to that which had
originally
originally
been been
sought. sought.
remained
Declassification
as Atomic
the United
Declassification
remained
a problem,aas problem,
the United States
Energy States Atomic Energy
Commission
some considerable
time
ratify
Commission
failed failed
for somefor
considerable
time to ratify the new
guidetowhich,
for the new guide which, for
allitsits
failings
(inof the
eyes of
did atofleast allow for the publication of
all
failings
(in the eyes
the scientists),
did atthe
leastscientists),
allow for the publication
theanticipated
anticipated
results
from
Zeta. between
But collaboration
between the two nations got
the
results from
Zeta. But
collaboration
the two nations got
under
very quickly.
In October
1956
small British
under
wayway
very quickly.
In October 1956
a small British
teama composed
of Fry, team composed of Fry,
Thonemann
Thompson
fromand
and
AEI visited the
Harwell
Thonemann
andand
Thompson
from Harwell
Ware from
AEIWare
visited from
the
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Then
and Princeton(199)
Princeton(199).. Then
Alamos, Livermore
Livermore and
American fusion
at Los
Los Alamos,
laboratories at
fusion laboratories
American
Thomson
including Thomson
project, including
in
large contingent
contingent from
from the
the British
British project,
1957 aa large
February 1957
in February
as
most
of
the key
key
well
Fitch
from
AWRE
as
and
Allibone
representing
AEI
and
Fitch
from
AWRE
as
well
as
most
of
the
AEI
and
representing
and Allibone
members
of the
members of
the Harwell
Harwell team,
team, attended
attended aa large
large American
American Project
Project Sherwood
Sherwood
Berkeley(200).
This
controlled
at the
the University
University of
controlled fusion
fusion conference
conference at
of California
CaliforniaatatBerkeley(200). This
Ridge
Livermore,Los
LosAlamos,
Alamos, Oak
Oak Ridge
laboratories at
atLivermore,
was followed
followed by
thelaboratories
tothe
visits to
by visits
was
British
came
and
the
success,
was
a
marked
and Princeton.
came away
conference was a marked success, and the
Thisconference
Princeton. This
and
aspects of
enthusiasm and
and by
by the
the aspects
optimism and
and enthusiasm
impressed
both by
by the
American optimism
the American
impressed both
containment
quite
plasma
approaches to
their
with approaches
to plasma containment quite
concerned with
programme concerned
their programme
machine, a
mirrormachine,
themagnetic
magnetic mirror
Britain. Work
Workon
onthe
different
in Britain.
adopted in
that adopted
different from
from that
Post
of
the
direction
scientists,
under
concept
not considered
consideredby
by British
British scientists, under the direction of Post at the
concept not
end of
of
Atthe
the end
strong impact(
impact(201).
201). At
Livermore
made aa particularly
particularly strong
laboratories made
Livermore laboratories
British
academe into
and academe
April 1957,
as aa first
first step
step towards
towards bringing
bringing industry
industry and
into the
the
April
1957, as
whatever
of whatever
make the
the most
most of
programme
and, especially,
especially, towards
towards preparing
preparing to
to make
programme and,
conference
Americans, aa controlled
controlled fusion
fusionconference
information
theAmericans,
from the
gleaned from
mightbe
begleaned
information might
representatives
of
security-cleared
benefit
of
was
held
at
Harwell
for
the
benefit
of
security-cleared
representatives
of
the
Harwell
for
at
held
was
following an
an
June, following
). Then
Then ininJune,
202).
concerns(202
industrial concerns(
universities
and industrial
universities and
to
Harwell
acted
as
host
Venice,
conference
in
international
gas
discharge
conference
in
Venice,
Harwell
acted
as
host
a
large
discharge
international gas
conference, at
three day
day conference,
scientists for
delegation
of American
for aa three
at which
which the
fusion scientists
American fusion
delegation of
both
at
which
present,
and
again
scientists
were
British
industrial
and
university
scientists
were
again
present,
and
at
which
university
British industrial and
detail(183).
183).
described in
programmes were
were described
the
in detail(
American programmes
the American
and the
British and
the British
successive
small
teams
to
send small teams to successive
continued to
to send
Thereafter,
the British
British project
project continued
Thereafter, the
year(203).
203).
three times a year(
these
taking
place
about
Sherwood
conferences
in
America,
these
taking
place
about three
America,
Sherwood conferences in
secured.
collaboration at
atleast
least was
was secured.
vision, collaboration
distant vision,
IfIf declassification
remained aa distant
declassification remained
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CHAPTER
CHAPTER 9
9
FIRST RESULTS
RESULTSON
ONZETA
ZETA--NEUTRONS
NEUTRONSAND
AND'WILD
'WILD SURMISE'
SURMISE'
We now
return to
to the
the main
main line
line of
of development
Harwell, centred
We
now return
development at
at Harwell,
centred around
around the
the
Zeta torus,
from the
the penultimate
penultimate paragraph
paragraph of
After
Zeta
torus, and
and follow
follow on from
of Chapter
Chapter6.6. After
initial commissioning
commissioning tests
tests Zeta
Zeta was
was first
on12
12August
initial
firstoperated
operated on
August1957,
1957, using
using
hydrogen. A
A few
fewdays
days later
later the
the first
first experiments
experiments were
hydrogen.
wererun
runwith
with deuterium.
deuterium. The
The
first task
task was
was to
to determine
determine the
the optimum
optimum operating
conditions, and
were
operating conditions,
and these
these were
soon
0.016 TTfor
soon set
set at
at 0.016
for the
the axial
axial field
field and
and about
about 10-4
10-4 torr
torr pressure.
pressure. Then
Then on
on
30
August,
using
these
30 August, using these conditions
conditions and
and aa current
kiloamps, counts
counts on
on the
current of
of 120
120 kiloamps,
the
(204,205). Within
neutron detectors
detectors were
were observed
observed(204,205).
neutron
Withinaafew
fewmonths,
months, the
the production
production of
of
neutrons in
in the
the smaller
smaller toroidal
neutrons
toroidalsystems
"Sceptre III"
III" at
at AEI
AEI and
systems "Sceptre
"Perhapsatron"
and "Perhapsatron"
at
Los Alamos
Alamos was
was also
also confirmed.
at Los
confirmed.
The first
run of
of experiments
experiments on
Zeta continued
The
first run
on Zeta
continued for
for two
two weeks,
during which
which the
weeks, during
the
current was raised
raised to
to over
over 180
180 kiloamps
the emission
emission of
large numbers
kiloamps and
and the
of large
numbers of
of
neutrons, up
up to
to 106
106 per discharge,
neutrons,
discharge, was
confirmed
using
both
was confirmed using both proportional
proportional counters
counters
and
and indium-lined
indium-lined Geiger
Geiger activation
counters embedded
and silver and
in paraffin.
activation counters
embedded in
paraffin.
But were
were they
they thermonuclear
thermonuclear neutrons?
But
neutrons?Caution
Cautionwas
wasininorder;
order; itit was
was well
well
neutrons from
that neutrons
from straight
pinches in
the USA
USA and
known that
in the
and USSR
USSRwere
werenot.
not. In
In
straight pinches
first internal
internalreport,
report,dated
dated66September,
September, the
the Zeta
Zeta team
team concluded
their first
concluded that
that "at
"at this
this
stage,
possible to
to state
state whether
or not
not the
the neutrons
neutrons are
are of
of thermonuclear
thermonuclear
stage, itit is
is not possible
whether or
and indeed
origin",
indeed ititwas
wasnot,
not,as
reliabletemperature
temperaturemeasurements
asno
noreliable
measurements had
origin", and
had yet
yet
been made(205).
made(205). Moreover,
been
Moreover,Pease,
Pease, one
one of
the key
key members
members of
the team,
team, had
had
of the
of the
already
mid-August that
even if
already recognized
recognizedafter
afterthe
thefirst
first deuterium
deuterium runs
runs in
in mid-August
that even
if
neutrons were
be
neutrons
were observed
observed in
in large
large quantities,
quantities, as
asthey
they now
now had
had been,
been,itit would
would be
very
and probably
probably impossible
prove them
impossible definitely
be of
of
very difficult and
definitely to
to prove
them to
to be
thermonuclear
origin(206). Despite
thermonuclear origin(206).
Despitethese
these doubts,
doubts, however,
however, the
the matter
matter was
was
immediately one
neutron yield
speculation, and
prompted a
a
immediately
one for
for speculation,
and the
the very
very high
high neutron
yield prompted
substantial
On 44 September,
September, on
substantial degree
degreeof
of optimism.
optimism. On
on the
theeve
eveofofaatrip
trip to
to the
the United
United
States,
Schonland, was
Harwell,Basil
Basil Schonland,
He stressed
stressed
States, the
the deputy
deputy director
director of Harwell,
was cautious.
cautious. He
Cockcroft the
the need
need to
play down
especially to
down the
the results,
results, and
and especially
to keep
keep the
the
to Cockcroft
to play
Americans
away
confirm
Americans away from
from the
the experiment
experimentuntil
until the
the team
team had
had had
had time
time to
to confirm
that the
the neutrons
neutrons were
were indeed
indeed thermonuclear
thermonuclear and
that
and not
not produced
produced as
as in
in the
the
Kurchatov experiment,
experiment, which
wall effects,
effects, which
which he
he
Kurchatov
which seemed
seemedunlikely,
unlikely, or
or from
from wall
anticipated
Hours after
after his
his arrival
anticipated might
might be
be more
more difficult
difficult to
to disprove(207).
disprove(207). Hours
arrival in
in
America
Thursday, 5
5 September,
America on Thursday,
September,he
hecabled
cabledCockcroft
Cockcroftwith
withaafurther
further warning,
warning,
mentioning that
that neutrons
neutrons had
had been
American laboratories
been observed
observed in
in American
laboratories and
and
mentioning
that any
any press
press release
release be
the British
British and
urging that
be delayed
delayedatat least
leastuntil
until after
after the
and
American
teams
had
had
a
chance
to
meet
and
discuss
the
Zeta
results
at
a
American teams had had a chance to meet and discuss the Zeta results at a
forthcoming
Sherwood conference
conference in
But on
on the
forthcoming Sherwood
in Princeton
Princeton in
in October(208).
October(208). But
the very
very
same
of neutrons
same day
day Cockcroft
Cockcroft wrote
wrote aa note
note to
to Plowden
Plowden reporting
reporting the
the production
production of
neutrons
and
yet 100%
100% sure
was not
not yet
and stating that itit was
sure that
that they
they were
were thermonuclear
thermonuclear in
in origin,
origin,
implyingthat
thatthe
theprobability
probabilityofoftheir
theirbeing
beingso
sowas
but implying
wasnevertheless
nevertheless very
very high(
high(209).
209).
The following
Monday Plowden
Plowden wrote to
to the
the Prime
Prime Minister,
Minister, Harold
Harold Macmillan,
Macmillan,
The
following Monday
the inference
inference and
according to
drawing the
and stating that according
to Cockcroft
Cockcroft the
the likelihood
likelihood that
that
the neutrons
thermonuclear origin
was high(210).
high(210).
neutrons were
were of
of thermonuclear
origin was
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Meanwhile the question
of whether of
to issue
a press release
had been
complicated
to issue
a press
release had been complicated
whether
Meanwhile
the question
by
that the that
news ofthe
the news
Zeta neutrons
hadZeta
been leaked.
They were
neutrons
had been leaked. They were
of the
realization
bya arealization
following
discussions
at the British Association
mentioned
in
press
reports
following
discussions
at
the
British
Association
reports
mentioned in press
morning
of Friday
September,
just one week after
meeting in Dublin.
On the morning
of Friday
6 September,
just one 6week
after
meeting
in Dublin.
On the
was
a
with
the
counts,
there
session
anticipatory title
the
first
detection
of
neutron
counts,
there
was
a
session
with
the
anticipatory
title
neutron
detection
of
the first
"Industrial
applications of thermonuclear
organisers)
(supplied
by theby
conference
organisers) "Industrial
applications
of thermonuclear
(supplied
the conference
"Nuclear
fusion
as a possible source of
papers,
reactions".
This consisted
of
two
papers,
"Nuclear
fusion
as
a
possible
source
of
of
two
consisted
reactions".
This
thermonuclear
reactions" by
power"
and "Controlled
thermonuclear reactions"
by
and "Controlled
power"by Lawson
by Lawson
Thomson(211,212).
.
the speakers.
asked
to
suggest
Cockcroft
had
been
asked
to
suggest
the
speakers.
Cockcroft had been
Sir
Thomson(211,212)
SirGeorge
George
working in the field, was
longer
choice;
Lawson,
Thomson
waswas
an obvious
choice; Lawson,
no longer
workingno
in the
field, was
an obvious
Thomson
made
earlier; these could
studies
that these
he had
presumably
chosenchosen
because of
the studiesofthatthe
he had
made earlier;
could
because
presumably
any reference to experimental
lecture
form
the the
basis basis
of a veryofgeneral
lecturegeneral
without any
referencewithout
to experimental
a very
form
co-ordinated,
been
carefully
work. The The
two papers
been carefully
had co-ordinated, and written before the and written before the
papers
twohad
work.
existence of Zeta had already
conference
start-up
of Zeta.
the timeBy
of the
existence
of Zeta hadthe
already
time ofthethe
theconference
of By
Zeta.
start-up
given.
The
details
lecturers
expected tough questioning,
been
announced,
but
no
details
given.
The
lecturers
expected
tough
questioning,
been announced, but no
notanytodetails,
giveinaway
and
was instructed
not to give away
particularany
the details, in particular the
andLawson
Lawson
was instructed
that
neutrons
had
been detected. It seemed,
temperatures
reached
or
the
fact
that
neutrons
had
been
detected.
It
seemed,
fact
temperatures reached or the
announcement of the Harwell
thatannouncement
an important
however,
to betowidely
expected that
an important
of the Harwell
expected
however,
be widely
Imperial
Blackett
of
results
might
be
made;
Professor
Blackett
of
Imperial
College
was
quoted
in
theCollege was quoted in the
Professor
results might be made;
saying
as much.
as much.
Irish Times
assaying
Irish
Times as
Dr Bhabha and the
among
The
roomroom
was crowded,
and includedand
amongincluded
others Dr Bhabha
andothers
the
was crowded,
lecture
Thelecture
Irish
radio. Lawson,
were
broadcast
on
proceedings
Irish
prime
minister;
the
proceedings
were
broadcast
on
Irish
radio.
Lawson,
minister;
the
Irish prime
in the
press,
was anxious to strike a
aware
of recent
optimisticoptimistic
speculations inspeculations
the press, was anxious
to strike
a
aware
of recent
conditions for a positive
cautious
and realistic
note. Emphasizing
stringent conditionsthe
for astringent
positive
note. theEmphasizing
cautious
and realistic
thatof "the
of raising a gas to a sufficient
energy
balance
he statedhe
thatstated
"the problem
raising problem
a gas to a sufficient
balance
energy
to isoccur,
temperature
for thermonuclear
reactions to occur,reactions
though difficult,
trivial though difficult, is trivial
for thermonuclear
temperature
inpower
which
there is a net power yield".
devising
a system
compared
with with
that of devising
in which
there is a net
yield".
compared
that ofa system
more optimistic note, stating
talk on
spokeended
second,
Thomson,
whowho
spoke second,
his talkended
on a morehis
optimistic
note,astating
Thomson,
the ingenuity
of electrical engineers to believe
that
had sufficient
confidence inconfidence
the ingenuity of in
electrical
engineers to believe
thathe he
had sufficient
found
in aten years which made a
reason
that
no fundamental
reason had been
foundhad
in tenbeen
years which
made
since
no fundamental
thatsince
amounted
proofThethat
impossible,
fusion
reactor
impossible,
this amountedthis
to proof
that it couldto
be made.
talks it could be made. The talks
fusion
reactor
many
could
not be
were followed
by questions,
many of which
couldof
not which
be answered
for reasons
of answered for reasons of
were
followed
by questions,
Thomson,
as the
senior
a press conference(212).
212). Thomson,
as the senior
speaker,
borespeaker, bore
security,
and then
a pressby
conference(
security,
andbythen
strongly
questioning,
much
of
which
was
critical
of the secrecy
the
of theof
questioning,
the much of which was strongly critical of the secrecy
thebrunt
brunt
his opinion
that 15 years was the shortest
gave that
it as
surrounding
the work.
gave it asHe
his opinion
15 years
was the shortest
surrounding
theHework.
might
be
built,
and
Bhabha,
who had raised the subject
reactor
time
in
which
a
reactor
might
be
built,
and
Bhabha,
who
had
raised
the
subject
which
a
time in
Geneva
Peace"
re-iterated his belief
two
earlierearlier
at the Geneva
"Atoms
for Peace""Atoms
conference,for
re-iterated
his conference,
belief
at the
twoyears
years
would
be
a
reactors
source
of
power
in
less than 20 years.
controlled
fusion
that
fusion reactors
would be a source of power in less than 20 years.
thatcontrolled
thebetween
"enormous
Lawson
waswas
more more
cautious,cautious,
emphasizingemphasizing
the "enormous gap"
detectinggap" between detecting
Lawson
system
with
building
a
net
energy gain.
reactions
and
thermonuclear
reactions and building a system with net energy gain.
thermonuclear
the press
day. In many cases
widelyinreported
Thesubject
subject
was reported
The
was widely
the press the in
following
day. In the
manyfollowing
cases
many inaccurate,
winds,
and exaggerated
caution
waswas
thrownthrown
to the winds,
and many
inaccurate,
and wildly exaggerated and wildly
caution
to the
made.
were
Among
the
more
statements
optimistic
optimistic
statements
were made. Among the more sober were reports in sober were reports in The
writer of the
Thewriter
thelatter
latter
was that
aware
that neutrons
andthethe Financial Times.
Times. The
was aware
neutrons
Times and
not
were
mentioned
openly
at
the
meeting or
though
these
been
observed,
had
observed,
though these were not mentioned openly at the meeting or
hadbeen
Under "Harnessing
the headline
"Harnessing
conference.
thepress
press
the
conference.
Under the headline
H-Power
for Industry. H-Power for Industry.
successful"
it
was
claimed
that Zeta had been producing
experiments
Harwell
Harwell
experiments successful" it was claimed that Zeta had been producing
neutrons
mid-August,
thatUK"some
neutrons
sincesince
mid-August,
and that "someand
of these,
scientistsofarethese,
confident,UK scientists are confident,
aredue
due
hydrogen atoms"(213).
thehad
Zeta
the offusion
213). AtAt
are
to thetofusion
hydrogenofatoms"(
this this
time thetime
Zeta team
still team had still
- 45- -45

not made
made any
any accurate
not
but the
the newspaper
accurate temperature
measurements, but
newspaper reported
temperature measurements,
reported
that:
that:
are still
still being
Although
the results
results of
of the
the first
experiments are
being analysed
analysed
Although the
firstexperiments
mathematically, UK
the neutron
neutron
mathematically,
UK scientists
scientists feel
feel confident
confident that
that some
some of
of the
experiments must
atomic
particles produced
be produced
produced by
by
atomic particles
produced during
during the
must be
the experiments
hydrogen fusion
fusion owing
temperatures achieved.
hydrogen
owingto
tothe
theoperating
operatingtemperatures
achieved.
Financial Times
The Financial
Times did
the same
The
did not
not disclose
disclose its
its sources,
sources, but
same morning
morning the
the
but the
Telegraph and
Morning Post
Post reported
Telegraph
and Morning
reported Lawson
as saying
saying at
at aa press
press conference
conference at
at the
the
Lawsonas
meeting that
Dublin meeting
that the
"reasonably encouraging",
theresults
results from
fromZeta
Zetawere
were"reasonably
encouraging", and
and
Dublin
that the
the operating
operating temperature
temperature of
of Zeta
apparently about
about 22 million
that
Zeta was
was apparently
milliondegrees
degrees
Centigrade - - in
fact aa theoretical
result of
of any
any
Centigrade
in fact
rather than
than aa result
theoretical estimate
estimate rather
measurement(214). More
Moresensational
sensational was
was a
a News
News Chronicle
Chronicle story
under the
the
measurement(214).
story under
Thomson
headline "H-men
Don't let
let Zeta
get too
too hot"(215).
hot"(215). Here
HereThomson was
was
headline
"H-men are
aretold:
told: Don't
Zeta get
reported as
as saying
saying that
that large
large scale
thermonuclear power
probably be
be
reported
power would
would probably
scale thermonuclear
achieved
about 15
be careful
achieved in
in about
15 years,
years,and
and that
that the
the Zeta
Zeta team
team would
would have
have to
to be
careful that
that
research
machine did
not run
run amok
amok and
their machine
and turn
turninto
intoan
anH-bomb
H-bombinstead
instead of
of aaresearch
their
did not
instrument. The
The latter
latter report
reportwould
wouldseem
seem to
toreflect
reflect aa journalist's
journalist's question
question rather
rather
instrument.
serious concern
concern on
than any
any serious
Thomson's part,
the former
former suggests
suggests that
he,
than
on Thomson's
part, but
but the
that he,
Zeta
perhaps even
Cockcroft, was
about the
the Zeta
perhaps
even more
more than
than Cockcroft,
was extremely
extremely optimistic
optimistic about
results.
results.
So
press release
So far
far as
as an
an official
official press
releasewas
wasconcerned,
concerned,the
theAtomic
AtomicEnergy
EnergyAuthority
Authority was
nothing without
approval of
of the
the United
UnitedStates
States Atomic
effectively tied
tied to
to doing
doing nothing
withoutthe
the approval
effectively
Atomic
Energy Commission,
Commission, and
this need
need for
for American
American agreement
agreement was
was stressed
stressed by
by
Energy
and this
Macmillan(216).
Thonemann
newspaper
But
at
Harwell
believed
strongly
that
the
Macmillan(216). But at Harwell Thonemann believed strongly that the newspaper
reports necessitated
announcement, and
Cockcroft backed
necessitated some
official announcement,
and Cockcroft
backed
reports
somesort
sort of
of official
up(217). Accordingly
Accordinglywork
workbegan
preparation of
draft
began at
at Harwell
Harwell on
on the
the preparation
of a draft
him Up(217).
which was
was cabled
cabled to
the British
British Embassy
Embassy in
press release,
press
release,and
andthe
thefirst
first draft,
draft, which
to the
in
Washington on
the Monday,
Monday, reflected
reflected aa combination
Washington
on the
combination of
of caution
caution and
and optimism:
optimism:
Whilst the
available evidence
that thermonuclear
thermonuclear reactions
reactions are
are
the available
evidence suggests
suggests that
Whilst
occurring through
through the
reactions caused
the hot
hot gas,
causedby
by deuteron
deuteron collisions
collisions with
with
gas, reactions
accelerating
the walls
walls of
of the
thevacuum
vacuum vessel,
vessel, or
or by
bysome
someinternal
internalaccelerating
the
mechanism, cannot
time (as
(as far
as is
known)
mechanism,
cannotbe
beexcluded.
excluded. This
This is
is the
the first
first time
far as
is known)
that ionized
ionized deuterium
deuteriumgas
gas has
has been
been maintained
maintained at
at extreme
extreme temperatures,
temperatures,
that
estimated at
time adequate
adequate for
for detailed
million degrees
degrees C.,
detailed
estimated
at four
four million
C., for
for aa time
scientific
scientific study.
study.
appear that
thatCockcroft's
Cockcroft's response
response to
to suggestions
suggestions of
It would
wouldappear
It
of caution
caution in
in claiming
thermonuclear reactions
was
the
thermonuclear
reactions
wastotoshift
shift the
the emphasis
emphasisofof the
the claim
claim to
to the
achievement
high temperatures,
temperatures, even
even though
though these
these were
were themselves
themselves as
as yet
yet
achievement of
of high
unproved(218). The
Thetemperature
temperature estimate
estimate was
was based
based on
Doppler width
unproved(218).
on Doppler
measurements for
measurements
foroxygen
oxygenand
andnitrogen
nitrogenion
ion lines
linesand
andwas
wasquite
quiteimpressive.
impressive. But
But it
it
was recognized
recognized that
of the
interpretation of
themeasurements
measurements was rather
that the interpretation
rather uncertain.
There was
(oxygen) ions
ions was
was
There
was no
no guarantee
guarantee that
that the
the temperature
temperatureof
of the
the impurity
impurity (oxygen)
the same
same as
asthat
thatof
of the
the background
background gas,
gas,and
andthere
therewas
wasaapossibility
possibility that
that the
the Doppler
be due
due to
widths
might be
to small
small scale
scale motions
motions of
the ions
ions rather
rather than
than to
their
to their
widths might
of the
velocities.
thermal velocities.
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release was
was
The
reaction to
to the
the proposed
proposed British
British press
press release
The immediate
American reaction
immediate American
overall
charge
of
troubled.
Arther
Ruark,
professor
of
physics
at
Alabama
and
in
overall
charge
of
professor
of
physics
at
Alabama
and
in
troubled. Arther Ruark,
respect of
the
the
Sherwoodproject,
project,was
washurt
hurtby
bythe
thepriority
priority claim
claim in respect
of the
the AEC
AEC Sherwood
sceptical
of
believe
to
be
true,
and
conditions
achieved,
which
did
not
operating
conditions
achieved,
which
he
did
not
believe
to
be
true,
and
sceptical
operating
The general
the British
general. The
general feeling
British were
were to
to
the
in general.
feeling was
was that
that ifif the
claims in
the British
British claims
a parallel
parallel
publish a
release
their statement
statementthen
thenthe
theAEC
AECwould
would have
have to
to publish
release their
from the
the British
British Embassy,
American
Willis reported
reported from
Embassy, aa draft American
announcement. As
As Willis
announcement.
press
release,prepared
preparedby
byTuck
Tuckmade
madethe
theBritish
Britishlook
look rather
rather hasty,
hasty, by
by referring
referring to
to
press release,
emphasising the
the
temperatures in
in American
American experiments
experiments but
but emphasising
similarly high
similarly
high temperatures
days
thermonuclear reactions
reactions were
were being
Two days
difficulty
being produced.
produced. Two
provingthat
thatthermonuclear
difficultyof
ofproving
as
among the
American fusion
fusion experts
experts as
later,
the principal
principal American
doubts among
serious doubts
later, he
he reported
reported serious
thermonuclear origin
the Zeta
Zeta neutrons,
neutrons, together
a
to
origin of
of the
together with
with a
to the
the supposed
supposed thermonuclear
probing following
followingaapress
pressrelease
release might
might expose
expose
diplomatic
concern that
that media
media probing
diplomatic concern
British
claims(219).
He
that
Ruark
now
the British claims(219). He also
also reported
reported that Ruark now
uncertainty behind
behind the
uncertainty
announcement by
delayed until
until the
be delayed
the Second
Second
wanted any
by either
either country
country to
to be
wanted
any announcement
full
year
away,
unless
origin
Geneva
Conference,aa full year away, unless either
either the
the thermonuclear
thermonuclear origin of
Geneva Conference,
doubtor
orsome
somesuccess
proved beyond
beyond doubt
neutrons could
could be
be proved
success were
the
neutrons
were announced
announced by
by the
by now
now clear
clear that the Americans
Americans were
Russians.
were going
going to
to do
do their
their utmost
utmost to
Russians. It
It was
was by
to
Andalthough
althoughPlowden
Britishpress
pressre1ease(219).
release(219). And
Plowdenemphasised,
emphasised, in
a
in a
delay
delay any
any British
personal
messagetotoStrauss,
Strauss,that
thatthe
thepressure
pressurefrom
fromthe
the British
British media
media made
made it
it
personal message
indefinitely,he
backindefinitely,
heagreed
agreed to
tothe
thepostponement
postponement of
of any
any
difficult
difficult for
forhim
himtotohold
holdback
g(220).
Princeton Sherwood
the Princeton
Sherwood meetin
meeting(220).
announcement until
until after
announcement
after the
postponement had
had come
come to
to be
be seen
seen as
as inevitable, and had also
In Britain,
Britain,such
such aa postponement
also
In
been generally
But
been
generally recognized
recognizedto
tobe
bewise,
wise,ininview
viewof
of the
the need
needfor
for firmer
firmer evidence.
evidence. But
Americans might
suspicion that the
the Americans
there was
have an
motive.
there
was still
still aa suspicion
might have
an ulterior
ulterior motive.
Thonemann felt,
delaying a
a
Thonemann
felt, and
and others
others agreed
agreedwith
with him, that the Americans were
were delaying
British announcement
announcement sosoasastoto catch
the British
British team
team and
and save
British
catchup
up with
with the
save
themselves the
themselves
the embarrassment
embarrassmentofofhaving
havingbeen
beenbeaten
beatenininthe
thefusion
fusionrace.
race. He
He
suggested
by concentrating
concentrating hard
on
suggestedthat
that the
the British
British should
should respond
respond to
to this
this by
hard on
providing firm
firmevidence
evidence for
for the
the thermonuclear
thermonuclear origin
origin of
of the
the Zeta
Zeta neutrons,
providing
neutrons, and
and
should
results, with
without American
American approval,
should then
then publish
publish their
their results,
with or without
in
approval, in
was an
an attractive
strategy was
Nature(221). This
Thisstrategy
attractive one,
one, for it
it meant
meant that
that any
any American
American
wouldthemselves
themselves have
have to
to be
be substantiated
claims to have got as far as the British would
substantiated
Thonemann and others
in the
the scientific
literature, which
which Thonemann
others believed
scientific literature,
believed they
they could
could not
not
resultscoming
coming out
outofofthe
theZeta
be. The
Thenew
newresults
Zetaexperiments
experiments were,
were, moreover,
moreover,
be.
promising, and itit seemed
seemed that the
the establishment
establishment of
thermonuclear origin
of
of the
the thermonuclear
origin of
the neutrons
run of
of
the
neutronsmight
mightnot
not perhaps
perhapsbebetoo
toodifficult.
difficult. Following
Following their
their initial
initial run
experiments, the
Zeta team
reassembled their
experiments,
the Zeta
team had
had stripped and reassembled
their apparatus,
apparatus, and
and on
on
17
informal estimates
17 September
Septemberthey
theywere
wereable
abletotoreport
reporttheir
their first
first informal
of the
estimates of
the
series of runs(222).
runs(222). The
temperature achieved
The new
new results
temperature
achieved in
in a new series
results showed
showed that
that
some
observed neutrons
transient voltage
some of
of the observed
neutrons were
were produced
produced by a transient
voltage spike,
(later
spike, (later
called an
called
an explosive
explosive instability),
instability), at
at the
the end
end of
of the
the current
current pulse.
pulse. But
But they
they confirmed
confirmed
that 105 neutrons per pulse were produced at the current maximum,
maximum, by
then
by then about
about
temperature from
150
Estimates of
Doppler broadening
150 kiloamps.
kiloamps. Estimates
of ion temperature
from the Doppler
broadening of
of
that
this
between
impurity
lines
suggested
was
two
and
five
milliondegrees
impurity lines suggested
this was between
and five million
degrees C.
C.
observed resistance
Estimates based
resistance and
pressure balance,
balance, and
electron
Estimates
based on
on the observed
and pressure
and electron
measurements using
temperature measurements
seemed consistent
temperature
using plasma
plasma probes,
probes, all
all seemed
consistent with
with
temperatures above
temperatures
above11million
million degrees.
degrees. The
The containment
containment time
time could
could not
not be
be
streak photographs
photographs of an
measured directly,
an equivalent
equivalent helium
helium discharge,
measured
directly, but streak
discharge,
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where,
deuterium, the
the radiation
where, unlike
unlike in deuterium,
is not
by that
that of
of impurities,
radiation is
not swamped
swamped by
impurities,
indicated aa value
milliseconds. By
By making
making aa rough
indicated
value of
of aa few milliseconds.
of the
the ion
ion
rough estimate
estimate of
density it was
was possible
possible to
that the
the temperature
to show that
that would
would be
temperature that
be theoretically
theoretically
to produce
produce the
the observed
observed neutron
required to
neutron flux
flux through
through thermonuclear
thermonuclear fusion
fusion was
was
about
two
milliondegrees,
degrees, consistent
consistent with
about
million
with the
the estimates
estimates of
of actual
actual temperature
temperature
obtained.
The new
new results
results were still
still very
very provisional,
provisional, especially
especially in
in respect
obtained. The
of the
respect of
the
electron
temperature,
electron temperature,estimated
estimatedfrom
fromthe
theplasma
plasmaresistivity.
resistivity. But
But they
they did
did provide
provide
further cause
cause for
Cockcroftreported
for optimism.
optimism. Cockcroft
reported to
tothe
theAEA
AEAon
on19
19September
September that
that
the
results
were
"most
encouraging", and
the results were "most encouraging",
and that
that there
there was
was now
now a
a "strong
"strong
that the
the neutron
neutron yield
probability" that
in origin(
yield was
was thermonuclear
thermonuclear in
origin(223).
223). Plowden
Plowden
took this as sufficiently final
final to
to offer
offer his
his formal
formalcongratulations
congratulations to
to the
the Zeta
Zeta team
team
on their
their achievement(224
on
achievement(224).
Taking
up
Thonemann'ssuggestion,
). Taking up Thonemann's
suggestion, Cockcroft
Cockcroft
that the
the stage
stage had already
already been
proposed that
where aa paper
paper for
for a
been reached
reached where
a Nature
Nature could
could
be
written,
and
made
arrangements
with
the
be
made arrangements with theeditor
editor of
of the
the journal
journal for
for the
the prompt
prompt
publication of
of such
such aa paper
paper as soon
publication
soon as
asitit could
could be
be released,
released,following
following ratification
ratification by
by
the AEC
of the
the new
new classification
AEC of
classification guide(225
guide(225).
The word
wordfrom
fromAmerica,
). The
America, however,
however,
was
Britain wanted
wanted ratification
ratification of
was that
that if Britain
of this
this guide
guide then
then both
both Cockcroft
Cockcroft and
and
Plowden
would
have to
Plowden would have
to use
use all
all their
their influence
influence and
andpush
pushvery
veryhard
hardindeed.
indeed. And
And
when
Cockcroft's proposal
to the
the Americans
when Cockcroft's
proposalwas
was put
put to
Americans their
their reaction
reaction was
was
strong(226).
strong(226). Ruark
Ruark took
took the
the view
view that
that ififthe
theBritish
Britishpublished
published anything,
anything, then
then the
the
Americans
Americans would
would publish
publish more.
more. More generally
generally the
the Americans
Americans continued
continued to
to
press for
delayed and
press
for delayed
and simultaneous
simultaneous publication,
publication, and
and insisted
insisted that
that the
the new
new guide
guide
would not
not be
be ratified
ratified until
untilNovember
November at
at the
the earliest.
earliest.
Measurements on
the original
original apparatus
Measurements
onZeta
Zetacontinued,
continued,atatfirst
first with
with the
apparatus and
and later
later
with modifications
modifications introduced,
introduced, including
including improved
improved insulation
insulation between
between the
the
sectors
Theresults
sectors of
of the
the liner(204).
liner(204). The
results continued
continued to
to be
very encouraging,
be very
encouraging, and
and the
the
measurements in
provided sound
sound and
and consistent
Doppler measurements
in particular
particular provided
of
consistent evidence
evidence of
high ion
ion temperatures.
But while
temperatures. But
whileall
allobservations
observations continued
continued to
to be
be consistent
with
consistent with
hypothesis of a thermonuclear
thermonuclear neutron
the hypothesis
neutron source
source this
this could
could not
not be
be proven,
proven, and
and
October Fry reported
reported to
to Plowden
Plowden that
that he
he still
stillhad
during October
hadreservations
reservations about
about
any strong
strong claims(
making any
claims(227).
227). Meanwhile,
Meanwhile, the
the political
politicalsignificance
significance of
of the
the results
results
was
increasing
dramatically.
At
the
beginningofofOctober
Octoberthe
was increasing dramatically. At the beginning
theRussians
Russians launched
launched
satellite, well
well ahead
ahead of the
the Americans
Americans whose
their Sputnik satellite,
intended first
first satellite
whose intended
satellite
blew up on
on the
the launching
launching pad
pad in
in December.
December. Also
Also in
in early
early October
of the
October one
one of
the
AEA's plutonium
plutonium production
production reactors
reactors at
at Windscale
Windscale caught
caught fire
fire during
during a
a Wigner
Wigner
energy release,
release, with
the consequent
consequent escape
with the
escapeofofsubstantial
substantialquantities
quantities of
of radioactive
radioactive
gases(228).
The
gases(228
Windscale
accident
was
the
first
really
). The Windscale accident was the first really bad
bad publicity
publicity the
the British
British
atomic energy programme had received,
received, and
naturally increased
increased the
the pressure
and it
it naturally
on
pressure on
the
AEA
to
make
an
early
announcement
of
their
supposed great
great success
the
to make an early announcement of their supposed
with
success with
Zeta. For
For the
the Americans,
Americans, on
on the
the other
other hand,
hand, the
the news
news of
of Sputnik
Sputnik was
Zeta.
was devastating.
devastating.
Ever since
since the
Americans had
had assumed
assumed almost
Ever
the last war, Americans
almost without
without question
question that
that
they were
were well ahead
ahead of the
the Russians
Russians in
things technological
they
in all
all things
and military.
military.
technological and
in the
the year,
year, however,
however, some
some first
first doubts
doubts had
had been
been cast
cast on
Earlier in
on this
this assumption
assumption
the leaking
leaking of
of the
the Gaither
Gaither report,
report, which
whichspeculated
speculated that
that the
the Russians
by the
might
Russians might
victory over
have the nuclear
nuclear capacity
capacity for
for aa single
single strike
strike military
military victory
States
over the
the United
United States
as
"bury you"
you"speech
speech of
of June.
as early
early as
as 1959,
1959,and
andby
by Kruschev's
Kruschev'sapparently
apparently militant
militant "bury
June.
The
Soviet
triumph
with
Sputnik
opened
the
floodgates
of
fear.
The
The Soviet triumph with Sputnik opened the floodgates of fear. The father
of the
father of
the
American
American H-bomb,
H-bomb, Edward
Edward Teller,
Teller, pronounced
pronouncedon
on television
television that
that the
the United
United
States
Stateshad
had lost
lost aa battle
battle "more
"more important
important and
and greater
greater than
than Pearl
PearlHarbour";
Harbour"; and
and
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throughout the
the country
country expressed
their concern
concern that
prominent
expressed their
that
prominent politicians
politicians throughout
future,
and
control
of
space
could
well
mean
control
of
the
future,
and
that
if
America
did
not
well
mean
control
of
the
that
if
America
did
not
could
control of space
dramatic the
battle for
for ideological
ideological supremacy
supremacy would
quickly
the world
world battle
would
something dramatic
quickly do
do something
observed that(229)
Britain, Macmillan
Macmillan observed
be
lost. From
that(229)
From Britain,
be lost.

The
American people
people are
are no
no longer
longer confident
confident that
that even
even their
their great country
The American
secure its
say
II say
allies, to
to secure
can
do everything
everything itself,
itself, without
without allies,
its own
own survival.
survival.
can do
excuse that
without hesitation
and without
without excuse
thatthis
thisisis aa real
real turning
turning point
point in
hesitation and
without
communismbeen
Sovietcommunism
been so
so great.
great.
hasthe
thethreat
threatofofSoviet
history.
Neverhas
history. Never
Sputnik were
complex. Within
Within the
the atomic
atomic energy
energy
implications of
were complex.
The
political implications
of Sputnik
The political
an end to
to America's
America's
sphere in
in general
Macmillan's concern
concernwas
was to
to press
press for
for an
general Macmillan's
sphere
Britain on atomic
atomic weapons.
weapons. So
fusion was
collaborate with
So far
far as
as fusion
was
refusal
to collaborate
with Britain
refusal to
was already
already collaboration,
collaboration, the
there was
the Americans
Americans found
found
concerned,
on which
which there
concerned, on
position of
ofneeding
Zetasuccess
Western
needingthe
theZeta
success as
as aa Western
themselves
in the
the awkward position
themselves in
desperate to
this being
being seen
British
response
to Sputnik,
Sputnik, but
but desperate
to avoid
avoid this
solely as
as aa British
response to
seen solely
deepen the wound to
to the
the American
American ego
ego already
success,which
whichwould
would only
only deepen
success,
already caused
caused
broughthome
homeininan
Thislast
lastpoint
pointwas
wasbrought
anarticle
ChapmanPincher
by
Sputnik. This
articleby
byChapman
Pincher
by Sputnik.
in mid-October,
mid-October, entitled
wins the
the H-race".
H-race". Pincher
in
entitled "Britain
"Britain wins
in the
the Daily
Daily Express
Express in
Pincher
"the
nationalistic emphasis,
emphasis, that
British proof
proof that
that thermonuclear
thermonuclear
claimed,
with nationalistic
that "the British
claimed, with
controllable means
(H-bomb) power
certainly be
be available
(H-bomb)
power is
is controllable
meansthat
thatitit will
will certainly
for this
available for
this
week the
the Financial
followingweek
Financial Times
generation"(230). The
The following
Timesasserted
that many
many of
of
generation"(230).
asserted that
"have,
it
is
now
Zeta
neutrons
known,
the
Zeta
neutrons
"have,
it
is
now
known,
been
created
by
the
successful
been
created
by
the
successful
the
thermonuclear fusion"(231).
achievement
fusion"(231). Again
Again ititwas
was claimed
claimed that
achievement of
of controlled thermonuclear
that
"it now
nowseems
certain that
that between
between 1967
1967 and
and the
the early
seems certain
early1970s
1970s commercial
commercial
be supplementing
thermonuclear power
supplementing today's
today's "conventional"
"conventional"
thermonuclear
power stations
stations will be
nuclear power stations".
stations".
In this
claims by
bythe
theBritish
Britishmedia,
this setting
setting of
of strong
strongclaims
media,discussions
discussions between
In
the AEA
AEA
between the
and
the AEC
thePrinceton
AEC continued.
continued. At
Atthe
Princeton meeting
meeting in
in mid-October
and the
mid-October aa joint
joint
publication
of
results
was
agreed
upon
and
a
new
draft
publication of results was agreed upon and a new draft British press
press release,
release,
production mechanism
agnostic
mechanism but
agnostic as
as to
to the neutron production
but claiming
claiming temperatures
temperatures of
of
between two and five
five million
milliondegrees,
degrees, was put forward(232
forward(232).
between
But by
by the
the end
end of
of the
the
). But
the new
new classification
classification guide
guide had
had still not been
month the
been ratified,
and
the
ratified, and
AEC
AEC
that the
the British
British were
were "not
continued to insist
insist that
"not on
on sound
continued
sound enough
enough ground
ground to
to
publish"(233).
Midway
through
November
they
publish"(233). Midway through November they were still
still pursuing
pursuing this
this line
line hard,
hard,
and
the claim
claim that
with the
that they
they had
had similar
and backing
backing itit up with
similar results
results to
to the
the British
British ones,
ones,
did not
not consider
consider them
them ready
ready for
for publication(234).
publication(234).
but did
It was
was recognised
Britain that
that there
there was
recognised in Britain
was some
some force
It
force behind
behind the
the first
first American
American
complaint, that
complaint,
that the
the British
British results
results were
werenot
not yet
yet good
good enough
enoughtotopublish.
publish. As
As
analysis
experiments progressed
analysis of
of the experiments
progressedand
andthe
thedifficulty
difficulty of
of confirming
confirming the
the
thermonuclear origin
of the
the neutrons
neutrons became
became ever
thermonuclear
origin of
ever more
more apparent
apparent this
this particular
particular
It was
was not included, for
for example,
claim was
was no
no longer
longer pursued.
pursued. It
in the
draft article
example, in
the draft
article
for Nature, written
in
November,
and
the
draft
press
release was
was also
written in November, and the draft press release
rewritten so
also rewritten
so
as
wasalso
also well
wellknown
knownthat
as to
to avoid
avoid its implication(235). ItItwas
thateven
even the
the temperature
temperature
figures
were only
only approximate
approximate estimates.
estimates. But
But Cockcroft,
figures were
Cockcroft, Schonland
Schonland and
and
Thonemann all
have been
Thonemann
all appear
appear to
to have
been convinced
convinced that
that whatever
whatever the
the limitations
limitations of
of
least well in
in advance
the British results they were at least
of those
so far
far obtained
obtained in
in
advance of
those so
America,
America, and
and that
that the
the American
American blustering
blustering was
was largely
largely ifif not
not entirely
entirely motivated
motivated
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by self-interest.
British team
self-interest. The
The British
team was
by
still prevented
from publishing
was still
prevented from
publishing its
its results
results
formally,
but in
inaastatement
statement to
to the
the House
Commons on
on 11
11 November
formally, but
it was
House of
of Commons
November it
was
announced,
to aa question,
question, that
that while
announced,inin reply
reply to
were going
going on
on to
while experiments
experiments were
to
identify the
the source
source of
of the
the Zeta
Zeta neutrons,
neutrons, and
and while
could possibly
identify
while these
these could
possibly be
be due
due to
to
non-thermonuclear
arose from
from thermonuclear
non-thermonuclear processes,
processes,they
they "probably"
"probably" arose
thermonuclear
reactions(236).
reactions(236
Andon
on20
20November
November the
the American
American Washington
Post published
). And
Washington Post
published a
a
provocative statement
Cockcroft's closest
provocative
statementattributed
attributed to
to one
one of
of Cockcroft's
closest Harwell
Harwell
colleagues:(237).
colleagues:(237).
Britain is
is ahead
ahead of
of the
the United
United States
harnessing the
the colossal
Britain
power of
of the
the
States in
in harnessing
colossal power
Hydrogen bomb
bomb for
forpeaceful
peaceful purposes
on the
Hydrogen
started work
work on
purposes because
because itit started
the project
project
three years
years earlier,
earlier, Doctor
head of
of British
Doctor J
JV
BritishReactor
Reactor Research
Research
three
V Dunworth,
Dunworth, head
Unit, said
said today.
today. Scientists
Scientists atatthe
HarwellAtomic
AtomicResearch
Unit,
theHarwell
Research Centre
Centre
indicated Russia
Russia also
United States
States in
developing
indicated
also was
was ahead
ahead of
of the
the United
in developing
controlled thermonuclear
thermonuclearprocesses.
controlled
processes.
In response
response to
a furious
furious telegram
telegram from
from Strauss,
In
to a
Plowden claimed
claimed that
that Dunworth
Dunworth
Strauss, Plowden
categorically
made the
categorically denied
denied having
having made
the statement,
statement,and
and that
that this
this was
was confirmed
confirmed by
by
the President
President of
of Gas
Gas Engineers,
the
of Institution
Institution of
at aa meeting
meeting of
of which
Engineers, at
which the
the
information was
was supposed
supposed to
to have
faras
as the
the supremacy
information
have been
been given(238).
given(238). But
Butso
sofar
supremacy of
of
Britain was
was concerned,
concerned, ifif not
in respect
respect of
the more
more hurtful
hurtful reference
reference to
Britain
not in
of the
to the
the
Russians, the
Dunworth reflected
reflected widespread
widespread feeling
both
Russians,
theview
view attributed
attributed to
to Dunworth
feeling on
on both
sides
that something
something politically
sensitive must
must lie
behind the
the nonnonsides of
of the
the Atlantic
Atlantic that
politically sensitive
lie behind
publication of
of the
the Zeta
Zeta results.
results. Plowden
agreed immediately
immediately to
to aa request
request by
by
Plowden agreed
publication
Strauss for
a joint
joint press
press statement
statement rejecting
rejecting the
comparison between
Strauss
for a
the comparison
between their
their two
two
countries' projects,
carried little
conviction(239). AAfew
fewdays
days later,
later, in
little conviction(239).
countries'
projects,but
but this
this carried
in
response
to
the House
of Commons,
Commons, Lord
Lord Hailsham,
Hailsham, the
House of
the
response to another
another question
question in
in the
minister with
with responsibility
responsibility for
foratomic
atomicenergy,
energy, stated
stated that
that he
he had
had "no
"no reason
reason to
to
minister
(240).
.
believe we
we are
are not
not leading
leading the
the world
worldininthe
theexperiments
experimentswe
weare
areconducting"(240)
conducting"
believe
Another
question, tabled
tabled for
for 10
10 December
December and
Another question,
and asking
askingto
to what
what extent
extent any
any British
British
success
on declassification,
declassification, had
had
successhad
hadbeen
beendenied
deniedpublicity
publicity by
by the
the American
American policy
policy on
to be
be diplomatically
to
diplomatically evaded(241).
evaded(241).
With publicity
publicitysuch
such as
as this
this itit was
was beginning
beginning to
to be
be in
in the
the American
American as
as well
well as
as the
the
With
British interest
interest that
that something
something should
late
British
should be
be published
publishedofficially,
officially, and
and in
in late
November the
the AEC
AEC finally
finally decided
decided to
to go
go ahead
ahead with
the new
new classification
classification guide
November
with the
guide
and,
this, to
to send
send over
of their
their senior
senior scientists,
scientists, Stirling
Colgate,
over one
one of
and, before
before doing
doing this,
Stirling Colgate,
later it
to spend
to see
see their
for himself(242).
himself(242). AAfew
fewdays
days later
to
spend aa week
week at
at Harwell
Harwell to
their work
work for
it
by Ruark,
Ruark, Spitzer,
Spitzer,
was
was decided
decided that
that Colgate
Colgate should
should be
be joined
joined at
at the
the end
end of
of his
his visit
visit by
Snell and
Tuck, representing
in the
the American
American project.
project.
representing most
Snell
and Tuck,
most of
of the
the main
main figures
figures in
see the
and
On 77 December
On
Decemberthe
the expanded
expandedteam
teamarrived
arrivedatatHarwell
Harwell to
to see
the Zeta
Zeta work
work and
expected, the
the British
British scientists,
scientists,
discuss the
of results(243).
results(243). As
wasto
tobe
beexpected,
Aswas
discuss
the publication
publication of
backed up
by their
their politicians,
politicians, pressed
publication, while
pressed for
immediate publication,
the
backed
up by
for immediate
while the
(244). AAcompromise
Americans
compromisewas
washowever
agreed,
delay(244).
however agreed,
Americans argued
argued for
for aa further
further delay
according to
number of
of articles
articles would
be published
published in
in the
the scientific
scientific press
press
would be
according
to which
which aa number
as
soon
ensuing
as
was
practicable,
a
date
suggested,
with
in
mid-February
being
as soon as was practicable, a date in mid-February being suggested, with ensuing
silence
Followingthis
agreement
theGeneva
Geneva conference
September(245). Following
thisagreement
conference in
in September(245).
silence until
until the
December(246).
the new
classification guide
was duly
duly ratified
ratifiedon
on12
12December(246).
the
new classification
guide was
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was on
on this
this very
verysame
Ironically, itit was
same day
Ironically,
day that
that Anthony
Anthony Nutting,
Nutting, considering
considering the
the
wider
of
Sputnik,
wider implications
wrote in
in the
the influential
influential New
implications of Sputnik, wrote
New York
York Herald
Herald Tribune
Tribune
of the
the "concealment
"concealment ofof the
of
the triumph
triumph of
of Harwell"
Harwell" due
due to
to the
the "slavish
"slavish and
and
misguided application
misguided
application of
of security"
security" by
by the
the Americans(
Americans(247).
Four days
247). Four
days later,
later,
Chapman
Pincher
made
the
same
Chapman Pincher made the samecharge
chargeininthe
theBritish
British Daily
Daily Express(
Express(248).
248). At
At the
the
same
same time,
time, the
the American
American broadcasting
broadcastingstation
stationWVNS,
WVNS,reporting
reporting jubilation
jubilation among
among
British fusion
fusion scientists
scientists who
were now
now supposed
who were
to be
far ahead
of both
both America
supposed to
be far
ahead of
America
and Russia,
Russia, claimed
these scientists
claimed that these
scientists "have
"have recommended
recommendedthat
that Britain
Britain holds
holds
giving any
any of
ofthe
theresults
off giving
results to
tothe
theUnited
UnitedStates
States until
untilEisenhower
off
promises
Eisenhower promises to
to
release every
release
everyshred
shredof
of atomic
atomicinformation
information that
that Admiral
Admiral Strauss
is holding
holding back"
Strauss is
back" -a
complete fabrication
nevertheless captured
a complete
fabrication that nevertheless
capturedsomething
somethingofof the
the political
political
situation(249).
situation(249).
Articles
such as
as those
those just
continued to
just cited
cited continued
tocause
Articles such
and had
cause embarrassment,
embarrassment, and
had
results not
not now
of the
the Zeta
Zeta results
now been
been agreed
publication of
upon they
agreed upon
they could
could have
have had
had
serious
was, the
serious consequences(250).
consequences(250). As
As ititwas,
the question
question of
of precisely
what to
to publish
publish and
and
precisely what
resolved. Drafts
when
had to
be resolved.
Draftsof
to be
ofthe
theproposed
when still
still had
drifted
proposed British
British press
press release
release drifted
backwards and
backwards
and forwards,
forwards, Fry's
Fry's attempts
attempts to
to avoid
avoid any
any implication
implication that
that the
the neutrons
neutrons
were
thermonuclear being
Cockcroft's attempts
were thermonuclear
being countered
countered by
by Cockcroft's
attempts to
to encourage
encourage the
the
so(251).
inference that
they were
were so(251). Publication
Publication of
inference
that they
of the
the scientific
scientific papers,
papers, including
including four
four
from
America and
from America
and one
one from
from AEI
AEI as
as well
well as
as that
that from
from Harwell,
Harwell, was
was to
to be
be in
in
first for
for77February
February and
Nature. It
It was
set first
and then,
then, after
Nature.
the
effect
of
was set
after concern
concern at
at the effect of
unclassified papers
papers on
unclassified
on the
the subject
subject due
due to be
be read
read at
at the
the Physical
Physical Society
Society in
in America
America
January(252).
on 26
26 January,
25
Argumentas
astotowhose
whose names
names should
January, for
for 25 January(252). Argument
should be
be
attached
whatacknowledgements
attached to
to the
the Harwell
Harwell paper,
paper, in
in what
what order,
order, and
and with
with what
to
acknowledgements to
Metropolitan-Vickers and
the AEI team,
team, Metropolitan-Vickers
the
and the
the Americans,
Americans, was
was finally
finally settled
settled by
by
Fry(253-5). The
The British
Britishpress
press release,
decree from
release, which eventually
eventually concluded
decree
from Fry(253-5).
concluded by
by
good reasons
reasons to
saying
"there are
are good
that (the
(the neutrons)
neutrons) come
come from
from
saying that
that "there
to think
think that
"has not yet been
been definitely
thermonuclear reactions",
definitely established",
thermonuclear
reactions",but
but that
that this "has
established",
24 January
was
issued on
press conference
was issued
on 24
Januaryfollowing
following aa press
conferenceatat Harwell
Harwell on
on the
the
23 January,
January, and
and the
the announcement
announcement on
on the
the 22
22 January
January of
of Cockcroft's
Cockcroft's retirement
retirement as
as
year.(254,256).
.
director of
of Harwell
Harwelllater
laterinin
director
thethe
year.(254,256)
publication of
of the
the Zeta
Zeta results,
results, the
the public
public confusion
With the
the publication
confusion and
and speculation
speculation
With
general heading
should
the general
heading "Controlled
have ceased.
ceased. Despite
Despite the
"Controlled Release
Release of
should have
Thermonuclear Energy"
no
Thermonuclear
Energy"provided
providedby
by the
the editor,
editor, the
the article
article in Nature made no
claim whatsoever
whatsoever as
the neutrons,
neutrons, and
claim
as to
to the
the possible
possible thermonuclear
thermonuclearorigin
origin of
of the
and the
the
Zeta scientists
press conference
Zeta
scientists at
at the
the Harwell
Harwell press
conferenceresolutely
resolutelyrefused
refusedto
to be
bedrawn
drawn into
into
release,
in
any
press release, instriking
any rash statements
statementson
on this
this issue.
issue. But the press
striking contrast
contrast to
to the
the
clear impression
impression that
scientific
paper, gave
neutrons probably
probably were
scientific paper,
gave the
the clear
that the neutrons
were
thermonuclear. And
And atatthe
thepress
pressconference
conference on
on 23
23 January,
January, Cockcroft,
thermonuclear.
Cockcroft, to
to the
the
colleagues, responded
astonishment
astonishment of
of his colleagues,
respondedtotoaa question
question that
that no
no one
one else
else would
would
"90% certain"
he was "90%
that he
answer
neutrons at
at least
least were
answer by
by saying that
certain" that some
some of
of the
the neutrons
were
thermonuclear origin(254,257).
of
origin(254,257).
of thermonuclear
Cockcroft had
had always been
Cockcroft
been more
moreoptimistic
optimistic about
about the
the Zeta
Zeta results
results than
than his
his Harwell
Harwell
the
Harwell
would
have
press conference
conference would have made
made aa considerable
considerable
colleagues, and
colleagues,
and the
press
declaration. The
The tone
tone at
at Harwell
Harwell was
was openly
openly celebratory,
even without his
his declaration.
celebratory,
impact even
journalists were
were very
very pleased
pleased with
with themselves
themselves afterwards
afterwards for
and
American journalists
and American
that the
the British
British team
team was
was well
"discovered", without
having "discovered",
without being
being officially
officially told, that
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statement, inexcusable
inexcusable for
one
). But
for one
Americans(258).
ButCockcroft's
Cockcroft'srash
rashstatement,
ahead of
of the
the Americans(258
ahead
both
results
would
be
media,
ensured
that
the
Zeta
with
his
experience
of
the
media,
ensured
that
the
Zeta
results
would
be
both
of
the
with his experience
widelymisconstrued.
misconstrued.
widely
publicised and
and widely
widely publicised
that this
this was
was
There was
The
British press
was universally
universally enthusiastic.
enthusiastic. There
was pride
pride that
The British
press was
that
the
work
had
the
work
had
also
admiration
achievement. There
There was
was also admiration that
essentially aa British
essentially
British achievement.
public soon
soon had
had
small team
British public
team of
young men.
men. The
The British
been
done by
by aa relatively
relatively small
of young
been done
its
television
programme
Zeta and
and its creators
an extended
extended television programme
the
opportunity to
in an
tosee
see Zeta
creators in
the opportunity
earlier Zeta
Zeta was
was
As indicated
indicated earlier
conveyed the
theexcitement
excitement of
of the
theoccasion.
occasion. As
which well
which
wellconveyed
further
satisfaction
that
was
further
satisfaction
that
there was
seen as
asaa satisfactory
satisfactory "answer"
"answer" to
to Sputnik,
Sputnik, and
and there
seen
conveyed in
in
Britain appeared
be ahead
This situation
Britain
ahead of
of the
the Americans.
Americans. This
situation is
is well
well conveyed
appeared to
to be
popular press
press
Punch, reproduced
enthusiasm the
a cartoon
from Punch,
reproduced as
asFig.
Fig.9.9. In
In its
its enthusiasm
the popular
a
cartoon from
water,
by the
the facts
the situation.
Since water,
quite unjustified
unjustified by
situation. Since
made many
many statements
statements quite
facts of
of the
made
soon
was concluded
concluded that
one might
might soon
that one
the source
free it
the
sourceof
of deuterium,
deuterium, isis virtually
virtually free
it was
expect limitless
supplies of
of cheap,
cheap, or
even free,
expect
limitless supplies
or even
free, electricity.
electricity.

Fig. 9
9 Cartoon
Cartoon from
from"Punch",
Fig.
"Punch",29
29 January
January 1958.
1958.

Coverage in
press was
for example,
example, the
Coverage
in the
the foreign
foreign press
was also
alsoextensive;
extensive;in
in Italy
Italy for
the British
British
fusion
success was
fusion success
was given
given even
even greater
greater prominence
prominence than
than the
the Russian
Russian Sputnik
Sputnik had
had
Overallthe
been. Overall
thereports
reportsranged
ranged from
fromthe
thesober
sober and
and accurate,
been.
such as
asin
in the
the New
New
accurate, such
York
Herald Tribune
Tribune and
Monde, to
York Herald
to the
the wildly
wildlyinaccurate
inaccurateand
andspectacular.
spectacular.
and Le
Le Monde,
Despite the
the simultaneous
simultaneous publication
publication of
of papers
papers and
and press
statements from
press statements
both
Despite
from both
Britain
and
America,the
thepress
press focus,
focus, encouraged
encouraged by
by the
the Harwell
Harwellpress
press conference,
conference,
Britain and America,
was
on the
the British
British work.
was almost
work. This
Thiswas
wasseen
seenalmost
as a
a
almost everywhere
everywhere as
almost entirely
entirely on
great
the charge
charge that
great triumph,
triumph, and
had been
an American
American
and the
that publication
publication had
been held
held up
up by
by an
attempt
to save
attempt to
repeated. Cockcroft's
Cockcroft's "90
"90 per
save face
facewas
waswidely
widely repeated.
per cent"
cent" was
was quoted
quoted in
in
most
accounts, only
only aa few
few of
of which,
which,notably
most accounts,
notablyininthe
theFrench
Frenchpress,
press, focussed
focussed on
the
on the
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might
be wrong.
Exaggerated claims
10 per
chance
that Cockcroft
might be wrong.
Exaggerated
claims
that Cockcroft
chance
10
percent
cent
TuckTuck
as predicting
that fusion that fusion
reported
as predicting
New York
York Times reported
259). The New
proliferated(259).
proliferated(
spacecraft
propulsion.
reactors
would
be usefulbeforuseful
spacecraftfor
propulsion.
The latter
newspaper also The latter newspaper also
would
reactors
byachievements
Ware on ofthe
reported
somesome
strong claims
by claims
Ware on the
the achievements
AEI laboratory. of the AEI laboratory.
strong
reported
with
Zeta, AEI
had requested
Following
the initial
with runs
Zeta, AEI
had requested
permission
from Harwell permission from Harwell
initial
the runs
Following
a small scale version of
what
was
effectively
to
their racetrack
torus into whattorus
was effectively
of
into a small scale version
convert
their racetrack
toconvert
and the
conversion
Zeta.
was approved
and the conversion
quickly
made, and byquickly
the time made, and by the time
was approved
Zeta.ThisThis
Sceptre
III was operating and
torus
January,
the
AEI
results
were
published
in
January,
the
AEI
torus
Sceptre
III
was
operating
and
in
results were published
neutrons(111,260,261)
60) .. The
259)
reported
that:( that:(259)
The New
York Times reported
New York
( 111,2,261
producing
neutrons
producing
yesterday they had achieved
reported
A team
of British
industrialindustrial
scientists reported
yesterday they
had achieved
scientists
of British
A
team
of controlled fusion
tubeof demonstrations
in
$28,000
glass-walled
tube demonstrations
controlled fusion
glass-walled
$28,000
ina small
a small
British and United States
claimed
nearly
as impressive
as results claimed
by British
and UnitedbyStates
as results
as impressive
nearly
industrial
agencies.
Furthermore,
the British industrial
group reported
throughgroup reported through
Furthermore,
the British
agencies.
expectations of achievements
that oftheir
British
Information
Services here
that theirhere
expectations
achievements
Information
Services
British
above
anything
ininthethe
nextnext
year were
considerably
above anything voiced
in official
analysis voiced in official analysis
year
were considerably
side
of the
from
either
side of the
Atlantic
... Atlantic ...
from
either
leaderworking
of the
Dr
A Ware,
33-year 33-year
old leader ofold
the project,
withproject,
a torus ... working with a torus ...
DrA A
A Ware,
that
...
"In
the
model
now being designed it
called
Sceptre
Three,
said
that
...
"In
the
larger
model
now
being
designed
it
said
larger
Three,
called Sceptre
degrees
will
to forty
isishoped
that thirty
forty million
degrees million
will be reached
by the end
of thebe reached by the end of the
thattothirty
hoped
with
a
mixture
of deuterium and tritium
year.
The
latter
reaction
will
be
with
a
mixture
of
deuterium
and
tritium
will
be
reaction
year. The latter
expected to be a "break-even"
and
in fact,inbe fact,
approximately
expected to be a "break-even"
be approximately
will,
andwill,
temperature".
temperature".
forum took place at a
in atook
public
The
discussion
of the Zeta of
results
in aZeta
public results
scientific forum
place atscientific
a
the
discussion
Thefirstfirst
Society
ona wide
5 February
the Royal
special
meeting
held byheld
the Royal
on 5 February
where
range of where a wide range of
by Society
meeting
special
on
both
experimental
results
topics,
including
the
experimental
results
on
both
Zeta
and
Sceptre,
were Zeta and Sceptre, were
the
including
topics,
to his earlier
Cockcroft was by
Following
the toreaction
the reaction
his earlier statement,
Cockcroftstatement,
was by
discussed(261).
261) . Following
discussed(
who
Thomson,
had
himself
contributed
himself
contributed
to
the highto the high
restrained.
But
now
restrained. But Thomson, who
nowmore
more
remained
optimistic.
public
expectations
of Zeta, remained
optimistic.
If the neutrons
were not If the neutrons were not
expectations
of Zeta,
public
temperature
estimates
must be wrong and
then the
thermonuclear,
he argued,
then the temperature
estimates
must be wrong
and
thermonuclear,
he argued,
source
there
be a non-thermal
neutron sourceneutron
giving by chance
justgiving
the sameby chance just the same
must
be a non-thermal
theremust
observed
temperature
measurements. He
by
the
predicted
neutron
yield
as
was
predicted
by
the
observed
temperature
measurements.
He
neutron yield as was
statement was hardly justifiable,
could
the was
case.
that bethis
did
believe
that this could
the case.
This be
statement
hardlyThis
justifiable,
believe
didnotnot
temperature measurements.
uncertainties
in
the
the
however,
considering
the uncertainties in the temperature measurements.
considering
however,
between
2.4 and
paper(252)
show
temperatures
252) show
temperatures
between 2.4
and
given
Curves
Curves
given
in the in the Nature paper(
80-200
kiloamps
rangebased
55million
degrees
over theover
currentthe
rangecurrent
80-200 kiloamps
on broadening
of based on broadening of
million
degrees
using
IV gave values less
similar
curve
the
V impurity
line. A similar
curveAusing
Nitrogen
IV gave
valuesNitrogen
less
line.
theOxygen
Oxygen
V impurity
2 and 4.fromCalculations
by
of between
2 and 4. Calculations
the neutron yieldfrom
agreed the
with neutron yield agreed with
factor
of between
bya afactor
5 million
but
were
closer
atdegrees
the
valuesvalues
at 5 million
but weredegrees
closer to the
nitrogen
values
at to the nitrogen values at
oxygen
theoxygen
i46that
table
in the
paper
presented
at Geneva indicates
at
extended
lower
currents.
An extended
in the paper
presented
at Geneva
indicates
that
currents.
An table
lower
"the
energy is
likely to is
be intermediate
the values
"thedeuteron
deuteron
energy
likely to between
be intermediate
between the values
6 0°K
K atatcurrents
between
140 and 200
ka"(and 200 ka"(46 .
5 x510x 106
6 and
corresponding
and
currents
between
140
corresponding
to 0.7 xto
10 0.7 x 106
atThompson
the meeting. W B Thompson and
topics
interesting
Several
other
interesting
topics surfaced
at thesurfaced
meeting. W B
other
Several
calculations
for
a
pinch
stability
J
Tayler
presented
stability
calculations
for
a
pinch
with
longitudinal
magnetic with longitudinal magnetic
R Tayler presented
shell.
surrounded
by a conducting
field
by a conducting
shell. They showed
that aThey
plasmashowed
column that a plasma column
fieldsurrounded
longitudinal
magnetic
field and within a conducting
of amagnetic
created
in theinpresence
of a longitudinal
field and within
a conducting
created
the presence
stable
shell
be magnetohydrodynamically
stable provided that
the provided that the conductivity
would
be magnetohydrodynamically
shellwould
column.
the
plasma
current
confine
were high
enough
to confinetothe plasma current to the surface of the to the surface of the column.
high
enough
were
-53-53-

current
This
be expected
in practice only
the current only
could beif setthe
up very
rapidlycould be set up very rapidly
in ifpractice
would
be expected
Thiswould
time to diffuse into the plasma,
insufficient
indeed,
so that
magnetic
had insufficient
to diffuse
into the plasma,
fieldtimehad
magnetic
thefield
sothethat
indeed,
separate
wouldfields within thelongitudinal fields within the
("skin
effect").
Such a current
would separate
longitudinal
sheet
Suchsheet
a current
effect").
("skin
between
space
in the
plasma
fromfrom
circumferential
fields in the space
between
plasma
and the
walls. In plasma and the walls. In
fields
circumferential
plasma
giving mixed fields. What
high,What
Zeta
conductivity
was not sufficiently
high,sufficiently
giving mixed fields.
was not
conductivity
Zetathethe
separated
happened
in thisincasethis
was case
not clear.
(Thisnot
separated
field(This
configuration
was laterfield configuration was later
clear.
was
happened
described below).
ICSE, as
totoform
the basis
ICSE, of
as described
below).
theofbasis
form
was abyscaling law, derived by
Another interesting
observation
reported was areported
scaling law, derived
observation
interesting
Another
machines described in
toroidal
RRJJBickerton
and Hand
London,
to therelating
three toroidaltomachines
described
in
the three
London,
H relating
Bickerton
Nature
at theattimethe
of declassification.
In descending order ofInsizedescending
there were order of size there were
time of declassification.
Nature
Harwell's
Zeta, Zeta,
AEI's Sceptre
the Perhapsatron
at LosPerhapsatron
Alamos. Initially itat
hadLos Alamos. Initially it had
and the
AEI'sandSceptre
Harwell's
Zetathehad put it well beyond the
confinement
appeared
that the
verythe
longvery
confinement
of Zeta had puttime
it wellof
beyond
long time
appeared
that
that using the density-time
and that
London
others
in performance.
Bickerton and
London showed
using theshowed
density-time
Bickerton
others
in performance.
three was at least in this respect
all respect
product
as a criterion,
the performance
all three was at leastofin this
theof performance
product
as a criterion,
considerable
of course,
possessed possessed
the considerablethe
practical
advantages of practical advantages of
of course,
Zeta,
equivalent(262).
equivalent
262 . Zeta,
Otherthe
work reported included the
studies.
aalonger
time-scale
for experimental
studies. Other work
reported included
for experimental
longer
time-scale
described
in Chapter 7.
AWRE,
fast
studiesstudies
at AWRE,atdescribed
in Chapter
7.
fastZ-pinch
Z-pinch
Zeta was
neutrons
The
of the origin
of theorigin
neutronsofin the
Zeta was
shortly to in
be resolved
in an shortly to be resolved in an
of the
question
Thequestion
unexpected
way. Basil
a nuclear
physicist
working physicist
on the Harwellworking
cyclotron, on the Harwell cyclotron,
unexpected
way.Rose,
Basil
Rose,
a nuclear
managed
wartime
located
in theinsame
as Zeta,hangar
managed as
to getZeta,
an invitation to the to get an invitation to the
thewartime
samehangar
located
clear to
him that the question of the
on 23It January.
became
press
conference
on 23 January.
became clear toIthim
that the question
of the
conference
press
as the
a vital
origin
of neutrons
the neutrons
wasas aconsidered
origin
of the
was considered
vital one, and after
meetingone,
he and after the meeting he
They realised that what was
with his
discussed
the matter
colleague
A E Taylor.
discussed
the matter
with his colleague
A E Taylor.
They realised
that what was
needed
and able to measure accurately
a detector
both
needed
was was
a detector
that was boththat
verywas
sensitive,
andvery
able tosensitive,
measure accurately
theneutron
neutron
the colliding deuterons was
Sinceenergy
the of
thermal
energy
of was
the
energy.energy.
Since the thermal
the colliding
deuterons
smallcompared
compared
centre
mass
small
with thewith
centre the
of mass
energyofof 2.5
MeVenergy
acquired inofthe2.5 MeV acquired in the
reaction,
accurate
measurement
their energy
a function
of direction would be
reaction,
accurate
measurement
of their energy asofa function
of directionaswould
be
necessary.
Rose
and
soon
realized
that a suitable if unconventional
necessary.
Rose and
Taylor
soonTaylor
realized that
a suitable
if unconventional
detector
existed;
wascloud
thechamber,
diffusion
chamber, built for cyclotron
detector
existed;
this was thethis
diffusion
built forcloud
cyclotron
experiments
M Snowden.
After
beingthis
used
at Harwell
experiments
by Mby
Snowden.
After being used
at Harwell
had now
just been this had now just been
sentto University
to University
in London.
sent
College inCollege
London. Fortunately
it was notFortunately
yet in use there,itandwas not yet in use there, and
was
quickly
was quickly
returned.
returned.
Together
Wood
set to work
vigorously
Together
withwith
E WoodE they
set tothey
work vigorously
in conjunction
with thein
Zetaconjunction with the Zeta
team
to
set
up
the
cloud
chamber
and
make
the necessary
team to set up the cloud chamber and make the necessary
measurements.
By the measurements. By the
endof of
March
they
had accumulated
end
March
they had
accumulated
enough evidenceenough
to provideevidence
a valuable check
to provide a valuable check
on
the
source
of
the
neutrons,
and
by
the
end
of some
May they had reached some
on the source of the neutrons, and by the end of May they had reached
conclusions(263).
conclusions(
263 ). What
What
they was
found
theof the
mean
energy of the neutrons
they found
that thewas
meanthat
energy
neutrons
emitted
in
a
direction
along
of the
torus when
emitted in a direction along the axis
of the the
torus axis
when Zeta
was operated
with the Zeta was operated with the
current
flowing
in onewasdirection
the with
same
as that obtained with it flowing
current
flowing
in one direction
not the samewas
as thatnot
obtained
it flowing
in
the
opposite
direction.
Thesignificant,
difference
was significant,
in the opposite direction. The difference was
and inconsistent
with a
and inconsistent with a
thermonuclear
origin
forin aneutrons
in a instationary
thermonuclear
origin for
neutrons
stationary plasma,
which case theplasma, in which case the
energy
spectrum
would
have been
unaffected
by Further
energy
spectrum
would have
been unaffected
by reversal
of direction.
reversal of direction. Further
measurements
the suggested
neutronthatsource
measurements
aimed aimed
at locatingatthelocating
neutron source
these were
suggested that these were
neither
produced
by
interactions
with
the
wall,
nor
with
a source localized at the
neither produced by interactions with the wall, nor with a source localized at the
centre
of
the
discharge,
did seem
be consistent
centre of the discharge,
but they did but
seem tothey
be consistent
with thetohypothesis
that
with the hypothesis that
theneutrons
neutrons
were produced
through
the
were produced
through collisions
due to a collisions
beam of accelerated
due ions
to a beam of accelerated ions
running
the direction
running
in theindirection
of the current(of the current(264).
264 ). TheThe
nuclear
physicists
nuclear
physicists
suggested how
suggested how
such
accelerated
ion beam
such
an an
accelerated
ion beam might
be createdmight
in Zeta, be
and created
to concludein
thatZeta,
at least and to conclude that at least
- 54 -54-

in this
neutrons
must
or in some other non-thermal
94%
the the
neutrons
observed must
arise in this
or inarise
some other
non-thermal
observed
94%ofof
thermonuclear
result of fusion.
fusion.
manner,
and and
not as not
a result
Their explanation
was not Their explanation was not
asofathermonuclear
manner,
fact that
butthatthe
tenable,
however,
but the fact
the neutrons
were the
mainlyneutrons
of non- were mainly of nontenable,
however,
origin
firmly established(265).
thermonuclear
origin was
firmlywas
established
265).
thermonuclear

14(266). A month
A month
These
were published
in Nature on in
JuneNature on June 14(266).
earlier,earlier,
results
were published
Theseresults
a statement
had made
at a press conference held
however,
on 16onMay,
had made a statement
at a press
conference held
however,
16 Schonland
May, Schonland
outlining
findings
Rose's
team he stated "The fact
outlining
the findingsthe
of Rose's
team heof
stated
"The fact
in
267). After
inLondon(
After
London(267).
describedinas
cannot
bethermo-nuclear
being thermo-nuclear in origin
that
the fusion
reactions cannot
be described
as being
origin
reactions
the fusion
that... ...
less
significant.
fact, the acceleration process
Zetaless
results
the the
Zeta results
significant.
In fact,
the accelerationInprocess
make
does not make
does
value".
Hethat
also
responsible
may may
well bewell
of value".
announced
"a more
powerful that "a more powerful
be He
of also
announced
responsible
This
development
was widely reported
machine, a successor
to Zeta, istoplanned".
development was
widely
reported
Zeta, This
is planned".
machine,
a successor
conference
and again
by
press,
both after
the press
conference
and again
following publication
of the following publication of the
after
the press
both
bythethe
press,
one of slight
bewilderment
and surprise, but most
wasbewilderment
Nature
article.
The toneThe
was one
of slight
and surprise,
but most
Nature
article.
tone
Daily
a positive viewpoint; the Daily Express,
Express, however,
papers
triedtried
to express
positive viewpoint;
on on
papers
however,
to aexpress
"pulls no
no punches
punches in
report "pulls
inrevealing
revealing
that thethat the
14
June
Nature report
14 June
reported
that the that the Nature
reported
lauded in Parliament, the newspapers,
newspapers, on
on TV,
at theat the
achievement,
TV,and
and
great
ZetaZeta
achievement,
lauded in Parliament,
great
continues with
with the telling
It continues
telling
statement
World
Fair,
was unfounded". It
statement
Brussels
World
Fair, was
unfounded".
Brussels
prestige, for the
Zeta 'triumph' had
had helped
the Zeta
to British
helpedtoto offset
offset
"This
is a is
greata blow
to British
prestige,
for
"This
great
blow
Sputnik's research".
backwardness
Britain's
backwardness
in Sputnik'sin
research".
Britain's
have and
been expressed, and event
event today
no
situation
today there
Many opinions
on this on
situation
been expressed,
Many
opinions
thishave
there is no
in the Manchester
Guardianofof17
17 June
June on
Manchester Guardian
on
consensus.
A perceptive
comment incomment
the
consensus.
A perceptive
arise
is worthy of note:
howsuch
situations
how
situations
can arise iscan
worthy
of note:
such
occasion
to ask whether present
be occasion
a suitable
This
however,
be a suitable
to ask whether
present
Thismay,
may,
however,
could
been
avoided. research
Thermo-nuclear
research has
disappointments
could have
beenhave
avoided.
Thermo-nuclear
has
disappointments
Harwell
conducted
secretly,
always
beenbeen
conducted
secretly, and
the Harwelland
teamthe
has been
a small team
one. has been a small one.
always
that have
its members
ItItwould
be unreasonable
to expect thattoitsexpect
members could
anticipated could have anticipated
would
be unreasonable
of their
first
interpretation
successes ... In huge
every
possible
interpretation
of their first apparent
successes
... Inapparent
huge
possible
every
revolving
roundrubbing
Zeta ofthe day-to-day rubbing of
that
research
projects
like that like
revolving
round
Zeta the day-to-day
research
projects
shoulders
with scientists
of other
specialities
is the best safeguard of sound
shoulders
with scientists
of other specialities
is the best
safeguard of sound
This,
after all,areisso why the universities are so
analysis
and interpretation.
analysis
and interpretation.
This, after all, is why
the universities
Soasked
it will
inevitably be asked whether
excellent
in pure
research. So it research.
will inevitably be
whether
excellent
inscientific
pure scientific
if the
goneif the
differently
members
of the Zeta team had
not
things
might
not have
gonehave
differently
members of the
Zeta team
had
might
things
other scientists ... The Zeta
freely and
been
to talk freely
and informally
to otherinformally
scientists ... ThetoZeta
beenallowed
allowed
to talk
itsofplace
in caused
the list
affair
mustmust
therefore
take its placetake
in the list
frustrations
by of frustrations caused by
affair
therefore
especially
bitter
It isbitter
an one,
secrecy
in science.
It is an especially
because there
is no one, because there is no
secrecy
in science.
for the present restrictions.
justification,
justification,
howeverhowever
implausible,implausible,
for the present restrictions.
canusesee
no military use for controlled
John
Cockcroft
Sir
Cockcroft
has saidhas
he cansaid
see nohe
military
for controlled
SirJohn
still
spring
thermo-nuclear
... Secrecy
thermo-nuclear
fusion ...fusion
Secrecy might
still spring might
from a wish
to beat
the from a wish to beat the
an
scientific
advance,
but the futility of such
world
to
important
rest
restof the
of world
the to an important scientific advance, but the futility of such
should
now be clear.
policies
policies
should
by now by
be clear.
though
the neutrons,
arising from fusion, were not
fact
thatthough
In
the fact the
that the
neutrons,
arising from fusion,
were not
Inretrospect,
retrospect,
less
important
than
thermonuclear
thermonuclear
perhapsperhaps
seems lessseems
important than it did at the time. Highit did at the time. High
of in
the
plasma
channel
in a toroidal vessel, had
temperatures,
and self-constriction
of the plasma channel
a toroidal
vessel,
had
temperatures,
and self-constriction
Furthermore,
it seemed
plausible
demonstrated.
beendemonstrated.
been
Furthermore,
it seemed plausible
that with a larger
system that with a larger system
densities, times,
andconditions
confinement times, conditions
higher
currents,
gas
with higher
currents,
gas densities,
and confinement
with
"breakeven"
for might
be obtained. A
approaching
those those
expectedexpected
for "breakeven"
ultimately bemight
obtained.ultimately
A
approaching
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Artsimovich at theat
1958
the 1958
physicist LL AA Artsimovich
comment
contemporary
comment
made bymade
the by the Soviet physicist
contemporary
of
268)•
Conference
is
interest(268).
Geneva
Conference
is of interest(
Geneva
race ofrace of
of whether
thenoble
noble
question
The
of whether
a given a given neutron belongs to the
Thequestion
the dubious
of thermonuclear
the dubious
descendants
reactions or whether ititis is
descendants
of thermonuclear
reactions
worry
that
may
that
may
worry
the the
offspring
of
a
something
offspring of a shady acceleration
process is
shady acceleration
process is
problems
it it
pressmen
development of our
ourproblems
pressmen
but atbut
the present
stage
in the stage in the development
at the
present
When
the
number
the
number
of of
should
not
ruffle
the
composure
of
specialists.
should not ruffle the composure of the
the specialists. When
of 1012
neutrons
a single
reaches aa value
excess
of 1012
neutrons
arisingarising
in a singleindischarge
pulsedischarge pulse reaches
value ininexcess
then
all doubt
as toofthe
origin
of this effect will vanish_
then
all doubt
as to the origin
this effect
will vanisk
media, waswas
properlyatappreciated
time, especially
What waswas
not always
properly appreciated
the
especially by
by the media,
What
not always
at the time,
powerplant
plant
extrapolation
realistic power
the
extrapolation
from the Zetafrom the Zeta experiment
theenormous
enormous
experimenttotoaarealistic
by
demonstrated bythethe
was demonstrated
producing
than it This
consumed. This was
producing
moremore
powerpower
than it consumed.
step
sometimes
neutrons represented aastep
statement
made
statement
sometimes
made at the
time that
Zetas time that Zeta's neutrons
at the
with
reactor
with
Fermi's original reactor
towards
fusion
power corresponding
to that of
towards
fusion
power corresponding
to that of Fermi's
power.
reactor
needs
needs
no no
respect
to fission
This
is not
respect
to fission
power. This
is not a true
analogy,
since a true analogy, since a fission reactor
investment
input
power
input
power
to primetoit, prime
whereas fusion
requires a fusion requires a very large investment of of
it, whereas
organized
energyenergy
to heat and
gasconfine
before power
be extracted.
organized
toconfine
heat the
and
thecangas
before power can be extracted.
Despite
the public
disappointment
regarding the neutrons, and
and the
the unfortunate
unfortunate
Despite
the public
disappointment
regarding the neutrons,
by
what,
in
the
popular
media (greatly exacerbated
what, inretrospect,
retrospect,
entanglements
with thewith
popular
media
(greatly exacerbated
entanglements
stages
classification
policy where "strip-tease"
of of
seems
a mistaken
seems
a mistaken
classification
policy where "strip
-tease" revelation ininstages
speculation), Zeta
quite
gave rise
to over-optimistric
what
what waswas
goinggoing
on quite on
naturally
gavenaturally
rise to over-optimistric
speculation),
Zeta
a large torus with an inductively
remains
towards
concept
remains
as a as
boldastep
towards
the concept
of a large
with anofinductively
bold
step
the torus
continued
driven
stabilized
column.
Although experiments on
on Zeta continued
at at
driven
stabilized
plasma plasma
column. Although
experiments
Thonemann's
urging, this line of
Harwell
1968,
and
despiteurging,
ofdevelopment
development
Harwell
untiluntil
1968, and
despite
Thonemann's
this
the Culham
and the idea of a large toroidal
was
carried
was notnot
carried
forward forward
at the CuihamatLaboratory,
and the Laboratory,
idea of a large toroidal
remained
out of the limelight there until
discharge
as a candidate
discharge
as a candidate
fusion reactorfusion
remained reactor
out of the limelight
there until
thesuccess
success
the T-3
Russian
tokamak in 1968.
the
of theof
Russian
tokamakT-3
in 1968.
Before
Zeta and
concluding
Before
concluding
discussiondiscussion
of the physics ofofZetathe
andphysics
Sceptre, it isofinteresting
to Sceptre, it is interesting to
summarize
the situation
seen teams
by the
summarize
the situation
as seen by theasoriginal
at theoriginal
time of the teams
Geneva at the time of the Geneva
Conference,
written
a few
theneutrons
after
discovery
Conference,
written
a few months
aftermonths
the discovery
that the
were that the neutrons were
definitely
not thermonuclear.
For
this
definitely
not thermonuclear.
For the Zeta team
thisthe
is bestZeta
done team
by quoting
the is best done by quoting the
146,147);
summaries
their presentations
summaries
of theirofpresentations
at Geneva( at Geneva(146,147
from
thereference(
first reference(146):
); from
the first
146 :
ZETAis aisfully
a engineered
fully engineered
apparatus
inupwhich
ZETA
apparatus in which
currents of
to 200 kacurrents of up to 200 ka
havebeen
been
through
torus.
This
torus has a bore of 100 cm
have
passedpassed
through gas
in a torus.gas
Thisin
torusa has
a bore of
100 cm
a mean
anda mean
circumference
currentat pulse has a duration at
and
circumference
of 1160 cm.of
The1160
currentcm.
pulseThe
has a duration
halfheight
height
of 2about
2 msec.
waveform
The current
corresponds to a
half
of about
msec. The
current waveform
corresponds
to a
capacitor
discharging
into an
inductance
and
capacitor
discharging
into an inductance
and resistance
in series;
the resistance in series; the
resistance
third
of the
valueThefor critical damping. The
resistance
beingbeing
about oneabout
third ofone
the value
for critical
damping.
can
run periods
apparatus
for long
at every
a rate
of one pulse every twelve
apparatus
can run
for long
at a rateperiods
of one pulse
twelve
seconds.
seconds.
basic
condition
forplasma
a thermal
plasmais that
in the
a gas
AAbasic
condition
for a thermal
in a gas discharge
drift discharge is that the drift
velocity
the electrons
betheir
much
than
velocity
of theofelectrons
shall be muchshall
less than
thermalless
velocity.
In their thermal velocity. In
107
ZETA,
where
the average
ZETA,
where
the average
values are values
about are about 107 cm
cmsec
sec-1
and
cmsec
5 x510x 1088 cm
sec-1
-1 and
-1
respectively,
this
condition
is
satisfied.
respectively, this condition is satisfied.
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X-rays
20 key
X-rays of
of 20
key and
and upwards
upwards and
and D-D
D-D reactions
reactions due
due to
to non-thermal
non-thermal
processes have
processes
havebeen
beenobserved.
observed. IfIf these
processesare
areaaresult
result of
of runaway
runaway
these processes
particles they
of the
the total
total current;
particles
they account
account for
for only
only aa fraction
fraction of
current; i.e.
i.e. 25
25 amp
amp of
of
runaway electrons
and 11 amp
amp of
of 17
electrons and
17 key
runaway
key deuterons.
deuterons.
inductance and
and magnetic
Both inductance
magnetic search
search coil
Both
coil measurements
show that
that the
measurements show
the
channel
is
constricted
into
current
the
centre
of
current channel is constricted into the centre of the
and the
the discharge
discharge tube,
tube, and
the
enhanced by
stabilizing
field is
is enhanced
stabilizing field
by aa factor
factorof
of about
aboutten.
ten. The
The stabilizing
stabilizing field
field is
is
trapped by
by currents
currents flowing
flowing only
onlyon
not trapped
onthe
thesurface
not
surface of
of the
the plasma
plasma and
and the
the
of magnetic
magnetic fields
fields has
observed distribution
has yet
yet to
to be
be explained.
observed
distribution of
explained.
current of
of140-180
140-180 ka,
the resistance
At
peak current
resistance of
the discharge
At peak
ka, the
of the
and the
discharge and
the
fluctuations
of the
the magnetic
magnetic field
increase markedly
fluctuations of
field increase
markedly as
as the
the stabilizing
stabilizing field
field
about 160
is reduced
reduced from
low fields
fields the
is
from about
160 gauss.
gauss. At
At very
very low
often fails
the discharge
discharge often
fails
conditions.
in clean
clean conditions.
to
strike in
to strike
Streak pictures
Streak
pictures taken
takenwith
with the
the normal
normal stabilizing
stabilizing field
field indicate
indicate that
that the
the
plasma is
to 11 msec
plasma
is isolated
isolated from
from the
the walls
walls for
for periods
in nitrogen
periods of
of up
up to
msec in
nitrogen
contaminated helium
and
and in
in contaminated
helium and
and deuterium.
deuterium. Under
Under clean
clean conditions,
conditions, the
the
magnetic field
and the
the current
fluctuations, and
current and
and voltage
magnetic
field fluctuations,
voltagetransients,
transients, suggest
suggest
plasma is
is by
by no
no means
means stationary.
that
stationary.
that the
the plasma
thedtannel
channelhave
Impurityions
ionsininthe
havebeen
beenobserved
observed spectroscopically
Impurity
spectroscopically to
to have
have
ev.
500
These
energies up
than the
energies
up to
to 500 ev. These energies,
energies,which
which are
are much
much larger
larger than
the
mean electron
mean
electron energy,
energy, may
may be
beaccounted
accountedfor
forby
by this
this motion
motion of
of the
the plasma,
plasma,
as an
an ion
ion heating
directlyand
and as
heating mechanism.
mechanism.
both directly
both
The observed
and the
the estimated
observed power
estimated maximum
maximum plasma
plasma energy
energy
The
power input
input and
(3NkT/2) suggest
suggest that
that the
the energy
energy containment
(3NkT/2)
containment time
time At2
cannot
exceed
about
cannot
exceed
about
&2
ZETA as
100 µsec.
as aa thermonuclear
100
µsec. The
The efficiency
efficiency of
of ZETA
thermonuclear reactor
reactor is
is indicated
indicated by
by
is thus
thus about
the Lawson
Lawson product
about 1010
1010 cm-3
cm-3 sec.
At2 , which
which is
This may
the
product rt4rt,At2,
may be
be
sec. This
value of
of 1016
1016 cm-3
compared with
the value
compared
with the
cm-3 sec
producing
sec required
required for
for aa power
power producing
thermonuclear reactor
reactor (D-D).
thermonuclear
(D-D).
second reference(147).
And
fromthe
thesecond
reference(147).
And from
In attempting
attempting to
to elucidate
elucidate the
the mechanisms
mechanisms in
heating and
and confining
confining
In
in heating
plasmas and
plasmas
and to
to determine
determine their
their physical
physical condition,
condition, aa wide
wide variety
variety of
of
diagnostic techniques
The most
diagnostic
techniquesisis being
beingdeveloped
developedand
andused.
used. The
most important
important
and
the
physical
properties
methods
of
measuring
them
are
physical properties and the methods of measuring them are summarized
summarized
below.
below.
Ion temperature,
temperature, defined
defined as
the mean
mean kinetic
Ion
as the
the ions,
kinetic energy
energy of
of the
ions, is
is
measured from
the Doppler
Doppler broadening
broadening of
of spectral
measured
from the
spectral lines
lines of
of highly
highly ionized
ionized
Thecontribution
contribution of
of mass
impurity atoms.
atoms. The
mass motion
been
motion has
has not
yet been
not yet
impurity
measured, and
of ionic
ionic charge
charge on
the measured
on the
measured,
and the
the influence
influence of
measured temperature
temperature
has to
ascertained. ItIthas
be ascertained.
has not
notyet
yetbeen
been possible
possible to
to measure
mean
measure the
the mean
has
to be
measuring the
the nuclear
deuteron energy
energy by
by measuring
nuclear reaction
reaction rate,
rate, because
because of
deuteron
of the
the
occurrence of
non-thermonuclear reactions.
reactions.
occurrence
of non-thermonuclear
-- 57
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ion
electron and
Magnetic
probes are
are used
used to
to measure
the sum
sum of
of electron
and ion
measure the
Magnetic probes
perturbs the
temperatures, subject
probe itself
the
temperatures,
subjecttotothe
thelimitation
limitation that
that the
the probe
itself perturbs
the density.
density.
discharge, and
discharge,
and the
the result
result is
is dependent
dependent on
on knowing
knowing the
resistivity of
of the
the plasma,
plasma, by
by
temperature is
is found
found from
from the
the resistivity
Electron temperature
Electron
measurement
of
microwave
noise.
In
the
and
by
Langmuir
Langmuir probes,
probes, and by measurement of microwave noise. In the
far prevented
experimental difficulties
difficulties have
have so
so far
prevented reliable
reliable
conditions
conditions in
in ZETA,
ZETA, experimental
results
Measurements
of
bremsstrahlung
and
results from
from being
being obtained.
obtained. Measurements of bremsstrahlung and the
the
relative intensities
intensities of
of spectral
spectral lines
lines are
are under
under investigation,
investigation, but
but these
these are
are
relative
conditions
restricted by
by lack
basic data
data on
on processes
processes taking
restricted
taking place
place under
under conditions
lack of
of basic
very far
far removed
terrestrial systems.
removed from
from those
those usually
usually studied
studied in
in terrestrial
systems.
very
transmission
measured by
by microwave
microwave transmission
has been
Electron density
density has
been measured
Electron
of about
about 33 xx 1013
1013 cm-3
cm-3 due
due
measurements; there
measurements;
thereisisat
at present
presentan
anupper
upper limit
limit of
experimental difficulties.
to
difficulties.
to experimental
can be
Ion density
density can
Ion
be measured
measuredby
byLangmuir
Langmuir probes
probesbut
but for
for the
the conditions
conditions in
in
ZETA
the
technique is
developed. Confinement
Confinement and
and
ZETA the technique
is not
not sufficiently
sufficiently developed.
stability
have been
stability have
studied by
and high-speed
high-speed photography.
photography.
been studied
by magnetic
magnetic probes
probes and
processes, ionization
Collision processes,
studied spectroscopically.
spectroscopically.
Collision
ionization excitation
has been
been studied
excitation has
Nuclear reactions
reactions and
non-thermal processes
Nuclear
processes were
and non-thermal
were detected
detected and
and studied
studied by
by
means
of
the
particles
and
radiations
emitted.
means of the particles and radiations emitted.
Two popular
popular accounts
accounts written
to be
be
Two
written before
before the
the neutrons
neutronswere
were found
found not
not to
thermonuclear are
The first
of these,
these, written
in early
early 1958,
1958, which
which
thermonuclear
areofofinterest.
interest. The
first of
written in
contains Cockcroft's
statement at
the press
press conference
contains
Cockcroft's statement
at the
on 23
23January,
January,isis given
given in
in aa
conference on
24-page pamphlet
UKAEA(256). Another
Another
24-page
pamphlet "Facts
"Factsabout
aboutZeta"
Zeta" published
published by
by the
the UKAEA(256).
popular
account,
by
John
Scientific Correspondent
Correspondent of
then Scientific
the
popular account, by John Maddox,
Maddox, then
of the
Manchester Guardian
his enthusiastic
enthusiastic 16
Man's Guide
Manchester
Guardian is
is his
16 page
pagepamphlet
pamphlet"A
"A Plain
Plain Man's
Guide
to Zeta",
Zeta", published
published at
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of 1958
to
1958(269).
(269).
Both these
these also
at AEI,
AEI, and
and the
the performance
Both
also make
makebrief
brief mention
mention of
of the
the work
work at
performance of
of
Sceptre III.
III. This
This again
again was
Sceptre
was described
described at
Geneva, in
more broadly
broadly based
based paper
paper
at Geneva,
in aa more
which
summarized earlier
at AEI,
AEI, including
including for
forexample,
example, the
"pepperpot"
which summarized
earlier work
work at
the "pepperpot"
7(111,158) The
experiment already
described in
Chapter 7(111,158)
The
on
experiment
already described
in Chapter
measurements on
measurements
III in
in general
Sceptre III
general ran
ran parallel
parallel to
Sceptre
to those
those on
Zeta, but
but one
one interesting
exception
on Zeta,
interesting exception
was
to the
the measurement
measurement of
energies by
means of
plates. These
These
was to
of ion
ion energies
by means
of photographic
photographic plates.
were
foils, and
and showed
showed proton
tracks from
were shielded
shielded from
from soft
soft X-rays
X-rays by
by very
very thin
thin foils,
proton tracks
from
the D-D
D-D fusion
the
reaction of
energy up
up to
to 33MeV;
MeV; by
by measuring
measuring the
the energy
energy
fusion reaction
of energy
distribution as
as aa function
function of
of angle
angle ititwas
wasestablished
established that
that at
at least
least some
some of
distribution
of the
the
deuterons
deuterons were
were accelerated
acceleratedpreferentially
preferentiallyininthe
thedirection
directionofof current
current flow,
flow, and
and
could
not therefore
therefore strictly
strictlybe
betermed
termed thermonuclear(
could not
thermonuclear(270).
TheGeneva
Geneva paper
paper
270). The
contains no
"Summary", but
the "Conclusions"
"Conclusions" section
contains
no "Summary",
but the
section consists
consistslargely
largely of
of aa
discussion
of
problem of
determining the
the temperature,
temperature, and
discussion of the
the problem
of determining
and finding
finding values
values
consistent with
consistent
with aa thermonuclear
thermonuclearorigin
originfor
for the
the majority
majority of
of the
the neutrons.
neutrons. The
The
final
part
of
this
section
is
final part of this section is presented
below:
presented below:
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First,
to concludeto
thatconclude
both the Doppler
and Doppler broadening and
First,it isitreasonable
thatbroadening
both the
is reasonable
limits
for
neutron
yields
give
upper
limits
for
the
true
deuterium
temperature.
From
the true deuterium temperature. From
neutron yields give upper
thatcases
in some
of the
neutrons observed are produced
this
that in some
all of thecases
neutronsall
observed
are produced
thisit follows
it follows
atthe
25 kv and 600 gauss, the
by
processes.processes.
For example, at For
25 kvexample,
and 600 gauss,
bynon-thermonuclear
non-thermonuclear
broadening
Doppler
broadening
indicates aindicates
temperature aof 1temperature
x 10
Doppler
of 1 x 106
°K.TheThe
deuterium
6 °K.
deuterium
or
less
than
iontemperature
temperature
may orbelessgreater
the electron temperature.
ion
may be greater
than the electron temperature.
and
Finally,
the inductive
capacitive
remaining
at peak current, as
Finally,
the inductive
and capacitive
energy
remaining atenergy
peak current,
as
shows
the oscillograms,
estimated
from from
the oscillograms,
shows that over half
of the that
initial over half of the initial
estimated
dissipated
in the
been
condenser
energyenergy
has been has
dissipated
in the
gas by that time.
Sincegas
for by that time. Since for an
condenser
mm
this is
-3 mm
pressure
energy
sufficient
HgHg
this energy
sufficientisto raise
all the to raise all the
initial
initial
pressure
of 1.4 x 10of 1.4 x 10-3
particles
to the3 temperature
3 x 107
°K,it it
original
particles
to the temperature
x 10
7 °K,
original
be concluded
that
mustmust
be concluded
that
is
being
lost
from
thewith
discharge or shared with
most of the
is being lost from the discharge or shared
most
of energy
the energy
impurities.
impurities.
may
beoffound
Details
of work
theonwork
onbeZeta
a series
Details
of the
Zeta may
found in
a series
over 100in
internal
"Zeta of over 100 internal "Zeta
and
AEIiswork
is incontained
271 ), and
the the
AEI work
contained
AEI progress in AEI progress
memoranda"
dating
from 1958(271),
memoranda" dating
from 1958(
reports(272).
272).
reports(
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CHAPTER10
10
CHAPTER
REVIEW
AND
DECLASSIFICATION,
INTERLUDE:
CONSOLIDATION
INTERLUDE: DECLASSIFICATION,
REVIEW
AND
CONSOLIDATION
article in
in January
January 1958,
1958, progress towards
Following
the publication
publication of
of the Nature
Nature article
Following the
relatively
controlled fusion
fusion research
research was
the more
of controlled
was relatively
declassification of
general declassification
more general
theBritish
British and
and Americans
Americans that more
more
agreed by
by the
smooth. ItIthad
been agreed
hadalready
alreadybeen
smooth.
Peaceful
Conference on the
the Peaceful
second Geneva
Geneva Conference
information would be released
released at
at the
the second
information
American scientists
Uses of
of Atomic
Energy in
in September,
September, and
and as
as the American
scientists prepared
prepared a
Atomic Energy
Uses
for complete
aim for
conference the AEC
AEC decided
complete
decided to aim
for this
this conference
papers for
large number of papers
the British
British AEA
AEA with this
declassificationby
by the
the time
time itit opened, and approached the
declassification
William
Penney
still
had
reservations
.
In
Britain,
Sir
William
Penney
still
had
reservations
about
Sir
about
suggestion(273).
Britain,
In
suggestion(273
AWRE blanket
This group,
releasing
material produced
produced by
by the
the AWRE
blanketstudies
studiesgroup.
group. This
releasing material
theoretical study of
which was
was wound up two
years later,
later, was
was engaged
engaged in
in the
the theoretical
of
two years
which
fissile blankets
blankets placed
placed around
around aa proposed Zeta 22 fusion
fusion reactor
reactor to multiply the
fissile
study had
had been
been justified
justified partly
partly on
on military
military
neutron production,
production, and
and the
the study
neutron
the Americans
Americans had agreed to aa British
). By
however, the
British
By mid-August,
mid-August, however,
grounds(274).
grounds(274
being
fusion
research
following
final
and
following
a
final
not
per
se,
request to exclude
exclude this as not being fusion research per Se,
all
nations were
were able
able to
to announce
announce the
the declassification
declassification of all
joint
meeting the
the two nations
joint meeting
eve of
of the
research on the
the eve
theGeneva
Geneva conference(275).
conference(275).
their controlled fusion research
full publication
publication of
Meanwhile,the
the Soviet
SovietUnion
Unionalso
alsoopted
opted for
for the
the full
of its
its
Meanwhile,
the course
course of
of the
conference a number
number of
of
achievementsatat Geneva,
Geneva,and
and in
in the
the conference
achievements
British
fusion
scientists
to
attend
conferences
in
Russia
invitations were issued to
to British fusion scientists attend conferences Russia
fusion laboratories(276).
the year
year
controlled fusion
laboratories(276). By
By the
the end
end of
of the
Soviet controlled
and visit
visit the
theSoviet
Cockcroft, Thonemann,
Thonemann, Bickerton,
Bickerton,Pease,
Pease,Thompson,
Thompson,Robson
Robsonand
and Harding
Harding had all
Cockcroft,
supplemented the
the knowledge
knowledge of Soviet
Soviet work
gained at
visited Russia,
and had supplemented
work gained
visited
Russia, and
Additional information
information was
Geneva
Geneva by direct acquaintance
acquaintance with
with the
the laboratories.
laboratories. Additional
countries who
fusion programmes
many other
other countries
who had started up fusion
given at Geneva
Geneva by many
programmes
also further
further visits
years, and there
there were
were also
visits during
in the
the past
past few
few years,
year to the
during the
the year
AWRE(277).
teamsfrom
fromAWRE(277).
States, notably
notably by
by teams
United States,
In Britain itself,
itself, 1958
1958was
was not
not aa year
year of
of great experimental
experimental fusion research, despite
accompanied the Zeta
Zeta and
and Sceptre
predictions that
Sceptre results.
optimistic predictions
results.
the optimistic
that had accompanied
results a number
number of
of new programmes
programmes were
these results
Spurred
Spurred on
on by these
were set
set up
up at
at the
universities,
Imperial College
College London, where P M
M Blackett
Blackett had
universities, including one at Imperial
re-injected some
Thomson's old
enthusiasm for fusion
fusion(278).
AtAEI
AEI the
the team
team
re-injected
some of
of Thomson's
old enthusiasm
278 . At
Sceptre torus,
torus, but
but without
their Sceptre
continued
develop their
without reaching
reaching any
any significant
continued to develop
significant
new results(279).
results(279). At
At AWRE,
AWRE, there
there was
was one
one advance
advance of
of note,
note,due
due to
to Fitch.
Fitch. In the
course
of
their
fast
Z-pinch
work
the
AWRE
team
had
had
a
requirement
for a
course of their
Z-pinch work
AWRE team had had requirement for
capacitor bank
Fitch, noting
lower limit
very low inductance capacitor
bank and
and Fitch,
noting that
that the lower
limit of
of the
inductance was
actually determined
switches rather
rather than
than the
the capacitors
inductance
was actually
determined by
by the switches
capacitors
themselves, had
replace the usual single switch
themselves,
had decided
decided to replace
switch for
for the whole bank by
capacitor, all
separate
The problem
separate switches
switches for
for each
each capacitor,
all connected
connectedin
in parallel.
parallel. The
problem
closed at the same instant, but here
remained as to how all the switches were to be closed
Fitch's
Fitch's experience
experience of
of firing
firing mechanisms
mechanismsfor
for bombs
bombs came
camein
in useful,
useful, and
and during
1958
first multiple switched capacitor bank in
1958 he
he was
was able
able to
to plan
plan and produce the first
280).
A
proposal
to
build
a
much
larger multiple
the world(I54,280).
world(154,
multiple switched bank than
A proposal to build a much larger
was yet needed was, however, shelved when the Z-pinch work was abandoned.
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found
The
Harwell
team foundteam
themselves
so pressed
with invitations
to
Thedominant
dominant
Harwell
themselves
so pressed
with invitations to
and so
about
write andand
speakspeak
about Zeta,
and Zeta,
so bombarded
by new
information by
fromnew
abroad,
write
bombarded
information from abroad,
had relatively
little
time left for experiment(281).
that
theythey
had relatively
little time left for
experiment(
281 ). 1958
that
1958
was was
nevertheless
a
nevertheless
a
consolidation.
The
fruitful
year
of
fruitful year of consolidation. The accumulated results
from Zeta were analyzed
accumulated
results from Zeta were analyzed
written
up for
indetail
detail
and up
publication;
the vast
quantity of information being
in
and written
for publication;
the vast
quantity of information
being
in absorbed
the world
was absorbed
released
on results
released
on results
elsewhereelsewhere
in the world was
and considered.
To give and considered. To give
ofinvolved,
information
the ofamount
involved,
some
of theofamount
information
two full volumes
of thetwo full volumes of the
someideaidea
proceedings
the Geneva
Second
Genevaamounting
Conference
amounting
proceedings
of theofSecond
Conference
to 840 tight
quarto
to 840 tight quarto
of and
fusion
pages,
reports
pages,
werewere
devoted
to reports of
research,
many research,
of these reportsand
weremany of these reports were
devoted
tofusion
little
than
short abstracts.
little
moremore
than short
abstracts.
Sofarfar
asBritish
the scientists
Britishwere
scientists
most significant aspects of the
So
as the
concerned, were
the mostconcerned,
significant aspectsthe
of the
theoftheoretical
information
now available
concerned theconcerned
theoretical analysis
Zeta-type toroidal
information
now available
analysis of Zeta-type toroidal
fusion
devices,
and theapproaches
alternative
approaches
to the production of controlled
fusion
devices,
and the alternative
to the production
of controlled
fusion
reactions
beinginpursued
and the Soviet Union(282).
fusion
reactions
being pursued
America andintheAmerica
Soviet Union(
282). In In
oneone
of
the
rival
toroidal
sense
the
performance
machines
sense the performance of the rival toroidal machines to Zeta was heartening. to Zeta was heartening.
hadhighbeen
Although
the excitement
initial excitement
over the
high
Although the initial
had been over the
temperatures
thought
to temperatures thought to
have
been
become
gradually
clear
that
had
have been achieved,
it had become
achieved,
it gradually clear that high temperature, though high temperature, though
obviously
important,
this stage
secondary
obviously
important,
was at thiswas
stageat
of secondary
concern
with concern compared with
of compared
little
time
of Zeta's
was understood about the stability
stability.
stability.
At the At
time the
of Zeta's
inception
little wasinception
understood about
the stability
mightAt be
solved.
problem
it solved.
timethethat Zeta first operated, the
problem
and and
how it how
might be
the time
that ZetaAt
firstthe
operated,
a longitudinal
effect
magnetic fieldmagnetic
in improvingfield
stabilityinhadimproving
been
effectof aoflongitudinal
stability had been
and that
it was
experimentally,
known
that a conducting toroidal
demonstrated
experimentally,
and it was known
a conducting
toroidal
demonstrated
chamber
wouldimage
support
currents
that
vacuum
repelled the current channel
vacuum
chamber
would support
currentsimage
that repelled
the current
channel
andgreatly
its direct
with
greatly
wall. It was not clear, however,
and
reducedreduced
its direct interaction
with interaction
the wall. It was not
clear,the
however,
would
be.meeting
justhow
how
Reporting
the discharge
just
stablestable
the discharge
would be. Reporting
on the
held at theon the meeting held at the
RoyalSociety
and 9)referenced in Chapter 9)
Society
on 5 February
1958,
Royal
on 5 February
1958, (described
and (described
referenced in Chapter
Alan
significant
of Zeta
the isresults obtained with Zeta is
Gibson
thatsignificant
"the most
Alan Gibson
stated stated
that "the most
of the results
obtained with
in but
a toroidal
thatstability
stability
can beinobtained
tube",
that
can be obtained
a toroidal tube",
opinion in general
wasbut
moreopinion in general was more
tentative.
tentative.
Bythethe
Society
meeting
there
had already been considerable
the
Royal
By
timetime
of the of
Royal
Society
meeting
there had
already been
considerable
activity
on stability
central
theoryA at
Harwell.
was R J Tayler, who had
activity
on stability
theory at Harwell.
central
figure was RAJ Tayler,
whofigure
had
a one
year where
stayheathad
arrived
1955
Princeton
arrived
earlyearly
in 1955inafter
a oneafter
year stay
at Princeton
worked withwhere he had worked with
aware
stellar Although
structure.
Although
Schwarzschild
onstructure.
Schwarzschild
on stellar
aware of
Schwarzschild's
workof
on Schwarzschild's work on
stability,
of interest
his then
secret
stability,
he didhenotdid
knownot
of hisknow
then secret
in fusion.
Once atinterest
Harwell in fusion. Once at Harwell
Tayler
applying
ideal magnetohydrodynamic
theory (MHD) to the pinch,
Tayler
setset
aboutabout
applying
ideal magnetohydrodynamic
theory (MHD) to the pinch,
situations
in having
andstudied
studied
wide
range inofcylindrical
cylindrical
and
a wide arange
of situations
geometry,
soon geometry, having soon
a full
discovered
toroidal
treatment
analytically
quite intractable. He
discovered
that a that
full toroidal
treatment
was analytically
quite was
intractable.
He
found
current
flowed
uniformly
through
the plasma the system was
the flowed
found
thatthat
if the if
current
uniformly
through
the plasma the
system was
necessarily
there
some with
stable
unstable,
butsome
with axial field and
necessarily
unstable,
but there were
stablewere
configurations
axial configurations
field and
conducting
if the
current
flowed
entirely
on the surface of the plasma
conducting
walls walls
if the current
flowed
entirely on
the surface
of the plasma
an idealization
thatplasma
column(283).
This
required
infinite plasma conductivity,
column(
283). This
was anwas
idealization
that required infinite
conductivity,
andmanifestly
Whenmeeting
manifestly
apply
the Royal
Society meeting was
and
did notdid
applynot
to Zeta.
WhentotheZeta.
Royal Society
was
anxious
to new
was
have
new for Harwell theorists
decided
upon,
decided
upon,
FlowersFlowers
was anxious
to have
something
for something
Harwell theorists
toreport,
report,
asked
Tayler
to investigate
to
and heand
askedhe
Tayler
to investigate
whether
a small but finitewhether
surface a small but finite surface
layer
the current
lead
stability.
layer
for for
the current
flow wouldflow
lead to would
stability. This
wasto
hurriedly
done, andThis
it was hurriedly done, and it
was
achieve
found
possible
toprovided
to possible
be still
was found
to be still
to achieve
stability
that stability
the current provided that the current carrying
layeroccupied
about
10%
of plasma
the radius
occupied
layer
less thanless
aboutthan
10% of
the radius
of the
column. of the plasma column. This
result
at the
but not
it correct.
was unfortunately
presented
not correct. This was
result
waswas
presented
at the meeting,
but it meeting,
was unfortunately
This
Suydam(285),
andSuydam(
making
shown
Rosenbluth(284)
of the
285), making
shown
by by
Rosenbluth(
284) and
use ofuse
the new
and new and powerful
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(286), which
of local
local instabilities
instabilities not
not
principle"(286),
which led
discovery of
"energy principle"
"energy
led to
tothe
thediscovery
workbybyRosenbluth(284
Rosenbluth(284),
and
), and
the earlier
earlier theory.
theory. Further
Further work
predicted
in the
predicted in
nevertheless possible
by Laing(287),
showed that
that itit was
wasnevertheless
possible
independently at
Laing(287), showed
independently
at Harwell
Harwell by
confined
to
a
zero
thickness
stable
the
axial
current
not
to
with the axial current not confined to a zero thickness
to find
find stable distributions
distributions with
plasma
component Bz
Bz along
along the
the axis
axis of
of the
the plasma
that the
the field
field component
surface layer
layer provided
provided that
surface
Theoretical
the
plasma.
column
was
in
the
direction
opposite
to
that
outside
column was in the direction opposite to that outside the plasma. Theoretical
USSR was closely
all these
these
work
in the
the USA
USA and
and USSR
closely parallelled
work in
parallelledby
by work
work at
at Harwell
Harwell in all
The original
original stability
stability criterion
criterion found
found by
by Tayler
Tayler had
had earlier
earlier been
been
developments.
developments. The
communication on
arrived
at independently
independently in
in the
the USA
USSR before
before full
full communication
arrived at
USA and
andUSSR
established(288,289).
(288,289).
these
been established
these topics
topics had
had been
became a
Theoretical studies
continued at
Harwell, and
andsubsequently
subsequently became
Theoretical
studies of
of stability
stability continued
at Harwell,
Manyeffects,
effects,
prominent feature
prominent
feature of
of the
the new
new laboratory
laboratory later
later set
set up
up at
at Culham.
Culham. Many
Larmor radius
radius of
of the
the ions,
ions, conspired
conspired to
such as
as finite
finite plasma
plasma resistivity
resistivity and
and finite
finite Larmor
such
plasma in
cylindrical
make the
ever more
more complex,
"ideal" plasma
make
in cylindrical
the problem
problem ever
complex, even
even for
for an
an "ideal"
geometry,
where
effects
such
as
exchange
and
wall
bombardment
geometry, where real
charge exchange and wall bombardment were
were
real effects such as charge
Onefact
factwas
wasclear,
clear,these
thesetheoretical
theoretical results
results seemed
seemed to
to
not
not taken
taken into
into account.
account. One
for
configuration
necessary
place
theoretical
place theoretical requirements
upon the
the field
requirements upon
field configuration necessary for a
stabilised
quite clearly
clearly failed to
to meet.
meet.
stabilised toroidal
toroidal pinch
pinch that Zeta
Zeta quite
These
could be
be argued
argued
These theoretical
theoreticalresults
resultscould
couldbe
beviewed
viewedinineither
eitherofoftwo
twoways.
ways. It
It could
fact that
that Zeta
be theoretically
that
degreeof
of stability
stability that
that could
could not
not be
that the
the fact
Zeta possessed
possessed aa degree
accounted
the
accountedfor
for demonstrated
demonstratedsimply
simplythat
thatthe
thetheory
theorywas
wasdeficient.
deficient. This was the
experimental physicists
viewpoint taken
taken by
by Thonemann
Thonemann and
and some
of the
theother
otherexperimental
physicists
some of
and engineers
It highlighted
highlighted the
the fact
fact that even
engineersin
in the
the Harwell
Harwell fusion
fusion programme.
programme. It
assumptions, and
was
the plasma
plasma was still naive
naive in
in its
its assumptions,
the refined
refined theory
theory of the
the
and it was
any clear
clear
backed up
also unable to
America where
where they
they were also
backed
up by reports from
from America
to find any
experimental
results(290).
correspondence
between
theoretical
predictions
and
correspondence between theoretical predictions
results(290). It
led to
to the
thesuggestion
suggestion that
that future
future progress
progress should
should be
be sought
sought along
along the
the
led
experimentally
proven
lines
of
Zeta,
and
should
not
be
guided
by
suspect
experimentally proven lines of Zeta, and should not be guided by suspect
theoretical considerations.
adopted principally
theoretical
considerations. The
The alternative
alternative viewpoint,
viewpoint, at
at first adopted
the more
more theoretically
theoretically minded
minded physicists,
physicists, was that while the
the difference
difference between
by the
theoretical predictions
the theoretical
predictions and
and the
the actual
actual Zeta
Zeta performance
performance did
did indeed indicate a
weakness
absolute terms, there was no reason
reason to believe that
that this
this
weakness in
in the
the theory in absolute
reflected upon the
the relative
relative theoretical
predictions, and no
theoretical predictions,
no reason
reason to
to assume
assume that
reflected
the Zeta
Zeta configuration
configuration would
would not
not become
become mainfest
mainfest at
the instability predicted for the
energies. This
This viewpoint
viewpointled
ledtotothe
thesuggestion
suggestion that
that the
the next
next step
step should
should be
be
higher energies.
configuration, but
based not
straightforward Zeta
based
not upon
upon the straightforward
Zeta configuration,
but upon
upon that which
which was
was
theoretically most promising.
Autumn of
of 1958
the first
first of
of these
options, aa bigger
bigger and
and better
better version
version of
1958 the
these two
two options,
By the Autumn
already been
been studied to
to some
extent through
through the design
design project
some extent
project for
a
Zeta, had already
for a
proposed Zeta
years earlier.
Inpreparation
preparation for
for aa decision,
decision, attention
proposed
Zeta 2,
2, initiated
initiated two years
earlier. In
therefore centred on the second
second option, and, as
as a focus,
focus, on the
the lecture
lecture series
series being
developed at
Harwell by
byRRJJ Tayler,
Tayler, and
and considering
considering in depth
depth the
the theoretical
theoretical
developed
at Harwell
developments
(already
outlined) of the past year
developments
year or two(291).
So
Harwellteam
teamwas
wasconcerned,
concerned, alternatives
alternatives to the toroidal
toroidal geometry
geometry
So far as the Harwell
seriously considered.
It was
was felt,
felt, quite
quite reasonably,
reasonably, that
that this
this was
was
itself were never seriously
considered. It
the only line
line of
of attack
attack through
through which
which they
they stood
stood any
any real
real chance
chance of
of achieving
achieving
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results
aheadof,
of, or
or even
even in
in conjunction
with, the
conjunction with,
the much
much more
results ahead
more heavily
heavily funded
funded
teams;
the
alternative designs
designs were
were nevertheless
American and
alternative
of interest,
American
Soviet teams;
nevertheless of
and Soviet
interest,
incorporated innovations
as they incorporated
especially
in so
so far
far as
innovations that
that might
especially in
might be
be applicable
applicable to
to
team,
AWRE
without
any
toroidal work.
work. The
TheAWRE team, without any commitment
commitment to
toroidal
to or
oraccumulated
accumulated
devices, and
experience
of toroidal
toroidal devices,
and seeking
seekingan
an alternative
alternative line
line of
of development
to
experience of
development to
complement the
complement
the Harwell
Harwell one,
one, were
were particularly
particularly interested
in reviewing
the
interested in
reviewing the
that were
were being explored.
explored.
possibilities
possibilities that
discussed at
at Geneva,
Geneva, those
devices discussed
those not
considered and
Of
not considered
the fusion
fusiondevices
and therefore
Of the
therefore
naturally
excited
a
great
in
the
UK
deal
of
unfamiliar
unfamiliar in the UK naturally excited a great deal of interest.
interest. The
The most
most
have been
interesting seem
seem to
interesting
to have
been the
the American
American Stellarator,
Stellarator, the
the DCX
DCX and
and Pyrotron
Pyrotron
Soviet Ogra. The
the Soviet
The Stellarator,
MirrorMachines,
Machines, and
and the
Stellarator, developed
developed at
at Princeton
Mirror
Princeton by
by
Zeta the
Spitzer, shared
an endless
Lyman
sharedwith
with Zeta
the idea
idea of
of an
tube from
from which
which the
Lyman Spitzer,
endless tube
the
escape. There
There were,
were, however,
contained
plasma could
could not escape.
contained plasma
however, notable
notable differences;
differences;
magnetic field
whereas
was produced
produced by
by the
the current
whereas in
in Zeta
Zeta the
the main
main magnetic
field was
current channel
channel
axial magnetic
magnetic field
itself, with
with aa weak
weak axial
field superposed
itself,
externally to
to improve
improve stability,
stability,
superposed externally
the
Stellarator concept
concept relied
relied upon
upon aa strong
strong externally
externally applied
applied axial
axial magnetic
magnetic field,
field,
the Stellarator
a toroidal
toroidal solenoid,
solenoid, as
produced
through a
as the
the primary
primary containment.
containment. This
This had
produced through
had the
the
principle for
for continuous
allowed in principle
continuous operation,
advantagethat
thatitit allowed
but a
advantage
operation, but
a
disadvantage
wasthat
thatthe
themagnetic
magneticfield
fieldproduced
producedfell
felloff
off in
in strength
strength away
away from
from
disadvantage was
a resulting
resulting tendency
the
central axis
axis of
of the
the torus,
torus, with
with a
tendencyfor
for the
the ions
ions to
to drift
drift
the central
vertically to
to the
the wall.
wall. To
Tocounteract
counteract this
thiseffect
effect the
the Princeton
Princeton group
group introduced
introduced
vertically
field lines
lines so
further
twist the
the field
so that
that they
they were
were no
no longer
longer simply
simply
further modifications
to twist
modifications to
thethe
ionion
drift.
the first
closed, and
first
closed,
andaacurrent
currentalong
alongthem
themcould
couldcounter
counter
drift. In
In the
Stellarator
But
Stellarator this
this was
wasdone
doneby
bytwisting
twistingthe
thetorus
torusitself
itselfinto
intoaafigure
figureof
of eight.
eight. But
thattotoget
getaastable
shown that
stable discharge
discharge itit was
further investigation
investigation had
had shown
wasnecessary
necessary for
for
rotational
be
transform angle,
angle, to
the twist,
that
the
amount of
of the
twist, or rotational transform
to be varied
varied in
in a way
way that
the amount
purely geometric
geometric means.
means. The
The design
be achieved
achieved by purely
design had
had therefore
therefore
could not be
could
additional helical
helical windings
simple torus,
windings carrying
carrying small
reverted to
a simple
small
reverted
to a
torus, but
but with additional
transverse magnetic
magnetic fields
producing transverse
currents in
and
currents
in alternate directions and thus producing
fields and
theoretical requirements.
requirements.
satisfying
the theoretical
satisfying the
theStellarator
theirown
ownZeta
Zetathe
Stellaratorconcept
conceptseemed
seemed unnecessarily
unnecessarily
Compared
with their
Compared with
few apparent
compensating advantages.
apparent compensating
complex
to the
British, with
with few
advantages.But
Butitit did
did
complex to
the British,
possible applications elsewhere.
device with possible
employ one
one interesting device
employ
elsewhere. This was the
outer lines
lines of
of the
the magnetic
magnetic field
field were
"diverter",
which the
the outer
were forced,
forced, by
by
"diverter", in
in which
the torus
torus altogether
altogether and
and through
through a baffle
baffle and
subsidiary
and
subsidiary coils,
coils, to
to loop
loop out
out of the
chamber. This
This was
was devised
devised to prevent
prevent impurity
impurity atoms
pumped side
side chamber.
atoms
heavily
heavily pumped
walls of
of the
the torus
torus reaching
reaching the hot plasma
plasma in
the centre
centre of
emitted from
from the
the walls
emitted
in the
of the
such atoms
tube. The
The idea
idea was
was that such
tube.
atoms would
would quickly be
be ionised
ionised by
by collisions
collisions with
with
be
to
move
along
the
then
constrained to move along the outer
force,
electrons and
electrons
and would
would then
constrained
outer lines of force,
becoming neutralized,
eventually striking the
the baffle,
baffle, becoming
neutralized, and being pumped
pumped away.
away.
eventually
evidence available
According to
to the
available this
this device,
device, potentially
potentially applicable
applicable to
to all
According
the evidence
particle energy
energy
toroidal machines,
toroidal
seemedtotowork
work quite
quite effectively
effectively at
at least
least at
at low particle
machines, seemed
and low density.
Another
machine concept
Another machine
conceptof
of major
major interest
interest was
wasquite
quite different
different from either Zeta or
entailaaclosed
system of magnetic
magnetic field lines.
did not
notentail
closed system
lines.
the Stellarator,
the
Stellarator, in
in that
that it did
plasma in
a linear
linear device
device by using
using the
the
confine the
the plasma
Instead the
Instead
the aim
aim was
was to
to confine
in a
is reflected
particle is
reflected when
when passing
passing from
"magnetic
effect, in
"magnetic mirror"
mirror" effect,
in which aa particle
from a
be explained
This may be
weak to strong
region of weak
strong magnetic
magneticfield.
field. This
explained as
asfollows.
follows. In a
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magnetic field, particles
particles move
uniform magnetic
move in
in helical
helical orbits.
orbits. IfIf the
the field
fieldnow
nowincreases
increases
the direction
direction represented
represented by the
the axis
axis of
of the
the helix,
helix, then
in the
it is
then for
for adiabatic
adiabatic changes
changes it
is
readily shown
shown that
that the
the perpendicular
perpendicular kinetic
kinetic energy
and the
the ratio
energy increases,
increases, and
ratio of
of
kinetic energy
energy is
is proportional
proportional to
to the
perpendicular kinetic energy to total kinetic
the magnetic
magnetic
field. As
Asthe
theparticle
particlemoves
moves into
into aa higher
higher field,
field, therefore,
therefore, its
its forward
forward energy
energy must
must
decrease; when
becomes high
decrease;
when the
the field becomes
high enough
enough the
the forward
forward velocity
velocity becomes
becomes zero
zero
and
the
particle is reflected.
reflected. The
Thesimplest
simplest form
of mirror
mirrormachine
and the particle
form of
machineconsisted
consisted of
of
two mirrors
mirrors facing
facing one another.
another. Such
Such aa configuration
be produced
by two
configuration can
can be
produced by
two
coils, as
Once trapped,
trapped, the
the particles
coils,
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 10.
10. Once
back and
and forth
forth and
and
particles bounce
bounce back
collide with one
one another.
another. Such
Suchmachines,
machines, however,
collide
however, have
have two
two rather
rather basic
basic
problems. The
The first
firstisishow
howtotoinject
injectparticles
particles in
in the
the first
firstplace,
place, and
and the
problems.
the second
second is
is
the particles
to stop
stop the
particles near
near the
the axis
axis which
how to
which are
are scattered
scattered in
in directions
directions almost
almost
parallel to
to itit from
from escaping;
escaping; clearly
particle moving
clearly aa particle
moving actually
actually along
along the
the axis
axis will
will
escape, and
range of
position and
escape,
and there
there is
is aa range
of position
and direction
near this
this which
which is
direction near
is not
not
contained.
contained.
Coils
Coils

Magnetic Field
Field Lines
Magnetic
Lines

iC
Trajectory
of Reflected Particle
Trajectory of
Fig. 10 Schematic
Schematicdiagram
diagramof
of coil
coil configuration,
configuration, magnetic
magnetic field
field lines,
lines, and
and
(adapted from
trajectory of a reflected particle in a magnetic mirror
mirror (adapted
from ref.
ref.292).
292).

groups in America
America and
and one
one in
in Russia
Russia were studying
studying such
such machines.
Two groups
machines. One
One
Livermore under
under the
the direction
direction of
Post, who had
of RRFF Post,
had experimented
group was at Livermore
experimented
with the
the injection
injection of plasma
plasma at low
low temperatures
temperatures and
and through
through aa low
low magnetic
magnetic
field, then very
very quickly
quickly raising
raising the
the field
field in
inorder
orderto
tocompress,
compress, heat
heat and
and contain
contain the
the
plasma. As
Asyet
yetthis
thisprocedure
procedure could
could be carried out only on a very
very small
with
small scale,
scale, with
the volume
volume and
and density
density of the
the plasma
plasma orders
orders of
the
of magnitude
too low
low for
magnitude too
for useful
useful
thermonuclear fusion
thermonuclear
fusiontotobe
be possible.
possible. Nevertheless,
at very
Nevertheless, at
very low
low density,
density,
temperatures and containment times far in
in excess
excess of
temperatures
of any
any achieved
were
achieved elsewhere
elsewhere were
demonstrated(292).
demonstrated(292
Twoother
otherdevices
devices incorporating
incorporating magnetic
magnetic mirrors,
). Two
mirrors, the
the DCX
DCX at
at
in the
the United
UnitedStates
States and
and the
the Soviet
Soviet Ogra,
Ogra, used
used an
an alternative
Oak Ridge in
alternative technique
technique
containment(293,268).
for
injection and
and containment(
for injection
293,268 ). In these
these experiments,
experiments, beams
beams of
high
of high
energy molecular
energy
molecular ions
ions (32)
(312- ) produced
produced in
in particle
particle accelerators
accelerators were
injected into
were injected
into the
the
machine and then
then dissociated,
dissociated, in
through collisions
collisions with
the residual
machine
in Ogra through
with the
residual gas
gas
and
in
the
DCX
by
being
passed
through the
the column of a carbon
carbon arc.
and in the DCX by being passed through
arc. The
The chargechargeto-mass ratio
the injected
injected molecular
to-mass
ratio of
of the
molecular ions
ionswas
was such
suchas
as to
to allow
allow them
them to
to
penetrate the magnetic fields; that of the
the dissociated
dissociated ions
ions was
was reduced,
reduced, giving
giving rise
rise
to more tightly coiled
coiled particle
particle orbits
orbits and
and containment
containmentwithin
within the
the machine.
machine. This
This
approach
to go,
go, and an order
order of
of magnitude
approach still
still had
had aa very long way to
magnitude improvement
improvement
both the
the injection
injection energy
energy and
and the
the background
background gas
gas pressure
in both
was thought
pressure was
thought to
to be
be
-64-

necessary
beforeaaplasma
plasmacould
couldeven
evenbe
beformed,
formed,let
letalone
aloneheated
heatedtotoignition
ignition point.
point.
necessary before
But P
PR
R Bell,
the experiments
experiments at
Oak Ridge,
charge of
Ridge, had
had an
an infectious
But
Bell, in
in charge
of the
at Oak
infectious
and managed
enthusiasm and
managed to
to create
create aa very
very favourable
favourable impression,
enthusiasm
and optimism
optimism and
impression,
AWRE team.
team.
especially on
especially
on aa visiting
visiting AWRE
A
relying on
fast field
field rise
rise and
and compression
of the
A further
further concept,
concept, relying
on aa fast
compression of
the plasma
plasma to
to a
a
high density,
the theta
theta pinch,
pinch, typified
typified by
Scylla programme
high
density, was
was the
by the
theScylla
programme at
at
device the
the current
current flows
flows around
around the
the axis
axis of
of the
Los Alamos(295).
Alamos(295). In
In this
this device
the tube
tube
Los
This current
current is
is induced
(which
straight or
or toroidal)
toroidal) rather
rather than
than along
along it.
it. This
may be
be straight
(which may
induced by
by
current in
in single
a
rapidly rising
of current
single turn
turn coils
coils around
around an
an insulating
a rapidly
rising pulse
pulse of
insulating tube
tube
plasma. This
This "coil"
"coil" can
can indeed
consist of
of aa single
containing
pre-ionized plasma.
containing pre-ionized
indeed consist
single copper
copper
slot, fed
fedby
byaapulse
tube with
longitudinal slot,
pulsegenerator
generator shown
tube
with aa longitudinal
in
shown schematically
schematically in
plasma are
are in
Fig. 11.
coil and
and the
the plasma
in opposite
Currents in
in the
the coil
opposite directions,
so that
Fig.
11. Currents
that they
directions, so
they
repel and
plasma is
is compressed
compressed and
and heated.
repel
and the
the plasma
heated.

A
A

B

Fig. 11 Schematic
Schematic diagram
diagram of
of thetatron,
thetatron, adapted
adaptedfrom
from ref.
ref.156.
156. A
A single
single turn
turn
full of
of gas,
tube full
gas, (A).
(A). When
Whenthe
thecircuit
circuitisisclosed
coil surrounds an insulating
insulating tube
closed (B)
(B) a
a
through the
flows through
the coil;
coil; this
this induces
induces an oppositely
current flows
oppositely directed
directed current
current on
on the
the
surface
surface of
of the
the plasma
plasmacolumn,
column,which
whichdrives
drivesthe
theplasma
plasmaradially
radiallyinward.
inward. The
The
magnetic field is shown dotted.
magnetic

the various
various devices
devices given
The description
The
description of
of the
given here
hereisis very
very sketchy.
sketchy. For
For more
more
perceived at the
the time,
details of
the situation
situation as
as perceived
time, the
the reader
reader is
is referred
referred to
to the
details
of the
the 1958
1958
Geneva Conference
Geneva
ConferenceProceedings,
Proceedings,and
andthe
theexcellent
excellenttext
text published
published in
in 1960
1960 by
by
Glasstone and
sets out
very clearly
clearly the
the basic
basic concepts
Glasstone
and Lovberg
Lovberg which
which sets
out very
of fusion,
fusion, and
and
concepts of
describes the
devices and
ideas revealed
revealed in
describes
the various
various devices
and theoretical ideas
in Geneva(
Geneva(296).
Many
296). Many
contemporary accounts
contemporary
accountsofof the
the ideas
ideas revealed
revealedatat Geneva
Genevamay
maybe
befound
found in
in the
the
literature; some
some of
of these
these are
are listed
in ref.
ref. 282.
282.
literature;
listed in

CHAPTER
11
CHAPTER 11
AWRE
AT CERN?
CERN? PLANS
A TIME
TIME FOR
PLANS AT
AT AEI
AEI AND
AND AWRE
A
FOR DECISIONS:
DECISIONS: FUSION
FUSION AT
previous chapter
chapter combined
the previous
combined
The
concepts,theories
theoriesand
andpossibilities
possibilitiesoutlined
outlined in
in the
The concepts,
foundations
provide the
the foundations
British experience,
experience, predominantly
Zeta, to
to provide
with the
predominantly with
with Zeta,
with
the British
far as
as
decisions that
that had
around the
the end
end of
of 1958.
1958. So
So far
for
had to
taken around
for aa number
number of
of decisions
to be
be taken
British fusion
decisions were
the
were required
required as
as to
to what
what
the main
fusion project
project was
was concerned,
main British
concerned, decisions
team should
should do
do as
as a
a follow
follow up
upto
toZeta
Zetaand,
and,as
as this
this team
team threatened
threatened to
the
Harwell team
to
the Harwell
abandonment of
the
outgrow
its accommodation,
accommodation, where
Withthe
theabandonment
outgrow its
whereitit should
should do
do it.
it. With
of the
AWRE
project aa decision
decision was
fast Z-pinch
Z-pinch project
was also
also needed
neededas
astotowhat
what path
path the
the growing
growing AWRE
fast
Andas
asthe
operations increased
increased the
role of
of
thescale
scale of
of operations
team
were to
to pursue.
pursue. And
the future
future role
team were
being
project also
things stood
stood this
was still
the
also had
had to
to be
be determined.
determined. As
this was
still being
the AEI
AEI project
As things
Harwell
overall Harwell
Harwell, but
but its
its importance
respect of
the overall
funded by
by Harwell,
of the
funded
importance in
in respect
background to
to all
all these
these
Finally, as
as aa background
programme
seemedtotobe
bediminishing.
diminishing. Finally,
programme seemed
specifically
national issues,
issues, developments
specifically national
developmentsover
overthe
thepast
pasttwo
two years
yearshad
hadin
in addition
addition
European initiative,
the future
future course
course of
of
left the
the British
British scientists
scientists involved
involved in
in aa European
left
initiative, the
which
had to
to be
be resolved(297).
resolved(297).
which had
reached Britain
The first
suggestion of
a joint
joint European
fusion project
project reached
The
first suggestion
of a
Britain
European controlled
controlled fusion
1957, when
that Euratom,
Euratom,
in March
March 1957,
in
when Cockcroft
Cockcroftheard
heardinformally
informally of
of the
the possibility
possibility that
might request
request CERN,
CERN,
atomic agency
agency of
the
of the
Community, might
the European
European Economic
Economic Community,
the atomic
European particle
particle accelerator
accelerator centre
centre at
Geneva, to
undertake unclassified
unclassified
the European
the
at Geneva,
to undertake
place
the
British,
who
fusion
research on
their behalf(298).
behalf(298). This
Thisthreatened
to place the British, who
threatened to
fusion research
on their
an awkward
awkward position.
position.
of Euratom,
Euratom, in
in an
were
were members
membersofof CERN
CERNbut
but not
not of
were
further
Discouraging
noises
relayed
Europe,
and
nothing
happened
back
to
Discouraging noises were relayed back to Europe, and nothing further happened
Butonce
time being(299).
being(299). But
once raised,
of fusion
fusionresearch
research at
at CERN
for
the time
possibility of
raised, the
the possibility
for the
caught
on.
the
first
Zeta
gradually caught on. Towards
Towards the
the end
of 1957,
1957, in
the wake
end of
gradually
in the
wake of
of the first Zeta
existingaccelerator
accelerator
publicity, the
the view
wasput
putforward
forwardininGeneva
oncethe
theexisting
viewwas
Genevathat
thatonce
publicity,
had
a
first
electrical
projects had been
rate electrical
projects
been completed
completedCERN
CERNwould
wouldbe
beleft
left with
with a first rate
engineering design
a move
move into
the fusion
fusion
engineering
designteam
teamwith
withlittle
little to
to do,
do, and
and that
that a
into the
research
field,
seen
at
the
time
as
closely
related
technically
to
that
of
accelerators,
research field, seen at the time as closely related technically to that of accelerators,
would
be aa natural
natural response
situation(300). Then
ThenininMarch
response to
to this
this situation(300).
March1958
1958 the
the
would be
Euratom proposal
proposal was
at aa meeting
meeting of
of the
the CERN
CERN Scientific
Scientific
Euratom
was revived
revived formally,
formally, at
Policy Committee(301).
Committee(301).
Policy
At
the scientists'
scientists' level,
expressed his
personal support
level, Thonemann
Thonemann had
had already
already expressed
At the
his personal
support
some kind
kind of
of European
European fusion
fusion centre,
centre, and
and had
had discussed
discussed his
John
for
for some
his views
views with
with John
during
a
Adams,
was
in
group,
visit
who
charge
of
largest
CERN
project
to
the
Adams, who was in charge of the largest CERN project group, during a visit to
meeting(302). Adams
Adams
Geneva timed
the March
scientific policy
policy meeting(302).
coincide with
March scientific
Geneva
timed to
to coincide
with the
himself, anxious
anxious to
to retain
retain the
the engineering
engineering team
up in
inGeneva,
Geneva, also
also
himself,
team he
he had
had built
built up
even
supported
the idea(303).
idea(303). He
Heencouraged
encouraged his
his staff
staff to
to take
take an
an interest,
interest, and
and even
supported the
organised
discussion groups
own home.
organised informal
informal discussion
groups on
on fundamentals
fundamentalsin
in his
his own
home.
Politically, however,
the British
British response
however, the
response was
Politically,
was less
less encouraging.
encouraging. First indications
were
the proposal
proposal would
would double
double the
the size
size of
of the
theCERN
CERN establishment,
establishment, and
were that the
there was
there
was general
general agreement
agreementthat
thatBritain
Britainwould
would not
not wish
wish to
to contribute
contribute financially
financially
such an
an increase,
increase, or to
toits
itsadministrative
administrativeconsequences(304).
consequences(304). Cockcroft
Cockcroft also
also
to such
doubted whether
whether the current
under Bakker,
current CERN
CERN administration,
administration, under
Bakker, could
could cope
cope
doubted
with
the expansion.
expansion. Although
Althoughhe
hebelieved
believed that
thatAdams
Adamscould
couldmanage
manage this
this he
he was
was
with the
also
anxious
for
been seconded
go to
to
also anxious for Adams,
Adams, who
who had
had originally
originally been
secondedfrom
from Harwell
Harwell to
to go
-66-66-

British fusion
CERN,
to return
return and take over the British
fusion programme
programme as
as it entered a large
CERN, to
scale
engineering
stage(305).
There
were
also
doubts
in
Britain
scale engineering stage(305). There were also doubts in Britain as to whether
whether a
fusion programme would fall
CERN terms
terms of
of reference
fall under
under the
the CERN
reference of fundamental
nuclear research,
openly industrial
nuclear
research, especially
especiallyinin view
view of
of the
the openly
of the
industrial motives
motives of
Thonemann, while
while arguing
Euratom initiative(306).
Euratom
initiative(306). Even
EvenThonemann,
arguing that
that Britain
Britain should
should
possible lead any
any proposed
participate
wholeheartedly in
in and
and if possible
participate wholeheartedly
proposed international
international
not be
be done
done at
atCERN(307
CERN(307).
collaboration, agreed
agreed that this should not
).
neutrality on the
In May,
Authority opted
opted for
for neutrality
In
May, the
the Atomic
Atomic Energy
Energy Authority
the Euratom
Euratom
fundamental research
proposal, provided
was restricted
restricted to
to fundamental
research and
and financed
proposal,
provided that it
it was
financed
Euratom countries.
But the
the issue
issue was
was soon
soon complicated
entirely
by the Euratom
countries. But
entirely by
complicated by an
group, and
and by
to begin
begin by
by setting
setting up
up a study group,
agreement at CERN
CERN to
by aa Foreign
Foreign Office
Office
request to
with the
the Euratom
Euratom proposals
request
to the AEA
to go along with this, and with
AEA to
proposals in
possible(308).. ItItwas
clear that
general, as far as was
was clear
that Britain
Britain would have to take part
was possible(308
in the
study
group
at
least,
and
indeed
that
the
British
at
least,
and
indeed
that
the
British scientists
the study group
scientists with
their
with their
advanced
advanced knowledge
knowledgewould
wouldbe
beexpected
expectedtotoplay
playthe
thecentral
centralrole
roleininit.
it. There
There
of hectic
hectic activity
CERN administration
period of
followed aa period
as the
followed
activity within
within the
the CERN
administration as
Euratom
countries sought
sought to
to extend
extend the
the size
size and terms of reference
of the study
Euratom countries
reference of
concerned about
about the
the time
time itit would
would take
take up,
up, and backed
backed up by
group while Britain,
Britain, concerned
limit its
its scope(309
). In the end neither the
non-Euratom countries,
scope(309).
other non-Euratom
countries, tried to limit
original
proposals
for
a
wide-reaching
study
group
original Euratom
Euratom proposals for a wide-reaching study group preliminary
preliminary to
to an
actual programme, nor the British
British alternative
alternative proposals
proposals for
for aa more limited group
Euratom funding
without any commitment
commitment to
actual
independent
of Euratom
funding and
and without
to an actual
independent of
Butthe
theagreed
agreedcompromise
vote. But
compromiseeffectively
effectively accepted
to the
the vote.
programme, were put to
accepted
British line
line of
of aa limited
limited study
study group
group for
for the
the time
time being,
being, and
and such
such aa group was
the British
Up(310).
duly set up(310
).
its first
first meeting
meeting in
in Geneva
Geneva in
in late
The CERN
lateSeptember
The
CERN study
study group held its
September 1958,
1958,
and
continued to
Butdespite
despitecontinued
and continued
to meet
meet regularly
regularlythroughout
throughout1959(311).
1959(. But
continued
full scale
scale collaborative
collaborative programme from the Euratom scientists, and
pressure for a full
especially
French scientists
especially from
from the French
scientists led
led by Kowarski,
Kowarski, Adams's
Adams's report
report as chairman
group in
inMay
May1959
1959 proposed
proposed only
only a continuation
study group
continuation of
of general
general and
of
of the
the study
informal
collaboration, and
possibility of any actual
informal cooperation
cooperation and
and collaboration,
and ruled out the possibility
The first
first attempt
attempt at
ataajoint
jointEuropean
European fusion
at CERN
CERN(312).
fusion project,
project, a
programme at
312 . The
in the
the JET
JET project of the 1970s
concept finally realized in
1970s and
and 1980s,
1980s, thus
thus fizzled
fizzled out.
Decisions
The tension
tension
Decisionswere
werealso
alsorequired
requiredon
on the
the future
future programme
programme at
at AEI.
AEI. The
and
AEI
teams
had
been
Harwell
between
the
growing
between the Harwell and AEI teams had been growing throughout
throughout the
the
experiment, and
and in
in the
theearly
earlypart
partofof1958,
of the
the Zeta
Zeta experiment,
1958, as
preparation of
as AEI
AEI sacrificed
sacrificed
in favour
favour of
of the
the Zeta-type
line of
of attack
attack in
Zeta-type tori
their independent line
tori Sceptre
Sceptre III and IV,
IV,
project was
contribution to the main project
the value of their contribution
was called
called more
more and more into
renewal in the spring, approval of this
contract came up for renewal
question.
When their
their contract
question. When
AEA was
deferred and then given only reluctantly
reluctantly and subject
subject to the
by the AEA
was first
first deferred
reservation
any time
time after
reservation that
that financial
financialsupport
support might
might be
be withdrawn
withdrawn at
at any
after
March 1960(313
1960(313).
1959,Allibone
Allibonewrote
wroteto
toSchonland
Schonland proposing
proposing aa new
). Then in May 1959,
charging the Harwell team with inconsistency
programme of
of work, and charging
inconsistency in having
particular on
on Sceptre
past, in
in particular
Sceptre III,
AEI work
approved AEI
work in the past,
III, and
and in having then
andduplicate
duplicate the
theresearch
work and
research themselves(314).
gone
to ignore
ignore this
this work
themselves(314). These
These
gone on to
charges appear to have had some substance, but they reflect
reflect a division
charges
division rather than
a conspiracy
conspiracy within
whom saw
AEI work
work as
within the
the Harwell
Harwell team,
team, part
part of
of whom
saw the AEI
-67-

way around.
around. InInJanuary
January1958,
1958, when
duplicating their
their own
own rather
rather than the other
other way
duplicating
light of
of the
the Zeta
Zeta results,
results,
future programme
had been
been revised
revised in
in the
the light
AEI future
programme had
the AEI
on
a
programme
close
programme close
agreement had been reached between the AEI team and Fry
Thonemann,
Flowers, Thonemann,
planned at
at Harwell.
Harwell. But
includingFlowers,
to that
being planned
Butothers,
others,including
that being
their
Pease and
and Sir
GeorgeThomson,
Thomson,had
haddisagreed
disagreedwith
withthis
this and
and had
had made their
Pease
Sir George
resolved in
issue was
was for
for the
the moment
moment resolved
disagreement known;
known; and
and although
although the
the issue
disagreement
AEI from future
AEI's favour,
favour, the
the resolution
resolution was
was not strong enough to safeguard AEI
AEI's
criticism(315)..
criticism(315

charges, Pease
Pease reacted
reacted with
with aa strong
strong attack
attack on the
Now, in response to Allibone's
Allibone's charges,
AEI
AEI programme,
programme, which
whichseemed
seemedto
tohim
him more
moreand
and more
more like
likeaa waste
waste of
of effort.
effort. He
had no criticism
criticism to make of
at AEI,
AEI, which
which he thought was
of the standard of work at
decisions were reached on their
generally high. But
But he
he criticised
criticised the way
way in
in which
which decisions
programme, without consulting the Harwell scientists,
scientists, and
and he
he suggested
suggested that their
If they
they were
were to
to continue
continue to be
recent
proposal was
was aa thorough
thorough waste
waste of
of time.
time. If
recent proposal
Harwell
funded
by Harwell,
Harwell, he
he now
now suggested,
should be
be under
under direct
direct Harwell
funded by
it should
suggested, it
15,316).
placed, for the
the organisational
organisational
This
control(3
This attack
attack left
left Fry
awkwardly placed,
control(315'316).
Fry very
very awkwardly
factors criticised
criticised were
were effectively
effectivelyhis
hisresponsibility.
responsibility. His
His response
response was
was to
to argue that
whether Pease liked it or not
not the
the AEI
AEI work done
done so
so far
far had
had been
been effectively
effectively if not
explicitly
approved and
and supported,
supported, and that
explicitly approved
that no
no criticism
criticism of
of AEI
AEI in this
this respect
respect
made(314).. But
Butrecognising
recognising the
the strength
strength of
of feeling
feeling behind
behind Pease's
Pease's
could fairly be made(314
reconsider
the
future
argument he suggested that the time
time had come
role of the
come to reconsider
AEI team
Harwell programme
redirect their
their activity
activity over
programme and perhaps to
to redirect
AEI
team in
in the Harwell
the next couple of years to an area of greater potential benefit.
Fry's
Fry's compromise
compromise seems
seems to
to have
have been
been accepted
accepted for
for the
the time
time being,
being, and
and in July a
formal AEI
But then
then
formal
AEI proposal
proposalfor
foraa future
future programme
programmewas
wasput
put forward.
forward. But
Cockcroft as
as AEA
AEA Member
Member
Sir
retiring Cockcroft
Sir William
WilliamPenney,
Penney,who
who took
took over
over from
from the retiring
for Research
beginning of
Research at
problem and
for
at the
the beginning
of July,
July, turned
turned his
his attention
attention to
to the problem
apparently accepted
accepted the
himself prepared
the anti-AEI
anti-AEIview.
view. He declared himself
prepared to support
completion of
AEI, and he
the completion
of existing
existing work
workbut
but not
not to
to support
support any new work at AEI,
wrote to
to Allibone
effect that financial
financial support from Harwell would cease
Allibone to
to the effect
cease
altogether in just over a year's time, at the
general,
the end
September 1960(317). In
Ingeneral,
end of
of September
decision met
approval of
this decision
met with
with the approval
of the main fusion
fusion group, but in one sense it
went too
too far.
far. Pease
Pease and others had attacked
programme organisation
attacked the
the programme
organisation of
of the
AEI
project,
had
not
asked
but
they
for
its
prompt
termination
and
did
not
feel
AEI project, but they had not asked for
prompt termination and
not feel
either fair
fair or
himself now
would be
be either
or justifiable.
now complained
that this would
justifiable. Pease
Pease himself
complained to
Schonland
project were
terminated there
Schonlandthat
that ifif the
the project
were to
to be
be terminated
there must
must at
at least
least be
be
concessions,
concessions, such
such as
as the
the continued
continued rent-free
rent-free use
use of
of AEA
AEA equipment,
equipment, and
and aa gradual
Penney(318).
contract rather than the
the sudden
sudden cut-off
cut-off proposed
proposed by
by Penney(318).
run-down of the contract
In response
response to such arguments Penney duly eased his position, and in October
October he
agreed with Allibone
Allibone to
continuation of
to a continuation
of the
the contract,
contract, but
but at
at a lower level
level and in
new direction(319).
The following
following year the contract
respect of
of work aimed in a new
direction(319). The
contract was
therefore renewed,
rather than
than contracting
contracting the
the AEI
AEI programme
programme actually
actually
therefore
renewed, and
and rather
expanded
the next
mainly in
in respect
next few
few years,
years, mainly
interferometer
respect of
ofinterferometer
expanded over
over the
measurement techniques
project on aa toroidal
toroidal "levitron"
"levitron" device,
device, a straight
measurement
techniques and
and a project
tube version of
which
had
been
devised
and
explored
by
Colgate
of which
been devised
explored
Colgate and
and Furth in the
US
A(320).
Justasasthe
USA(320
theproject
projectwas
wasgetting
getting into
intoits
however, internal
internal
itsstride,
stride,however,
). Just
problems
in
the
AEI
organisation led
the closure
closure of
of the
the entire
entire Aldermaston
Aldermaston
problems in
AEI organisation
led to the
Court
laboratory, and
andwith
withititthe
theAEI
AEIfusion
project,inin1963(321).
1963(321).
Court laboratory,
fusionproject,
--6868 -

There was
There
was need,
too, tototake
takestock
stock
Weapons
Groupprogramme.
programme. Up
need, too,
of of
thethe
Weapons
Group
Up until
until
mid-1958
the main
AWRE
effortononcontrolled
mid-1958 the
main AWRE
effort
research had
had been
been devoted
devoted
controlled fusion
fusion research
to straight
straight Z-pinch
Z-pinch investigations,
investigations,but
butwhen
when the
the neutrons
neutrons emitted
emitted from
from these
these
were
found to
to arise
arise from
from currents
were found
than thermonuclear
currents near
near the
the wall rather
rather than
reactions in
the team
team looked
reactions
in the
the main
main plasma
plasma the
of
lookedaround
aroundfor
forananalternative
line of
alternative line
investigation able
thethe
investigation
abletoto utilise
utilise
condenserbank,
bank,"Maggie",
Maggie", developed
developed by
by
condenser
Fitch(321a).
Earlier in
RR AA Fitch(321
a). Earlier
inthe
theyear
yearthey
theyhad
had already
already pressed
pressed hard
hard for
for permission
permission to
Zeta, with
build a second
second Zeta,
with the idea of
of supplementing
supplementing the
the existing
existing electromagnetic
heating by
shock
heating(322).
In
by shock heating(322).
April
April they
they had
had also
also argued
argued that they
they should
should build
the successor to
to Zeta,
Zeta, Zeta
Zeta2,2,leaving
leavingHarwell
Harwelltotoconcentrate
concentrateononthe
thefundamental
fundamental
physics(323).. Both requests
physics(323
requests had been
been refused,
refused, however,
however, for
was
for although it
it was
considered that
that the
the establishment
establishment might
considered
to hold
hold the
mightneed
needa alargish
largishcivil
civil project
project to
weapons
teamtogether
together in
in the
weapons team
the event
eventofofa amoratorium
moratoriumononweapons
weapons development,
development,
it was
it
was clear that
that the
the main
main thrust of
of the
the important
important controlled
could
controlled fusion project could
not be entrusted to
to aa team
team that
that might
might never
never exist
existatatall,
all,
mightat at
anymoment
moment
andand
might
any
have to
to drop
drop the
the project
project altogether
have
altogetherininorder
ordertotoreturn
returntoto
weapons
work(
weapons work(323).
323).

Fig. 12
The Oswald
Oswaldcondenser
condenserbank
bankand
andearly
earlytheta
Fig.
12 The
theta pinch
pinch experiment
experiment at
at
AWRE.
single
turn
which
copper
coil,which
encirclesthe
AWRE. TheThe
single
turn
copper
coil,
encircles
tube,
theindustrial
industrial quartz tube,
can be
can
be seen.

The AWRE
AWRE
decision
projecttotofollow
followtheir
The
decision
on on
thethe
project
Z-pinch followed
followed from
from
their linear
linear Z-pinch
their involvement
in the
their
involvement in
the Sherwood
Sherwood conferences
conferences and
andtheir
their other
other experiences
experiences of
the American
programme
thecourse
courseof
of 1958.
American programme
ininthe
1958. Unlike
Unlike the
the Harwell
Harwell team,
team, that
that
from AWRE
AWRE
looked
naturally
United
Statesfor
from
looked
naturally
to to
thethe
United
States
the Oak
Oak
foraalead,
lead, and
and visiting
visiting the
Ridge
laboratory
they
were
much
impressed by
by Bell's
Bell's enthusiasm
Ridge laboratory they were much impressed
enthusiasm for
for the
theDCX
DCX
machine. They
Theyalso
alsofound
foundthe
theperformance
performanceofofthe
theScylla
Scylla theta-pinch
theta-pinch at
at Los
Alamos
very encouraging(156),
encouraging(156), and
Alamos very
decided in
in principle
and in July 1958
1958 they decided
principle to
to
theta
pinch
investigate this
thisapproach(324).
approach(324). The
requires
high
voltagefast
fast capacitor
The theta pinch requires high voltage
so was
wasparticularly
particularly suited
banks, and
and so
suited totothe
theAWRE
AWRE experience
on
experience gained
gained earlier
earlier on
their Z-pinch.
the Harwell emphasis was
was on
on low
their
Z-pinch. Whereas
Whereas the
lowdensity
density quasiquasicontinuous systems,
systems, there
there was
continuous
was a developing
developing world-wide
world-wide view
viewthat
that very
very short time
high density approaches
be investigated,
investigated, and
approaches should
should be
andthe
theexperience
experienceofofthethe
AWRE
AWRE
scientists was
that this
clearly the
scientists
was such
such that
this path
path was
was clearly
the most
most attractive
for them
them to
attractive for
to
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an experiment
experiment on
on these
these
year they
they decided
decided to
to go
go ahead
ahead with
with an
follow. Later
follow.
Later in
in the
the year
also of
of a
consideration also
some consideration
lines, which
which they
they called
called aa Thetatron.
Thetatron. There
There was
was some
lines,
H Niblett
Niblett in
proposal by
byGGBB H
is described
described in
in aa proposal
toroidal
system, such
such a system
system is
toroidal system,
refs. 156
156 and
and 296.
296. The decision was to
generally in refs.
August 1958(325), and also
also more
more generally
small scale
scale experiments
end of
of the
the year
year small
build a linear
linear system, however, and by the
the end
paper
summarized by Penney
Penney in a paper
situation at
at this
this time
time is
is summarized
The situation
were under way. The
December(326).. AAproposal
proposal is
on18
18December(326
presented to
to the
theCTR
CTR advisory
advisorycommittee
committee on
theoretical backing, using
the experimental
experimental programme,
programme, with theoretical
made for expanding the
25 kJ
initially an existing 50
initially
50 kJ
kJ condenser
condenser bank
bank together
together with
with aa new 25
kJ bank
bank to be
by the
the committee,
accepted by
committee, and the
ready in a new
new building
building in
in 1959.
1959. This
This was
was accepted
direction of
of Fitch
Fitch and
and Niblett(327).
Niblett(327).
programme
programme went ahead as planned,
planned, under
under the
the direction
Fig. 12
early experiments
experiments is
is shown
shown in
in Fig.
"Oswald" used in these
these early
The condenser bank "Oswald"
together with an early theta pinch tube.
mirror
advisory committee,
committee, was
endorsed by the
the advisory
A second
also endorsed
was for
for a mirror
second proposal,
proposal, also
These ions
ions
energy injection
injection of
machine with
with high
high energy
of neutral
neutral hydrogen
hydrogen atoms.
atoms. These
machine
gas.
Further
or on
on background
background gas. Further
would be trapped by stripping with an internal arc or
was
various relevant
relevant cross-sections,
cross-sections, was
work, particularly
work,
particularly on determining
determining the
the various
range
of
be
designed.
By
1960
a
wide
experiment could
could be designed. By 1960
range of
required before a realistic experiment
"Phoenix 1",
direction
cross-section
measurements had
had been
been made, and "Phoenix
1", under
under the direction
cross-section measurements
of
about
1
mA
(equivalent)
operation
using
injection
of
Sweetman, was
was in
in operation
injection
about 1 mA (equivalent)
of D
D R Sweetman,
Stripping was by collision
collision with
the range
neutral
KeV. Stripping
with the
neutral hydrogen
hydrogen in the
range 20-80
20-80 KeV.
enhanced by
by "Lorentz
"Lorentz
was enhanced
residual
background and
trapped plasma,
plasma, this
this was
residual gas background
and trapped
experienced by
the electric
electric field experienced
stripping", in which the
by charges
charges moving
moving in
in a strong
hydrogen
ion(328).
magnetic field
field is able to remove an electron from an excited
ion(328 .
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CHAPTER
CHAPTER 12
12
THE SUCCESSOR
THE
SUCCESSORTO
TOZETA
ZETAAND
ANDITS
ITSLOCATION
LOCATION
AEI, AWRE
AWRE and
and proposed
Important as
decisions on
on the
the AEI,
Important
as the
the decisions
proposed CERN
CERN projects
projects were,
were,
that on
on the
the successor
they were
were secondary
successor to
they
secondary in
in comparison
comparison with
with that
toZeta.
Zeta. For
For it
it was
was
British controlled
controlled fusion
fusion programme
programme as
as aa whole
on this
this decision
the British
whole rested.
on
decision that
that the
rested.
came to
To
understand the
the situation
situation prevailing
prevailing when
when itit came
to be
be taken,
taken, in
in the
the winter
winter of
To understand
of
the
years to
summer of
of 1956.
1956.
1958-1959,
wehave
haveto
to go
go back
backover
over two
two years
to the summer
1958-1959, we
to toZeta,
Discussions on
Discussions
on aa possible
possiblesuccessor
successor
Zeta,known
knownasasZeta
Zeta2 2or
or by
by its
its
project number
number 972,
972, had
Metropolitan-Vickers project
by Fry
Fry in
inJuly
Metropolitan-Vickers
had been
been initiated
initiated by
July1956.
1956.
the Harwell
Harwell and
and Metropolitan-Vickers
Metropolitan-Vickers engineers
series of
of meetings
meetings between
between the
A series
A
engineers
specification had
been arranged
arranged and
outline specification
had
and an
an outline
had been
been drawn
drawn up
up by
had been
by
same basic
basic design
idea was
was to
touse
use the
the same
Carruthers(329).
design as
asZeta,
Zeta,but
but to
to modify
modify
Carruthers(329). The
Theidea
toroidal current
enlarge itit to
take aa toroidal
current of
amps and
to aim
aim at
and enlarge
to take
of 22 million
million amps
and
and to
at aa pulse
pulse
second. The
Thestored
storedenergy
energywas
duration of
of one
ofaasecond.
wasestimated
estimated at
duration
one hundredth
hundredthof
at 35
35 MJ,
MJ,
dimensions were
Shortly afterwards
but
weresimilar
similar to
to Zeta.
Zeta. Shortly
torus dimensions
afterwards aa fuller
fuller
but the
the torus
specification was
was produced
produced jointly
jointly with
with Metropolitan-Vickers(330).
specification
Metropolitan-Vickers(330).
that already
already in
in existence
existence
The organisation
the new
new project
project was
was to
to be
be based
based on
The
organisation for
for the
on that
discussions and
and investigations
investigations progressed
smoothly
for
Zeta, and
and preliminary
preliminarydiscussions
progressed smoothly
for Zeta,
1957. In
September, in
the wake
the first
throughout 1957.
In September,
Zeta results,
approval was
throughout
in the
wake of
of the
first Zeta
results, approval
was
project at
at an
an assumed
thesuccessor
successor project
assumed cost
sought
to go
go ahead
ahead with
with the
sought to
cost of
of £1.5
£1.5million,
million,
formaldesign
design committee
and
later in
in the
year aaformal
committee was
was set
set up(331).
the year
up(331). By
By
and later
November 1957
power
November
1957Zeta
Zeta2 2was
wasseen
seenasasbeing
being"within
"withinstriking
striking range
range of
of aa power
reactor using
using D-T-Li6
D-T-Li6 cycle
cycle with
U238 blanket"(332).
shortly
producing reactor
blanket"(332). (Cockcroft
(Cockcroft shortly
producing
with U238
"will
aim
afterwards
stated that
at achieving
that Zeta's
Zeta's successor
successor "will aim at
achieving the
the break-even
break-even
afterwards stated
storage of
of 50
50 MJ
MJ was
point")(333). Energy
Energystorage
was now
now envisaged,
envisaged, with
mean power
power
point")(333).
with mean
The toroidal
toroidal current
consumption ofof 77MW.
current flowing
flowing in
in the
theplasma
plasma was
consumption
MW. The
was
ion
and
bothion and electron
electrontemperatures
unchanged at
with both
temperatures 55xx 108
108 degrees,
degrees, and
unchanged
at 2MA,
2MA, with
and
containment nt
nt == 44 xx 1013
The toroidal
toroidal field
field Bz
Bz would
1013 sec/cm3.
wouldbe
be0.5
0.5 Tesla
Tesla and
containment
sec/cm3. The
and
construction time
timeofof3 3- -44years
years was
the circumference
circumference of
was
the
of the
the torus
torus 20m.
20m. AAconstruction
Ambitiousparameters
cost of
of £3.5M(332).
£3.5M(332). Ambitious
parameters were
were also
also given
given for
for
envisaged at
envisaged
at aa cost
Zeta
expected
to
reach
an
Zeta
1',
an
upgrade
of
electron
temperature
of
Zeta l', an upgrade of Zeta expected to reach an electron temperature of
at a
a current
current of
108 degrees
1013 sec/cm3
sec/cm3 at
of 11 MA.
MA. The
degrees and
The target
target
108
and containment
containment nt
nt == 1013
These optimistic
for this
this was
was January
January 1959.
figures reflect
reflect expectations
date for
expectations before
before
date
1959. These
optimistic figures
measurements inin mid-1958
neutrons were
the measurements
were not
not
the
mid-1958which
which showed
showed that
that the
the neutrons
thermonuclear, and
and before
before serious
had arisen.
arisen.
thermonuclear,
serious concerns
concernsabout
about stability
stability had
had started
At
Zeta had
started operating,
there were
this stage,
stage, just
just after
after Zeta
the
At this
operating, there
were no
no doubts
doubts about
about the
remarkablysuccessful
project itself.
itself. Zeta
Zetalooked
lookedtotobe
beremarkably
successful and
and aa bigger
and better
better
bigger and
project
But aa problem
problem had
version of
seemed to
be the
had arisen
arisen over
over
version
of itit seemed
to be
the obvious
obvious next
next step.
step. But
experiment. The
The Harwell
Harwell fusion
where
site the
the new
new experiment.
fusion team
team was
was already
already
where to
to site
Zeta, and
and the
the proposed
proposed new
expanding rapidly
to cope
cope with
with Zeta,
new experiment
experiment would
expanding
rapidly to
would
scale, requiring
staff complement
have been
been on
very large
large scale,
complement of
of perhaps
perhaps several
several
have
on aa very
requiring aa staff
hundred professional
professional scientists
scientists and
larger
an even
even larger
hundred
and engineers
engineers together
togetherwith
with an
force. Arguments
about the
supporting
Argumentsraged
raged about
the actual
actual numbers
numbers required,
required, and
and the
the
supporting force.
and
industry(334).
of
work
the
AEA
There
was
division
between
already
serious
division of work between the AEA and industry(334). There was already serious
concern in
that Harwell
Harwell was
was
concern
in the
the London
London Office
Office of
of the
the Atomic
Atomic Energy
Energy Authority
Authority that
-- 71
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becoming
effective management.
management. There was also a feeling
becoming too
too big for effective
feeling among the
AEA
AEA administrators
administrators that
that aa project
such as the
project such
the one
one proposed,
proposed, on
on an
an effectively
effectively
industrial scale, should not be sited at
at aa fundamental
fundamental research
research establishment
establishment such
as Harwell.
Harwell. Indeed
Indeed itithad
hadalways
alwaysbeen
been understood,
unofficially, that this was one
understood, unofficially,
projects for
which the Winfrith
of
Winfrith site,
of the projects
for which
site, just
just then
then being
being opened
opened up
up near the
Dorset
coast, was intended(335).
Dorset coast,
intended(335). In
Inmid-December
mid-December 1957
the siting of Zeta
1957 the
Zeta 2 was
considered
by
the
Harwell
Council,
and
considered
Harwell Council,
Cockcroft
Cockcroft put forward the
the suggestion,
suggestion,
which
attributed to Schonland,
which he
he attributed
that the
the project
project should
should go
go to
to Winfrith.
Winfrith. Fry,
Schonland, that
Fry,
who had already
already accepted
accepted the
the prospective
of director
prospective post
post of
director of Winfrith, replied that
would be
it would
be better for the project if
if it were to stay at Harwell, but he accepted that
move was
the move
was necessary
necessary and
was finally
finally agreed
and it was
agreed upon(336
upon(336).
). Schonland,
meanwhile,
decision and
meanwhile, had already anticipated this decision
and had arranged with
with the
the AEA
AEA
Industrial Group at Risley
Risley that they should be responsible
responsible for the actual building
of Zeta 2, at Winfrith(337).
No sooner
sooner had the
the decision
decision to
fusion work
to move
move the
the fusion
work to
to Winfrith
Winfrith been
been taken,
taken,
than strong opposition
opposition to this
this course
course was
was voiced
voiced on behalf
behalf of the
the scientists
scientists by
Flowers(338). He argued that
Flowers(338).
that the
the whole
whole success
of the original
original Zeta
Zeta had depended
success of
upon
the active
active involvement
involvement of
of people
originally outside
upon the
people originally
outside the
the Controlled
Controlled
Thermonuclear
Research
(CTR)
Thermonuclear Research (CTR)Division
Divisionitself,
itself,that
thatWinfrith
Winfrithwas
was "not
"not aa place
place to
which the best research
research physicists
which
physicists will
will want
want to
to go,
go, or
or should
should go, or are likely
likely to
go".
go". He
He argued that
that contrary
contrary to
to the
the impression
impression held
held by
by senior
senior management
management Zeta
Zeta 2
an industrial
industrial engineering
rather aa physics
engineering enterprise but rather
physics experiment,
would not be an
experiment,
albeit on a very large scale, and that if
if the fusion
fusion project were to be removed from
Harwell
establishment, which
Harwell then
then that establishment,
which had
had already
already largely
largely lost
lost its
its role
role in the
AEA reactor
AEA
reactor research
research programme,
programme, and
and from
from which
which large
large chunks
chunks were
were about to be
moved to Winfrith,
Winfrith, the Wantage
Wantage Radiation
Radiation Laboratory
Laboratory and
and the National Institute
for Research
Research in
Nuclear Science,
Science, would
any role
role whatsoever.
for
in Nuclear
would be
be left
left without any
whatsoever.
Flowers's
already a matter
Flowers's arguments
argumentstouched
touchedon
on aa topic
topic that
that was
was already
matter of
of serious
serious
concern,
the discussion
discussion of which he had
had already
already contributed
contributed significantly.
significantly.
concern, and
and to the
Cockcroft,
Cockcroft, who
who had
had been
been sympathetic
sympathetic to
to Flowers's
Flowers's position
position in
in the course of this
wider debate, now responded
responded by agreeing
agreeing to have the
the question
question of
of fusion
fusion siting
discussed
the Harwell
Harwell Steering
Steering Committee,
Committee, where
discussed on
on the
where the scientists
scientists were well
well
represented(339).
represented (339). When
Whenthis
thisdiscussion
discussiontook
tookplace
placeininmid-January
mid-January1958,
1958, the
the
scientists present, now supported fully by Fry,
Fry, argued
argued that the fusion team must be
kept together
together and that
that Harwell
kept
Harwell would
would be
be by
by far
far the
the more
more suitable
suitable location
location for
for
them, despite the drastic
drastic change
change in the
the balance
balance of the establishment's research that
might
result(340).
might result(340
). In a note
note written
written aa week
week later,
later, Flowers
that the
Flowers suggested
suggested that
changes
changes to Harwell
Harwell might
might in
in fact
fact be
be rather
rather aa good
good thing,
thing, and
and that the site might be
reorganized, preferably
reorganized,
preferably without
without any security
security fence,
fence, around
around fusion
fusion and solid state
materials
This, he suggested, would capitalize
materials research.
research. This,
on its strengths and lead
capitalize on
to its growth
growth in
in stature
stature as
as one
one of
of the
theworld's
world'sleading
leading centres
centres for
for fundamental
fundamental
(341).
research
research(341
The
senior
Harwell
engineers, however,
). The senior Harwell engineers,
however, Dolphin
Dolphin and Grout,
Grout, still
still
industrial project
project with short term
term commercial
saw Zeta 22 as an industrial
implications. In
commercial implications.
their
view there
there could
could be
question of
being sited
their view
be no question
of its being
sited at Harwell,
and no
Harwell, and
no
consensus was therefore reached.
When the Zeta
Zeta 2 proposals came to be
be considered
considered by
by the
the Atomic
Atomic Energy
Energy Executive
Executive
in April
April 1958
siting, though
though much
much discussed,
in
1958 the
the question
question of
of siting,
was
again
left
discussed, was
left
open(342).
Butatatthis
open(342 ). But
thismeeting
meetingthe
theAEA
AEAchairman,
chairman, Plowden,
Plowden, insisted
insisted that
that
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be made the existing
existing Harwell
Harwell staff
staff ceiling
ceilingmust
mustbe
beretained.
retained. At
whatever decision
decision be
and Schonland
Schonland in
in early
early May
May he
he again
again stressed
stressed that while
Cockcroft and
a meeting with Cockcroft
recognizing
for keeping
recognizing the
the strength
strength of
of the case for
at Harwell
keeping Zeta
Zeta 22 at
Harwell he could not
accept
accept any increase whatsoever
whatsoever in the Harwell
Harwell staff
staff numbers(343
numbers(343).
Cockcroft and
). Cockcroft
Perrott,
the
AEA
member
for
finance,
Donald
AEA member for finance, were
were asked
asked to consider
consider the problem,
beginning of August it was to
they reported
reported back
back at the
the beginning
and when they
to the
the effect
effect that
given
given this inflexibility
on the
the staff
staff ceiling
ceilingthere
there was
was no
no real
real option
option but to move
inflexibility on
move
whole fusion project,
project, to Winfrith.
A decision
Zeta
the whole
Zeta 2,
2, and
and with it the
Winfrith. A
decision to
to this
this effect
effect
release early
early in
in September
September(344),
was announced
344 , and
was
announced in aa press
press release
and the
the following
following
Thonemann was
start making
month
instructed to start
making the
the necessary
necessary arrangements
month Thonemann
was instructed
arrangements
for the move.
move.
Winfrith was
The
The public
announcement of
of the
the move
move to
to Winfrith
was intended
intended to close
public announcement
close the
clear signs that the problems
siting debate, but even before it took place there were clear
raised
Flowers and
raised by Flowers
and the
the other
other scientists
scientists might
might not
not be
be so
so easily
easily removed.
removed. In
mid-August Thonemann
Thonemann had
had written to Fry giving two years as an estimate of the
by the
the move,
stating that
that he
he personally
be lost
lost by
move, stating
personally would
time
time that would be
would be
be "most
"most
reluctant" to join
Winfrith, and suggesting that other key
key members
join a project
project at Winfrith,
reluctant"
members of
of
345). Cockcroft's
team would
would also drop out
out(345).
Cockcroft's view,
view, as given to the
the team
the AEA
AEA the
following
week, was
was that
that aa delay
delay of
of one
one year
year might
might ensue
ensue from
from the move
move but no
following week,
the fusion
fusion scientists would have to be forced to realize that given
longer, and that the
ceiling imposed
the staff ceiling
imposed on
on Harwell
Harwell there
there was
was simply
simply no alternative to the move
Fry pointed
pointed out
out to
to him,
him, however,
Coast. As
As Fry
however, the
the whole
to the South Coast.
whole project
project rested
simply could
could not exist
scientists, and
exist without
upon the scientists,
without their support
and it simply
support(346).
A
346 . A
month later, after the
press release,
release, Franz Mandl,
the press
Mandl, who was about to leave Harwell
Cockcroft
much the
for the
the United
United States,
States, wrote
wrote to
to Cockcroft in
the same
same vein(347
for
in much
vein(347).. He
He
suggested that it would be
be very
very difficult
difficult to persuade the key people to move,
move, and
severely from
that aa Winfrith-based
Winfrith-based project
suffer severely
of
project would
the lack
lack of
that
would also
also suffer
from the
immediate
actually in the
immediate contact
contact with
with people
people on
on the
the fringes
fringes of
of but
but not actually
the fusion
fusion
Marshall,
Lawson, Marshall,Hubbard
programme, such
such as Lawson,
Hubbardand
and London.
London. This letter brought
Schonland that
decision had
only
sharp retort
retort from
from Schonland
been taken
taken and was
only a sharp
that the decision
had been
was
rebellion
was
already
effectively
final,
scientists' rebellion
In late
late October
October
final, but a scientists'
effectively launched.
launched. In
Thompson
behalf of
of the theoreticians
theoreticians that working in Winfrith
Winfrith would
Thompson argued
argued on behalf
Johns, both
practically impossible.
whom were involved
be practically
involved on the
impossible. Ralph and Johns,
both of
of whom
fusion programme,
the fusion
programme, wrote
wrote aamemorandum
memorandum
administrativeside
side of
of the
administrative
accommodation
and
Winfrith,
condemning
the
travel
and
accommodation
arrangements
at
Winfrith,
which was
condemning
detailing further
further objections
sent with aa covering
objections to the move
move by
by Thonemann
Thonemann
covering note
note detailing
meetingof
ofthe
Schonland(348).. Meanwhile
Meanwhile at
ataameeting
theResearch
Research Group
Group Management
to Schonland(348
Management
Board,
Board, also
also in
in late October,
October, at
at which the provision of new fusion project buildings
approved, Spence
Spence and Finniston,
Finniston, heads of the Harwell
Harwell Chemistry
at Winfrith was approved,
Chemistry
Division respectively,
Division and Metallurgy Division
Division
respectively, voiced
voiced their
their support
support for
for the fusion
scientists(349). AAspecial
theHarwell
Harwell Council
Council held
November
specialmeeting
meeting of
of the
held on
on55November
scientists(349).
among
opposition
the
revealed
Harwell
revealed unanimous
unanimous opposition among the Harwell scientists
scientists to
to the proposed
proposed
dissenters being
joined by
move, with
previous dissenters
all the
the leading
leading fusion
fusion
move,
with the previous
being joined
by all
divisions,
heads
of
including
scientists
other
Bretscher
of
Nuclear
and
by
scientists and by other heads of divisions, including Bretscher of Nuclear
argument came
came from
from Marley,
A new
newcrucial
crucial argument
Physics(350).
Marley, the head of the Health
Health
Physics(350). A
Winfrith had
Physics Division.
remote site
Physics
Division. Pointing out that Winfrith
had been designed as a remote
subject
even
subject to
to stringent
stringent safety
safety regulations
regulations he
he drew
drew attention
attention to
to the fact that, even
though the fusion
fusion project
project would
large staff
staff would
would itself
itself be
be quite
quite safe,
safe, itit and its large
would
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and regulations
regulations of
of the site, thus producing
restrictions and
have to be subject
subject to all the restrictions
a considerable and on the face
face of it quite unnecessary administrative burden.
considerable confusion.
Schonland's
Schonland's response
response to
to this
this onslaught
onslaught was
was one
one of
of considerable
confusion. Not
convinced of
of the
the case
case for
for the
the move
move he
he yet
yet felt
felt obliged
obligedto
todefend
defend it,
it,and
and so
so ended
ended up
convinced
developments
offered
a
chance
in an awful muddle.
muddle. Fortunately,
Fortunately,however,
however,two
twodevelopments offered a chance of
a way out. One
suggestionraised
Dolphin in
in aa letter
letter to
toSchonland
Schonland of
of
Onewas
wasaasuggestion
raised by
byDolphin
4 November
forward more
forcibly aa week
effect that
Novemberand
and put
put forward
more forcibly
week later,
later, to
to the effect
that the
fusion programme
programme should be
be sited
sited neither
neither at
at Harwell
Harwell nor
nor at Winfrith
Winfrith but
but at a new
National
Institute
for
Research
in
Nuclear
site close to Harwell and to
the
National
Institute
for
Research
in
Nuclear
Science
to the
Science
originally been neglected, largely
(Rutherford Laboratory)(351).
Laboratory)(351). This
possibility had originally
This possibility
because one of the reasons put
put forward
London Office
Office for the
the staff
staff ceiling
ceiling on
forward by
by the
theLondon
further
Harwell
local facilities
could not
not accommodate
accommodate any further
Harwell had been
been that
that the
the local
facilities could
hadsince
this was
was not
not aa major
obstacle,
growth. ItIthad
sincebecome
become clear,
clear, however,
however, that this
major obstacle,
that the
the real
real grounds
grounds for
for containing
containing the
the size
size of
of Harwell
Harwell were those relating to
and that
whether the
the Treasury
Treasury
management
efficiency. Dolphin
Dolphin still
still had
had doubts
doubts as to
management efficiency.
to whether
would accept yet another new
new site,
possibility did seem to
to offer a way out of
site, but the
the possibility
impasse that had been
been created
of the scientists
scientists and
the impasse
the needs
and the
created between
between the
needs of
Harwell
Moreover, after Marley's
Marley's intervention,
Harwell staff
staff ceiling.
ceiling. Moreover,
intervention, itit seemed
seemed that
that it
expensive to build a new
new site than
than to
to accommodate
accommodate the
might in fact be no more expensive
fusion team at
and negotiation
fusion
at Winfrith(351
Winfrith(351).. While
While all
all this
this argument
argument and
negotiation had
had been
been
taking place the design
design of
of Zeta
Zeta II was becoming
more complex
complex and
and the cost was
becoming more
In aapaper
escalating. In
papertotothe
theAEA
AEAby
entitled "Proposals
"Proposals for
for Zeta
Zeta II"
II" the
byCockcroft
Cockcroft entitled
escalating.
temperature and containment
containment product nt
nt were
were unchanged,
unchanged, but the
the diameter
diameter was
temperature
energy 50
metres, the pulse
pulse length
length 0.5-1
0.5-1 second,
50 MJ,
now 6 metres,
second, the
the stored energy
MJ, and
and the
T. The
Thecost
staff estimated
toroidal Bz field
field I4f T.
cost was
was now
now£5M,
£5M, and
and staff
estimated at
at about
about 100
100
same number
professionals and the
the same
number of
of ancillaries(352).
ancillaries(352).
professionals
radical change
change in
in design
design was
avoid excessive
was to
tofollow;
excessive bombardment
follow; to
to avoid
A more radical
bombardment
the early
early stages
stages of
of the
the discharge
discharge a very
very fast
current rise
proposed by
by
fast current
rise was
was proposed
in the
Bickerton,
500 V/cm,
inductive energy
energy store of
of
Bickerton, necessitating
necessitating aa field
field Ez
of 500
V/cm, an inductive
Ez of
7MA(353).
A new
newtype
typeof
of power
power supply,
supply, based
based on
on aa concept
200 MJ,
MJ, and
and aa current of 7MA
353 . A
concept
of Allen
Allen and
and Bickerton,
Bickerton, was
was suggested(354).
very fast
This very
fast heating
of
suggested(354). This
heating was
was also
also
advocated
as
same time
advocated as producing
producing aa more
more stable
stable configuration.
configuration. At
At the same
time the
the
theoretical
stabilized pinch
pinch and the
the assessments
assessments of
of alternative
alternative
theoretical analysis
analysis of
of the
the stabilized
geometries
geometries had
had emphasised
emphasised the
the lack
lack of
of certain
certain knowledge
knowledgeand
and had
had led
led to the
conclusion
Zeta 2 as planned.
conclusion that
that it
it might perhaps be premature to go ahead with Zeta
Instead, as explained later, it was proposed to
to concentrate attention first on a large
power supply
supply incorporating
incorporating25
25 MJ
MJ of fast capacitors to give a fast collapse, together
with 200 MJ
few milliseconds,
milliseconds,
MJ of
of inductive
inductive energy
energy storage
storage to
to raise
raise aa current for a few
to hold it for up
up to
to aa tenth
tenth of
of aa second.
second. The
Thespecification
and a battery store to
specification was in
line with the
the new
new requirements
requirements for Zeta
Zeta 2,
was intended
intended to
sufficiently
2, but it was
to be
be sufficiently
flexible
fusion device, the choice
choice of
flexible to
to be
be coupled
coupled to any large fusion
of which
which was
was to be
postponed
pending
further
investigation.
It
represented aa very
very substantial
substantial
postponed pending further investigation. It represented
technology development
Technical details of
Zeta 2 design may
technology
development programme.
programme. Technical
of the Zeta
found in
in ref.
ref. 355.
355.
be found
The changing concept
concept of
of Zeta
Zeta 22 gave
gave Schonland
Schonland the
the opportunity
opportunity to reconsider
reconsider the
move to Winfrith, and at aa meeting
meeting of
of the
the Research
Research Group Management
Management Board on
18 November
view of the
the uncertainty
uncertainty of the
the new
new concept,
Novemberitit was
was argued
argued that
that in view
concept,
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and of
of the
the fundamental
fundamental nature
nature of
of the
the research
research need to
to clarify
clarify the situation,
situation, the
project could
project
could no
no longer
longer be
be viewed
viewed as
as being
being essentially
essentially an
an engineering
engineering one.
one. Thus
Thus
the Winfrith
no
Winfrith site could
longer
be
could
viewed as being appropriate for
6). What
for it(
it(356).
What
should be done instead
instead was
was yet
yet to
to be
be decided,
decided, but
but the
the argument
argument of
of the
the scientists,
scientists,
that
the future
programme rested
future of
of the
the programme
that the
rested on
on close
close contacts
contacts with
with the
the Harwell
Harwell
divisions
university departments,
divisions and
and with
with university
departments, was
was now
now accepted.
accepted. At
At the
the Atomic
Atomic
Energy
Plowden reluctantly
Energy Executive
Executive later
later in
in the month Plowden
accepted
the
changed
reluctantly accepted
changed
move to
to Winfrith
Winfrith was
situation, and the
the move
was finally
finally abandoned.
Plowden's
Plowden's insistence
insistenceon
on the
the preservation
of the
the Harwell
preservation of
Harwell staff
staff ceiling
ceiling did not
not
change,
his concern
concern at the overall growth of
change, and
and nor did his
Group.
But
of the Research
Research Group. But
with the proviso
proviso that Harwell,
Harwell, Winfrith
with
Winfrith and
and any
any new
new site
site should
should be
be put under
under
separate managerial
managerial control
control he
he accepted
accepted Dolphin's
Dolphin's suggestion
suggestion that
that aa new site in
Harwell area
Such aa suggestion
the Harwell
area should
should be
be sought.
sought. Such
suggestion had by
by this
this time
time already
already
make use
use of
been put forward,
forward, to
to make
of Cuiham
Culham airfield, then owned by the
the Admiralty,
Admiralty,
just 66 miles
miles from
from Harwell.
Harwell. Approaches to the Admiralty revealed
revealed that they would
be prepared to
to transfer
transfer it(
it(357),
despite aa natural
7 , and despite
natural concern
concern that the
the site might be
slightly too
near to Harwell
Harwell and would
would thus
slightly
too near
thus stretch
stretch the
the local
local amenities
amenities (the
(the
Harwell
Harwell secretary,
secretary, Le
Le Cren,
Cren,was
wasof
of the
the opinion
opinion that
that the
the choice
was
based
on
the
choice was based
desire of the
the scientists
scientists to
to avoiding
avoiding moving
moving house)(358
house)(358),
), and despite pressure from
from
the local
local council
council to
look at alternatives
the
to look
alternatives to the
the North
North of
of Oxford(
Oxford(359),
359), it was
was
the Culham
Culham site
eventually agreed
agreed that the
site would be
be best(
best(360).
360). The
The decision
decision to buy it
was finally
finallytaken
takenininMay
May1959(361).
1959(361).
was
Meanwhile,
Meanwhile,an
an explanation
explanationofofthe
thechange
changeofofplan
plan had
had to
to be
be prepared
prepared for
for
presentation to
public. This
This was
was no
no great
great problem,
problem, as
presentation
to the public.
as the
the loss
loss of
of confidence
confidence
and retreat
retreat into
into fundamental
fundamental physics
physics were
were not
not peculiarly
peculiarly British
British phenomena.
phenomena.
The American
American teams
teams were
were also
also going
going through
through aa pessimistic
phase and
and apart from
pessimistic phase
from
continuing work
work on the
the large
large Model
Model C stellarator were
were beginning
continuing
beginning to
to concentrate
concentrate
their
own attack
attack on
on fundamental
fundamental physics
physics rather
their own
rather than
than on
on the
the immediate
immediate
construction of
bigger machines
machines(362).
construction
of bigger
362 . What
What had
had to
tobe
beexplained
explained was
was thus
thus the
the
change from
change
from the
the earlier
earlier optimism
optimism rather
rather than
than the
the current
current realism
realism itself.
itself. To
To this
this
the results
results of
of the
the Geneva
Geneva conference
conference were presented as absolutely
end the
absolutely crucial
crucial to
the new decision, and as having indicated that all the
the countries
countries engaged on fusion
research had unexpectedly reached
research
reached a barrier, the penetration of which was assured
course but could
could not be achieved
achieved without
in due course
without further
further fundamental
fundamental study.
study. The
The
need to build
build up
up aa team
teamof
ofthe
thehighest
highestpossible
need
to
undertake
this
possible calibre
calibre to undertake this
fundamental research and keep
keep the
the British
British effort
effort effective
in aa world context, and
effective in
difficulty of
assembling such
team in Dorset,
the difficulty
of assembling
such aa team
Dorset, were
were then, quite
quite properly,
properly,
.
emphasized(363).
emphasized (363)
With
question of
With the
the question
of siting
siting settled,
settled,the
the question
questionas
asto
to what
what to
to put
put in
in the
the site
site
find
an
remained.
In
order
to
answer
to
this
it
remained. In order to find an answer to this it was
was decided
decided to
to reconstitute
reconstitute the
the
CTR
CTR Advisory
Advisory Committee,
Committee,aabody
bodythat
that had
had so
so far
far met only sporadically
sporadically and to
effect, with a new membership(364
membership(364).
This was duly done, and guided by their
little effect,
their
). This
deliberations
the end
end of
of February
February that
that Zeta
Zeta 22 should
deliberations it was agreed by the
should be
be officially
officially
abandoned, and that
that the
the flexible
flexible large power supply,
supply, named
named (for
(for obvious
obvious reasons)
reasons)
Pandora,
ahead together
together with
with an
an Intermediate
Pandora, should
should go ahead
Intermediate Current
Current Stability
Stability
Experiment (ICSE),
toroidal experiment
Experiment
(ICSE),which
whichwas
wastotobe
be aa toroidal
based on
on the
experiment based
the
configuration identified
identified by
byRosenbluth
Rosenbluthas
asbeing
beingtheoretically
theoreticallystable(365).
stable(365).

size, and
experiment, it
it rapidly
in size,
Initially
envisaged as
as aa modest
modest sized
rapidly grew
grew in
and the
Initially envisaged
sized experiment,
in
experiment
was
decision
to undertake
undertake aa large
largescale
scale
experiment
wasapproved
approvedby
by the
the AEA
AEA in
decision to
m
a
y(361,366),
considered
to
be
the
),
and
by
the
Treasury
in
July.
ICSE
was
considered
to
be
the
Treasury
in
July.
ICSE
was
and
by
the
May(361'
366
terms it
it
Zeta, and
andininpolitical
political terms
theoretically most
developmentofofZeta,
theoretically
most promising
promising development
anidentifiable
centre-piece for
new
provided
forthe
thelarge
large
newCulham
Cuiham
provided an
identifiable raison d'être and
and centre-piece
in fusion
fusion research,
research, the results
site.
It was
was presented
presented as
results of
of which
which
site. It
as an
an obvious
obviousstep
step in
for a
prospectsofofeventual
least for
shouldsettle
settle one
wayororthe
theother
otherthe
theprospects
eventualsuccess,
success,atatleast
should
one way
on the
the project,
project, however,
toroidal
type of
of device.
device. The
The opinions
opinions of
of those
those working
working on
however,
toroidal type
was
concerning the
divided concerning
was divided
the wisdom
wisdom of
of such
such aa large
largecommitment
commitment made
made with
inadequate physical
physical understanding
inadequate
understanding and
and incomplete engineering
engineering assessment.
assessment. The
The
be the
the subject
backgroundand
andconsequences
will be
subject of the next
background
of ofthis
consequences
thisdecision
decisionwill
chapter.

Despite
surrounding the
of the
the fusion
fusion work,
work, and
and
Despite the uncertainty surrounding
the future
future location
location of
with Zeta's
the concern
concern with
successor, ititshould
shouldbebeappreciated
appreciatedthat
thatboth
bothdevelopment
development
Zeta's successor,
basic research
research continued during
of Zeta
Zeta and
and aa steady
steady background
background programme
programmeofofbasic
1959. On
On11March
March1958
"Controlled Thermonuclear
Thermonuclear Reactions"
1958 and
and 1959.
1958 aa new
new"Controlled
Reactions"
division had
Thonemann
containall
all the
the fusion
fusion
division
had been set
set up
up at
at Harwell
Harwell under
under Thonemann
totocontain
Division
activities except
activities
exceptthe
thetheoretical
theoretical
workwhich
whichremained
remained in
in the
the Theory
Theory Division
work
under WWBBThompson.
Thompson.TheThe
experimental
work
been,
since
inception, in
in
under
experimental
work
hadhad
been,
since
itsitsinception,
Physics Division,
exist; DD WWFry,
its leader,
Division, which
nowceased
ceasedtotoexist;
Fry,its
the General
General Physics
which now
leader, was
was
left
free
to
concentrate
on
his
new
responsibilities
at
Winfrith,
though
as
Deputy
left free to concentrate on his new responsibilities at Winfrith, though as Deputy
the the
fusion
programme.
some
forfor
Director he
he still
stillretained
retained
someresponsibility
responsibility
fusion
programme.The
Thenew
new
division
was
soon
to
be
taken
over
by
Pease
in
an
acting
capacity
on
Thonemann's
division was soon
be taken over by Pease in an acting capacity on Thonemann's
USAfor
fora ayear's
in April
April 1959,
departureto
to the
the USA
year'sleave
at Princeton
Princetonin
1959, but
but in
in a note
leaveat
departure
note to
Schonland in
in January
organization of
January 1959
1959 Thonemann
outhis
hisideas
ideasfor
for the
the organization
Thonemann
Schonland
setsetout
division(367). Carruthers
to take
take charge
charge of
of technical
technical developments,
the division(367).
Carruthers was
was to
developments,
physics, and
Bickerton to
to supervise
supervise experimental
experimental plasma
plasma physics,
and Pease to
to lead
lead the
the work
work
Zeta 11 and
and Zeta
Zeta2.
2. The
Thelarger
featureininthis
thishistory,
on Zeta
largermachines
machines
history, but
but since
since the
on
feature
conference and
anddeclassification
Genevaconference
declassification many
Geneva
many smaller
smaller plasma
plasma physics
physics experiments
experiments
newconfigurations
configurations were
were started,
on new
started, and
on
and experimental studies
studies of
of fundamental
fundamental
topics such
topics
such as
as plasma
plasma waves
waves of
of various
various types
typesand
andshock
shockwaves.
waves. Furthermore,
Furthermore,
continuing activity
activity in
These are
are not
not detailed
there was
was continuing
in diagnostic
diagnostic techniques.
techniques. These
detailed
here,
but
a
comprehensive
chart
dated
April
1960,
shortly
to
here, but a comprehensive chart dated April
shortly before
before the
the move
move to
Culhamshows
368).. The
showsthe
theextent
The more
more important
important
extent of
of the
at Harwell
Cuiham
the programme
programme at
Harwell 368
results were
frequent open
conferences and
and in
in the
results
were presented
presented at
at the
thenow
now more
more frequent
open conferences
publishedliterature.
literature.
published
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CHAPTER 13
CHAPTER
13
THE ICSE
ICSE AFFAIR
THE
AFFAIR
understand the
the affair
affair of
of ICSE,
ICSE, the
the fusion
To understand
fusion machine
machine that
that was
was sanctioned
sanctioned but
but
never built,
built, ititisisnecessary
necessary to
look at
at the
the general
general context
to look
context of
of the
the original
original decision
decision to
to
We have
have already
go ahead.
ahead. We
already referred
referred to
to the
the uncertainty
uncertaintyat
at Harwell
Harwell following
following the
the
removal of
key aspects
aspects of
its research
research to
removal
of key
of its
to Winfrith
Winfrith and
and to
to the
thedevelopment
development
laboratories of
the Production
Production Group,
Group, and
and this
laboratories
of the
this effect
effect had
had been
been magnified
magnified in
in 1958
1958
due to
changes inin the
due
to changes
the organisation
organisationofofthe
theAtomic
AtomicEnergy
EnergyAuthority.
Authority. Following
Following
Cockcroft's announcement
Cockcroft's
announcementofof his
his impending
impending retirement
retirement the
the day
day before
before the
the Zeta
Zeta
press conference,
press
conference,the
theAEA
AEA decided,
decided, for
for aa combination
combination of
of reasons,
to
divorce
reasons, to divorce the
the
Authority board
board membership
membership and
roles of Authority
and executive
executivedirectorship
directorshipofof the
thegroups.
groups. In
In
the Research
the new
the
ResearchGroup,
Group,covering
coveringHarwell
Harwell and
and the
sites,
this
meant
that
new southern
southern sites, this meant that
while
Cockcroft remained
while Cockcroft
remained the
the Authority
Authority Member
with responsibility
Member with
responsibility for
for scientific
scientific
research until
his retirement,
(which did
retirement, (which
did not
nottake
takeplace
research
until his
July
place until
until1 1
July1959),
1959),
executive directorship
the group
group was
was lodged
lodged in
executive
directorship of
of the
inBasil
BasilSchonland,
Schonland, previously
previously
deputy director
director of
Harwell. Sir
SirWilliam
WilliamPenney
deputy
of Harwell.
for the
Penney continued
continued for
the time
time being
being to
to
combine Authority
board membership
membership and
and executive
combine
Authority board
functions for
for AWRE,
executive functions
AWRE, where
where
the promotion
William Cook
promotion of
of William
Cook to
to take
take charge
the
of the
the Production
Production Group
Group had
had left
left a
charge of
a
gap.
Later
in
1958,
Nyman
however, Nyman Levin
gap. Later in 1958, however,
Levin was
was appointed
appointed director
director of
of AWRE
AWRE and
and
Penney was
Penney
was relieved
relieved of
of his
his executive
executive duties
duties in
in order
order to
to lead
lead the
the British
British delegation
delegation
to the
the Geneva
Geneva talks
the end
end of
of the
to
talks which
which led,
led, at
at the
the year,
year, to
to the
the three
three power
power
on nuclear
nuclear tests.
tests. Following
Followingthese
these rather
rather exhausting
moratorium on
exhausting negotiations,
negotiations,
Anglo-American relations
relations and
crucial to Anglo-American
the future
future of
crucial
and to
to the
ofnuclear
nuclear weapons
weapons
research in
Penney spent
half of
of 1959
research
in Britain,
Britain, Penney
spent the
the first
first half
1959 tying
tying up
up loose
loose ends
ends before
before
becoming
Authority
member
for
scientific
research, with
becoming Authority member for scientific research,
with executive
executive responsibility
responsibility
restored, on
on Cockcroft's
Cockcroft's retirement(369).
retirement(369). During
now restored,
During this
this period,
period, in
in anticipation
anticipation
his forthcoming
responsibilities, he
he began
began to
take an
an increasing
forthcoming responsibilities,
of his
to take
interest in
in the
increasing interest
the
fusion programme
programme as a whole and
and he
he set
set up
up the
the Thermonuclear
Thermonuclear Technical
Technical Policy
Policy
Committee (TTPC)
Committee
(TTPC) as
as described
describedlater.
later. Meanwhile,
one of
of the
Meanwhile, Keith
Keith Roberts,
Roberts, one
the
leading AWRE
AWRE theoreticians,
the Harwell
leading
theoreticians,had
hadmoved
movedover
overto
to join
join the
Harwell Theory
Theory
group(370) under
under W
WB
B Thompson;
group(370)
Thompson; D
DW
WFry,
Fry, who
who had
had been
been division
division head
head of
of the
the
experimental team
Zeta programme,
the Zeta
programme, had
experimental
team throughout
throughout the
appointed director
had been
been appointed
director
designate of
designate
of the
the new
new establishment
establishmentatatWinfrith.
Winfrith. Thonemann,
the driving
driving force
Thonemann, the
force
and been
been granted
grantedaa year's
behind Zeta,
Zeta, had
requested and
had requested
year's leave
behind
at
Princeton
leave (1959-1960)
at
(1959-1960) Princeton
in America
America in
in order
order to
tocatch
catch up
up with
withdevelopments
University in
developments there
there in
in plasma
plasma
physics, and
generally
take
stock
of
where
fusion
and generally take stock of where fusion research
was going(371).
going(371).
research was
Schonland
Cockcroft's from
Schonlandwas
wasan
anold
old friend
friend of
of Cockcroft's
from his
his Cambridge
Cambridge days.
days. He
He had
had
England from an
an important
important position
position in
inSouth
South Africa
returned to England
AfricaininOctober
October1954
1954
to take the position
deputy to
to Cockcroft;
Cockcroft; itit was
was widely
widelybelieved
position of
of deputy
believed that
that he
he had
had been
been
chosen by
chosen
by Cockcroft
Cockcroft to
to succeed
succeedhim,
him, and
and this
this he
he did
did on
on Cockcroft's
Cockcroft's retirement
retirement as
as
in
the
director
summer
of
1958.
Cockcroft's
director the summer of 1958. Cockcroft's successor
was bound
bound to
to have
successor was
have a
a
difficult task,
task, and
and Schonland
Schonland was
his role
role of
of director;
difficult
was not
not popular
popular in
in his
director; this
this arose
arose
partly at
at least
least from
someretrenchment
fromthe
theneed
need for
forsome
retrenchment after
after Cockcroft's
partly
Cockcroft's generosity
generosity
and extravagance.
experience was
extravagance. His
His scientific experience
wasnot
not directly
directly relevant
relevant to
to Harwell's
Harwell's
programme, though
expert on
on atmospheric
atmospheric electricity,
main programme,
though as
as aa world
world expert
electricity, including
including
especially thunder
he had
had aa knowledge
especially
thunder and
and lightning,
lightning, he
knowledge of
of plasma
plasma physics
physics and
and took
took
aa lively interest
interest in the
the Zeta
Zeta programme.
programme. Although
Although formally
formally responsible
for the
responsible for
the
fusion programme
programme he
operating in
the shadow
shadow of
he was
was still
still operating
in the
of Cockcroft,
Cockcroft, and
and knew
knew
-- 77
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that he would
would soon
soon have
have to
to hand
hand over
over responsibility
responsibility to
to Penney.
Penney. Cockcroft
Cockcroft himself
himself
was still Member
Member for
for Scientific
Scientific Research
Research and
and still
still aa strong advocate of
of controlled
controlled
fusion,
with one eye
eye on
on his
his new
position he
was no longer
fusion, but
but with
he was
new Cambridge
Cambridge position
longer as
interested
details of the
been(371,372). Penney
interested in the details
the programme
programme as he
he had
had once
once been(371'372).
Penney
not so
so far
far taken
taken much
much interest
interest in
inthe
programmeoutside
AWRE for
for
had not
thefusion
fusionprogramme
outsideAWRE
which
yet no
no direct
responsibility. But
which he
he had
had as yet
direct responsibility.
But he knew
knew that
that he would
would be
be
responsible for
whatever programme
programme should
responsible
for the
the carrying
carrying out
out of whatever
should be devised, and
wished to
to be
be involved
he naturally wished
involved in
in its
itschoice(373).
choice(373).
Lower down
hierarchy, the presence
presence of
of three
three senior
senior members
of staff,
staff,
Lower
down the hierarchy,
members of
Cockcroft,
Cockcroft, Penney
Penney and
and Schonland,
Schonland, each
each with
with an
an interest
interest but
but only a limited interest
in the
the fusion
fusion programme,
programme, compounded
confusion arising from other changes
compounded the
the confusion
changes
taking place.
place. Fry,
Fry, now
now deputy
deputy director
director of
of Harwell,
Harwell, still
still retained
retained some
some responsibity
responsibity
for the Harwell fusion work, but knew that this would be
be so only for a short time.
time.
With the arrival of
of K
K V (Keith)
With
(Keith)Roberts
RobertsatatHarwell
Harwell and
and the
the impending translation
of Penney the views of the AWRE
AWRE team
team competed
competed with
with those of
of the Harwell team,
who were themselves
themselves divided.
situation was
was still
still further
further confused
divided. The
The situation
confused by the
the fact
fact
while it
it was
was believed
that while
John Adams
would almost
certainly be
believed that
that John
Adams would
almost certainly
be recalled
recalled
from
fusion programme
programme from
from CERN
CERN to
to take
take over
over the
the fusion
from Fry
Fry and
and head
head the new
new
establishment,
actually offered
appointment until
until April
April1959
establishment, Adams
Adams was not actually
the appointment
1959
offered the
and did
did not
not accept
accept until
until June(374).
June(374). Despite
feeling in some quarters that the post
Despite aa feeling
should
have
been offered
offered formally
should have been
to Thonemann,
Thonemann,he
he had
had no
no wish
formally to
wish to devote
devote
himself to
administration, and
the general
general approval
approval of
of Adams's
himself
to administration,
and joined
in the
joined in
Adams's
appointment. Thus
Thus the
senior figure
the views
figure with a strong
yet another
another senior
strong interest
interest
appointment.
views of
of yet
but as yet only partial responsibility
responsibility had
had to be
be taken
taken into
into account.
account. Then there was
Thonemann, looking
affording him the time to
to consider
consider
Thonemann,
looking forward
forward to
to a year's break affording
the options for the future, but expected
leading part
part in
in making
making aa choice
expected to play a leading
choice
lack of
of
between
Fully aware
aware of
of the
the general
general lack
between these
these options
options before
before he
he went
went away.
away. Fully
understanding of the basic
basic plasma physics,
physics, he was reluctant to
to recommend
recommend any
large
further complicating
complicating factor
factor was that
that
large scale
scale experiment
experimentat
at this
this stage.
stage. AA further
whatever
were chosen
Thonemann himself
chosen Thonemann
whatever options
options were
himselfwished
wished to
to remain
remain with
with a
small
Harwell rather
rather than
than move
move to
to the
the new
new establishment
establishment at Culham,
Culham, a
small group at Harwell
course that
had been
been agreed
agreed to
to by
by Cockcroft
Cockcroft but was
was strongly
strongly opposed
opposed by
course
that had
by
Schonland(375).
Into this confused context
context were placed
placed the differing
differing attitudes
attitudes already referred to in
The original
original Harwell team were still committed,
committed, on
Chapter 11.
11. The
on the whole, to the
continuation of toroidal pinch research,
AWRE the preference
research, but at
at AWRE
preference was strongly
for
mirror machine.
machine. This
This was
was currently
currently aa strongly
strongly advocated
advocated option
option in
for the mirror
in
America,
America, since
since at
at least
least at low particle densities
densities it seemed
seemed to be the most amenable
to theoretical
theoretical analysis(376).
analysis(376). The
Thelatter
latterpoint
pointwas
wassignificant
significant for
forthe
theAWRE
AWRE
scientists;
scientists; accustomed
accustomed to
to the
the small
small tolerances
tolerances of
of bomb
bomb design
design work,
work, were
were used to
dictated by
the theoreticians
theoreticians and were accustomed
by the
accustomed to being
programs being led and dictated
able
predict precisely
precisely how
how something
something would behave
behave before
before actually
actually building
able to predict
it(377). Thus, at the end of
of 1958
1958 Penney
CTR work
Penney wrote,
wrote, in
in aa paper on the CTR
work in the
group "The
"The design
design of
of successful
successful uncontrolled thermonuclear
thermonuclear experiment
experiment
weapons group
- a megaton
megaton bomb
bomb - required
required detailed
detailed analysis
analysis to
made before
to be
be made
before the
the 'experiment'.
'experiment'.
worktt(326). The
The same general approach
approach is
CTR work"(326).
is necessary
necessary in
in CTR
TheAWRE
AWRE scientists
scientists
constituted
a
relatively
small
had
the fusion
fusion scene, but
constituted relatively small group
group who
arrived late on the
with the impending
impending appointments
appointments of
Penney and
Adams, who
of Penney
and Adams,
who was
was also
also used to
--7878 -

working
working on
on near-certainties
at CERN,
they could
near-certainties at
CERN, they
could exert
exert an
an influence
influence
their numbers
disproportionate
numbers and experience,
disproportionate to
to their
and directly
opposed to the
experience, and
directly opposed
more
experimental philosophy
more experimental
philosophyof
ofthe
the Harwell
Harwellteam.
team. The main research
on the
research on
the
H-bomb having been completed
completed both Roberts
H-bomb
Taylor, two
two of
of the leading
Roberts and JJ B Taylor,
British
British weapons
weapons physicists,
physicists, had
had transferred
transferred to
to controlled
controlled fusion(378
fusion(378),
), and their
their
opinions, backed
impressive track record, carried considerable weight with
backed by an impressive
offusion
fusionresearch
Penney. Given
Given the
thehistory
historyof
researchin
inBritain,
Penney.
Britain, the
theAWRE
AWRE preference
preference for
mirror machine
unlikely to be reflected
a mirror
in the choice
of the top priority
machine was unlikely
reflected in
choice of
priority
project
Their
to
Zeta.
influence
was
felt,
project to succeed
succeed Zeta. Their influence
however,
on the debate within
however, on
Research Group
upon the
the choice
choice of
of configuration
the Research
Group upon
for the
configuration for
the new
new machine,
machine,
assumed to be aa toroidal
toroidal one.
one. Here
Herethe
theAWRE
instinctive
reaction
AWRE scientists'
scientists' instinctive reaction was
configuration which
which appeared
prefer aa configuration
appeared to have
to prefer
have at
at least
least some
some theoretical
theoretical
foundation, rather
one based
based upon
upon Zeta,
foundation,
rather than one
Zeta, the
the complexity
complexity of which
which was
was well
well
theoretical analysis of the time.
beyond the scope of the theoretical
In retrospect, the choice between
available alternatives,
between the available
alternatives, none
none of
of which
which had yet
been adequately explored,
explored, needed
needed an extended
extended period of thought and
and discussion.
discussion.
But if
if there
thing on
onwhich
whichthe
there was
was one
one thing
thesenior
But
seniorpeople,
people,Cockcroft,
Cockcroft, Penney,
Penney,
Schonland,
Schonland, Fry
Fry and
and Adams,
Adams, were
were more
more or
or less
less agreed
agreed itit was
was that a decision
decision was
required
quickly. The
The controlled
required quickly.
controlled fusion
fusion programme
programme had
had acquired
acquired considerable
considerable
momentum and
A new
momentum
and international
international status.
status. A
was being
being set
set up to
new establishment
establishment was
house it. ItItseemed
seemed important
important both
both for
for general
house
general morale
morale and in order
order to
to justify
justify the
large scale
scale experiment, promised earlier by Schonland at
new establishment that aa large
press conference
conference of
of 16
16 May
May 1958(267), be
be sanctioned
sanctioned and
the press
and embarked
embarked upon
upon
quickly. Moreover,
Moreover, despite the lessons
lessons of
quickly.
of the past year as
as to
to the
the inadequacy
inadequacy of
of
theoretical knowledge,
theoretical
knowledge, there
there was
was still
still aa tendency
tendency to
to assume
assume that
that the
the pursuit of any
given line of
of development
development would be essentially
essentially non-problematic.
given
non-problematic. This view was
those scientists
scientists with
with direct
by those
direct experience
experience of
of the intractable
not shared by
intractable nature of
of
plasma physics;
physics; well
uncertainties they
plasma
well aware
aware of
of the uncertainties
they were reluctant to accept the
responsibilities associated
responsibilities
associated with
with the
the promotion
promotion of
of aa large project
which they knew
project which
well
the public
public eye, and which would be a disaster
well would
would be in the
disaster if
if it
it fell
fell short of
of
expectations.
We now take up the
discussion of
of the
the progress
the discussion
progress towards
towards the
the ICSE
ICSE project from the
By this time the
of 1958.
1958. By
previous chapter, at the end of
the lack
lack of stability in Zeta had
recognized as a major
major problem
been recognized
problem and studies begun on how to
to modify
modify Zeta
Zeta 2 to
include the conditions stipulated by Rosenbluth,
Rosenbluth, Tayler
Tayler and
and others.
others. Bickerton,
Bickerton, in
particular, was urging
urging what,
what, since
since the
the Geneva
Geneva Conference,
Conference, had become known as
"Rosenbluth distribution"(284
distribution"(284).
This requires
the "Rosenbluth
requires first,
first, that
that the
the current
). This
current should
should
flow on the surface of
of the plasma column, and second, that the
the toroidal
toroidal magnetic
magnetic
field
field should
should be of
of opposite
opposite sign
sign inside
inside and
and outside
outside the
the plasma.
plasma. To ensure that the
current flows on the plasma surface
surface and does not diffuse to the interior advantage
taken of the
the "skin
"skin effect";
effect"; this
must be taken
this requires
requires that
that the
the current
current be
be set
set up very
very
rapidly.
Programmed reversal
reversal of
of the
the direction
direction of the
the toroidal
rapidly. Programmed
toroidal field
field must also be
accomplished,
accomplished,with
with the
the aid
aid of
of pulsed
pulsed coils
coils around
around and linked
linked with the
the toroidal
toroidal
vacuum chamber.
This requires
requires aa vacuum
vacuum chamber
chamber of
of insulating
vacuum
chamber. This
insulating material
material to
varying magnetic fields.
This configuration,
allow penetration
penetration by the rapidly varying
fields. This
configuration, and
planned to
to generate
generate it,
it, are
are shown
a schematic diagram of
of the apparatus
apparatus planned
shown in
inFig.
Fig. 13.
13.
The decision
decision on
how to
to proceed
proceed now
now lay
laywith
withCockcroft
The
on how
Cockcroft and,
and, especially,
especially,
Schonland.
In order
order to
to provide
provide general
general guidance,
guidance, as noted in the last chapter, they
Schonland. In
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Fig. 13 (A) Schematic
ICSE, re-drawn from ref. 379.
Schematic diagram of
of the
the arrangement
arrangement envisaged
envisaged for
for ICSE,
Fig.
379. The
100 kV
large and small diameters of the torus, which is made of
kV is applied
of porcelain,
porcelain, are
are 6m
6m and
and 1m.
lm. 100
across each
the switches
switches are closed, and
each of
of the gaps in the metal casing shown in the top view when the
coils to
to produce
this drives the toroidal plasma current. The
lines represent
represent coils
produce aa steady
steady Bz
Bz field;
dottedlines
field;
Thedotted
the power supply across the slot around the
the toroidal
toroidal casing
casing is to provide the
the time
time dependent field
field
reversal. (B)
(B) Sketch
Sketch of
density across
of the distribution of toroidal magnetic field
field and
and poloidal current density
ref. 421.
the corresponding
distributions in
in Zeta,
Zeta, from
from ref.
corresponding distributions
the torus, compared with the
421. This diagram is only
schematic;
which is
large for
for
of about 30%
30% of
plasma radius,
too large
schematic; itit shows
shows aa skin
skin depth
depth of
of the
the plasma
radius, which
is far too
stability.

decided to reconstitute
reconstitute the
the CTR
CTR Advisory
Advisory Committee
decided
Committee with
with aa new and enlarged
enlarged
membership
include several
several senior
distinguished scientists
directly
senior distinguished
scientists not directly
membership to
to include
(365,380).
concerned
fusion
meeting on
on18
first meeting
18December
December 1958
concerned with fusion(365
'380). At its first
1958 papers
were presented
presented by
by staff
staff of
of AERE,
AERE, AWRE
AWRE and
AEI, reviewing
and AEI,
reviewing their programmes
programmes
making recommendations
future(381).
recommendations for
and making
for the future
Reviews of
of the international
381 . Reviews
scene,
scene, especially
especially details
details of
of the
the various
various American
American projects,
projects,were
werealso
alsopresented.
presented. In
session following
following the presentations
number of
of recommendations
presentations a number
recommendations were
plenary session
made; it was agreed
agreed that
that the
themain
mainAERE
AERE effort
effort should be
be "concentrated
"concentrated on
made;
on the
Zeta
approach until
could be seen clearly
clearly whether
this was
was likely
likely to
Zeta approach
until it could
whether or
or not this
succeed".
Nevertheless "a decision
device such as
decision to build aa major
major pinch
pinch device
as Zeta
Zeta 2
succeed". Nevertheless
should
postponed", and in
design and
in its
its place
place "the
"the technical
technical design
and development
should be postponed",
development
work
large-scale energy
procurement of
of the
the
work on large-scale
energy storing
storing and
and switching
switching and
and the procurement
necessary power
possible". Finally,
as rapidly
rapidly as
as possible".
Finally, about
about 20%
20%
necessary
power supply be undertaken as
of the staff
staff should
should work
work on
on "basic
"basic plasma
plasma physics
physics not
not immediately
immediately relevant
relevant to
of
(382). These
major projects,,
projects"(382).
Thesewere
very much
much in
in line
werevery
line with
with the
therecommendations
recommendations in
presented by
by Thonemann(383
Thonemann(383).
the paper presented
).
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the context
In the
context of
these recommendations
recommendations "the Zeta approach"
of these
approach" presumably
presumably covers
covers
any system
system using a transformer
transformer driven
driven toroidal
whether as
as in
in the
toroidal discharge,
discharge, whether
original Zeta experiment or modified
modified in
in accordance
original
accordance with
with Bickerton's
Bickerton's suggestions
"theoretically" stable
to produce a "theoretically"
stable configuration.
configuration. Ultimately,
Ultimately, it was clear, a large
scale experiment
experiment would
would be
be required,
required, but it was as yet by no means clear just what
This became
became aa topic
this experiment
should be.
be. This
topic of
of discussion
discussionand
and debate.
debate. As a
experiment should
Penney decided
decided to
to set
set up
upthe
the"Thermonuclear
"Thermonuclear Technical
forum for discussion
discussion Penney
Technical
Policy Committee"
Committee"(TTPC)
(UPC) to decide and co-ordinate programmes both at Harwell
Policy
and Aldermaston,
where current
current thinking
thinkingwas
was in
in favour
favour of
of a large
and
Aldermaston, where
large mirror
mirror
DCX
at
Oak
Ridge(293).
to the
the American
American DCX Oak Ridge(293).
machine similar to
The first of
meetings was held on 21 March
March 1959.
of these meetings
1959. Penney
Penney was
was in the chair;
were present,
present, with
with AERE
Cockcroft, Schonland
Schonlandand
and Fry
Fry were
Cockcroft,
AERE representatives
representatives
and
Thompson,
Pease
Bickerton
with
Thonemann, Thompson, Pease and Bickerton with Allen
Allen and
and Hulme
Thonemann,
Hulme (with
(with
apologies from
apologies
from Curran)
Curran) to represent AWRE.
AWRE. However, one month before this an
informal meeting
informal
meeting was
was held
held to have a preliminary
preliminary discussion
discussion of the main
main issues.
issues.
The first item on the agenda was
ICSE, which
which here
here first
first enters
enters the written record.
was ICSE,
paper of
ofThonemann
Discussion was
Thonemann dated
Discussion
was based
based on
on a paper
dated 12
12February
February entitled
entitled
Pandora (Garbo)"(385
(Garbo)"(385).. In
Initithe
hestates
"Proposals for Zeta 1, Zeta 2 and Pandora
statesthat
thatthe
theICSE
ICSE
experiment
is
answer
the
questions:
toroidal pinch
experiment is designed
designed to
the questions: "is the toroidal
pinch discharge
discharge
to the
thewalls
wallscalculated
energy loss
loss to
calculated from
from binary
stable" and
and "is
stable"
"is the
the energy
binary collision
collision
be
done
in
the
theory?". An experiment to
next two years at Harwell is proposed,
theory?".
cost of
of about
with a current
current of
of 1.5
1.5 MA in a porcelain torus, at a cost
about £500,000.
£500,000. Plans for
supply
power
proceeding with
Pandora and
and postponing
postponing Zeta
Zeta 2 are endorsed.
proceeding
with the
Pandora
endorsed.
"The ICSE
"The
ICSEexperiment
experimentreplaces
replacesthe
the Zeta
Zeta22experiment,
experiment,and
and itit is
is designed
designed to give
the relevant
relevant information
lower cost".
cost". IfIf ICSE
ICSE were to
information in
in aa shorter
shorter time
time and
and at lower
modified Zeta 2 would be
successful, then
be considered,
considered, making
prove successful,
then plans for a modified
some supportive
use of Pandora. After
After some
supportive discussion
discussion at
at the
the meeting,
meeting, Penney
Penney asked
for a fuller paper to
to the
the first
first formal
formal meeting.
to be submitted to
Shortly before
before the first formal
formal meeting
meeting of
of the
the TTPC,
TTPC, Thonemann (with Johns) at
March) for the
Fry's request wrote a paper
paper (dated
(dated12
12 March)
the Research
Research Group Management
Board setting
In this
thisthe
thesum
sumof
of£420,000
£420,000 was requested for the
Board
setting out
out the options.
options. In
experiment(386).
(This
excludes
the
cost
of
the
ICSE experiment(386 ). (This
capacitors,£780,000,
ICSE
cost of the capacitors,
£780,000, which
Problems had
had arisen
arisen with
with siting
siting the
Pandora(387)).
the experiment
experiment
). Problems
part of
of Pandora(387
would form part
at Harwell, however,
however, and
suggested that
an existing
existing
and itit was now suggested
that it should be in an
Culham airfield,
airfield, (an
option found
aircraft
found to be
be impractical
aircraft hanger
hanger on
on the Culham
(an option
impractical on
closer inspection
Speed was considered
closer
inspection of
of the
the condition
condition of
of the
the hangars).
hangars). Speed
considered essential,
so as not to lose the lead.
By the time of
TTPC meeting,
By
of the TFPC
meeting, ideas
ideas about
about ICSE
ICSEhad
had changed,
changed, as
as explained in a
the meeting(388).
meeting(388). It
by Thonemann
Thonemann and Johns
Johns presented to the
It was
paper by
was now to
to be
be
and
ICSE(b).
The
split into two
ICSE(a)
former
was
to
two parts
parts ICSE(a)
replace the earlier
earlier
ICSE(b).
former
replace
have an
an aluminium
experiment, but would have
aluminium torus
proposal for
fast experiment,
torus (originally
(originally
proposal
for a fast
It was
was intended
intended to have
have a fast
intended for
fast
intended
for Zeta)
Zeta) rather
rather than
than aa porcelain
porcelainone.
one. It
current flow
flow to the
the plasma
plasma surface,
current
rise to confine
confine the current
surface, but not
not field
field
current rise
MA. ItIt was
was conjectured
conjectured that even
even without field
field
reversal, at the lower current of 2I MA.
luck, be
be stable, since the theory
reversal the plasma might, with luck,
theory was
was incomplete.
incomplete.
reversal
ICSE(b) was
ICSE(b)
wasnow
now to
to have
have the
the ceramic
ceramictorus
torus and
and field
field reversal,
reversal, and
and was now seen as
12 MA, as proposed for the
device", carrying
the earlier
earlier small
small
a "bigger device",
carrying aa current of 11
physically
would certainly
certainly need to
to be
be physically larger because of
version of
version
of ICSE.
ICSE. (It would
of the
-81-

difficulty
making a low
low aspect
torus from
from ceramic). The
both
difficulty ofofmaking
Thecapital
aspect ratio torus
capital cost of both
experimentswas
wasstated
to be £14m
experiments
fl-Lm
* (without
(without contingency).
stated to
Although
the discussion
Although the
discussionon
on ICSE
ICSE was
was introduced
introduced by
by Thonemann,
Thonemann, he does not
seem to
to have
have been
been happy
happywith
withthe
seem
experiment
theidea
ideaofof an
anexpensive
expensive large
large scale
scale experiment
with
so little
little real
with so
realtheoretical
theoreticalsupport,
support,believing
believingthat,
that,if indeed
if indeeda large
a large
machinewas
was
machine
to
be
built,
the
original
Zeta
2
to
built, the original Zeta 2option
optionmight
mighthave
have been
been a wiser
wiser choice(389).
The original
original request
The
request totothe
theRGMB
RGMB was
with the paper
paper
wasupdated
updatedininApril,
April,in
in line
line with
were asked
presented to
to the
theTTPC.
TTPC. They
They were
approve an approach
the Atomic
Atomic
asked to
to approve
approach to the
EnergyAuthority
Authorityand
andthe
theTreasury
Treasuryfor
Energy
of ICSE(a)
ICSE(a) and
and ICSE(b)(390).
ICSE(b)(390).
forthe
the construction
construction of
Approval
was
given,
and
a
the
AEA
in
May
Approval was given, and paper presented
presented to
to the AEA in May by
by Schonland(391).
Schonland(391).
based on
on the
the paper to
emphasising the
the endorsement
This was
was based
to the
theRGMB,
RGMB, emphasising
endorsement of
of the
TTPC.The
The
view
theTFPC
TTPC
its meeting
21
March
"that
a
major
TFPC.
view
ofofthe
at atits
on
21
March
"that
a
major
uncertainty
meeting on
uncertainty
in this
this field
fieldwould
would best
best be
be resolved
resolved by
by the
the ICSE
ICSE project"
quoted,and
and with
with regard
regard
project" isisquoted,
writes "It
"It is
opinionofof Sir
Sir John
to siting
siting Schonland
Schonland writes
is the
the unanimous
unanimous opinion
Cockcroft,
John Cockcroft,
andmyself
myselfthat
thatthe
theright
right policy
policy is
is to
Sir William
William Penney
Penney and
to plan
plan on
on putting
putting ICSE
ICSE at
CulhamAirfield
Airfield as
as soon
soon as
as possible".
possible". (No
taken with
Cuiham
(No action
was taken
action was
with regard
regard to
to the
plans for
for aalarge
largeDCX
DCX type
type mirror
mirrormachine
machine put
put forward
forward atatthe
theTTPC
TFPC meeting
meeting by
by
Allen of
KK W
W Allen
ofAWRE,
AWRE, and opposed by
by Thonemann).
Thonemann).
The plans
plans for
for ICSE
Authority in
The
ICSE were
were approved
in May(392)
May(392) and by
approved by
by the
the Authority
by the
the
Treasury in
in July(393
July(393).
Bythis
this time
Treasury
time detailed
detailed consideration
consideration of
). By
of the
the physics
physics and
and
engineering were
by the
the design group set
three months
engineering
were under
under way
way by
set up
up some
some three
months
earlier, this
Pease with
with GGFrancis
Francis responsible
responsible for
for the physics,
earlier,
thiswas
wasnow
now chaired by
by Pease
physics,
and DDLLSmart
Smart(reporting
(reportingto
to Carruthers)
and
engineering design(394).
design(394). A
Carruthers) for
for the engineering
realistic
A realistic
large and
and novel
novelproject,
project, despite the
appreciation of all
all the
the problems
problems of such
such aa large
experience of
of Zeta
hardly to be
experience
Zeta 11 and
and the Zeta 22 studies
studies were,
were, however,
however, hardly
be expected
expected in
such aa short time.
such
OnceICSE
ICSEhad
hadbeen
been
approved,
every
effortwas
was
made
create
tightly
Once
approved,
every
effort
made
to to
create
a aproject
projectasastightly
and
efficiently controlled
been.
and efficiently
controlledasasthetheZeta
Zetaproject
project
been.Wherever
Wherever industry
industry was
was
hadhad
brought in
in senior representatives
brought
representativesofofthe
thefirms
firmsconcerned
concernedwere
were involved
involved and
and the
prestige of
were
of the
theproject
projectand
andthe
theneed
need for
fortight
tightcontrol
control
wereemphasized.
emphasized. In
In view
view of
of
entailed every
the large cost
cost that
that would
would be entailed
every precaution
precaution was
was taken
taken against
against the
dangers of
of going
going over
over budget.
budget. Careful
Careful costings
were done,
done, and
dangers
costings were
andthe
the estimates
estimates of
outside firms
firms were
were checked
checkedand
andmodified
modified
arriveatataa firm
firm estimate
outside
so so
as astotoarrive
estimate for
for the
project, totowhich
felt they
project,
which the
the team
team felt
they could
could commit
commit themselves
with
themselves with
confidence(395).
By
confidence(395
the
spring
of
1960
estimate
). By
spring of 1960such
such an
an estimatehad
had been
been reached.
reached. The
The cost
be £2.5
£2.5 million.
been put
put out
out for
of the project
project would
would be
million. A
A contract had
had been
for the
the large
capacitor bank,
wassanctioned
sanctionedahead
aheadofofthe
bank, the
the expenditure
expenditure on
on which
which was
therest
rest of
of the
project on
that ititwould
project
on the
the grounds
grounds that
would still
stillbebeneeded
neededeven
even ififsomething
something went
went
wrong
with
the
toroidal
part
of
wrong with the toroidal part ofthe
theexperiment.
experiment.And
And the
the team
team were
were ready
go
ready to go
ahead with
withthe
the ordering
orderingof
of the
the rest
rest of
ahead
of the
theequipment(396).
equipment(396). At
this point,
At this
point,however,
however,
the project began
to run
runinto
into difficulties
difficulties for
the
began to
foraanumber
number of
if connected
connected
of different
different if
reasons.
The cost
cost figure
figure of
The
of £2.5
£2.5million
millionwas,
was,sosofar
farasasthe
theICSE
ICSEengineering
engineeringteam
team was
was
concerned,
both
fair
and
final. It
It was
was substantially
substantially higher
higher than
than the
concerned, both fair and final.
the £1.5
£1.5 million
originally been
but since the
that had
had originally
been approved,
approved, but
the original
originalfigure
figurehad
hadbeen
beenno
nomore
more
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than a estimate
basis of
of rather
estimate made
made on
on the
the basis
rather general
general scaling
scaling rules,
rules, the
the difference
difference
was
reasonably small,
was considered
to be
be reasonably
small,and
and the
the cost
cost of
of the same
considered to
same order
order of
of
originally envisaged.
magnitude as that
that originally
envisaged. To
To Penney
magnitude
Penney and
and Schonland,
Schonland, however,
however,
who seem to have
have underestimated
underestimated the
the technical
technical complexity
of ICSE
and to have
complexity of
ICSE and
beginning as
as aa relatively
relatively straightforward engineering task, the
from the
the beginning
treated it from
67% was
highly significant
significant and
cost
increase of
was seen,
seen, almost
cost increase
of 67%
was highly
and was
certainly
almost certainly
This impression
come. This
impression had,
had, moreover,
incorrectly, as
as aa harbinger
harbinger of
of things
things to come.
incorrectly,
moreover,
been reinforced by Schonland's insistence,
insistence, as
as feasibility
feasibilitystudies
studies had
had progressed, on
repeatedly asking for the latest
latest "guesstimate"
"guesstimate" price,
price, which
which had of course steadily
had replied
replied to
Pease had
toone
onesuch
suchrequest
requestin
inOctober
October 1959
risen(397).
WhenPease
1959 that the
risen 397 . When
significant increase
increase over
estimate
stood at
million, the
the first significant
over the
£2.1 million,
the original
original
estimate stood
at £2.1
Schonland had exclaimed
exclaimed to Penney
Penney that "I am used to shocks
sanctioned amount, Schonland
shocks
and presumably not the
the end"(398).
end"(398). As
As the
the studies continued the
but this is a
million to £2.2
price
£2.2 million
price slowly rose
million and then
£2.1 million
£2.5million.
rose from
from £2.1
then to
to£2.5
million.
Denis
DenisWillson,
Willson,who
whowas
wastoto be
be secretary
secretary of
of the
the soon
soon to be
be opened
opened Culham
Culham
establishment,
asked Schonland
Schonland not
not to indulge in any
establishment, asked
any "sod-cutting
"sod-cutting nonsense"
nonsense" by
celebrations,on
onthe
thegrounds
grounds that
that he
he did
did not
not want any attention to
way of opening celebrations,
ICSE(399).
be drawn
drawnto
toICSE(399).

Since the £2.5
£2.5million
millionwas
wasaafinal
finalfigure
figureititcould
could probably
probably have
have been
been approved
approved had
Since
favourable.
been
But
in
July
following
a
favourable. But in July 1960,
circumstances
1960, following considerable
considerable
other circumstances
fissile material
overspend
material production
production plant
plant in
in the North (an overspend
overspend on some fissile
overspend
anyother
or totoany
otherResearch
fusion or
ResearchGroup
activities),
quite unrelated
quite
unrelated to
to fusion
Groupactivities),
the Atomic
Sir Roger
Sir
RogerMakins,
Makins,who
whohad
had taken
taken over
over from
from Plowden
Plowden as chairman of the
Atomic
asked Penney
Penney for
January, asked
complete review
review of
of capital
Energy
capital
Energy Authority
Authority in
in January,
for a complete
Research Group,
expenditure in the Research
Group, and
and in
in particular
particular of
of the dominant item of that
relating to
to ICSE
ICSE(400).
Penney and
and the
the financial
financial administrators
administrators at
4 . Penney
expenditure, that
that relating
ICSE estimates,
Harwell
reviewed the
the ICSE
taking into account
account the change
change
Harwell then reviewed
estimates, and
and taking
current
sanction
and
the
estimate,
but
not
taking
original
advice
on
between
estimate,
taking
between the original sanction and
technical circumstances
cost
the technical
circumstances underlying
underlying that
that change,
change, they
they predicted
predicted a further cost
million
final
figure
and
increase,
first
a
of
£3.2
then,
in
mid-August,
increase, proposing
proposing first final figure of £3.2 million and
mid-August,
of £4
£4 million(401
million(401)..
one of
impossible to
It is impossible
to say
say what
what ICSE
ICSEwould
wouldhave
havecost
costififbuilt.
built. On one hand all large
and complex
projects do
do have
have aa tendency
tendency to
to escalate
escalateinincost.
cost. On
On the other hand,
complex projects
probably adequately
adequately accounted
accounted for
for in
in the
the£2.5
£2.5 million
danger was
was probably
million estimate.
estimate.
this danger
indications are
Project control
experiment stood a
Project
control was
was tight
tight and
and all
all the indications
are that the experiment
chance of
The estimate
fair chance
of being
being completed
completed to
to specification,
specification,to
totime,
time,and
and to
to cost.
cost. The
large
that
had
included all the large one-off
one-off costs
resulted from
from the
the feasibility
feasibility study
included
costs that
resulted
construction and
investigations, such
large
investigations,
such as
as those
those for
for the construction
and assembly
of the large
assembly of
factory being
being built in
in France
new factory
France especially to manufacture
transformer, and for aa new
Moreover, it was items such
ceramic torus.
than the
the general
general
the ceramic
torus. Moreover,
such as this, rather than
Schonland were
creeping
had
creeping inflation
inflation of
of which
which Penney
Penney and
and Schonland
were afraid,
afraid, that
that had
Whether or
the further
further
accounted for
accounted
for the
the increases
increasesininestimate
estimatetotodate.
date. Whether
or not the
justified, however,
clearly constituted
predicted increases
increases were
serious
predicted
were justified,
however, they
they clearly
constituted a serious
project, even
cancellation cost in
to the
the ICSE
ICSE project,
threat to
even when
when set against a substantial cancellation
of £0.4
£0.4 million(402
million(402)..
region of
the region
Another threat to
to the
the ICSE
ICSE project, closely
closely linked
linked to
to its
its rising estimates, was posed
curtail
expansion of
to curtail expansion
of the
the fusion
fusion programme(403).
the AEA
AEA to
programme(403).
decision of
of the
by aa decision
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stressed that the need
had stressed
site, had
Cuiham site,
the Culham
for the
plans for
original plans
Thonemann,
his original
in his
Thonemann, in
should not be
that itit should
all
all
that
be
above
meant
fundamental
physics
above
programmemeant
for a fundamental physics programme
for
however,
same criterion,
The same
criterion, however,
or even
even two
two experiments(404).
experiments(404). The
dominated by one or
dominated
now
was
controlled fusion
fusion
longer term
term context
context in which
which controlled
reflecting
as itit did the longer
reflecting as
programme of restricted
restricted size.
seen, also
seemed to the administrators to imply a programme
also seemed
would simply
unfettered
it
unfettered
grow
to grow
allowed to
were allowed
research were
fusion research
if fusion
felt that if
They felt
research projects
projects rather
internal momentum,
momentum, generating
generating further research
acquire its own internal
acquire
restricted
than concrete
concrete results.
Since this tended to happen anyway,
anyway, even with a restricted
results. Since
response, made from his
right. Thonemann's
programme,
Thonemann's response,
probably right.
were probably
they were
programme, they
Princeton, was that if
if the programme were to be limited, then no large
sojourn at Princeton,
undertaken until more was known about their
scale experiments
be undertaken
should be
all should
at all
experiments at
scale
At Harwell,
Harwell, however,
however, the
the response
restricted funding was initially to
response to the
the restricted
basis. At
the flexible
flexible large
try and
and keep
keep ICSE
ICSE going by cutting other projects,
projects, most notably the
to support.
difficult to
power supply Pandora(405
Pandora(405).
This policy
policy became
became increasingly difficult
). This
In the summer
summer of
1960, when Adams reviewed
existing projects
projects before taking
of 1960,
reviewed the
the existing
of
conclusion that there was no hope of
over as director of Culham, he came to the conclusion
financial
expected
the
within
achieving
a
balanced
research
programme
within
the
expected
financial
programme
research
balanced
a
achieving
adopted for it.
were adopted
estimate were
whichever estimate
constraints if ICSE
continued, whichever
be continued,
to be
were to
ICSE were
such aa large
up such
take up
Even on
large portion
wouldtake
lower estimate
estimate ICSE
portion of
of the
the
ICSEwould
on the lower
Even
and
manoeuvre,
for
all
at
room
Culham budget that he as director
director would have
have no room
for manoeuvre,
Cuiham
he
was therefore
therefore ready
ready to
to back
back up
up Penney's
Penney's inclination
inclination to cancel
cancel on
on cost
cost
he was
grounds(406).
to ensure the
sufficient to
was quite sufficient
above was
discussed above
factors discussed
of the factors
combination of
The combination
direction,
same
the
demise of ICSE,
ICSE, but
acting
there
were
other
in
direction,
too,
pressures
other
were
but there
coming to fruition
fruition at the same time.
time. So
So far
far as
asPenney
Penney was
was concerned,
concerned, the
and coming
that made
made itself
itself felt
felt even
even before
before the
the ICSE
ICSE cost rises and
greatest influence, and one that
theoretical
affected his judgement
judgement of
exerted by
by the
the theoretical
these, was that exerted
of these,
may have affected
who had provided the
physicists. In
In general
general terms
terms it had
had been
been the
theoreticians who
the theoreticians
physicists.
greatest impetus in support
support of
of ICSE.
ICSE. But
But once
once this
this became
became aa concrete
concrete project they
began to have doubts. Would
Would itit in
infact
fact prove
prove possible
up experimentally
experimentally the
possible to set up
this indeed
theoretically inspired
would this
And would
indeed be
configuration? And
Rosenbluthconfiguration?
inspired Rosenbluth
theoretically
stable?
There had
required fields
had been
been no
no problem
problem working
working out how
the required
fields might
how the
might
stable? There
fields.
magnetic
using the
the sudden
suddenapplication
critically timed
timed magnetic fields.
application of
of critically
initially be set up, using
But
detailed calculations
the plasma
of the
reaction of
calculations had
plasma to the
the reaction
on the
done on
been done
had been
But no detailed
these fields(407
imposition of these
fields(407).
wassimply
known, either
either experimentally
experimentally or
simply not
not known,
). ItIt was
fact
theoretically,
whether
the
plasma
would
would
in
fact
configuration
develop
as required,
configuration
theoretically, whether
and in
in this
speculative. At
this sense
sense the
the whole
whole ICSE
purely speculative.
was purely
ICSE project
At first the
project was
the end of
at
But
theoreticians
kept
their
themselves.
to
doubts
on
this
themselves.
But
at
of
issue
this
issue to
theoreticians kept their doubts on
visiting the
Harwell Theoretical
Theoretical Physics
the Harwell
Physics
been visiting
had been
who had
Flowers,who
1960Flowers,
January 1960
division from Manchester
Manchester where he was now
now Professor
Professor of Physics,
Physics, relayed these
Cockcroft, who promptly got in touch
touch with
with Penney(
408). When
Penney(408).
When Penney
Penney
doubts to Cockcroft,
went
Division,
back
Physics
to
Flowers'
Theoretical Physics Division,
successor as
as head
head ofofTheoretical
went back to Flowers' successor
W M Lomer,
ICSE but that
about ICSE
personally had no doubts about
that he personally
reported that
Lomer reported
Lomer, Lomer
did(409).
consultedThompson,
409). Having
Havingalso
alsoconsulted
Thompson, Bickerton
Bickerton
many members of his staff did(
and
Pease,
of
whom
he
had
back
reported
particular
Penney
Penney
trust
in
Pease,
Pease,
in
back to
trust
particular
had
and Pease, of whom
Cockcroft in
that he was happy with
project(410).
February that
with the
the project(
early February
410). Nevertheless,
in early
Nevertheless,
Cockcroft
those
senior
physicists
who
might
responsibility for leading the project
have had responsibility
project
those senior
were
well
public
had
project
the
project
had
a
strong
physics;
the
in
uncertainties
the
of
aware
were well
profile,
and
Penney
to promise
promise great things
in his
his Press
things in
Press Conference
Conference held
profile, and Penney appeared to
--8484 -

on 22
22 July 1959(411). ItItwas
wastotobe
beaasuccess
success to
to restore
public faith
restore the
the public
faith lost after the
Zeta episode.
episode. Under
it is
is not
not surprising
surprising that their
their support was
these circumstances
circumstances it
Under these
When Penney
Penney came
tempered by reluctance. When
came to
to review
review the
the ICSE
ICSE estimates later in
the
year he
he took
tookthe
theprecaution
precaution ofofconsulting
the year
consulting others,
others, including
including
Sir
JamesChadwick,
Chadwick,from
fromoutside
outside the
the AEA,
AEA, as
as well
well as K
Roberts, in
in whom
whom he
Sir James
KV
V Roberts,
had particular faith following his role in the bomb project,
project, from
from inside.
inside. Chadwick
Chadwick
expressed himself
expressed
himself as
as agnostic
agnostic in
in respect
respect of
of the
the particular
particular problem
problem raised,
raised, but as
direction of
of research
research represented
generally opposed to
to the
the direction
represented by
byICSE(
ICSE(412).
412). Roberts,
Roberts,
computer modelling
working on
on the
the computer
who was
was working
modelling of
of plasma
plasma conditions,
conditions, expessed
expessed
pursuit of
of ICSE
himself
himself as being astonished by the pursuit
ICSE on the
the flimsy
flimsy theoretical
theoretical basis
available.
He was,
was, he
hesaid,
said,convinced
convinced that
that the
available. He
theICSE
ICSE configuration could not in fact
Penney with
with aa theoretical
itself up; and
and he
hepresented
presentedPenney
set itself
theoretical analysis in support of this
position(413).
Although in spirit still
still an
an AWRE
AWRE man, Roberts
was now working, albeit more or
Roberts was
less
But meanwhile,
less on his own, at Harwell.
Harwell. But
meanwhile, as
as plans
plans for
for the
the combination
combination of the
existing AWRE
existing
AWREand
and Harwell
Harwellfusion
fusion teams
teams at
at Culham
Culham took
took shape,
shape, the
the
AWRE team
representatives
of the AWRE
team had
had also
also begun
begun to
to make their presence,
representatives of
presence, and
felt. At first this was not
their opposition to ICSE,
ICSE, felt.
not achieved
achieved by any great
great increase
increase
in pressure
AWRE team
team themselves,
pressure from
from the
theAWRE
themselves, though
though as
asearly
earlyas
asDecember
December1959
1959
Curran
mirrormachine
press hard
hard to
to get
get aamirror
Curran did press
as a
machine programme
programme established
established as
(414).
Culham priority(414).
priority
resulted from
from disarray in the
Rather
Rather it
it resulted
the Harwell
Harwell camp.
Harwell commitment
Up until
until early
early 1960,
1960, the strong Harwell
commitment to toroidal
toroidal pinch
pinch machines
machines
had dominated
dominated British
British fusion
fusion thinking,
thinking, and
and the
the dominant
dominant role of the
the Harwell
Harwell
thealternative
alternative approaches
team
ensured that
that the
team had ensured
approaches favoured
favoured by
by the
theAWRE
AWRE
A change
scientists
change in
in this
scientists were
were kept
kept in the background.
background. A
this situation
situation came,
came, however,
however,
when Thonemann
sabbatical in April 1960.
Thonemann returned from
from sabbatical
1960. From
From America,
America, he had
watched the progress
progress of
of ICSE
ICSE and
and its domination of the British
British programme and,
which was thereby
talent, which
seriously, of
most seriously,
of the best talent,
thereby removed
removed from fundamental
Before leaving
research, with
dismay. Before
leaving in 1959
1959 he
he had already had talks
research,
with dismay.
talks about
about
keeping
a
small
research
group
of
his
own,
keeping a small research group of
preferably
preferably at Harwell,
Harwell, rather than
than
the administration
administration of Culham
getting involved
involved in the
Culham and its
its big
big projects,
projects, and while
while
in Princeton
Princeton he
about securing
securing this.
Schonland was
he had
had set
set about
this. Schonland
was not
not and never
never had
been
keen on the
idea, but
but itithad
hadhad
the idea,
hadCockcroft's
been keen
Cockcroft'sbacking,
backing, and
and Thonemann
Thonemann
remained too
So after
after a period
remained
too important
important to
to lose.
lose. So
period of
of four
way negotiations
negotiations
four way
between
Schonland, Adams
Thonemann, Schonland,
Adams and Penney,
between Thonemann,
Penney, Thonemann
Thonemann had
had been
been
offered by Penney a position as a "senior
"senior distinguished physicist with a small team
people, free to work as you please
of about a dozen people,
please on
on a line of your own
own choice".
choice".
But
Penney
had
insisted
that
Thonemann's
group
But Penney
insisted that Thonemann's group should
shouldinindue
duecourse
coursemove
to to
move
Culham, and that Thonemann
Thonemann must be responsible
responsible to
toAdams
Adams as Culham.
Culham director.
Thonemann's
Thonemann's future
future position
position was
was thus agreed,
butthe
theproblem
problem remained
agreed, but
remained as
as to
charge of the
the Harwell
take charge
Harwell fusion
who should take
programme
between his return in
fusion programme between
April 1960
April
1960and
and Adams's
Adams's arrival
arrival and
and the beginning of the
the move
Culham in
movetoto Culham
October.
While Thonemann
Thonemann had been away his deputy
deputy Pease
Pease had
had taken
October. While
taken charge
charge of
of
the CTR
CTR Division.
Now, since
since he was
was no
nolonger
longertotowork
work within the main thrust
Division. Now,
of
programme, it seemed
seemed natural
of the programme,
natural that Pease should
should remain in charge of
of the
Harwell team
over. However
Harwell
team until
until Adams
Adams arrived
arrived to
to take
take over.
However Pease,
Pease, like
like
Thonemann,
Thonemann, was
was more
more interested
interestedin
in doing
doing research
researchthan
than in
in administration.
administration. He
had already
already tried
tried to
to escape
escape being
being lumbered
lumbered with
with the
the administration
administration of
of ICSE
ICSE by
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following
Thonemann's example
example and,
and, at Alfven's
following Thonemann's
Alfven's pressing invitation, requesting
Repeating this
request he
a sabbatical
sabbatical in Sweden
Sweden but this had
refused(415). Repeating
this request
had been
been refused(415).
Thonemann, not
not he,
he, should
should be in charge during
now expressed
expressed his own wish that Thonemann,
period. Thonemann
making
interim period.
Thonemann himself,
seeing an
an opportunity
opportunity of
of making
the interim
himself, seeing
countering the
the current
current
sweeping
fusion programme,
programme, and
sweeping changes
changes in
in the fusion
and so countering
tendencies,
tendencies, before
before getting
getting down
down to his own research, also seems
seems to have wished to
Onthe
handAdams,
want any
any large
do this. On
theother
other hand
Adams, who
who naturally
naturally did
did not
not want
large changes
changes
made
in
the
months before
vested in
made in the months
wanted control
control to
to be
be vested
in a
before he
he took
took over,
over, wanted
committee, with
chair. Technically,
Technically, the
the situation
situation was
was resolved
resolved
committee,
with Penney
Penney in
in the
the chair.
when
Penney decreed
decreed that
charge of
when Penney
that Schonland
should take
take charge
of the
the whole
whole
Schonland should
programme, including
programme,
including Thonemann's
Thonemann'sgroup,
group,for
forthe
theinterim
interimperiod.
period. But
But this was
solution that
that neither
neither Thonemann
Thonemann nor
Pease nor
nor Adams
Adams had wanted.
wanted.
the one solution
nor Pease
lost their
their dominating role
Under his
his direction,
direction, the
the Harwell
Harwell ICSE
effectively lost
ICSE team effectively
ICSE(416).
and their
their power
power to
todefend
defendICSE(416).
The combination
combination of
ICSE, from
of pressures against ICSE,
from all
all the sources mentioned, was
immense.
Inlate
lateAugust
August1960
1960 the
the project
cancelled(417). A
A month
month later
later this
immense. In
project was
was cancelled(417).
this
cancellation was announced in
in aa press
for ICSE
cancellation
pressre1ease
release(418).
The design
design for
ICSE was never
418 . The
published, but detailed
detailed reports
reports with
of drawings
drawings was
was prepared
preparedfor
forboth
bothICSE
ICSE (a)
with set
set of
and ICSE
ICSE (b).
(b). These are deposited at the
the PRO
PRO(419).
419 .
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CHAPTER 14
CHAPTER
14
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
Authoritygenerally
EnergyAuthority
generally the
ICSE was
was
Within the
the Atomic
Atomic Energy
the cancellation
cancellation ofofICSE
relief and,
greeted with relief
and, ininsome
some quarters,
quarters,positive
positivesatisfaction.
satisfaction.
AWRE
TheThe
AWRE
scientists quickly
scientists
quickly seized
seized the
the initiative.
initiative.As
As the
the team's
team's enthusiasm
enthusiasm for
for their
their
programme
early plans
made
itselffelt,
felt, Adams's
plans for
for Culham
programme
made
itself
Adams's early
Cuiham accordingly
accordinglyreflected
reflected
Theseplans
plansare
areclearly
bias(420). These
clearly set
set out by
a strong
strong AWRE
AWRE bias(420).
by him
himininthe
thefirst
first
planning report
planning
the new
new laboratory dated
dated January
January 1961(421).
1961(421). Work
report for
for the
on both
both the
Work on
thetatron and
AWRE
thetatron
and the
the magnetic
magnetic mirror
mirror"Phoenix"
"Phoenix"started
started
AWRE were
were expanded,
expanded,
at at
and larger
and
of both
both these
theseexperiments
experiments were
were built
builtatatCulham
Cuiham under
under Niblett
larger versions of
Niblett
and Sweetman
Usingtheir
their pioneering
pioneering fast
respectively. Using
fast switched
and
switched condenser
condenser banks
banks
Sweetmanrespectively.
forward
to
a
team
moved
leading
positionininthetatron
the AWRE
AWRE team
moved
forward to a leading
position
thetatron research,
research,
which
becamea afashionable
fashionable field
field world-wide
which became
world-wide in the
the next
next decade.
decade. Kilovolt
Kilovolt
thermonuclearneutrons
temperatures and
andtrue
true thermonuclear
neutronswere
wereregularly
regularlyobserved,
temperatures
observed,albeit
albeit in
short pulses.
such as
as "cusp"
"cusp" geometry
short
pulses. Other
Other containment methods
methods such
geometry were
weretried,
tried,
and there
and
was increased
interestininshocks
shocksand
andshock
shockheating.
heating.The
Theemphasis
emphasis was
was
there was
increased interest
to establish basic principles,
at first
firston
onsmaller
smaller scale
scale work
work to
principles, with
with a strong
strong theoretical
andlater
later JJ BB Taylor,
group first
first under
group
under W
W BB Thompson
Thompson and
Taylor, and
and further
furtherdevelopment
development
of computational methods
by KKVVRoberts.
Roberts. Both
BothRoberts,
Roberts, and
and Taylor
of
methods by
Taylor aa senior
senior
hadbeen
beenmajor
memberofof Thompson's
Thompson'sgroup,
group,had
majorcontributors
member
to the
the weapons
weapons
contributors to
work
Zeta
AWRE.Steady
Steady
continueduntil
until 1968.
programme
work
on on
Zeta
continued
programmeat
at AWRE.
1968. One
Oneof
of the
the
more important
the unexpected
important results
results obtained
more
obtained from
from Zeta was
was the
unexpected observation
observation that
that
the discharge
discharge the
toroidal field
during the
establishment of
of the
the toroidal
the establishment
sign in the
during
field changed
changed sign
Althoughnot
notunderstood
understoodatatthe
thetime
timeitit later
later formed
outer regions of
of the
the plasma.
plasma. Although
formed
Pinch
Reversed
Field
programme
the starting
startingpoint
pointofofthethe
Reversed
Field Pinch
programmeatatCulham.
Cuiham. This
This was
was
becameofofinterest
interest internationally,
another concept
concept that
that became
internationally, producing
another
producing for a while
while at
least an
least
an important
important contender
contender as an alternative
alternativetotothe
theTokamak.
Tokamak.
teamitself,
project design
design team
Within
the ICSE
ICSE project
itself, however,
Within the
however, there was
was naturally
naturally
cancellation of
disappointment at
at the
the cancellation
effort had
disappointment
of aa project
projectinto
intowhich
which so
so much
much effort
had
been put,
put, for
been
for reasons
reasons that
thatthey
theycould
could not
notthemselves
themselves accept
acceptas
asvalid.
valid.Moreover,
Moreover,
the cancellation
by parties
parties who
felt with
the
cancellation was
was also
also received
received badly
badly outside
outside the
the AEA,
AEA, by
who felt
with
they might
might have
have been
beenconsulted
consulted or
or at
at least
somereason
reasonthat
that they
some
leastwarned
warned in
in advance.
advance.
followingthe
the issue
issue of
of the press release
Immediatelyfollowing
Immediately
release reports
reportscame
came back
back of
of deep
deep
Atomic
Energy
concern
at
the
United
States
Commission,
then
in
concern
the United States Atomic Energy Commission, then in the
middle of
the middle
of a
budget review.
Ruarkhad
had
heard
thecancellation
cancellation only
only by
by accident,
review. Ruark
budget
heard
of ofthe
during a
accident, during
visit totoRussia,
it until
visit
Russia,and
andthe
theAEC
AEC had
had no
no firm knowledge
knowledge ofofit
until ititwas
wasmade
made public
were naturally
naturally disturbed by
by the
the thought
thought of
in the press
press release.
release. They
They were
of possible
possible
their
own
repercussions of
the
British
axe
on
programme,
and
upset
at
not
of the British axe on their own programme, and upset
not having
having
Martin
Fishenden,
warned.AsAs
been warned.
scientific secretary
secretary of
been
Martin
Fishenden,
thethe
scientific
of Harwell,
Harwell, noted,
noted,
angle"(422).
"evidently all
all concerned
"evidently
concerned forgot about
about the US
US angle"(422).
then Minister
Minister for
for Science,
Britain, Lord
In Britain,
Lord Hailsham,
Hailsham, then
Science, also
also found
found himself in an
already gone
gone back
back on
embarassing position.
on aa previously
position. Having
previously published
published
embarassing
Having already
to Winfrith in
fusion to
request for
for a
decision to
to move
move fusion
in order
order to
to approve
approve the AEA's
AEA's request
foundthat
that what
establishment at
what was
wastoto have
havebeen
beenits
large new
new establishment
at Culham,
Cuiham, he now
now found
its
longer to
to be
the site
site had
central feature
feature was
was no
no longer
be built.
built. Furthermore,
Furthermore, the
had originally
originally been
been
compulsorypurchase
bought by
by the
the Admiralty
Admiralty using
using aa compulsory
purchaseorder,
order, and
and its
its purchase
bought
purchase by
by
enablingact
act in
in parliament. In
requiredan
anenabling
hadtherefore
thereforerequired
In order
order to
to secure
the AEA
AEA had
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Government had also
Adams, the Government
of the
Culham, John
John Adams,
director of
of Culham,
the director
the services of
director
prestigious
position of
of director
to the
the prestigious position
had to
prospective appointment
appointment to
veto his
his prospective
to veto
country(423).
general of CERN,
CERN, pleading
pleading an
an urgent
urgent need for him in this country(423).
difficult problem
problem of
of
the difficult
Adams concentrated
concentrated on the
The
blew over,
over, and Adams
problems blew
The problems
of
impossible
one
almost impossible
the almost
AWRE teams,
integrating the Harwell and AWRE
teams, and
and on the
of
integrating
without
site, without
keeping Culham
intention of
pursuing
of keeping
Culham as
as an
an open site,
pursuing the original
original intention
of persistent pressures to do otherwise(424).
security restrictions, in the face of
ICSE affair,
the ICSE
Looking back
back over
over thirty years later at the
affair, opinions
opinions remain
remain as deeply
Looking
ahead, though
though
gone
should
or
should
not
have
divided
ever
on
whether
it
should
or
should
not
have
gone
ahead,
as
whether
divided
changes of
of stance.
stance. Some
of its
its supporters
supporters argue
argue that it would have led
Some of
with some changes
research
Tokamak concept
concept and advanced controlled
fusion
to the Tokamak
fusion
research by
by a decade or
controlled
Others
been followed
followed since.
programme that
more compared
compared with
with the
the programme
that has
has been
since. Others
more
maintain that it would have retarded progress
progress in this country by an equal amount;
pulsed
high power pulsed
high speed high
apart from
from the
the uncertain
uncertain physics
physics the advanced
advanced high
technology
required was not
technology required
not yet
yet sufficiently
sufficiently developed and this too would have
for excellence
excellence in
prestigious reputation
reputation for
problems and disillusionment.
disillusionment. The
Theprestigious
led to problems
research that
Culham was
would not
not have
have been
been achieved.
achieved.
research
that Culham
was later
later to
to enjoy
enjoy would
responsible for carrying out the
the project,
project,
have been
been largely
largely responsible
Carruthers, who would have
would have
have
maintained that
maintained
that itit should
should have
have been
been built,
built, on
on the
the grounds
grounds that it would
of
at least
consideration of the real
real problem
problem of
least aa decade
serious consideration
brought forward by at
decade serious
devices, namely
as physics
physics experiments,
experiments,
successful or not as
fusion devices,
namely that of whether successful
as economic
economic reactors
reactors(425).
they can be developed as
425 .
Whatever its rights or
or wrongs,
wrongs, the
cancellation of
of ICSE,
ICSE, followed
the cancellation
Whatever
followed swiftly
swiftly by
by the
AEI Aldermaston
closing down
closing
down of
of the AEI
Aldermaston laboratories,
laboratories,marked
markedthe
the end
end of
of an
an era in
prevailing
British
1960s the prevailing
Throughout the 1960s
British controlled
controlled fusion
fusion research.
research. Throughout
atmosphere
In contrast
contrast
atmosphere in Culham as throughout the world was more
more cautious.
cautious. In
earlier expansion,
with its earlier
expansion, the
the British
British CTR
programme was actually cut back quite
CTR programme
the Russian
Russian
severely
latter part of
of the
the decade,
decade, and it was only with the
severely during
during the
the latter
success in 1969
Even with this later
tokamak success
1969 that
that things began to look up again. Even
revival, moreover,
Thomson and
revival,
moreover, the
the fifteen
fifteen years
years from
from the first proposals by Thomson
Thonemann to the cancellation
cancellation of
ICSE remain
Thonemann
of ICSE
remain something
something of
of aa heroic
heroic though
though at
times
confused age,
driven through
scientifically unknown
times confused
age, driven
unknown territory
territory by
by the
through scientifically
tenacity of
of the early pioneers.
pioneers.
enthusiasm and tenacity
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NOTES ON THE REFERENCES
An attempt has been made to indude references to as much source material as
possible. With published material this is straightforward. AERE and AEA reports
which were originally unclassified are held at the Document Supply Centre of the
British Library at Boston Spa- Those which were originally classified are deposited
at the Public Record Office (PRO) at Kew, and the reference numbers (explained
below) are given. Here are deposited also numerous official files and documents
which originated at Harwell. These references all begin with the group letter AB,
followed by the class number and after a slash the piece number, (for example
AB12/131). The class number is generally 6 is for general files, 12 for committee
papers, and 15 for reports, but may be different for more recent items. A few of the
PRO files listed may not yet be available for public inspection.
Copies of many of the more interesting PRO papers, together with others not at
the PRO are at the Churchill Archive Centre, Churchill College, Cambridge, (file
HIFU). These are identified by the initials CAC. Many other papers not referred to
in the report are also in the archive, including a bibliography. At the time of
writing compilation of this archive has not been completed, but a key related to
reference numbers in this report will be included.
A problem arises in that some of the material, though generally not classified, is
in files or papers that are not yet released for public inspection. In this case
references are omitted, though information will be available at the CAC archive.
It is believed that few, if any, of these are of major importance. Further, some of
the files inspected (by JH) in the early stages in this work were destroyed rather
than being sent to the PRO. Again, information will be available at the CAC
archive.
Another source of information is from discussion with individuals who
participated in the work. Much of this was from a series of interviews with JH in
1981-2; though no transcripts are available. Further information was gleaned
from comments made by those who read and commented on all or parts of the
manuscript. These are not in general referenced, though specific letters dealing
with points of importance are referenced and in the CAC archive.
Abbreviations to be found in the references are listed separately. Much of the later
work referred to was presented at the Second United Nations International
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, held in Geneva
1 - 13 September 1958, published by the United Nations. This is referred to simply
as "Geneva Conference". Papers presented at the Convention on Thermonuclear
Processes held at the Institution of Electrical Engineers in London in April 1959
were published in the Proceedings of the Institution Vol. 106, Supplement No 2.
This is referred to as "IEE Convention".
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